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PREFACE

There are in English several histories of three or

four of the more important members of the Medici

family; but there is none, either in Italian or

English, of that family as a whole, the history

of no less than nine out of thirteen generations

having remained hitherto unwritten.

The history of the Medici is a deeply interest-

ing story; while, besides its intrinsic interest, it

helps us to acquire much knowledge about the

re-birth of Learning and Art, about the history

of Europe in perhaps its most important period,

about the birth of Science, and about the great

collections of Art possessed by Florence. For
'

without referring largely to all these subjects no
true picture of the Medici can be given.

My aim has been to write of them as a family
— their rise, their “course upon the mountain-

tops of power,” and their decline and end— and
to keep the parts always in subordination to the

whole. It may perhaps be thought that more
might have been said in the case of one or two
members of the family; but to have gone into

greater detail regarding individuals would have
had the effect of obscuring the general view,

besides making the book far too long.

ix
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This history takes a somewhat different view

of the Medici from that which has hitherto

generally obtained. It is a strange fact that in

their case the violent partisanship which swayed

the historians of their time has been carried on

into our own, and writers about them, whether

belonging to their age or ours, are banded into

two furiously opposing camps; 1 making it very

difficult to arrive at a true estimate. Those on

the one side can see no faults, and give a picture

which one feels to be untrue to life by reason of

its successive eulogy

;

2 while to those on the other

the name of Medici appears to act like an in-

toxicant, rendering them incapable of seeing what

the very facts recorded by themselves demonstrate,

and making even facts telling strongly in favour of

those concerned appear to such writers only to

show a subtle policy towards a nefarious end. And
it is those of the latter type who have been best

known,3 and have consequently been followed by

writers who, in guide-books on the art and

history of Florence, have had occasion to allude

to the Medici. There have been Florentines of

note (now passed away), well read in the archives

of their country, who have said that if only the

world at large could study those archives it

would discover that the time-honoured view of

1 Amongst writers on the subject Mr Hyett and Mr Armstrong are

almost the solitary exceptions to this blinding partisanship.
a E.g. Roscoe.
3 The well-balanced and careful writer Mr Hyctt, in speaking of

those
* f who seem unable to write the name of Medici without having

first dipped their pirns in gall,” includes in this class Cavalcanti,

Sismondi, Perrens, Napier, Trollope, and to a considerable extent

also Symonds.

—

(Florence, by F. A, llyctt, 1903, p. 289.)
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the Medici which has thus grown up was to a

very large extent unjust, and far from the truth

;

but their voices have not been generally heard.

To “ whitewash ” historical characters is as great

an offence to history as to traduce them, and the

view to which I have gradually been led regarding

the Medici has not been due to any original bias in

their favour. On the contrary, I began this study

entirely imbued with the time-honoured theory I

have mentioned, and was only brought by degrees

to a different opinion by coming to see that the

admitted facts refused over and over again to

square with the view of this family usually pre-

sented to us. I have therefore preferred to judge

those concerned by their acknowledged deeds,

rather than by comments thereon which (emanating

from writers violently biassed against them) are

found uniformly attributing good actions to ignoble

motives, or distorting those actions until they

become full of impossibilities.1

Avoiding any attempt to make out the Medici

as either this or that, 1 have endeavoured, eschew-

ing all “legends,” to detail simply the tacts for

which we have evidence. No crimes attributed to

them have been omitted or slurred over. If the

result is to show the Medici in a better light than

hitherto has been the ease, that is not due to any

Suck facts, for instance, as that when (Journo returned to power
in 1434 none of those, who had attempted to take ln« life and ruin his
family were put to death, or that Piero jmL down an armed rebellion
without the loss of a single life mid turned his enemies into friends, or
that Lorenzo saved the life of the Cardinal Riario who had just
attempted to murder hint, aro seen in their true significance when
looked at apart from all such comments.
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desire to “whitewash” them, but is simply the

consequence of a want of any evidence for a large

proportion of those crimes which have furnished

the darker shades in the traditional picture of this

family. I have also endeavoured to leave the

facts to speak for themselves as far as possible,

to narrate rather than to explain, leaving readers

to form their own conclusions
;
as I am confident

that in this way what the Medici were and did

is likely to be more forcibly appreciated.

As regards the elder branch of the family, this

book relates for the first time the histories of

Giovanni di Bicci, Piero il Gottoso, and Lorenzo

(Duke of Urbino)
;
brings to notice certain points

not previously known with reference to Cosimo

Pater Patriae, the manner in which that title was

given him, and his singular tomb ; and throws

some new light on the character and deeds of

Lorenzo the Magnificent. It takes a different

view from that hitherto held regarding Pope

Leo X., Catherine de’ Medici, and Pietro the

Unfortunate. And it discloses for the first time

the inner history of Pope Clement VII., the

scheme which he formed, the manner in which

he carried it out, and the motives underlying

his (hitherto imperfectly understood) political

manoeuvres with Charles V., Francis I., and

Henry VIII.

As regards the younger branch of the family,

this history is the first that has been written. In

this portion of the subject the most notable points

are: The various important achievements of
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Cosimo I. and Ferdinand I. ; the character and

importance of Eleonora di Toledo; the history of

Anna Maria Ludovica, a member of the family

who has been practically unknown, though most

deserving of record ; the solution of a problem

long unsolved connected with the feeling regarding

the Medici in their own city
; the unveiling

(through the results of recent research) of many
misconceptions regarding Cosimo I. and his sons

;

the exposure of such errors as the common one of

supposing that the palace known as the Pitti

Palace was built by that family instead of by the

Medici ; the demonstration of the unique con-

nection of the Medici with the birth of modern
Science ; and the disclosure of the immense gift

made by the last of the Medici to Florence.

In the absence of any history of this portion

of the family, it has not been recognised that

the deeds of the younger branch in the domain

of Literature, Art, and Science were, though

different in character, of scarcely less import-

ance than those of the elder branch. The elder

branch advanced Learning and Art by the

liberal expenditure of their wealth in that cause,

their enlightened patronage, and their artistic

taste; their art collections, however, being swept

away. The younger branch did for Science what
the elder branch had done for Learning; while it

was they who collected all those artistic treasures 1

which now form the attraction of Florence. Thus
this portion of the history necessarily furnishes a

1 Excepting those which are frescoes.
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large amount of information which was hitherto

entirely wanting regarding the artistic possessions

of Florence.

Lastly, as regards Art, this book explains for

the first time the meaning of certain pictures,

hitherto misunderstood, but whose true meaning

a complete study of the Medici history reveals.

The chief of these are :—Gozzoli’s frescoes in the

Riccardi Palace (the Medici Palace), to which

frescoes an entire chapter has been devoted ; and

the true meaning of Botticelli’s pictures, “ The

Adoration of the Magi,” “ Fortitude” “ The Birth

of Venus,” the “ Primavera,” and “ Calumny.”

It also brings to notice a hitherto unknown statue

by Gian da Bologna, called “ The Genius of the

Medici”', a hitherto unknown portrait of the

celebrated Clarice Strozzi, of whom it had been

supposed that no portrait existed; and a hitherto

unknown portrait of the Princess Violante

Beatrice, of whom also it had been supposed

that no portrait existed ; and gives the first repro-

duction of a lost portrait of Maddalena, eldest

daughter of Lorenzo the Magnificent, of the

recently discovered portrait by Raphael of

Giuliano, third son of Lorenzo the Magnificent,

which had been lost for three hundred and fifty

years, and of nine other portraits of members of

the Medici family which have not previously been

known. And it demonstrates that the recent

theories put forward regarding several of Botticelli’s

most important pictures are erroneous.
1

1 Appendix VI., Appendix VIIv and Appendix IX.
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In the chapters relating to the earlier members

of the family short notices have been intro-

duced of the prominent artists of the time, not

merely in order to show to how large an extent

the Medici were concerned in their steady advance-

ment to greater achievements, but still more
because this is essential if the Medici are to be

shown in their proper “setting.” The favourite

method of separating the history of the time from

the history of its art would in this case have been

exceptionally destructive ; for it would have ex-

cluded from the biographical sketch of each head

of the family that which in the case of many
of them was their chief interest in life; and
even to place such notices at the end of the

chapter would have caused a similar separation.

The course adopted preserves better that close

touch with the world of Art which is here essential,

while it also assists to maintain the due sequence
of events in regard to Art. These notices cease

after the time of the “ Interregnum ” (1494-1512)

;

to have continued them beyond that point, when
the Tuscan school, which had so long led the way,
began to merge into the larger field of Italy,

would have had the effect of obscuring the history

of the Medici with matters in which they had
ceased to be any longer an important factor.

In the earlier chapters short abstracts have
been given from time to time of contemporary
events taking place in other countries, as this

course, though unusual, is 1 think in the case of
a history of this kind helpful, by keeping it in
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THE MEDICI

PROLOGUE

In the fifth century storm upon storm out of the

dark North swept away in a great deluge of

barbarism all the civilisation of the western half

of the Roman Empire. From the Atlantic to

Constantinople, and from the Rhine and Danube
to the deserts of Africa, all that was learned and

cultivated, all that was artistic and beautiful, was

overwhelmed in an avalanche of ruin in which

not only the triumphs of architecture, literature,

and art, produced by many centuries of a high

civilisation, but also those who could create such

things afresh, were involved in one general

destruction.

Then after a night of thick darkness, obscuring

everything in Western Europe for two hundred

years, during which these barbarian races are

battling over the dead corpse of the Roman
Empire, comes in the eighth century Charle-

magne, creating a brief light for forty years. But
on his death the darkness settles down again, wrap-

ping all in gloom ; and again we read, “ Barbarism

and confusion reigned throughout Western Europe
for a hundred and fifty years.” Meanwhile, from

VOL. I. A
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Arabia another deluge, that of the Mahomedans,

sweeps in succession over the fair countries forming

the eastern half of the Empire, creating there also

a similar desolation. Gradually all that is left of

the art and letters of the Roman Empire takes

refuge in Constantinople, where it remains shut

up, surrounded west, north, east, and south by the

barbarian flood.

At length in the twelfth century the re-civilisa-

tion of the West is begun by the discovery in Italy

of the code of the Roman law. Then come in

the thirteenth century Niccolo Pisano, and in the

fourteenth century, Dante, Giotto, and Petrarch,

to arouse men again to a sense of the beautiful

and the cultivated ;
and Art and Literature begin

to flow back to their long-deserted Western home.

And so, out of the very grave of that old civilisa-

tion of Rome, buried deep nine centuries before,

comes the new inspiration, the Re-birth.

But as yet there was none with power to make
these efforts produce their full fruit; none with

power to unearth the treasures so long buried, to

spread a knowledge of them throughout the West,

and to make the voices of those long dead begin

again to speak. While after these four fathers

of the Renaissance 1 had passed away Art and

Died
1 Nicoonfr Pisano, The father of modern Art . . 1278

Dante. The immortal poet who recreated
intellectual life in Western Kurope. . .1321

Giotto. The father of modern Painting. “He
by whom dead painting um restored to life” . 1337

Petrarch. The father of modern Learning, who
first taught men to study the classical writings

of Rome. , . , . , , ,1371
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Literature threatened again to die, and the

movement thus inaugurated to become but local

and temporary.

And then, in the city which had produced three

of these men, arose a family who, with the power

of wealth, and with a great love for these things,

lifted Learning from its grave, spread a knowledge

of it through Europe, gave Art tire encourage-

ment it needed in order to advance to its highest

achievements, and made that city the Athens of

the West.





CHAPTER I

FLORENCE

‘ ( O Foster-nurse of man’s abandoned glory,

Since Athens, its great Mother, sank in splendour.

Thou shadowest forth that mighty shape in story,

As Ocean its wrecked fanes, severe yet tender ;

The light-invested angel Poesy

Was drawn from the dim world to welcome thee/’

—Shelley.

Standing on the hill of San Miniato, and look-

ing down from thence, as so many belonging to

bygone generations have done, at the city spread

out at our feet,

1 we see before us a city such as

none other ever can be to a large portion of

mankind, one in which things have had their

birth which now form the life-blood of all the

intellectual existence of Europe. As Yriarte

says : “We must dearly love Florence, for she is

the mother of all those who live by thought.”

Her outward beauty is palpable to all. The
domes and spires of a smokeless city bathed in

sunshine, the slopes of the Apennines, extending

almost to its walls, covered with vineyards, olive

plantations, gardens, and numberless luxurious

villas, the silver thread of the river Arno winding
away in the distance through the beautiful Val

1 Plate I.

5
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d’Arno, the “ tender ” colouring which in
r

ruscany

is so marked a feature of the distant landscape,

all these together make up a whole which is a

dream of beauty.

But there is more to be seen than this, and

Florence’s charms are not confined to her outward

beauty. For this is the city which produced the

Renaissance,

1 an achievement which will ever

surround Florence with an unfading glory. The
influence she has thus exercised has secured for

her a world - wide interest. Undoubtedly the

main attraction of Florence for the modern
world is as a place where there breathes a

stiller, higher atmosphere than that of the hurry-

ing, striving twentieth century
; a place where,

if we will, the history of the past is made to rise

before us, and where the masterpieces of Art
strive to draw the mind upwards from the low
level of the trivial, the ignoble, and the common-
place. It has been said, “ The arts are the

avenues by which the mind of man soars to its

highest limits.” If that be so, then in Florence

if anywhere in the world must the truth of those

words be felt. For in this city of Dante and
Petrarch, of Ghiberti, Brunelleschi, Donatello,

and Michelangelo, of Giotto, Orcagna, Masaccio,

Fra Angelico, Botticelli, and Leonardo da Vinci,

not only one of those avenues, but no less than
four of them, have been followed as far as the

mind of man has ever penetrated along them.
We are going for a little while to be occupied

amidst scenes instinct with the spirit of these men.
i Hie word “ Renaissance ” must not be allowed to be ousted in

favour of a new fashion. The term “ Renascence/’ which a certain
school of writers are anxious to introduce with an idea that it is

English, appears both pedantic and incorrect; there is no such word
as ^nascence” in the English language.
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Therefore, in looking at beautiful Florence let us

try to think chiefly, not of her outward beauty,

but rather of all the deep interests which she

is able to unfold to us—in art, in history, in

literature—bound up with the name of Florence

for all time. To consider the high-souled thoughts

which gave their birth to all that we go there to

see
:
produced by minds which were able to make

their city pre-eminent among all cities in painting,

in sculpture, in architecture, and in poetry, and

at the same time pre-eminent also in learning,

and in the science of their age.

Thus, as we look down upon Florence from

San Miniato 1 we shall be drawn to think of the

high aspirations of those who first planned to

build that mighty dome, 2 and who directed their

cathedral to be designed “so as to be worthy of

a heart expanded to much greatness to think

of the conceptions of him who, while he was the

father of all painting, could also be so great

in architecture as to design that beautiful bell

tower by its side

;

3 of the strong character of

those freedom-loving Florentines who erected that

solidly-built city fortress

4

to guard their supreme

council from the effects of their own turbulent

spirit; of all that lies collected under that small

pointed spire in the background,6
telling of the

dawn of the Renaissance of Art
; or, .again, of what

a world of high-souled thought is represented in

1 Nee Plato I.

2 The “ Puomo,” tho cathedral of Florence.
3 Giotto’s campanile.
4 The Palazzo della Signoria (Palazzo Vecchio).
8 Sta. Maria Novella (with Giotto’s and Orcagna’s froscocfr, and the

Spanish chapel).
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the line of statues in that colonnade 1—Florence’s

“Valhalla” — extending from the river to the

fortress
;

that galaxy of the great, in poetry, in

art, in learning, and in science, all produced by
this single city, and containing, even though
Brunelleschi, Ghiberti, Masaccio, Fra Angelico,

and Botticelli are not there, at least twelve great

names of which any one would suffice to make
any other city famous. And as they look down
upon us from their niches, they invite us to walk
their streets in spirit with them—with Dante, and
Giotto, and Orcagna, and Donatello, and Leonardo,

and Michelangelo, and Galileo—and to be uplifted

into the world where their thoughts dwelt, so that

we too may be, if but for a moment, “among
the immortals.”

Lastly, we shall be drawn to think of that

family who for so many generations took a chief

part in all that interests us in Florence; whose
care for Learning and Art produced such wide
effects ; who preserved to the world most of those
treasures of art which we now visit Florence to

see; and who all lie buried in that church of
San Lorenzo 2 which is marked by the smaller
dome in the distance, where as their line came
near its end they erected tombs which are those
of crowned heads, tombs visited by all the world
for their masterpieces of art and their magnificence.

The city is what those who once lived in it have
made it. And as we look at the memorials of
themselves which they have left behind them (and

* The Ulftzi colonnade.
8 San Lorenzo (with the New Sacristy, and the ' Medici

Mausoleum). The dome is that of the mausoleum.
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which still belong to their descendants) we must not

omit all thought of the race which made these men
what they were. For this is Etruria, a country

which has always, from the earliest times, led the

way in Italy, and from whence in the Middle Ages
there came forth (as leaders of the movement
which we call the Renaissance) a great succession

of men of whom it has been said, “ The dazzling

light of their genius shines on through the centuries

to show to future generations what man can be

and do.” 1 So that these memorials of Florence’s

past are no dead records of a bygone time, but

afford the strongest inspiration to us of the present

day.

And since the Signoria of Florence, when
starting at the end of the thirteenth century to

build their cathedral, declared, in the document
conveying their instructions to its architect, Arnolfo

di Cambio, that the desire which animated them
was that it “ should be designed so as to be worthy
of a heart expanded to much greatness, correspond-

ing to the noble city’s soul, which is composed of

the souls of all its citizens,” the great dome of

Florence (whose construction was thus inspired

by an aim so different from that which later on
called into being its rival at Rome) may well,

whenever from far or near it strikes upon the eye,

act as a clarion-call to high and noble aims. The
men who, in a mere government document ordering

a great public work, could reach such a level were
no common men. And in commenting on their

words, Mr Walter Scaife justly asks:—“Has the

much-vaunted progress of civilisation during the

six centuries that have since passed carried us so
1 Florentine Life during the Renaissance

9 by Walter Scaife*
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far beyond either the sentiments or the work of

these men?”
But there is yet another attraction which

Florence possesses for the modern world. And
that is the vividness with which the past is there

made to live before us
;
the way in which the

twentieth century is enabled to look at the fifteenth

even with the outward eye, and as if four swiftly-

flowing centuries that have intervened were rolled

back. The massive strength of the Bargello, of the

Palazzo Vecchio, and even of ordinary buildings

in every direction, forces upon us the recollection

of the fierce fighting which these narrow streets

have time after time witnessed. And while other

cities have preserved little round which interest

connected with men eminent in History, Litera-

ture, or Art who passed their lives there can

gather, Florence, which has held a leadership in

Art and letters equalled by no other city except

Athens, teems with memorials of those who gave

her that leadership. The dome of the cathedral

brings to our minds Brunelleschi, its nave re-echocs

with the thundering eloquence of Savonarola, its

beautiful campanile recalls to us Giotto ;
the

Loggia de’ Lanzi reminds us of Orcagna, the

Baptistery bears record of Ghiberti, the Torre del

Gallo still keeps alive the memory of “ the starry

Galileo.” We see the house where Dante lived;

we pass the shops where Giotto, Botticelli, and

Andrea del Sarto worked; we follow the same

streets by which Verrocchio, Ghirlandajo and

Michelangelo went to their daily tasks ;
we stand

before church doorways made beautiful by the

art of Luca della ltobbia ;
we listen to Donatello’s

voice as we gaze at the statues surrounding Or
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San Michele ; we pace the corridors and cloisters

of;' San Marco accompanied by the spirits of Fra
Angelico and Savonarola. And in many an old

fresco the faces, dress, and manner of life of the

men and women of the Renaissance are brought
before us with startling vividness.

But the full effect of this vivid realisation of

the past which Florence forces upon us is best

seen by comparing her with her great rival Venice.

Mrs Oliphant, speaking of Venice, says 1
:

—

“ After the bewitchment of the first vision a
chill falls upon the enquirer. Where is the poet,
where the prophet, where the princes, the scholars,
the men whom could we see we should recognise
wherever we met them, with whom the whole
world is acquainted ? They are not. here. In the
sunshine of the Piazza, in the glorious gloom of
San Marco, in the great council chambers of the
Ducal palace, once so full of busy statesmen and
great interests, there is scarcely a figure, recognis-
able of all, to be met with in the spirit—no one
for traces of whom we look as we walk, or whose
individual footsteps are traceable. Instead of the
men who made her what she was, and who ruled
her with so high a hand, we find everywhere the
great image of Venice herself. ... In her records
the city is everything, the individual nothing.
Venice is the outcome, not great names of
individual Venetians.”

Mrs Oliphant’s subsequent remarks show that
the root of the reason why Venice produced no
prominent men was the inordinate love of money.
A race with whom money-making and money-
spending is the one serious interest cannot pene-
trate those “ avenues by which the mind soars to
its highest limits.” Florence also loved money, but

1 The Mahers of Venice, by Mrs ( Miphant.
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it was not her chief interest. And so we have this

significant result : Florence, with Art and Learn-

ing as her passion, and with her long line of

immortal names in every branch of these, the city

which led the way in producing the civilisation of

Europe
; and, on the other hand, Venice, producing

next to nothing of the kind,—no great poet, no
great scholar, no great sculptor, no great statesman

known to all the world, no great painter, even,

until her rival had been leading the way in that

particular for a hundred and fifty years, and had
produced a host of such,— and leaving nothing
behind her but her own exalted name, nothing
still able to elevate mankind after her own glory

had passed away.

It is a great contrast. And just as it is the
lack of the human interest in the case of Venice
that causes that “ chill ” to fall upon the enquirer,

so on the other hand it is the abundant possession
of the human interest that gives Florence her great
attraction. The seed from which the fruit grew
was, in the one case, the love of money, in the
other, the love of Art.

The arms of Florence, the iris, or giglio

;

as drawn by Giotto.



CHAPTER II

THE MEDICI

We turn from this glimpse of the city to those

who were for over three hundred years its most
prominent citizens.

The history of the Medici covers three and a
half centuries (1400-1743), two of those centuries,

the fifteenth and sixteenth, being the most interest-

ing period of any both in History and in Art. It

is a period which covers the change from mediaeval

to modern history (which may be held to commence
with the long triangular duel between Francis I„
Charles V., and Henry VIII.)

; it covers the time
when the conditions changed from those consequent
on the feudal system and small, isolated states, to
those brought about by regular armies and power-
ful countries with clashing interests ; it covers the
time when the chief political power in Europe
shifted from the great independent states of Italy

(Venice, Milan, Florence, and Naples) to the
northern countries, France, England, and Germany;
it embraces the Reformation, with all that brought
it about and that followed from it ; and it includes
the extinction of the (Christian) Eastern Empire
and establishment of the (Mahomedan) Turkish
Empire in its place, the discoveiy of a new world

18
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in America, the expulsion of the Moors from Spain,

and in general the settlement of the different

nations of Europe, after centuries of transition, in

the localities they now occupy. As regards Art the

period is even more important ; for with the year

1400 there began that wonderful fifteenth century

which saw the birth of the Renaissance in Art, and

produced a galaxy of great men in every branch

of Art, such as the world had never seen before, and

is never likely to see again.

The gradual rise of the Medici from comparative

obscurity, and not by military conquests, to so high

an eminence is one of the most remarkable things

in history. From simple bankers and merchants

they rose, in spite of much opposition and many
vicissitudes, until they became the most powerful

family in Europe, and indeed until there was a

Medici on the throne of nearly every principal

country.1

They are interesting from several very different

points of view :

—

The important place which they took in history-

makes their story at times almost that of Europe.

Cosimo Pater Patriae, Lorenzo the Magnificent,

Pope Leo X., Pope Clement VIL, and Catherine

de’ Medici, not to mention others, have made the

name of Medici occupy a larger place in history

than was probably ever taken by any other family.

Their patronage of Learning and Art. In this

domain the Medici have never been approached

by any others among the rulers of mankind. The
Rothschilds of their time, their immense wealth

* tfee vol. n p
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was lavishly expended on the revival of Learning

and the encouragement of Art. In painting, Fra
Angelico, Lippi, Gozzoli, Gliirlandajo, Botticelli,

Lorenzo di Credi, Leonardo da Vinci, and "Raphael

;

in sculpture, Ghiberti, Donatello, Verrocchio, and
Michelangelo; in architecture, Brunelleschi, Michel-

ozzo, and Bramante ; with a host of lesser names,
all owed much to their assistance. As regards

Painting this had specially important results ; and
just as the age of Pericles in Athens became the
“ classic period,” or period of highest development,

of the art of Sculpture, so the age of the Medici

has become the classic period of the art of Painting.

Their connection with the Reformation. In
this great movement which convulsed all Europe
throughout the greater part of the sixteenth

century, the two Popes who belonged to this

family 1 were those chiefly concerned—namely, Leo
X., Luther’s great antagonist, and Clement VII.,

the Pope in whose pontificate England repudiated

the claim of the Church of Home to exercise

supremacy over the Church of England. Natur-
ally this again adds much interest to the story of

the Medici.

Lastly, owing to an exceptional many-sidedness
they touched life at so many points. In statesman-

ship and financial capacity, in learning and artistic

1 There were two other Popes who also harl this name of Medici,
hut they dill not belong to Lins family : viz., Pius IV, (Johannes
Angelus Medici of Milan), who was Pope from 1559 to 1505, and
Leo XI. (Alessandro Medici), who was Pope for a month in 1G05. The
former belonged to an obscure family in Milan and took this name;
and the latter belonged to the Medici of Naples, and was therefore not
a descendant of the historic Medici ; though lie was n distant connection,
being descended from a brother of the grandfather of Giovanni di Hicci
(see Appendix II, ).
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taste, in civil administration and sympathy with the

feelings of the people, in knowledge of commerce
and agriculture, in all these different directions did

the Medici evince an unusual ability. And this

was joined to qualities of courtesy, agreeableness

of manner, absence of arrogance, and a free and
generous disposition, which much enhanced their

power of influencing those with whom they were
brought in contact. They were not, however,

assisted by any attractions of personal appearance,

their portraits showing that they were by no means
a handsome family, their only good feature being

their fine eyes, which were proverbial. These
various characteristics make them an interesting

family apart from the other aspects of their

history.

Two grave charges have been preferred against

them : first, that they by a long course of
duplicity deprived their country of its liberty,

and exalted themselves into despots over it ; and,
second, that there is to be attributed to them an
evil pre-eminence in crimes of murder. How for

these charges are just will be best seen as we
follow the course of their history ; but regarding
the second some general remarks are called for.

The charge is a strange one in view of the
contemporary history of other countries. For the
history of this family embraces thirteen genera-
tions, and out of this number there are no less

than ten generations to whom no such crimes
have been even attributed. It is not until we
reach the seventh generation that we have the
first murder committed by a Medici; and even
that was committed by one who had no legitimate
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right to the name .

1 While it is not until we
reach the eighth and ninth generations that we
meet with that series of these accusations which has

been the main cause of the reputation which has

been given to the family .

2 Such a charge against a

whole family involves comparison
; and when we

compare even the whole of the cases attributed to

the Medici with those authenticated as committed
by other contemporary ruling families, not only in

Italy, but also in France, England, and Spain,

it becomes evident that the popular belief ascribing

to the Medici an evil pre-eminence in yuch crimes

can only be due to a lack either of information

or of the sense of proportion. Among ruling

families of the time there are few to whom there

have not been attributed more crimes of this

nature than to the Medici. Nor do we stigmatise

the whole line of the sovereigns of England or

France because three out of thirteen generations

may have committed crimes of this character.

Some writers, while admitting the injustice of

this graver charge, and while ready to allow that

the Medici were capable, intellectual, and patriotic,

assert that nevertheless they were grasping, cruel,

intriguing, and stained with vices which were
rampant in their times. It is hoped that this

history will demonstrate convincingly that the
Medici were decidedly not either grasping, or

cruel. To say that they were intriguing is merely

1 The murder of Ippolito do’ Medici by his so-called cousin
Alessandro “the Moor/* who was either the illegitimate son of an
illegitimate son, or else not of the Medici blood at all (aea chap, xviii,).

* The eighth generation is that of Commo I., and the ninth that of
his sons. Most of these charges are now known to have been false
accusations due to political animosity, and are rejected by modern
historians, in the fuller light now available, oh untrue ($ee vol. ii.

pp. 272, 279, 280-294, 334-880, mid 870)

VOL. i. B
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to say that they were men of their age. Regard-

ing the fourth point, while they certainly were

not free from the vices rampant in their times,

the indictment in the manner it is made is an

exaggeration, implying as it does that the Medici

were worse than others, whereas all evidence tends

to show that they were distinctly better in this

respect than other contemporary families. This

general statement, on a point to which modern
histories do not consider it necessary to allude

except in general terms, will perhaps suffice
; but

it will be found to be borne out by various facts

in the lives of many members of the family as

these are followed.

Symonds makes a complaint against the Medici

that they were “ bourgeois.” Of course they were
bourgeois: it is the very pith of their story: and

instead of giving ground for a gibe to be east

at them it contributes much to their honour. It

is the essence of their history that they belonged

entirely to the people, that their rise began from
their championship of the latter against the nobles,

and that theirs was an aristocracy, not of birth,

but of talent and culture.

They present to us in following Lhcir story

the most opposite extremes both of conduct and
of fortune. Marvellous as to their rise, pathetic

as to their vicissitudes, magnificent as to their

liberality towards objects for the lasting benefit

of mankind, tragic as to many episodes of their

career, despicable as to their ignoble decline and
end (except for one last act worthy to rank with
those of their best days), their history is like a
great drama extending over three hundred years,

and played out on the widest of stages.



CHAPTER 111

GIOVANNI DI BICCI

Born 1300. Died 1428.

In the year 1400 the Medici 1 were an ordinary

middle-class family in Florence. The family can

be traced back as far as the year 1201, when
Chiarissimo, eldest son of Giambuono de’ Medici,

and a member of the Town Council, is noted as

being the owner of various houses and towers in

the Mercato Vecchio; but the only branch of it
2

with which we are concerned is that which made
so great a name in history, and was destined to

run an eventful course of nearly three hundred

and fifty years.
8

Of this branch Giovanni de’ Medici was at

this time the head. For some reason or other

his father, Averardo de’ Medici, was nicknamed

by his companions “Bicci.” Among the Medici

the same Christian names recur so frequently

that each is in history known by some addition

or sobriquet, and Giovanni, the founder of the

historic branch of the family, is always known as

Giovanni di Bicci (i.e., Giovanni, the son of Bicci).

He was at this time a man of forty years of age,

1 For Genealogical Table, see Appendix I.

3 For Genealogical Table of the other branches, see Appendix II.
3 From 1400 to 1743, in which latter year Anna Maria Ludovica,

the “last of the Medici,” died. On her death no one of Giovanni di

Bicci’s blood remained. Any of this name now existing in Italy are
not descendants of the historic Medici, hut are descended from one or
other of the above-mentioned collateral branches.

19
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and highly respected for his character and business

ability.

The family were bankers 1 and already possessed

of considerable wealth, which Giovanni by his

financial ability increased. Several of his ancestors

had taken part in public affairs. His great-grand-

father Averardo, who had begun the prosperity

of the family by successful trading operations,

had been Gonfaloniere in 1314 ;
his grandfather

Salvestro had been one of the envoys of the

Republic deputed to conclude the treaty with

Venice in 1336; and two of his father’s first

cousins 2 had been Gonfaloniere in, respectively,

1349 and 1354.

But Giovanni di Bicci de’ Medici 3 came of a

family which had signalised themselves in another

way than this. For they had on several occasions

1 There is no foundation for the story that the Medici were
originally doctors (medici). That story seems to have originated m
two ways. First; with the mediaeval love of a play upon words, Oosnno,
Giovanni’s eldest soil; chose for the patron saints of himself and his

family, St Cosmo and St Damian; the two doctor samtS; and these
were in his time generally introduced into pictures painted for him or
in his honour. Secondly, when tlie wits of Paris, in the days of
Catherine de’ Medici (always so hated in France on account of her
bourgeois origin), desired to hold her up to contempl, they concocted
the story that the Medici were originally apothecaries (medici), and that
the family arms, the celebrated pa lie (or balls), represented the pills

which they made. The story is an entire fable ; the Medici can be
traced hack for two hundred years before Giovanni di Bicci’s time, and
throughout this period were merchants and bankers, not doctors. They
did not belong, for instance, to the doctors’ guild, but to the guild of
bankers. The precise signification of the Medici arms, the red balls on
a field of gold, is unknown.

2 See Genealogical Table (Appendix II.).

3 The dei, written de\ customary in the case of the Medici and other
families in Florence, had no significance similar to the French de, not
denoting high birth or nobility, but seems simply to have originated
from the correctness of the Tuscan mode of speech. It appears to have
been employed without any rule that is discoverable

; so that while we
always find, e.g Vieri dei Ccrchi, Lorenzo de’ Medici, or Alessandro,

de’ Mozzi, we also find Filippo Stio/zi, BacciO Valon, and Franre-><*o

Cuiceianlini.
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taken a prominent part in the struggles of the

people against the nobles (grandi ). A distant

cousin of his father (also named Giovanni) had,

in 1343, been seized and put to death by the

tyrant of Florence, Walter de Brienne, Duke of

Athens, as one of the most dangerous of the

citizens
(
popolani). And when Giovanni di Bicci

was eighteen years old, he had seen, in 1378, a

distant cousin of his grandfather (another Salves tro),

by his powerful words in the Signoria, bring about

the riot known as that of the Ciompi (the weavers,

dyers, and minor workmen of the guild of wool),

which riot, we are told, “ broke the power of the

nobles, and destroyed the oligarchy of the ‘ Parte

Guelfa
’ ”

;
while another cousin of his father’s,

Vieri, had pacified the rebellion of 1303. Thus

the family had as its tradition antagonism to the

nobles and championship of the cause of the people.

Giovanni di Bicci was destined to go far in the

same course, as well as to found a family whose

influence was to spread far beyond the sphere of

the petty politics of Florence.

Let us first see what, in this year 1400, were

the conditions surrounding him, (i) in his own
city, and (ii) in the larger world beyond it.

(i) Florence, after fierce struggles between rival

factions for a hundred and fifty years, had al

last settled down with the most democratic

government on record. In 12(50 the banished

Ghibellines, under Farinata degli Uberti, had at

the battle of Monteaperto defeated the Guclphs and

re-entered Florence in triumph. The Ghibellines

had thereupon proposed to raze Florence to the
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ground; against this Farinata degli Uberti had

“raised his single voice,”
1 and prevailed; for

which act he has obtained lasting honour in

Florence, and his statue (the only Ghibelline one)

has received a place among those of Florence’s

greatest men in the Uffizi colonnade. Then had

succeeded in 1289 the battle of Campaldino,

giving the final victory to the Guelphs ; where-

upon the community had been divided into guilds

(arti), whose representatives formed the governing

body, the Signoria. In 1298 had begun the

building of the cathedral, and of the Palazzo della

Signoria, the order for the latter to Arnolfo di

Cambio, the architect, stating that it was required

“for the greater security of the Signoria in this

city so given to sudden and violent tumults.”

But the internecine strifes did not cease even

though the Ghibellines had been driven out; the

same fierce conflicts as before broke out under

new names—Cerchi verms Donati, White Guelphs
versus Black Guelphs, and so on. At length,

in 1343, Walter de Brienne, a foreigner whom
the city had made its governor, was driven out,

when a time of anarchy and frequent revolutions

followed; during which occurred, in 1348, the

great plague described by Boccaccio, and in 1378
the above-mentioned riot of the Ciompi. As a

result the Signoria was reconstituted and com-
posed of representatives (“Priors”) from each of

the twenty-one guilds, instead of from the more
important ones only; these were directed to be
chosen every two months (afterwards extended

1 Dante in the Inferno (Canto x, ver. 01) alludes to this act, which
occurred only five years before he was born,
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to a longer period) ; while it was ruled that no

noble should be eligible as a member of the

Signoria. The president of the latter body was

the Gonfaloniere, chosen from among the members

of the Signoria, and elected for a similar short

period. Nor did even this satisfy Florence’s

fiercely democratic instincts. Although all power

was vested in the representatives of the various

guilds, yet on any large question the great bell,

“the Vacca,” in the tower of the Falazzo della

Signoria,

1 summoned the whole male population

into the square below, when the question was

decided (ostensibly, at any rate) “ by popular accla-

mation.” This form of government continued for

a hundred and fifty years ; it had been established

about twenty years at the time our story begins.

Passionately indeed was Florence enamoured

of freedom. In a struggle of some two hundred

years she had first gradually shaken herself free

from subordination to the emperors, then fought

against and thrown off the power of the nobles,

and lastly had established “the most republican

republic the world has ever seen.” And in deep

dread of being brought again under the yoke she

had developed so great a jealousy of any action,

either by an individual or a family, tending, how-
ever remotely, to threaten her independence, that

this feeling had become a mania. There was a

very short shrift in Florence for any one suspected

of harbouring an intention of exalting himself into

any position of authority above that of an ordinary

citizen.

1 The height of the tower i« MO fri*t ; it commanrii'il all the main
streets of the city.
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Florence was at this time at a high level of

power, ruling over various subject cities, and con-

stantly increasing her territory by little wars with

neighbouring states. Republics such as Florence

were of a peculiar kind, since only the citizens

of the capital city possessed any political power.

None others were allowed any voice in the

policy of the state. This complete subjection to

the capital city accounts for the fierce struggles

of Pisa, Prato, Pistoia, Volterra, and other cities

gradually conquered by Florence, against being

subdued by her. It is also, no doubt, the reason

why history at this period always speaks of

“Florence” to denote that state which at a later

period we speak of as “ Tuscany.”

As regards trade and commerce, Florence was
at this time the most flourishing state in Europe.
Her citizens owned banks in all countries, and the

golden florin
1 had become the general European

standard of value ; marking the leading position in

commerce held by Florence .

2 Macaulay, speaking

of the revenue about this time, says :

—

“The revenue of the Republic amounted to
three hundred thousand florins : a sum which,
allowing for the depreciation of the precious metals,
was at least equivalent to six hundred thousand
pounds sterling : a larger sum than England and
Ireland, two centuries later, yielded to Elizabeth.” 8

1 Thus the ancient connection of Florence with England in
commerce is still kept in memory by our English silver coin of this
name The gold florin continued to hold its credit in Europe until
the Republic was destroyed in 1530. As regards the value of the gold
florin, the silver florin, the scudo and the ducat, see Appendix IIJ.

a The whole of our modern system of banking was originated bv the
Florentine bankers, which Florence’s widespread trade enabled them
to carry out.

3 Macaulay’s Essay on Machiavolli. The equivalent would be
considerably higher now.
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The chief trade was in wool and woollen cloth,

both that produced by Florence itself and that sent

there from other countries to be dyed and refined

by a secret process, and re - exported : a trade

memorialised in the still existing names of two
celebrated streets in Florence, the “ Calimala ” (or

Calimara
)

1 and the “Pelleceria.” And the guild

of the wool merchants was the most important in

Florence ; so much so that to this guild was
committed the work of building the cathedral .

2

The principal part of the trade of Florence was
with England.

(ii) Turning now to the larger world outside

Florence we find the other states in Europe
situated as follows :

—

Venice, a republic of a very different kind and
ruled by an oligarchy of nobles, was rapidly

advancing to the height of her power, having in

1380 crushed her maritime rival Genoa, and was
year by year extending her territories by fresh

conquests.

Milan, an imperial duchy, was under the rule of

her great Duke, Gian Galeazzo Visconti, the most
capable of that family, the builder of the cathedral

of Milan and the Ccrtosa of Pavia. He had
conquered almost all northern Italy (extending his

dominions even as far as Perugia and Spoleto), was
at this time only resisted by Florence, and was in

full expectation of shortly subduing Florence also,

when he would make himself King of Italy.

Naples -and -Sicily, a kingdom, but of the

1 From the Greek words « beautiful white,*' or
beau tiful fleece.”
J Their emblem of the lamb may he seen on the cathedral

walls.
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feeblest kind, was in its usual stale of anarchy, the

bone of contention between the rival houses of

Anjou and Arragon, as it had been for a hundred

and fifty years.

The Papacy. The situation of the Papacy at

this time was most deplorable. There had in

1378 begun “the great schism,” with rival Popes at

Avignon and Rome : a state of things which had

brought down the Papacy to the very dust. For
there was here no case of an anti-Pope; both

Popes had been duly elected, and each had an

equal right to be considered the true Pope. On
the side of the French Pope were France, Scotland,

Spain, Portugal, Savoy, and Lorraine
; on the side

of the Italian Pope, were England, Germany,
Italy, Denmark, Sweden, and Poland. Whereas
salvation was held to depend on being in com-
munion with the true Pope, none during all this

period could feel sure that he was so ; while it

was at any rate certain that one-half of Europe
was not. The position was intolerable; and its

results during the forty years it lasted were such
as to degrade the Papacy to the utmost depth

of humiliation.

As regards the remaining countries of Europe:

—

in England Henry IV. had just usurped the king-

dom from Richard II., whom he had murdered

;

in France Charles VI. was king, but was mad, and
the country in the greatest disorder; Germany
was a mass of insignificant states, and the Emperor
almost a cypher, the seven princely “electors”

invariably choosing as emperor some prince of

small dominions and power who would be unable

to oppose their own assumption of independence

;
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in the Eastern Empire Constantinople was being

closely pressed by the Ottoman Turks ; Spain was

not as yet one country, Arragon and Castile being

still petty independent kingdoms, while all the

southern half of Spain was held by the Saracens,

or, as they were called, the Moors.

The above is an outline of the general state of

Europe before those great changes began in which

the Medici were to play so large a part.

The Florence in which Giovanni di Bicci passed

his life, though very different in aspect from that

with which we are acquainted, nevertheless con-

tained a good deal which we should still recognise.

The Baptistery, then already many hundred years

old, was much the same as now. So also the

Bargello, built about a hundred and fifty years

before this time ; and close to it the Badia,

built in 1330. The Palazzo della Signoria (known
to us as the Palazzo Vecchio), built in 1298, was,

as to the front portion, much as we see it, but did

not extend at the back down the Via de’ Gondi,

while along the front ran a raised platform, the

ringhiera, from which proclamations were made.
The Loggia de’ Lanzi had lately been completed.

The cathedral,1 which had been building for over

a hundred years, was still unfinished; and its

great dome had not even been begun, while many
doubted whether so vast a space could ever be

covered in this way. Its beautiful campanile,

“Giotto’s tower,” was finished. The Ponte
Vecchio, with its shops (though not then jewellers’

1 Also begun in 120fl, as can be seen by its foundation stone near
the campanito; not in 120J, as nearly always stated.
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shops), was as now; except, of course, for the

“ Passaggio ” on the roof of the shops, constructed

long afterwards. Of the two chief churches,

Sta. Croce and Sta. Maria Novella, the latter was

completed, except for its fa9ade, while Sta. Croce

was approaching completion. The city was sur-

rounded by its ancient and picturesque walls,

which are now gone, but its main streets still

follow the same course as then, and many of them
present much the same general appearance. Or

San Michele, the curious square church, built by

the guild of the wool merchants, was nearly

finished
;
and behind it stood as now the guild-

house of this celebrated “Arte della Lana.” As
we look at this old house of the great guild of

wool (with their emblem of the lamb over the

door), and think of the many works in which this

guild were then occupied in Florence, we cannot

but be impressed with the thought of how many
other things besides money-making engaged the

attention of this enlightened body of merchants,

and of how much in Florence’s after-glory has

had its birth in that now little - noticed old

building. 1

And it was in connection with these things that

a movement was about to begin which was soon
to be the paramount question in Florence. For
in our review of the Florence of 1400 we have also

to think of the existing state of things in regard to
Art and Learning. These, though in the previous
century roused from their long sleep by Dante,

1 Since this was written, this interesting old building has received a
modern dress. Its restorers liave, however, been careful to maintain
the character of the building as little impaired as possible.
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Giotto, and Petrarch, appeared to have sunk back

again into slumber. Dante, whose “swanlike

dirge of the departing middle ages ” had inspired

all mankind for a time, had died eighty years

before, and no successor to him had arisen.

Giotto ,

1 the shepherd-boy whose kiss had aroused

the sleeping beauty, Art, from her nine centuries

of slumber in her Byzantine palace, had died sixty-

three years before; his great pupil Orcagna had

died thirty-two years before
;
and the painters of

the time (the Giotteschi) had no idea beyond that

of a slavish copying of Giotto, and so had sunk

into a conventionalism almost as complete as that

Byzantine tradition from which Giotto had rescued

Art. Lastly, Petrarch, the great scholar who had

led men to study the long-buried writings of the

classic age, had passed away twenty -six years

before, and no other like him had arisen .

3 Thus,

when the year 1400 dawned it seemed as though

the movement which had begun in the time of

Dante and Giotto was merely a passing phase,

already moribund, if not defunct.

It was, however, not so. There was soon to be

a fresh movement destined far to surpass all that

Pad gone before. And the latter half of Giovanni

di Bicci’s life, with which we have to do, the period

from 1400 to 1428, is the time of this “morning”

of the Renaissance ; of that extraordinary outburst

of Art in every branch, which, felt in some degree

in other cities of I Laly also at this time, seemed in

Florence to permeate the whole people with its

1 With Giotto must ho coupled his Sienese co;iLemj>orary Duccio.

But Duccio*a influence throu/rhout July wn» infinitesimal compared

with that of Giotto that the latte** takes entire pm-eijence*
u ilorcuiTio had also died within a year of IVkrarck
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throbbing life, producing results the influence of

which was, before another hundred years were over,

to he felt to the utmost bounds of Europe.

Giovaam Giovanni di Bicci,
1 with his wife,

diBicoi. Piccarda Bueri, and his two sons,
1400-1408. Cosimo and Lorenzo (who in the

year 1400 were hoys of eleven and five),

lived first in an old house in the Via Larga,

and then in one which still stands in the

Piazza del Duomo ;
and the familiar view which

daily met Giovanni’s eye from the windows of

his house must have been that of the slowly-

rising walls and dome of the cathedral, begun so

long before, and intended by Florence to be grander

than any yet built.

By the year 1400 Giovanni di Bicci was a

man in middle age, gracious in manner, retiring

in disposition, and much respected by all around

him. He has received very little notice from

historians, but he was the author of various im-

portant works for the benefit of his countrymen

and for the encouragement of art. He was dis-

tinguished for his ability as a financier, and for his

“prudence” (the quality always specially admired

by the Florentines), and had made himself highly

popular with the people by the liberal way in

which he spent his wealth for the public benefit,

and by his constant readiness to be their champion

in the never-ceasing struggle against the nobles.

Being regardless of fame or notoriety, it is only here

1 Plate II. This portrait, by Bronzino, was taken from an old one
by Zcnobio di BeneUo di Oaroccio Strozzi, which is still in the UfTr/i

Gallery, though in a much ruined state.
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and there in the history of the time that notice

of him is to be found. Moreover, during his life-

time the chief influence in Florence was possessed

by the Albizzi family, 1 who, notwithstanding the

law affecting the nobles, managed (chiefly by
influencing the elections) still to exercise power.

Meanwhile Giovanni was laying the foundations

of a family which was ere long to obliterate all

memory of the sway of the Albizzi.

The first occasion when we find him specially

mentioned is in the year 1401. In the picture

of the Florence of that age one point has still to

be noted without which that picture would not

be complete, namely, tlic terrible outbreaks of

the plague which again and again devastated the

city in those days, keeping the thought of death

aud the hereafter ever present in the minds of

all men. And our story opens in the midst of

one of these awful visitations; and again, as in

1348 and so many other occasions, large numbers
of all classes were being daily carried off by this

terrible disease. In this distress Florence deter-

mined on a costly votive offering to be placed in

her oldest and most highly venerated church, San
Giovanni Battista (better known as the Baptistery),

and that this offering should take the form of

two pairs of very elaborate bronze doors. An
international competition was instituted to settle

who should execute this work, and Giovanni di

Bicci, as a leading citizen and a great patron

of art, was appointed one of the judges in this

competition. It is an interesting and significant

1 For a full account of ilic political history of Florence during the
time of Giovanni di Bicci, see Iiyett/s Florence (chap. xi.).
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coincidence that the first mention we have of the

first of the Medici should be his taking a promi-

nent part in an event which has always been held

as the “ birthday ” of the Renaissance in Art.

During the next seventeen years (1402-1418)

the chief notices which we have of Giovanni are

those showing his quiet but steady advancement

in public affairs. In 1402 we find him elected by
his guild, that of the bankers (Arte del Cambio),

as its “ Prior,” which made him a member of the

Government; and we find him again thus elected

in 1408 and in 1411. It is specially recorded that

he kept aloof from the many political intrigues of

the time, and that these and subsequent higher

honours were forced upon him unsought.

In 1417 Florence suffered another of those

terrible visitations of the plague which afflicted

her on so many occasions. This time it carried

off 16,000 of the inhabitants. Giovanni did his

utmost to relieve the many sufferings of the

people, while we are told that he “ did not confine

his help only to the poor, but was no less ready

to alleviate the misfortunes of the rich.”

We must now glance at what had been going

on in Europe during these eighteen years.

The first eighteen years of the
Contemporary _ _ -

° *

historical fifteenth century were years of
events.

1 various great events in Europe, all
1400-1418.

0p w}1jcj1 closely affected Florence

and its Signoria.

In 1400 the Emperor Wenceslaus was deposed

1 Throughout this history of the Medici, wherein contemporary
historical events must frequently be mentioned (more particularly in
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by the “ electors ” for his worthless, savage, and

drunken character. In his place they chose

Rupert, Count Palatine of the Rhine.

In 1401 the Turks, under Bajazet, having at

last come to the final stage of the long campaign

of centuries against the eastern half of the Roman
Empire, and having reached and begun to besiege

the capital itself— Constantinople, the Eastern

Emperor, Manuel Paleologus, who had in 1391

succeeded his father, John Paleologus (John VI.),

like him visited Italy, Germany, France, and

England to try to rouse them to aid in saving

Constantinople, and prevent such a dire calamity

to all Europe as its fall into the hands of the

Turks. He was received everywhere with imperial

honours and much sympathy
; but as regards Italy,

the Papacy was paralysed by the great schism, and

also would do nothing unless the Eastern Church

would agree to acknowledge the supremacy of the

Church of Rome, while the other Italian states

were at almost constant war, and threatened at the

moment with extinction by Milan. Germany was

in chaos, the Emperor having just been deposed.

In France the King was out of his mind, and the

country in the utmost confusion. And in England

the King was a usurper, threatened with civil

war. So the Emperor Manuel Paleologus had

to return as unsuccessful as his father had been.

Help, however, came to Constantinople from an

unexpected quarter. The Turkish dominions were

suddenly invaded by the Tartars under Timour
(or Tamarlane), which called away the Sultan

the earlier portion of their story), it is not attempted to do more than
indicate, as briefly as will suffice for the purpose, such principal events
as have a bearing; on the history of the Medici,

you I* c
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Bajazet from his attack on Constantinople; and

at the battle of Angora in the following year

he was defeated and taken prisoner by Timour.

This defeat shattered for a time the power of

the Ottoman Turks, and gave Constantinople a

last lease of life for another fifty years.

In 1402 Gian Galeazzo Visconti, Duke of

Milan, suddenly died in the midst of his schemes

of conquest, relieving Florence of her most formid-

able enemy, and enabling her four years later to

conquer and annex a part of his dominions, Pisa.

This conquest of Pisa extended Florence’s territory

to the coast and gave her a seaport.

In 1409, in Florence’s new subject city, took

place the Council of Pisa. The effects of the

“great schism,” with half the countries of Europe
recognising one Pope and the other half another,

became at length so intolerable that all Europe
began to cry out for “ a reformation of the Church
in head and members,” a phrase constantly on
men’s lips all through this fifteenth century

; and

this was the first of three attempts to that end.

The cardinals of both the rival parties deserted

their Popes and summoned a Council of the

whole Western Church at Pisa to solve the

difficulty. To this Council there came about

200 bishops, nearly 300 abbots, over 400 doctors

of theology, and the representatives of most of

the sovereigns of Europe.

The primary point to be fought out was
whether a Council was supreme over a Pope,

and therefore able to reform errors in the Papacy,

or whether a Pope was above a Council. The
sixth century would have been amazed that such a
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question could be debated, the supreme authority

in the Church throughout the early centuries

having been a General Council of equal and

independent bishops, each himself under the

authority of such a Council. But since then one

bishop had exalted himself step by step, until

the time had come that such a question could

be debated.

However, the Council, by the mere fact of

assembling on its own authority, and in defiance

of two Popes, virtually declared itself the highest

power in the Church. Moreover1

, it at once pro-

ceeded formally to lay down the same. And this

done, it deposed both the rival Popes for their

crimes. Then the Council made the mistake
which nullified all its work: instead of proceed-

ing to reform the abuses in the Church, and
only after this had been done electing a fresh

Pope, it elected a Pope (Alexander V.) before

attempting to carry out reforms. The natural

result followed: Alexander V, promptly found
means to adjourn the Council, nominally for three

years, practically for an indefinite period.

This futile conclusion of the first attempt to

reform the Church left matters worse than before.

The two deposed Popes refused to accept the

sentence of the Council; so that the only result

was that there were now three rival Popes instead

of two. And so the “great schism” continued.

Florence, for allowing that detested thing a Council

to assemble in one of her subject cities, was, on
behalf of one of the three Popes (Gregory XII.),

attacked by King Ladislas of Naples, and while the

Council was sitting, had to protect its deliberations
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and her own territory by force of arms. With
the result that the Florentine army captured

Rome.
In 1410 Pope Alexander V. died, and was

succeeded by Pope John XXIII. And in the

same year Sigismund, King of Bohemia, the

younger brother of Wenceslaus, was elected

Emperor.

In 1413 in England Henry IV. died, and was
succeeded by his brilliant son, Henry V. And in

1415 the latter invaded France, because that

country would not give him Catherine, the King’s

third daughter, and with her Normandy, Maine,

and Anjou. Then followed the great battle of

Agincourt, with its crushing defeat for France.

In the same year as this great battle between
France and England there took place the Council

of Constance, the second attempt to reform the

Church. This Council was summoned by the
Emperor Sigismund, that holder of the imperial

dignity whom Carlyle sarcastically calls “ Sigismund
super grammaticam.” 1 The widely representative

and authoritative character of this Council may be
judged by the list of those who composed it. It

included 27 archbishops, 300 bishops, 20 cardinals,

300 abbots and doctors of theology, and 14 deputies

of various universities
; while there also attended

its deliberations 20 princes, 140 counts, and about
4000 priests. It sat for over three years at

]
Sigismund, in opening the Council, and speaking, of course, in

Lalin, used a feminine adjective to a nuun which is neuter. lie said,
c

‘ Date operam ut ilia nefanda schlsnia eradieetur.” A trembling
ecclesiastic behind him whispered to him, “Pardon, your Majesty,
hut ‘schiama’ is of the neuter gender” Whereupon the Emperor
loftily replied,

“

Ego Imperator Komanus sum, et .super ynimmaticam ”

1 am the Roman Emperor, and above grammar
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Constance, whose chief fame it has made. It was
purposely held out of Italy, whose bishops could

not be depended upon to give an independent

opinion. And since these latter outnumbered

those of all other countries put together, it was
ruled that to prevent their having an undue pre-

ponderance the voting should be by nations .

1

This Council put an end to the “great schism,”

which for more than a generation had been
the scandal of Christendom. Having met and
appointed the Emperor Sigismund to preside, and
having formally declared its authority over all

ecclesiastics, the Pope included, it deposed all the

three rival Popes ; and this time they were unable

to refuse obedience. Pope John XXIII. was in

addition on account of his crimes imprisoned for

three years in the castle of Heidelberg. But the

Council then made the same mistake as that of

Pisa, and before proceeding to reform the abuses

in the Church, elected a fresh Pope, Martin V.

He at once used all his power to prevent any
real reforms being passed, concluded separate con-

cordats with each national party, and terminated

the Council as soon as possible. And so this

Council, like the former one, failed to achieve

that reformation of the Church which all good
men throughout Europe desired.

1 The Church of England sent six bishops to this Council: viz.,

those of London, Salisbury, Bath, Chester, Norwich, and Lich-
field. The most celebrated of them was Jiobert Hallam, Bishop
of Salisbury. They wore sent with specific instructions from the
King of England, Henry V. AVo are told that on one occasion
they threw themselves in a body at the feot of the Emperor Sigismnud,
as the successor of Constantine and of Charlemagne, and entreated
him te

to pull the Pope out of his scat” ; and that “The bold English
bishop, the Bishop of Salisbury, told the Pope to his face that the
Council was superior to the Pope.”
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One other thing this Council did which has

brought upon it and the Emperor Sigismund

lasting infamy. This was the burning of John
Hus and Jerome of Prague for teaching the

opinions of WicklifF in Bohemia, and notwith-

standing that they were at the Council under

the Emperor’s own written safe - conduct. The
disgraceful and only too well-known argument was

employed (here, perhaps, for the first time) that

faith need not be kept with those who were heretics.

Sigismund thus dishonoured his word because he

feared that otherwise the Council, to bring about

which he had laboured earnestly, would break

up. They were burnt at Constance
(
1416

)
with

every circumstance of odious cruelty
;
and all else

achieved by this Council is for ever blackened by
this detestable deed. This action provoked such

indignation in Bohemia that it caused a furious

war, in which priests were burnt in pitch, whole

towns destroyed, commerce ruined, the death of

King Wenceslaus caused, and the Emperor Sigis-

mund three times defeated, and finally driven out

of the country.

These years
(
1400 -1418

)
are also those of the

extensive conquests made by Florence’s powerful

rival, Venice. Between 1400 and 1414 Venice

conquered Verona, Padua, Vicenza, Belluno, and
Feltre; also Lepanto and Patras; also Guastalla,

Casalmaggiore, and Brescello. In 1416 Venice

gained a great naval victory over the Turkish fleet

at Gallipoli ; and in the next few years subdued all

the towns on the Dalmatian coast, besides waging
successful war against Hungary. Venice was at

this time at the height of her glory, growing richer
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and more powerful every year, witli annual exports

valued at 10,000,000 ducats, while the wealth and
magnificence of her governing class was unbounded.

Meanwhile Florence was in these Art.

years laying the basis of a very different moo-mis.

kind of glory, the results of which were to be

of much more permanent importance to the

world at large. And this wondrous morning of

the Renaissance in Art, which shone forth in his

time, and with which he was intimately connected,

must ever be the main interest in looking at the

life of this first of the Medici; especially since

owing to his retiring disposition we only see

occasional glimpses of him among events at that

time forming all the principal life of Florence.

The fifteenth century started from the very

beginning on its wonderful career in this respect.

In the first year of the new century occurred that

event already mentioned, the competition for the

execution of the bronze doors of the Baptistery.

The work being a votive offering on the part of

the entire city was intended to be of the very best

description, for which reason this competition to

determine by whom it should be executed -was

instituted “among artists of every country.” The
subject fixed was a bronze panel representing the

sacrifice of Isaac.

It is impossible to describe the rivalry and
enthusiasm called forth by this competition: it

was a time when the stirrings of Art were felt

throughout the entire population of Florence,

and the excitement over the matter was intense.

When the models were sent in, three of them were
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considered superior to all others, those of Ghiberti,

Brunelleschi, and Jacopo della Quercia, the two

former being Florentines and the third a native of

Siena .

1 They were all quite young men, Jacopo

della Quercia being twenty-seven, Ghiberti twenty-

three, and Brunelleschi twenty-two. After further

consultation the panel by Ghiberti was judged the

best, and the construction of the bronze doors

was given to him. The models by Ghiberti and

Brunelleschi are preserved in the museum of the

Bargello, and there is no doubt that the decision

of the judges was correct. Brunelleschi in disgust

went off to Rome, declaring that he would learn

another art in which Ghiberti should not be able

to excel him. This he did, and became the great

architect of his time.

Ghiberti began his work at once, and
Ghiberti (1) .

°
,, £ c jwas occupied on the first pair of doors

(which represent scenes in the life of Christ) for

the next twenty-two years. The labour expended

on this work, which was more perfect than anything

seen in Art up to that time, and which to this day

lias never been surpassed, was incalculable. Again

and again the panels were recast, Ghiberti always

striving after something more perfect, and his

patience and determination being so great that he

again and again destroyed the results he achieved,

being resolved not to desist from his labours until

he attained the ideal after which he strove. And very

wonderful was the aim which he set before himself.

1 cc Donatello dirl not compote, being only a boy, but lie must have

been familiar with every stage in the contest, which excited the deepest

interest in Tuscany.”—(Lord Balcarres.)
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In Ghiberti’s hands bronze reliefs became in

reality pictures in bronze,

1 even the clouds being

represented, and the effect of distance being

marvellously rendered. Ghiberti himself tells us

(and what he says, while simple enough to us all

now, is most interesting when we remember that

this is in the early days of Art) as follows :

—

“ In modelling these reliefs I strove to imitate
nature to the utmost. ... I sought to understand
how forms strike upon the eye, and how the
theoretical part of sculptural and pictorial art should
be managed. Working with the utmost care and
diligence I introduced into some of my panels as

many as a hundred figures ; these I modelled upon
different planes, so that those nearest to the eye
might appear larger, and those more remote
smaller in proportion.”

As this work proceeded its influence on Art
in general was extraordinary. Ghiberti had to

employ a number of assistants, and these pictures

in bronze, with their life-like figures and excellent

relief, became, as the details of their execution

were followed out, a perfect school of Art, in

which all who had either the sculptor’s or the

painter’s instinct learnt valuable lessons. Besides

the effect thus produced on the Art world gener-

ally, two at least of the assistants employed by
Ghiberti in this work learnt therein that which
enabled them afterwards to attain fame exceeding

even his, the painter Masaccio and the sculptor

Donatello.

,

1 Ruakin lias fnunrl fault with them on this very ground, as trench-
jng on the sphere belonging properly to painting and to sculpture.
Hut it was just thus that this work bncame ino invaluable school which
it did for both the painter's and the sculptor’s art.
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Then followed in 1412, while the above work

was still in progress, another event likewise con-

tributing to help forward the outburst in Art.

This was the completion by the guild of the

wool merchants of their church of Or San Michele,

and the decision to adorn the outside of the walls

with statues of Apostles and Saints, each statue to

be given by one of the principal guilds. Hence

fresh emulation, each guild desiring its statue to

be the finest, and all the best sculptors vieing

with each other in the production of these statues

;

Or San Michele thus becoming another centre of

Art inspiration. In this way there were produced

during the next few years :

—

In 1412 Donatello’s statue of St Peter.

„ 1413 Donatello’s statue of St Mark.

„ 1414 Ghiberti’s statue of St John the Baptist.

„ 1415 Ghiberti’s statue of St Stephen.

„ 1416 Donatello’s celebrated statue of St George.

„ 1418 Ghiberti’s statue of St Matthew.

Statues by other masters followed in subsequent

years.

Giovanni Fife in Florence in Giovanni’s day was
diBicci. a very different thing from that which
1418-1426

. jj. j-,ccarne two generations later. Any-
thing in the direction of luxury was condemned

by plain-living Florence as a sign of degeneracy.

And when Giovanni, in order to give assistance to

struggling artists, had the whole of the walls of his

house decorated with frescoes (a form of decoration

hitherto confined to churches), we may be sure

that this action was looked upon by many as a
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questionable innovation betokening a reprehensible

tendency to voluptuousness.

For very austere indeed was the style of living

then customary. The palaces of even the most

wealthy were furnished with a plainness which

scorned all idea of either beauty or comfort.

Heavy tables and straight-backed wooden chairs

covered with leather
;
bare stone floors, desperately

cold in winter; whitewashed walls, only covered

with tapestry on state occasions ; a huge credenza

containing vases, glass, majolica, and silver, for

use at banquets ; wide, hard, comfortless beds, and

great chests containing linen and clothes: such

were the surroundings, and such the only furniture

considered necessary even in the palaces of the

noblest families.

As to dress, there was the same austerity;

and here Florence enacted very strict laws to check

undue extravagance. These laws laid down with

the most minute exactness what a lady’s dress

might be like, and what it might not be like;

and the same as regards the men. No lady might

have her dress made of other material, nor of

greater length or breadth, than was laid down;
nor wear any of numerous forbidden ornaments.

While for the men was prescribed, for all above

the class of artisans, the plain garment, buttoned

straight down the front and looking like a priest’s

cassock, which is to be seen in all the earlier

portraits in this book. We do not hear much
about the ladies of this period ; it was not until a

generation or two later that they began to come
forth from the seclusion considered correct in Gio-

vanni’s time ; but they evidently fought vigorously
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against these laws about dress. They evaded

them in numberless ingenious ways, and waged
an untiring warfare with the authorities on the

subject. In this contest, which went on perpetually

between the ladies and the officials charged with

seeing that these sumptuary laws were obeyed,

for which thorny task “foreigners” (ic., non-

Florentines) were purposely appointed, the officers

concerned had evidently no pleasant time. One
of them reports as follows :

—

“When, obeying the orders ye gave me, I

went out to seek for the forbidden ornaments of

your women, they met me with arguments such as

are not to be found in any book of laws. There
cometh a woman with the peak of her hood fringed

out and twined around her head. My notary

saith, ‘Tell me your name, for you have a peak
with fringes.’ Then the good woman taketh this

peak, which is fastened round her hood with a

pin, and, holding it in her hand, she declareth

that it is a wreath. Then going further he findeth

one wearing many buttons in front of her dress,

and he saith unto her, ‘Ye are not allowed to

wear these buttons.’ But she answers, ‘These
are not buttons but studs, and if ye do not believe

me, look—they have no loops, and moreover there

are no buttonholes.’ Then my notary goeth to

another who is wearing ermine, and saith, ‘Now
what can she say to this ? Ye are wearing ermine.’

And he prepares to write down her name. But
the woman answers, ‘ Do not write me down, for

this is not ermine, it is the fur of a suckling.’ Saith

the notary, ‘ What is this suckling ? ’ And the
woman replies, ‘It is an animal.’” 1

1 Women of Florence, by Isidore del Lungo.
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No wonder that the authorities remark, “We do

but knock our heads against a wall ”
; and that in

the next generation these sumptuary laws were

gradually allowed to become a dead letter, the

ladies having gained the victory.

In 1418 we hear of Giovanni giving a large

sum of money to assist one whose “deservedly

incurred misfortunes,” we are told, “roused his

pity.” In conjunction with the chief of the party

of the nobles, Niccolo da Uzzano, he obtained

after strong efforts the release of the deposed and

imprisoned Pope John XXIII., on condition that

a ransom of 38,000 ducats should be paid; and

the whole of this sum Giovanni himself gave.

Pope John on being released came, broken down
and destitute, to Florence, and was given an

asylum there by Giovanni, who, when the deposed

Pope died in the following year, erected to his

memory the beautiful monument which is to be

seen in the Baptistery .

1

In 1419 we find Giovanni at his own cost

erecting and endowing an important charitable

institution which remains to the present day, the

Foundling Hospital of Florence, the “Ospedale

degli Innocenti.” And in carrying out this chari-

table work he also managed to help forward the

cause of Art. Brunelleschi had by this time

returned to Florence, having in the intervening

years carried out his determination to learn another

1 When the inscription was put up (after Giovanni’s death) Pope

Martin V. objected to the words “Quondam Papa/’ and wrote to

the Signoria demanding that they should be erased, The reply

was a refusal, written by Cosimo, and couched in the words of

Pontius Pilate, saying, “ Quod scripsi, seripsi.” -And there they still

remain.
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branch of art in which Ghiberti should not be able

to rival him; but he had not yet obtained any

opportunity of displaying his powers. Giovanni

gave him this opportunity by entrusting the con-

struction of liis new hospital to him. Though
afterwards eclipsed by his other achievements, the

Foundling Hospital remains notable as being the

great architect’s first prominent work.

In 1421 Giovanni received the highest mark
of esteem which his country could confer. In

spite of the opposition of the nobles, who urged

that it was unsafe to allow one so wealthy and

so popular to hold that office, he was, without any

seeking for it on his part, elected Gonfaloniere.

In 1422 Florence entered on a four years’ war
with Milan, whose Duke, Filippo Maria Visconti,

the cowardly and treacherous son of Gian Galeazzo,

was threatening to absorb all northern Italy.

Giovanni di Bicci was against this war, feeling

that Florence was not strong enough for it, and

could not afford the cost. And in it Florence

suffered no less than six serious defeats within a

space of about two years. Nevertheless she gained

in the end the object for which she fought ; after

four years of war Venice joined her against Milan,

with the eventual result that the designs of the

Duke of Milan were frustrated, and he was

forced to conclude a peace the terms of which

were honourable to Florence. Thus twice during

twenty-five years had Florence stood in the breach

and prevented two successive Dukes of Milan

from subduing all Italy. These two wars are said

to have cost Florence a sum equal in our present

money to £6,000,000 sterling.
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In 1426 Giovanni succeeded in effecting, in

spite of every kind of opposition from the nobles,

the chief political measure of his life. This was
his celebrated catasto, the new form of taxation

devised by him. The main tax on the people

had hitherto been an irregular poll-tax, which
bore very unfairly upon them, and gave unlimited

opportunities to the nobles to exercise oppression.

It was consequently hated by the people. Giovanni
worked out a scheme to substitute for this a fixed

tax on property, which would be regular in its

incidence and prevent the nobles from evading

their due share of the general taxation, and by his

weight and influence in the Signoria succeeded in

getting this measure passed. And this, notwith-

standing that it‘ increased very largely the amount
he would himself have to pay. The nobles were,

of course, furious, and accused him of all sorts

of ulterior motives ; but Giovanni having no such

motives went on his way undisturbed
; and for this

immense boon which he had procured for them,
the people looked on him as their saviour and
benefactor, and were ready to do anything for

one who had fought thus strenuously on their

behalf.
1

In 1427 Giovanni performed his last act as a

1 One or two modern writers, in the endeavour to detract from any
credit due to the Medici, have attempted to maintain that Giovanni
di Bicci was not the author of this tax at all, though oven they have
had to admit that he was universally held to be so by his countrymen,
and have been unable to mention the name of any one else as its author.
Even, however, were there not ample evidence of his authorship, the
above fact alone would suffice

; for in such a government as that of
Florence, it would have been impossible that this universal credit
should be given him by the people at the time it took place, for an
important measure of which, not he, but some one else, was the author.
Such writers are, moreover, refuted by those on their own side who
attribute unworthy motives to him for the act.
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champion of the cause of the poorer classes. A
number of the nobles, headed by Rinaldo degli

Albizzi and Niccolb da Uzzano, held a secret meet-

ing 1 to devise means for reducing the power of

the people in the government. The plan they

eventually settled upon was to put forward a

suggestion to the Signoria to reduce the number

of the inferior guilds, and also to remove the

prohibition against members of the nolili being

eligible for election to the Signoria, using the

argument that the time had passed when such a

prohibition was necessary.

Having elaborated the details of their plan,

the nobili on a suitable occasion submitted their

suggestion to the Signoria for discussion. The

proposal in the manner in which it was put forward

was a specious one, while its real object was kept

carefully veiled. But Giovanni, ever on tihe watch

to defend the cause of the people, fatllomed its

real intention. He exerted the whole weight of

his influence to oppose the measure ;
and entirely

through his vigorous opposition it was defeated.

By this, the last act of his public life, he increased

still more his popularity with the people. The

wrath of the nobles was proportionate; and all

the more so since they could not openly show it

without disclosing to all what their object had

been. Giovanni on this occasion showed the

sagacity to detect, the courage to oppose, and

the sound judgment to foil without an open

conflict, a dangerous attempt to revolutionise the

Government.

i It is said to luivo taken place in the church of Santo Stofano, near

the Pur Sla. Maria.
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The chief events outside Italy

during these years were the follow-

ing

:

events.

In 1420 Henry V. of England
14Uim

having by this time conquered all France north of

the Loire, the Treaty of Troyes was executed. By
this treaty the crown of France was secured to him
(to the exclusion of the Dauphin Charles) whenever
the mad king, Charles VI., should die

; and mean-
while Henry was made Regent of France, and at last

married to the French King’s daughter, Catherine.

In 1422 Charles VI. and Henry V. both died,

and the latter was succeeded by his six months’
old son, Henry VI., the Earl of Bedford being
appointed Regent of France on his behalf during
his minority.

In 1425 the Emperor Manuel Palcologus died,

and his son, John Paleologus (John VII.), succeeded
him as Emperor of the Eastern Empire, by this

time reduced to little more than its capital city,

Constantinople.

Tn 1428 the regent Bedford, having gained
several victories over the Dauphin Charles, crossed

the Loire, and began his memorable siege of
Orleans, the key to the south of France.

The years 1418 to 1428 were years Art.

of still further developments in that mm-mss.

outburst of new life in the world of Art taking

place in Florence.

In the year 1418 the cathedral, begun by
Arnolfo di Cambio a hundred and twenty years

before, and which when finished would be the

largest then existing, was approaching completion.
VOL. I. n
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But it still wanted its dome, and all concerned

were in despair as to how a dome was ever

to be thrown over so vast a space. At length

Brunelleschi, who was then building the Foundling

Hospital, came forward and offered to do it, but

would not say how. There was great opposition

to giving the task to him, and the reason is

important as showing the conditions from which

Art had gradually to emancipate itself.

Every citizen of Florence who aspired either to

have any political rights, or to take any part in the

important public works from time to time being

executed, had to belong to one or other of the

twenty-one guilds. The seven major guilds were (1)

wool merchants,
(
2

)
dyers of foreign cloth,

(
3

)
silk

merchants, (4) furriers, (5) bankers, (6) judges and
lawyers, and (7) doctors and apothecaries. There
was no special guild for the workers in art; the

painters had to belong to the guild of apothecaries

;

1

the architects and sculptors either to the guild of the

wool merchants, or to that of the silk merchants.

The fourteen minor guilds were simply those of

the various trades, and had lesser privileges. 2

Up to the time when Brunelleschi
rone esc i

. ma(je ^ above refusai to announce
his plans, every great public work such as this

was done collectively, under the auspices of some
particular guild, and anything like independent

working in such matters was unprecedented. And
1 The guild of the apothecaries was an important one* as their

chemical knowledge was required in the preparation of the dyes on
which the wool trade so largely depended. And the painters similarly

needed their assistance in connection with the preparation of their
colours.

2 For many interesting details regarding the Florentine guilds, see
Florence

>

hy F. A, Hyett, pp. 32-37.
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the whole work of erecting the cathedral was
carried out by a Board of Works acting under

the orders of the guild of the wool merchants.

Brunelleschi, being of an independent character,

detested this system, which hampered all artists

much, but especially architects. Since his dis-

appointment over the bronze doors he had spent

nearly twenty years in studying architecture, more
especially the ancient buildings at Rome, and was
now confident that he knew a way of building the

great dome, and without using any scaffolding,

this point being the chief difficulty. But if he
succeeded in building it, he desired that it should

be his, and not that of the Board of Works ; and
did not want to tell his secret only to have it

appropriated by a corporate body, who might also

modify his designs. But this was just what the

Board wished to be able to do
; such novel

independence was in their opinion most objection-

able, and required putting down ; and so there was
a tremendous contest. 1

However, eventually Brunelleschi prevailed,

simply because all knew by this time that he was
the only man who could construct the dome

; the
work was given to him, and the construction began
in 1420. And though even after this there were con-

stant battles, still by degrees the great dome slowly

rose on his designs and under his superintendence.

1 It was at one of these stormy meetings that Brunelleschi's illustra-

tion of his point by the problem of making an egg stand on its end
occurred. When all had tried it and failed, Brunelleschi simply
cracked the end of the egg and so marie it stand

; whereupon they
said: "But we could all have done that/’ To which he replied:
"Yes, and so it would be if I told my design for building the dome."
On another occasion Brunelleschi's temper became so unbearable to
the Board that he was by their orders forcibly carried out of the house
and deposited on his hack in the street.
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It was built without any scaffolding, and on a

principle Brunelleschi had learnt from studying

the roof of the Pantheon at Rome. He tells us

that managing while at Rome to get on the roof

of the Pantheon, and to take off some of the outer

stones, so as to inspect the ribbing of the vault,

and discovering the way the blocks of stone were

dovetailed into one another so as to be almost

self-supporting, this gave him his ideas for the

dome of Florence
;

while it also led him to

conceive how to utilise cross-beams to gird the

ribs together, and how a second dome within the

first would strengthen the whole. The dome is

built on this principle, one dome within the other

and the two bound together so as to support each

other, with a space between sufficient for a stair-

case, and each dome resting on a “drum.” It

was the first of the kind ever constructed, was

considered the wonder of the age, and is the

largest double cupola in Europe.

1 Domes had, of

course, been a feature of Byzantine architecture,

but the great change made by the Renaissance

was that caused by lifting the dome on a “ drum,”

the dome thus becoming the chief feature of the

building. It is interesting to notice how, as it

had been with Learning, and as it had been with

Sculpture, so here again with Architecture we have

a resurrection of the long past ; and Brunelleschi

1 The dome of SI Peter’s at Rome, built more than a hundred years

later, and for which it formed the model; is 1 foot less in diameter,

the respective diameters being :—Duomo at Florence (inside measure-

ment); 138J feet; St Peter’s at Rome; 137J feet. The Pantheon is

larger than either; being 142 feet in diameter. Both are; however,

much larger than the Pantheon when viewed from outside, being

double cupolas, and the above measurements being those of the inner

dome only.
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receives his inspiration from the Pantheon, built by

Marcus Agrippa fourteen hundred years before.

In 1425 Giovanni di Bicci gave a commission

to Brunelleschi which resulted in one of the three

chief works 1 for which the latter has obtained fame,

the church of San Lorenzo, now so famous on
account of its tombs of the Medici family. This

church, one of the most ancient in Italy, having

been consecrated 2 by St Ambrose himself in 393,

was in 1423 falling into ruins. Giovanni now
undertook to rebuild it, devoting thereto a large

amount of his fortune ;

8 and after his time it was
when completed endowed by his descendants, and
became the family church of the Medici.

On this church Brunelleschi lavished all his

talent, and it is one of his finest creations.

Symonds, speaking of it, says

:

4—
“Not a form or detail in the whole church is

at variance with classic precedent, and yet the
general effect resembles nothing that we possess

of antique work. It is a masterpiece of intelligent

Renaissance adaptation.”

Following as he did the sobriety and correctness

of the classic style, the keynote of which is harmony,

Brunelleschi’s buildings are remarkable for this

latter characteristic. They never give one that jar

which, like a discordant note in music, is produced
by a falsity in architecture, and whose effect we
feel even though perhaps unable to point out

1 The other two being the dome of the cathedral and the church of
Santo Spirito.

2 It was dedicated in 393 to St Lawrence in memory of Laurentius, the
son of a rich widow, Giuliana, at whose expense the church was built. St
Ambrose’s sermon on the occasion of its consecration is stillm existence.

3 Seven other families joined with him ; but Giovanni initiated the
proposal, chose the architect, and gave the bulk of the money.

* jienamance of the Fine Arte,
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wherein it lies. His churches of San Lorenzo

and Santo Spirito are both of them examples of

this characteristic of harmony, and to it is un-

doubtedly due their indescribably peaceful effect .

1

In 1424 the first pair of bronze doors
Ghiberti

(
2

). Qn wj1ich Ghiberti had so long been

at work were at last finished. They had taken

him twenty-two years. The enthusiasm when they

were set up was tremendous ; nothing like this in

Art had been seen before
;

all Florence crowded to

see them ; and the Signoria, who never quitted the

Palazzo della Signoria in a body except on the

greatest occasions, came in state to applaud the

work and do honour to the artist. When we
think of all that this work had called forth in

every branch of Art during the long years he had

been employed on it, of the genius which had

created this wonderful new departure, and of the

determined perseverance by which alone the work
was brought to such perfection, we are led to

feel 2 that Ghiberti deserved any honour which his

countrymen could confer upon him.

Ghiberti, by this time a man of forty-five, at

once set to work on his second pair of doors, which

were destined to take him still longer, and to

surpass even the first pair in excellence.

In 1423, seven years after Donatello had
Mas&cciOi *

*

produced his statue of St George, three

years after Brunelleschi had begun to construct his

1 Brunelleschi’s other principal buildings are, the Pazzi Chapel in

the cloisters of Sta. Croce (considered ec a jewel of classic architecture

adapted to the Renaissance spirit Palazzo Pazzi (now Quaratesi),

Palazzo Businij and Palazzo Barbadoii.
a Especially m these days, when the great Chancellor., Lord Eldon’ a,

*

motto, "Sat mto, si sat bene'* (Quick enough, if well enough, done) is

so little in favour.
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dome, and one year before Ghiberti finished his

first pair of bronze doors, Painting showed that

same new burst of life which had already been

shown by Architecture and Sculpture. For in that

year Masaccio, afterwards so famous, and destined

to advance the art of Painting by so immense a

step that he became the leader of all painters after

him, began his frescoes in the Brancacci chapel

of the church of the Carmelites,1 the Carmine.

The influence of Ghiberti’s work of the bronze

doors is in the case of Masaccio directly traceable.

Born in the year of the competition of 1401, he

worked as a boy under Ghiberti on the panels of

these doors, and there learnt the knowledge of

form, effect of light and shade, and other secrets

which he afterwards elaborated in his paintings.

In these, by a proper use of light and shade, he

gave roundness to the limbs; was the first to

give to figures natural attitudes and a life-like

appearance, and to drapery natural folds
;
improved

the drawing of heads and hands; and, as Vasari

says, “improved everything.”

But this was not recognised until after his

short life had ended. He was crushed with

poverty,2 burdened with the maintenance of

younger brothers, always ready to do a good turn

to others but careless about his own affairs, and,

entirely absorbed in his painting, was almost un-

known. Dying at the age of twenty-seven, only

four years after he began painting these frescoes,

1 Jn the best of these, the fresco of The Tribute Money> Masaccio
has given us a portrait of himself in the young Apostle standing on
the right of the tax-gatherer, next to the portico.

a The register of the catanto for the year 1427 shows that he was
in great destitution.
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his life was so short, and he was so hampered
by debt, that he has left very few works ; except

for two small unimportant pictures at Berlin,

and one in the Accademia at Florence, no picture

of Masaccio’s is in any of the galleries of Europe,

and all his fame rests on the frescoed walls of

one small chapel in Florence.

1

Nevertheless, with him Painting entered on a

new epoch, and the Brancacci chapel has become
sacred ground to all painters, since there almost

all the great masters after him, including, Vasari

tells us, Perugino, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael,

2

Michelangelo,

3 Andrea del Sarto, Fra Barto-

lommeo, and many of lesser genius, have studied

and copied the works of one who is the inaugu-

rator of all that we understand by modern
painting.

“ In this chapel wrought

One of the few. Nature’s interpreters.

The few, whom genius gives as lights to shine,

Masaccio.

Look around

And know that where we stand stood oft and long.

Oft till the day was gone, Raphael himself

;

Nor he alone, so great the ardour there,

Such while it reigned the generous rivalry
;

He, and how many more, once thither drawn.

Anxious to learn of those who came before.

To steal a spark from their immortal fire

Who first did break the universal gloom.

Sous of the morning,” 4

1 One other fresco of his has in recent years been discovered on the
entrance wall of Sta. Maria Novella, till now hidden under a painting
by another artist, but it is in a much rumed state.

a It is recorded of Raphael that he copied these frescoes of Masaccio’s
no less than seven times.

3 It was in this cliapel that Michelangelo obtained liia broken nose ;

insulting another artist, the latter knocked him down, breaking his
nose.

4 Rogers’ Italy»
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Giovanni di Bicci, in his readiness to befriend

struggling artists, assisted the poor youth who
was then so little known, and Masaccio introduced

a portrait of him into his fresco picture of the

consecration of the Carmine church in 1422, but

this fresco was destroyed when the greater part

of that church was burnt in 1721.

At some time during the year 1427 Masaccio

ended his painting for the Carmelite community

and went off to Rome, none know for what purpose

(for of such an insignificant person nothing was

at that time recorded), but presumably in order

to obtain work; and there in the following year

he died in poverty and obscurity, unknown to

fame until after he was dead, when the world

awoke to the knowledge of what a genius had

been living in that obscure comer of Florence

where he had worked. 1

Giovanni died in 1428, at the age
fllwiffll

of sixty-eight, and at his death left an di Bicci.

immense fortune to his two sons, Cosimo 1428,

and Lorenzo. He died deservedly esteemed by

his countrymen, beloved by the humbler classes

of the people, who had so often found in him

a defender and whose welfare he had consist-

ently promoted, remembered with gratitude by

all who, struggling to rise in some branch of

Art, had never failed to receive from him a

1 In recent years part of the work in the Brancacci chapel hitherto

attributed to Masaccio has been thought to be by another artist,

Masolino. But this, even if the cascj makes no difference to Masaccio’s

fame, as sufficient of his work would still remain to maintain it, The
share attributed to Masolino is denied by Cavalcaselle,
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helping hand, and respected even by some amongst

the nobili who, though always opposed by him,

had never found him other than an honourable

antagonist. Machiavelli, describing his character,

says :

—

“He never sought the honours of govern-

ment, yet enjoyed them all. When holding

high office he was courteous to all. Not a man
of great eloquence, but of an extraordinary

prudence.”

Giovanni had assisted at the birth of the move-

ment in which Ghiberti, Brunelleschi, Donatello,

and Masaccio were the leaders ; he had helped

its onward course, and he died as its “morning”

ended with the death of Masaccio and began to

pass into full noon. Thus the chief interest con-

nected with his life will always be that memorable

outburst in Art which took place between the

years 1400 and 1428, burning with such ardour

among the Florentines that it threw even politics

into the background, and formed the prominent

feature in the life of Florence during his time.

He lies buried with Piccarda, his wife, in the

“Old Sacristy,” 1 in the church of San Lorenzo,

the only portion of the rebuilt church which was

finished at the time of his death. Their fine

tomb,2 richly ornamented with figures of putti

and garlands of flowers, stands in the centre of

the sacristy with a large marble table over it.

The tomb is interesting from the fact that isolated

1 Called tlie “ Old Sacristy ” from the time when, nearly a hundred

years later, the “New Sacristy” was built.

2 Often said to be by Donatello, but, though much in his manner,

it is considered by some critics not to be by lam.—(Lord Bulcarres )
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tombs like this, though common in other countries,

were very rare in Italy.

Such was the founder of this family which

was destined to have so momentous a history.

He laid the foundations of the family solidly,

not so much by the popularity which he won
through his steadfast championship of the cause

of the humbler classes, as by the principles of

magnanimity, generosity, courtesy, and care for

the people which he taught his sons, and caused

to become an unwritten law in this family for

three generations after him. As we look at the

kindly and sensible old face in his portrait we
feel how well it was for Florence in after years

that Giovanni di Bicci de’ Medici possessed the

character that he did. It will be seen how, on

his death, the party of the nobles took steps to

destroy his work, as well as to prevent these

“ upstart Medici ” from rising any higher.

Tlie Medici arms in the time of Giovanni di Bicci (eight balls).
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Giovanni di Bicci’s two sons were Cosimo and

Lorenzo. Cosimo’s branch, which includes all the

greater Medici, eventually in the seventh genera-

tion died out, when the succession passed to

Lorenzo’s branch, which carried on the family

through six more generations, attained that crown

which the elder branch had striven for and made
possible, and at last in its turn also died out in

1743,1

As the best way of avoiding confusion the

history follows the elder branch right down to its

end (Part I.), before returning to take up (Part II.)

the story of the younger branch, from its com-

mencement with Lorenzo downwards. This is

rendered the easier since the first few generations

of the younger branch have scarcely any inde-

pendent history of their own, theirs being almost

entirely merged in that of the elder branch; so

that the period when the younger branch has an

independent history is a comparatively short one.

1 See Genealogical Table (Appendix I.).
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CHAPTER IV

COSIMO (PATEIt TATIIIAE)

Born 1389. (Ruled 1434-1484.) Died 1464.

When Giovanni di Bicci died his eldest son

Cosimo 1 was forty years old. Up to that time

we have only one episode recorded of him, viz.,

that when in 1415 the Council of Constance

was assembled and Pope John XXIII., forced

by the Emperor Sigismund, very reluctantly pro-

ceeded to it, Cosimo de’ Medici, then twenty-

six years old, who had known him before he

became Pope, went with him at the risk of his

life to help to defend him ;
and had to fly in

disguise when Pope John was deposed and
imprisoned by the Council.

Cosimo had shortly before this adventure been
married to Contessina de’ Bardi

;

2 and his eldest

son, Piero, was born (apparently in the Bardi

palace) while Cosimo was absent at the above

Council. The Bardi were in the fourteenth century

the richest banking family in Florence. Though
they themselves have disappeared their oldest

palace 3
still stands in the street which was all

1 Plate III.
2 Contesaina was, of course, her Christian name, not a title. One

of the daughters of Lorenzo the Magnificent had the same name.
8 Now No. 21 Via de' Bardi.
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once their property, and still bears their name,
the Via de’ Bardi, always to us reminiscent of

“Romola.” But they had fallen on evil days

before Cosimo’s marriage to the eldest daughter

of the house, having been gradually ruined owing
to the loss of a large sum of money which, lent

by them to Edward III. of England, had never

been repaid.
1 By this marriage the Bardi palace

came into the possession of the Medici family,

and Cosimo appears during his father’s lifetime

to have lived there, his arms (with eight red

balls
2

)
being still to be seen in some of the

rooms.

Cosimo had been educated at the celebrated

school attached to the Camaldolese monastery of

Sta. Maria degli Angeli in the Via degli Alfani .

3

He knew Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Arabic,

besides several modern languages, and was passion-

ately fond of both Learning and Art. He also

possessed all the qualities which distinguished his

father, and on becoming head of the family soon
showed that he would be likely to play a more
prominent part in Florentine affairs than his

father. The family were by this time growing
enormously wealthy, owning banks in as many
as sixteen capital cities in Europe ;

4 and Cosimo’s

1 See p. 85 (footnote).
2 Xn the Medici arms eight ballsy all of them red* indicate the time

of Giovanni di Bicci (see chap. vi. p. 185).
3 This academy had been star Led in the fourteenth century for

the study of Greek and Latin by the learned Neapolitan monk
Ambrogio Traversal afterwards Prior of the Order. Landing Pucci,
and many others afterwards famous in different branches of learning,
were all educated with Cosimo and his brother Lorenzo at this
academy.

4 Besides other cities, Cosimo had hanks at Paris, London, Bruges,
Lyons, Venice, Genoa, Rome, and Naples.
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great wealth, courteous demeanour, ability, and

tact, all joined as it was to a generous disposition,

made him fully as popular with the people as

his father had been.

In Cosimo de’ Medici the party of the nobles

(the Grandi), then headed by the powerful

family of the Albizzi, saw a formidable opponent.

They already detested this wealthy family who
were rising from the class of the Popolani and

gaining such influence, and they saw in its new
head one who aroused their bitterest jealousy.

They therefore determined that the Medici must

be entirely rooted out of Florence. This, however,

was not easy to accomplish, Cosimo’s popularity

being so great; moreover, the most respected of

their number, the aged Niccolb da Uzzano, was

against any such design. Maehiavelli tells us

that when the other nobles consulted him regard-

ing their proposed action against the Medici he

warned them that in a trial of strength the latter

would win; that if Cosimo were put to death

as they desired, Florence would be in danger

of having Hinaldo degli Albizzi as a despot, and
that if either was to prevail, of the two he pre-

ferred Cosimo; “but,” he added, “God deliver

this city from private usurpation.” So that for

the present the nobles were forced to bide their

time.

In 1430, two years after his father’s death,

Cosimo began to carry out a project which he had
had under consideration from the time he succeeded

his father, that of building a new palace for the

family. For this he chose a site in the Via Larga,1

1 Now the Via Cavour.

YOL. I, E
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the widest street in the city, at the comer

where it was joined by a short street, the Via

de’ Gori, which ran down to the church of San

Lorenzo, then being rebuilt with the family

money, and which when completed he purposed

to endow.

This palace Cosimo intended should be a model
of architectural art, and should surpass anything of

the kind up to that time seen. Brunelleschi was
now the foremost architect of the age; his dome
was approaching completion, he was also building

the church of San Lorenzo, and in this same
year 1 began his other church of Santo Spirito.

So Cosimo had at first proposed to employ bim

in designing his new palace. But on seeing

Brunelleschi’s plan he considered it too grand

in character, and instead of it accepted a less

pretentious one by Michelozzo, an architect then

coming into notice, and who (chiefly through

this work) became recognised as second only to

Brunelleschi. For the adornment of the cortile of

the palace, when it should be completed, Cosimo
gave various commissions to Donatello, by this

time acknowledged as the leading sculptor. These
included the bronze statue of David (now in the

museum of the Bargello), the bronze statue of

Judith slaying Holofernes (now in the Loggia
de’ Lanzi) arid the medallions copied from antique

gems, still to be seen over the arches of the cortile.

2

The first of these works, the David, was an epoch-

making statue in the history of Art, having prob-

ably a greater influence than any other single

1 See chap. viii. p. 217 (footnote).
2 Two of these are visible in Plate VI.
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statue ever executed ;

1
it was finished within the

next three years (before Cosimo’s exile a

), the other

commissions being completed later.

In 1432 Niccolo da Uzzano, for so many
years the respected leader of the nobili (though

latterly thrown into the shade by Rinaldo degli

Albizzi), died. He was one of the best statesmen

Florence had ever possessed, consistently employ-

ing his influence to check the party rivalries of his

countrymen .

8

His restraining influence being removed, the

nobles proceeded to carry out their resolve to get

rid of these Medici who were becoming such

formidable champions of the people. Complete
success in this object required, they considered, the

death of Cosimo himself and the banishment of the

rest of the family, including his brother Lorenzo
and their first cousin Averardo ; in the case of a

family of bankers such a banishment, particularly

if they were dispersed, would soon cause their ruin.

With the Albizzi family at their head the nobili

now took steps to effect these objects. And the

new palace, so much superior to any hitherto built

in Florence, assisted them in their design, now that

the walls began to attain sufficient height for the

general style of the building to be appreciated, and

particularly the novel and expensive rmtica style

of the lower storey.

Having by a skilful manipulation of the elec-

tions of the year 1433 obtained a Signoria con-

siderably under their influence, the Albizzi party

1 Seem. 311-112. 2 Vasari.
* He lived in the palace in tlic Via do’ Barrli winch is now the

Capponi palace. Ilis daughter Gmevra married one of the Capponi
family.
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accused Cosimo to the Government of scheming

to exalt himself above the rank of an ordinaiy

citizen (the worst charge possible in Florence), and

pointed among other things to the new palace as

being too grand for a simple citizen, denoting an

ambition dangerous to the Republic. Whereupon
Cosimo was suddenly arrested, and consigned to a

cell in the tower of the Palazzo della Signoria, while

arrangements were made for his speedy judicial

murder. But the temper of the populace when
they heard what was going on became so formid-

able that that plan had after a day or two to

be abandoned. The nobles then attempted to

employ poison, and commissioned two of their

number to effect this ;
Cosimo had from the first

expected that this method would be employed, and
for the first three days of his imprisonment would
eat nothing; but this second plan also failed, as

Cosimo’s jailer, Federigo Malavolti, refused to be
corrupted. So the nobles had to be content with
his banishment

; but Cosimo had a narrow escape.

In due course a sentence of banishment was passed
by the Signoria, a regular decree of ostracism, in

the Greek style, being drawn up; the whole of

the Medici were exiled, Cosimo and his family

to Padua,
1

his brother Lorenzo to Venice, and
his cousin Averardo to Naples; and they were
escorted under a guard to the frontier. The
decree declared that the Medici were banished

from the city and state of Florence “being
dangerous to the Republic by reason of their wealth
and ambition.” The sentence of exile, and the

reasons for it, were published in all other states,

1 He was subsequently permitted to move from Pailua to Venice.
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so as to make their disgrace as public as possible.

And the nobles, though they had failed to secure

Cosimo’s death, were satisfied that they had
nevertheless achieved the ruin of the Medici.

Thus were the Medici for the first time cast

forth in ignominy by Florence as foes to her

Republic. It was an experience they were to

undergo three times in the course of their history.

On this first occasion it occurred solely to satisfy

the desire of the nobles to get rid of the one

family that stood in the way of a return to that

state of things wherein the power had been in

the hands of the nobles, an object the latter had
never ceased to work for since the reform of the

constitution which had placed all power in the

hands of the people. It is often asserted that

the germs of an aim to destroy the Republic and
erect a despotic monarchy in its place, existed

in the Medici from the first. But so far, at

all events, as this first banishment is concerned

the statement is proved in the most practical

manner to be untrue. For whereas suspicions of

this nature when once aroused have, if there be
any basis for them, a tendency to grow stronger in

the absence of the accused (and certainly would
do so in such a city), yet in this case the very
reverse occurred ; and Florence by her action a

year afterwards conclusively proved that there

were no grounds for the charge.

By Cosimo’s exile the work on the Medici
Palace was brought to a standstill, and as neither

Michelozzo nor Donatello desired to remain in

a city which had cast him out they also went
into exile, Michelozzo accompanying Cosimo and
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Donatello proceeding to Rome 1 to study such

remains of the classic sculpture as were to be

found there, though these were at that time

extremely few,2 the Popes not having begun to

collect such things, and all the treasures now to

be seen in the sculpture galleries of the Vatican

and the Capitol then lying buried under the ruins

of the devastated city.

contemporary
The chief events during the first five

historical years after Cosimo became head of

14M-14SS
family were the great change

which at this time came over the

long struggle between France and England (known

as the “Hundred Years’ War”), and the assembly

of the Council of Bale, the third of the attempts of

the fifteenth century to reform the Church. Also,

on a smaller stage, Florence’s two wars, against

Lucca and against Milan.

Regarding the first of the above events, it

has been noted how in 1428 the English, then

masters of all northern France, advanced south-

wards and laid siege to Orleans. Then came
Joan of Arc, and in three years (1428-1431)
changed the whole aspect of affairs in France.

The details of her career, ending in a death which
was to the lasting disgrace of both English and
French, are well known. The English power in

France never recovered the blow dealt it by her

1 Some have held that this was Donatello’s bucoiid visit to Home,
and that he had accompanied Brunelleschi thiLhcr in 1403 ;

hut this is

not believed by moat modern critics (see M, Raymond ’a La ticultura
Fiorentina).

2 Poggio, writing at this time about the ruins of Borne,, speaks
of a statue with a head as though that were something quite extra-
ordinmy.
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victories, and from this time forth the English

were steadily driven backwards.

In 1431, the same year that Joan of Arc
was burnt at Rouen, the Council of B&le was
assembled. In that year Martin V., the Pope who
had been elected at the Council of Constance,

died. He had revived the autocratic view of the

Papacy which had been maintained by the Popes

of the thirteenth century, had ruled that arch-

bishops and bishops are merely the delegates of

the Pope, and had endeavoured to prevent all

further assembling of councils to reform the

Church by ruling that Popes were superior to

councils. It was a strange outcome of the work
of such a Council as that of Constance. How-
ever, on his death his rulings were ignored, and

a third attempt to reform the Church was made
by the assembly of the Council of Bale. It was
convened (like that of Constance) by the Emperor
Sigismund. The new Pope, Eugenius IV., having

failed in his endeavour to prevent its meeting, or

to get it dissolved as soon as the preliminary

proceedings were concluded, was, through fear of

being deposed, at length forced to acknowledge

that a Pope is subject to a council, and sent four

cardinals to represent him at it. This Council

was sitting at Bale from 1431 to 1438. It passed

various decrees of reform which the Pope accepted;

then as it proceeded to deal stronger blows at

the Papacy the Pope tried to remove it to Italy.

The Council, however, refused to be removed. Its

subsequent dealings with Pope Eugenius IV. will

be noted hereafter.

During the years 1429 to 1433 Florence was
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dragged into two small wars which brought her

much discredit. The Albizzi, wielding the chief

influence, first persuaded the Government to enter

on an unjust aggressive war against Lucca, and

then prosecuted this war with such an utter

want of ability that it was no wonder that it

was completely unsuccessful ; and Florence in

this attempt to conquer Lucca reaped nothing

but expense, failure, and loss of prestige. This

war produced one with Milan, which languished

on undecisively until 1433, when a temporary

peace was patched up. These two wars, whose

only result was an increased expenditure, brought

much disfavour upon the Albizzi, who were entirely

responsible for them.

cosimo. The first exile of the Medici lasted only
X4S4. for one year. The large majority of the

population loved this munificent and gracious

family, and by the time a year had passed saw
that they had been made a catspaw to assist the
manoeuvres of the nobles, and that while there

was no ground for the accusation against the
Medici, there was every ground for suspecting the
motive of the nobles. For the Albizzi and their

party, when once they had got rid of the people’s

main supporter, proceeded, by their scarcely con-
cealed plotting against that democratic form of
government which Florence had gained through
so many struggles, to give the people good reason
for such fears. So in September 1434 the decree
of banishment against the Medici was annulled,

and messages were sent inviting their return. The
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Albizzi thereupon flew to arms, assembled their

adherents to the number of about eight hundred,

and made an attempt to seize the Government

before Cosimo should return; but the Signoria

obtained troops from Pistoia, and the attempt

failed. On the 6th October Cosimo re-entered

Florence with a public triumph almost like that

given to a conqueror, and in the midst of a

rejoicing populace. Machiavelli says:—“Seldom

has a citizen returning from a great victory been

greeted by such a concourse of people, and with

such demonstrations of affection, as was Cosimo on

his return from exile.” And Cosimo’s unassuming

demeanour, even on the occasion of so honourable

a triumph over his enemies, increased still further

his popularity.

His subsequent conduct did him equal honour.

In any other state in Europe at that time of

the world’s history such a return to power would

assuredly have been followed by the putting to

death of those whose enmity had caused what

had been endured. Cosimo and his whole family

had been treated witli the bitterest animosity

by the nobles, and with the greatest ingratitude

by those members of the Signoria whom the

nobles had induced to do their will ; the humilia-

tion of himself and his family had been made
known in all the surrounding states ; they had

been put to much fear, inconvenience, and loss;

his own life had been attempted, and nothing

had been omitted to secure the total ruin of his

family. Yet, when thus triumphantly brought

back by the will of the people with ample power

to retaliate, we find Cosimo firmly refusing to
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allow any of those who had caused these things

to be put to death. On the other hand, that some

should suffer banishment on account, not of what

had been done to the Medici, but of the attempt

which had been made, before their return, to over-

throw the Government, was inevitable ;
the Albizzi

and their party could not expect to get off un-

punished after such an endeavour. Those writers

who are anxious to find cause against the Medici

have accused Cosimo of a “ vindictive policy ” on

this occasion; but this is unjust. The Signoria,

terribly frightened at the attempt (which had

nearly succeeded) of the Albizzi and their party

to seize the Government by force of arms, passed

a sentence of exile against some eighty of them .

1

It was not an unnatural result of their conduct.

But in any case there is no evidence that this

and other repressive measures against the Albizzi

party, some of which measures had been already

taken before his arrival, were instigated by Cosimo

at all .

2

A few months after the above triumphant

return Cosimo received from his city the most
practical demonstration it could give of its entire

1 IVlachiavelK informs us that the most eminent of these were Itinaldo

degli Albizzi, Ridolfo Peruzzi, Palla Strozzi, Niccolo Barbadori, and
members of the Guicciardini, Guadagni, Uzzani, and Gianni families.

2 That Cosimo, when subsequently he gained complete power, did
not annul this banishment of the Albizzi and their adherents was surely
natural enough. To have allowed them to return would only have
again plunged Florence into that faction—fighting which had ever
been the chief obstacle to her welfare. An exception might appar-
ently have been made in the case of the noble-hearted Palla Strozzi

;

but it is possible that Cosimo knew more on that point than we do, and
may have known that however peaceable a man Palla Strozzi himself
was, he would inevitably become a cause of such disturbances, Palla
Strozzi retired to Padua, and remained there for the rest of his life,

dying in 1464: at the age of ninety-two.
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revulsion of sentiment towards him, and regret

for the treatment which he and his had received.

He was elected Gonfaloniere, and held that office

for the next two months.

Meanwhile Pope Eugenius IV.
- , * • 1 i • Contemporary
had become involved in many hi&toucai

troubles, mainly through his con- events,

tinued opposition to the Council

of Bale. The Emperor Sigismund at length

being determined to force the Pope to submit

to the reforms which the Council was striving

to pass, but which the Pope’s delegates were

obstructing, proceeded to Italy, being invited

thither by Filippo Visconti, Duke of Milan, who
hoped that the Emperor would assist him in the

war he was then carrying on against Florence

and Venice. After staying for some time with

the Duke of Milan, and after being crowned

with the iron crown of Lombardy, the Emperor,
avoiding Florence’s territory, proceeded by way of

Lucca and Siena to Rome, where he was crowned

by Pope Eugenius in St Peter’s (1433). Thence

he started on his way back to Bale, apparently

less ready than he had hitherto been to support

the Council against the Pope. But immediately

afterwards Fortebraccio, commander of the Milanese

troops, marched upon Home, while at the same
time Francesco Sf'orza, also in behalf of the Duke
of Milan, seized a large part of the Papal territories

in Romagna, declaring that he was authorised to

do so by the Council of Bale. The eventual result

was that Pope Eugenius was, in 1434, forced to

fly from Rome in disguise and in danger of his
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life, the people of Rome joining with his other

foes in expelling him. He took refuge at Florence,

arriving there just at the time of Cosimo’s recall

from exile. And at Florence this Pope resided

for the next eight years, while Rome remained

in possession of his enemies.

Cosimo Cosimo at the time of his recall from
1431-1439

. banishment in 1434 was forty-five years

of age, and thenceforth became the acknowledged

leading citizen of the Florentine Republic. But
knowing well the fickle nature of popular favour

and the peculiar temperament of his countrymen

—

their habit of constant change, their tendency to

fall a prey to one faction after another, and above

all their jealousy of any individual who seemed

inclined to exalt himself-—he saw that an immense
task lay before him if he was to retain that

position.

It has generally been assumed that Cosimo was

actuated solely by personal ambition ; but he had

other motives than this. Apart from all question

of personal or family ambition, he desired to retain

that position for two reasons eminently honourable

to him. The poorer classes were ground down
under a crushing burden of taxation, due to the

heavy cost to each individual citizen of wars so

constantly undertaken by a state whose popula-

tion was comparatively small. This evil he desired

to remedy by so guiding foreign affairs as to make
such wars less frequent. Again he saw that the

same cause was severely hampering Florence’s

commerce, while as a banker on a wide scale he
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felt that if he could create peace, he would be able

considerably to extend Florentine markets and

increase the commercial wealth of the Floren-

tines. Feeling that he possessed in himself the

ability to do these things, it was in every way
natural that he should wish to show that he

could do them. Ambition of this kind is not

a fault, but a virtue .

1

But to do all this he must be Florence’s

leading citizen, no matter who might from time

to time be Gonfaloniere. And in order to retain

permanently this position—one which could never

be more than tacitly granted—two things would

be necessary: first, to make all foreign countries

recognise that he, and he alone, was the motive

power in the Florentine state; and, second, to

convince his own countrymen that no one else

could so satisfactorily manage their affairs, and in

particular their foreign affairs, so that they should

be glad to leave all such matters in his hands. And
both these things must be done in such a way as

never to arouse in the Florentines that peculiar

jealousy of any kind of authority which they were

so apt to develop. Such was the task before Cosimo,

one at which any man might have quailed, in view

of the temperament of the Florentine people of his

time, as well as the conditions of perpetual intrigue

in the midst of which it must be carried out. Yet,

as will be seen in the sequel, he accomplished with

complete success this difficult task.

But it was not only in the political sphere that

Cosimo won renown. Many and varied were the

1 It has been sairl :

—

(e All men and women who are of any use to
the world in which they live are ambitious.”
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matters which he took in hand for the advance-

ment of Learning, the encouragement of Art, and

the assistance of charitable institutions. Before

all else he was a deep scholar ; one of those who
loved learning for its own sake. He maintained

a regular staff of agents always employed in search-

ing in the East for rare and important manuscripts ,

1

which became the nucleus of the great library

which he founded; he instituted the celebrated

Platonic Academy for the study of the rediscovered

Plato, of whose writings he was an enthusiastic

admirer; no scholar applied to him in vain, and

the ways in which he promoted the cause of

Learning were numberless. Gibbon says of him :

—

“ Cosimo was the father of a line of princes

whose name and age are almost synonymous
with the restoration of Learning. His credit was
ennobled into fame; his riches were dedicated to

the service of mankind; he corresponded at once

with Cairo and London ;
and a cargo of Indian

spices and Greek books were often imported in the

same vessel.”

To Art he gave similar assistance
; he was a

liberal patron to the painters Fra Angelico and

Lippi, to the sculptors Ghiberti and Donatello,

and to the architects Brunelleschi and Michelozzo

;

he collected objects of art of every kind; and he

made his collections open to all artists. No less

lavish were his charities
; he gave large sums for

the rebuilding of many churches and monasteries,

1 It demonstrates holla, the aim which was in view in these costly

searchings for ancient documents, and the spirit in which they were
undertaken, when we find Cyriac of Ancona, in starting for the Kant
on one of these quests, saying, te

I go to awake the dead,”
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including the Badia of Fiesole, the monastery of

San Marco, and the church of San Lorenzo, built

a hospital at Jerusalem for sick and infirm pilgrims,

and bore a large part in every charitable work
undertaken in Florence. Such was the man who
in 1434 became the leading citizen of the Florentine

Republic, and set forth on the political task which
has been mentioned.

In 1435 Francesco Sforza, the celebrated con-

dottiere commander, visited Florence. During
this visit he developed a great liking for Cosimo,
and thus began that friendship between them
which in after years had important political results.

In 1436 Brunelleschi completed his dome, and
the cathedral,1 begun a hundred and thirty-eight

years before by Arnolfo di Cambio, was at last

finished.

This completion of the great work upon which
four generations had laboured was a notable event,

and a ceremony worthy of the occasion was
arranged. Pope Eugenius IV. was at this time

residing at the monastery of Santa Maria Novella,

and the cathedral was solemnly consecrated by
him on the Feast of the Annunciation, 25th March
1436. "A raised passage, richly carpeted and
decorated with tapestry, damask, silk, and flowers,

was constructed from the door of Santa Maria
Novella, and passing through the Baptistery, to

the western door of the cathedral.” Along this

an imposing procession, consisting of the Pope,

thirty-seven bishops, seven cardinals, the Signoria,

and the envoys of foreign powers, passed from
* Always in Florence called the “ Daomo. ,>
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Sta. Maria Novella to the cathedral. The con-

secration ceremony occupied five hours, after which

the procession was re-formed and returned in the

same way. A tablet on the wall of the cathedral

commemorates this event. Brunelleschi, more for-

tunate than Giotto,1 lived to see the completion

of his great work and to take part in the above

ceremony. The completion of the dome and the

consecration of the cathedral serve to mark the

beginning of Cosimo’s rule in Florence.

In 1437 Cosimo set about rebuilding at his

own expense the afterwards far-famed monastery

of San Marco in Florence. This monastery of

the Dominican Order had at this time in its com-

munity two men who will ever live enshrined

in the memory of men as representing all that

was best in the spirit of that age, and as counter-

balancing much that was evil, Giovanni of Fiesole,

called Fra Angelico, and Antonio Pierozzi, called

Antonino, afterwards Archbishop of Florence.

Situated near the new palace which he was

building, its Prior a man so justly beloved,2
this

monastery seems to have been looked upon by

Cosimo as a well - beloved retreat to which he

could retire for rest and congenial companionship

when harassed by the cares of State and the vexa-

tions of political life. And with his usual liberality

in all that he undertook he spent money upon it

“ with a generosity which the modesty of the friars

1 The campanile (“ Giotto’s tower ”) was not completed until fifty

years after Giotto’s death.
2 Antonio Pierozzi, better known to us as St Antonino, was, on

account of the various qualities which he showed as Prior of San Marco,
made Archbishop of Florence by Pope Eugenius IV. in 1445. His
statue is the only one of an ecclesiastic which has been placed among
those in the Uffizi colonnade.
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had to restrain.” The rebuilding of it cost him

36,000 ducats, in addition to which sum he gave

it a large endowment. He had a special cell set

apart for his own use, and thither often resorted

for converse with the Prior and others of the com-

munity; he gave as a nucleus for the monastery

library over four hundred valuable manuscript

books ;
and it was at his expense that the walls of

the monastery were decorated with those frescoes

by Fra Angelico which all the world now visits

San Marco to see.

The effect of having at the head of An.

the State a man like Cosirno showed itself

at once in the impetus given to all branches of

Art. As a result we find Art taking great strides

during these first five years of Cosimo’s supremacy

in Florentine affairs, and artists at work all over

the city whose names have since become famous
throughout the world. Ghiberti was employed on
his second pair of bronze doors ; Brunelleschi was
engaged on his two churches of San Lorenzo and
Santo Spirito,

1 besides several palaces; Michel-

ozzo was at work on the Medici Palace and
the monastery of San Marco

; Donatello, having

returned from Rome, was busy in San Lorenzo
and on his various works for Cosimo’s new
palace; the dead Masaccio’s name was earning
great fame, for by this time men had recognised

his genius, and all painters were eagerly studying

his works in the Brancacci chapel; Luca della

Robbia was completing his marble screen of the
1 The church of Santo Spirito was built by the parishioners of that

quarter of the city, the four chief families who paid for it being the
hrescohaldi, the Capponi, the Ridolfi, and the Corbinelli.

VOL. I. F
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Cantoria
;
Fra Angelico was beginning his frescoes

in San Marco ;
Lippi was painting pictures for

Cosimo, in which he was to show the world the

lessons which Masaccio had taught; Andrea del

Castagno, Domenico Veneziano, Paolo Uccello,

and many other artists were at work in Florence,

most of them brought thither directly by Cosimo

to execute various works for him, while he was

besieged with letters by others at a distance

importuning him for commissions.

„ . From 1434 to 1436 Florence was
Contemporary

historical again at war with Milan, Filippo
events. Visconti, Duke of Milan, being

stirred up to attack Florence’s

territory by the banished Rinaldo degli Albizzi

and his party, “who urged the Duke to make
war on Florence, promising to aid him with a

contingent of fuorusciti, and by fomenting insur-

rection within the city.” At length, however, in

February 1437, Florence gained a victory over

the forces of Milan at the battle of Barga, which

for a time put a stop to Milan’s efforts; where-

upon Florence again attacked Lucca, but without

any success. Milan, however, renewed the war

in 1438, and it dragged on, with varying success,

for several years, without definite result.

In the year 1437 the Emperor Sigismund died

;

and immediately upon this Pope Eugenius IV.

came to an open breach with the Council of Bile,

and summoned a fresh council to meet in Italy,

the place chosen being Ferrara. Its main object

was to consider proposals made at this time by the

Eastern Emperor. The Emperor John Paleologus,
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following the example of his father and grand-

father, proposed making a personal visit to the

VVest to solicit help against the Turks to save

Constantinople, which must otherwise fall. The
Pope invited him, together with the Patriarch and

bishops of the Eastern Church, to a conference,

holding out hopes of such aid if the breach between
the Churches of the East and the West could be
healed.

Upon this action on the Pope’s part of con-

vening on his own authority a fresh council to

meet in Italy (a step he had never been permitted

to effect so long as the Emperor Sigismund lived),

the Council of Pale, refusing to be thus broken

up, declared Pope Eugenius deposed. But the

feeling of Europe was against the creation of

another schism, and by degrees the Council of

IMle dwindled away and came to an end, after

having sat for eight years and effected practically

nothing towards that reformation of the Church
for which it had been assembled. Thus again did

the last reforming Council—for it was the last

— fail as completely as the two which had
preceded it.

Meanwhile the Emperor John Paleologus and
his retinue, together with the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, Joseph, and a numerous body of
bishops and theologians, sailed from Constanti-

nople, and in due time arrived at Venice. The
Emperor was received with great pomp by Doge
Francesco Foscari, and entertained at Venice for

a month ; after which he proceeded to Ferrara,

where Pope Eugenius having also arrived, the
Council began its sittings (5th January 1438).
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Cosimo, in that task which has been mentioned

of gradually bringing foreign nations to recognise

in him the motive power of the Florentine state,

and also gradually convincing his countrymen that

their interests were best served by leaving foreign

affairs to him, had had to exercise much patience.

He had a matter to effect which necessarily moved
but slowly, and during the first few years he had

been forced to be content with a very partial

control, and often been obliged to acquiesce in

action which he was as yet without the power to

direct as he would wish. But by the end of the

year 1438 he was beginning to have this power,

foreign affairs being more and more left to him
to manage in his own way. And he now took

the first independent step, one which had very

important results to Florence. He proceeded to

Ferrara, where the Council between the Eastern

and Western Churches had been sitting for nearly

a year, and so used his influence with Pope
Eugenius IV. that he got the Council transferred

to Florence ; whereby he obtained for his city

increased political influence, brought to it much
added trade, and secured for it additional advan-

tages in the advancement of the cause of Learning.

Accordingly the Council removed in February

1439 from Ferrara to Florence, which thus became
the centre of interest in this great historical event.

The Council This Council is one of the most
of Florence, interesting assemblages of this kind

1439
‘ that ever took place. A gathering

which included an Emperor of the East and his

retinue, a Patriarch of Constantinople, the principal
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authorities of the Eastern Church, a Pope of Rome,
the principal authorities of the Western Church,

and all the most learned men of both East and

West, had never before been seen. Moreover, it

was the last occasion on which such an assemblage

was possible
;
fourteen years later the fall of Con-

stantinople swept away all that formed its peculiar

interest, making it impossible for such a gather-

ing ever to occur again.

This occasion gave Cosimo a great opportunity,

both in the political sphere and with regard to

the cause of learning. Nor did he allow the cost

of entertaining these distinguished visitors to fall

upon the State, but made them all his own guests,

an action which gained him universal commenda-
tion. Residences were provided for them such

as they could not have obtained in any other

city. The Patriarch of Constantinople was lodged

in the Ferrantini palace in the Borgo Pinti; the

Pope and his suite in the extensive range of

buildings at that time attached to Sta. Maria
Novella; while to the Emperor and his retinue

were given the whole of the Peruzzi palaces 1

then surrounding the Piazza de’ Peruzzi, a group

of palaces in which the Eastern Emperor and his

suite were more splendidly lodged than they could

have been in the dwelling of any prince in Europe.

The Council began its sittings on the 2nd March.

It sat in the cathedral, beneath Brunelleschi’s

1 The Peruzzi were another great hanking family, who, with the
Bardi, were ruined by Edward III, (see p. 64). These two families lent

him a large sum of money with which to fight the battle of Crecy;
Professor Villari says that the sum thus lent to Edward III.—and the
loss ofwhich, by his never repaying the debt, ruined these two families
— was 1,365,000 gold florins, equal in our present money to nearly

£7,000,000 sterling.
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glorious dome, at that time the wonder of Italy,

and worthy to be first used on so unique an
occasion.

This gathering gave an immense impetus to

what was beginning to be called the “ New Learn-
ing.” It brought to Florence the most learned

churchmen of Eastern Christendom, such as

Bessarion, Bishop of Nicsea, and also the most
learned scholars of the East, such as Gemistos
Plethon, whom Cosimo induced to settle per-

manently at Florence
;

it brought many rare

manuscripts, most of which found their way
into Cosimo ’s library

;
and, above all, it created

personal contact and friendliness, destined to have
large results when a few years later this Greek
learning should find itself driven from its home
in Constantinople. The effect of all this was to

advance Florence still further on that path of

unearthing the long-buried literature of the past

on which Cosimo’s efforts had already been long
engaged.

And this “New Learning,” among many
results which it was to have in the future, was to

have one result of which men little dreamed, and
least of all those most occupied in fostering the

cause of learning. For it was destined in time to

produce that great convulsion extending over all

Europe which we know as the Reformation .

1

The “ New Learning ” operated in two different

ways to produce this result. First, in its work of

increasing a knowledge of the ancient literature

1 The effect of the “New Learning” in producing the Reformation
has not generally been recognised to the fall extent that it deserves
{see chap. xiii. pp. 419-421).
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it opened up large tracts of history till then

scarcely known. It made scholars acquainted

with writings belonging to the centuries preceding

the dark period before the time of Charlemagne,

writings hitherto accessible, if at all, only to

ecclesiastics, and able to be read only by a few
even ot the latter. A large number of these

writings referred to Church matters, and had been
written by eminent bishops of that period.

1 And
these soon disclosed to scholars that during at

least six centuries of the Church’s earliest life its

constitution had been very different from what
they now saw it, and with no supremacy of one
See over all others ; while such writings also made
them acquainted with the proceedings of the six

great General Councils of the Church which had
taken place in those centuries, some of which
Councils had given decisions bearing on this very
point.

And to this new knowledge of the history

of the Church the gathering in Florence added
considerably. For it enabled the dignitaries of

the Eastern Church to converse face to face, and
in their own language, with enquirers on such
subjects belonging to the West. And since the
Eastern Church prided itself on never deviating

by one hair’s-breadth from what was held at the
beginning, and since the special point upon which
the discussions of the Council were taking place
was this very one of the claim of the Church of
Rome to a supremacy which the Eastern Church

1 The earliest of these <e Fathers of the Church” of course all
wrote in Greek

; Tertullian (third century) was the first of them who
wrote in Latin.
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maintained did not exist at the beginning, the

Eastern bishops and theologians gathered at

Florence would be certain to corroborate any dis-

coveries on the above point which the “New
Learning” might reveal to the eager scholars of

Florence. And what scholars learnt in one

generation all mankind would, through them,

learn in the next.

Pope Eugenius, therefore, in bringing the

bishops 1 and theologians of the Eastern Church

into contact with the hotbed of learning which

was growing up in Florence, had done the most

fatal thing he could to the cause of the Papacy.

Moreover, the time was soon to come when one

of these scholars of the Renaissance, poring in

some dim library over the documents of the eighth

century, would make the amazing discovery that

the so-called Donation of Constantine, and the

celebrated Decretals (now known as The Forged
Decretals), upon which the whole claim of the See

of Rome to a supremacy had been based, were

nothing less than a series of immense forgeries.

As the general result of all this the “ New
Learning,” which now received so strong an

impetus, was bound, as soon as it should spread

to Germany and England, and as soon as the

invention of printing should come to aid it in

doing so, to produce the Reformation. The pro-

cess would take time, but the effect was certain.

Where the Councils of Pisa, Constance, and Bale

had failed, the “New Learning” would assuredly

1 Tlie number of the Eastern bishops was twenty-three ; all except

one were Metropolitans of important provinces
;
they were accompanied

by a large number of theologians anrl other learned men,
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not fail. It was a train of gunpowder laid, in an

ever-widening circle, from Florence as a centre;

though the man was not yet born whose hand

would, eighty years later, far away in Germany,

eventually set fire to the train.

The second way in which the “ New Learning
”

tended to the same result was of a different kind.

It gave a strong impulse towards the study of

Plato and other non - Christian thinkers of the

classical age, and a tendency to look at all religions

from their standpoint. And here also this gather-

ing in Florence had much effect. We are told

that Cosimo, always a great admirer of Plato’s phil-

osophy, formed the idea of his celebrated Platonic

Academy from conversing with the Greek scholar

Plethon, the most learned of the Greeks who came

to the Council. This famous Academy became

the home of the richest intellectual life of the

century, and though many of its members made en-

deavours to reconcile Platonism and Christianity, its

general tendency was against the existing order

of things in religion. Its influence became later on

very widespread, and Syinonds says that it would

be impossible to over-estimate the influence upon

European thought which this Platonic Academy
came to exercise about the time of the Reforma-

tion—in Italy through Marsilio Ficino and Pico

della Mirandola, and in Germany through Reuchlin

and his pupil Melanchthon.1

This great gathering of 1489 in Florence had

its effect also on Art. Wc are often inclined to

wonder where such painters as Fra Angelico,

Benozzo Gozzoli, and Gentile da Fabriano got
1 Symonrls

1

llmvmanae in Italy,
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the idea of the gorgeous robes and strange-look-

ing head-dresses which we see in their pictures

of Eastern subjects. It was all taken direct

from the life of Florence of this year. During

that summer the inhabitants of Florence saw a

perpetual succession of grand processions and im-

posing functions in which these visitors from the

East appeared in every kind of magnificent and

strange costume. Vespasiano da Bisticci and

other writers of the time dilate upon their rich

silken robes, heavy with gold, and their fantastic-

looking head-dresses, regarded with deep interest

by the learned on account of their ancient char-

acter. And the painters reproduce these before

us in pictorial records which are valuable to us

on that very account, and because this was the

last occasion on which these costumes were

destined to appear.

As regards the objects with which the Council

of Florence was assembled, no results followed.

The venerable Patriarch of Constantinople, Joseph,

died in Florence one month before the Council

came to an end.

1 After his death an agreement

between the Greek and Latin Churches was made

by the Council and published with much ostenta-

tion by the Pope.

2 But the basis of it was that

submission of the Eastern Church to the Church

of Rome which had been an aim of the Papacy

ever since the tenth century; and the failure of any

agreement from that standpoint was a foregone

1 The Council closed its sittings on the Gth July.
2 This interesting document is still preserved in the Medici Library

(now called the Laurentian Libraiy), with the original signatures,

including those of the Emperor and the Pope.
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conclusion. The Emperor on the termination of

the Council returned at once to Constantinople,

and as soon as the terms of the agreement he had

made became known, it was violently repudiated

by the entire population, and a tumult so great

arose that the agreement made at Florence was

forthwith dropped and never heard of again .

1

Thus the Emperor John Paleologus, the third in

succession to strive to get help from the West to

save Constantinople, was no more successful than his

father and grandfather had been. It was evidently

vain to hope that the nations of Europe could

be induced to lay aside their mutual dissensions

even to protect themselves from a danger which

threatened them all, and the days of the great

capital of the Eastern half of the Jloman Empire,

which had blocked the path of Mahomedan con-

quest for eight hundred years, were now plainly

numbered.

In 1440, shortly after the above con- cosimo.

course had dispersed and Florence had
returned to her normal conditions, the palace in

the Via Larga which Cosimo had begun to build

in 1430 was sufficiently completed for occupation,

and he moved into it. The members of the family

who were thus the first to take up their abode in

this palace to which so much of the after history

of the Medici attaches, were Cosimo and his wife,

1 A marble tablet recording1 this agreement may be seen on the wall
of the choir of the cathedral. It was, however, null and void from the
first.
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Contessina, and their two sons, Piero and Giovanni,

then respectively twenty-four and nineteen years

old. A few years later both the latter were to

marry and bring their wives also to live in the

family palace, which, before Cosimo’s death, echoed

to the childish voices of yet a third generation.

Cosimo’s brother Lorenzo died just as this change
of residence of the elder branch took place.

In the same year the long and desultory war
with Milan was brought to a conclusion. The
Milanese army, under Piccinino, after threatening

Florence, retired into the Casentino, where, being

followed by the Florentine army, it was defeated at

the battle of Anghiari, by which success Florence

gained the fertile district of the Casentino, and
Venice, her ally, gained Peschiera and Bergamo.

In the following year (1441) there occurred an

incident out of which has originated an accusa-

tion against Cosimo of the gravest kind— to the

effect that he instigated the murder of Baldaccio

d’Anghiari, commander of the Florentine infantry.

The crime was an atrocious one, but there is not
a particle of evidence that Cosimo had anything
to do with it. During the war with Milan in 1440
a Florentine named Orlandini was in command
of the troops which had been stationed to hold
the important pass of Marradi, on the Faenza
road, a strong position covering Florence on the
north, and between which and Florence there

were no other troops. The Milanese army, under
Piccinino, having failed in their attack on the pass

of San Benedetto, then attempted to force that

of Marradi, where they should have been still
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more easily repulsed. But on the approach of the

enemy Orlandini had ignominiously fled, ordering

his troops to do the same, thereby leaving the road

to Florence open to the enemy, who advanced and

occupied the heights of Fiesole, placing Florence

for a short time in great danger. And Baldaccio

d’Anghiari being a brave soldier, had boldly

denounced Orlandini’s cowardice which had had

such serious results. In 1441 Orlandini became
Gonfaloniere, and while holding that office sent

for Baldaccio, “under the garb of friendship,”

to come and discuss some military affairs at

the Palazzo della Signoria. The latter accord-

ingly went to the palace, was received by the

Gonfaloniere with evei*y sign of friendship, and

conducted by him to his own room, where, on a

sudden, hired assassins, placed in concealment

by Orlandini, rushed upon Baldaccio and killed

him, throwing his body into the cortile below.

His head was cut off and his mangled remains

exposed to the public in the Piazza della Signoria,

where it was proclaimed that he had been put

to death by the Signoria as a traitor to the

llepublic.

The accusation against Cosimo is that Baldaccio

on his way to the palace happened to meet him,

and asked his advice about going, and that Cosimo
treacherously advised him to go : it being declared

that Cosimo desired Baldaccio’s death because he
feared the growing influence of Neri Capponi,

whose close friend Baldaccio was. The motive

alleged is exceedingly lame, while the whole story

of Baldaccio’s having met Cosimo at all or received

any advice from him is apparently due solely to
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political animosity. It is only mentioned by one

historian of the time, Cavalcanti, whose hatred

of Cosimo is well known. 1 And as the story is

not mentioned by any other writer, and comes

from a source so unreliable in this particular

case, it is now rejected by all historians as un-

worthy of credence. Gino Capponi in similarly

rejecting it says that Cavalcanti “ always writes

in hatred of Cosimo, while wishing to appear

not to do so.”
2 Some writers have urged that

even if Cosimo did not instigate the crime he

must be held no less responsible, since he took

no action against those guilty of it. But this

ignores the fact that the latter were not private

individuals, but the government of the country;

that at the date when this occurred (1441)

Cosimo had by no means yet gained the degree

of power he afterwards attained; and that any

action by him against the Signoria under the

circumstances would have been at any rate highly

unconstitutional, and would practically have been

to head a rebellion against the constituted authority

of the State. Lastly, the crime is so opposed

to the whole tenor of his life that we are

justified in rejecting absolutely the idea that he

had any part in it, especially as the charge is

entirely unsupported by any evidence.3 Nor except

for the desire to find material for a damning charge

1 Giovanni Cavalcanti, an anti-Medicean, wrote a history of his time
(1420-1 455)* which has been the chief mine whence statements ag-ainst

Cosimo have been drawn.
2 Gino Capjjoni, ii. 277.
3 Who, for instance, related what passed at this chance meeting in

the street ? Cosimo is not likely to have done so, and Baldaccio had
not time to do so.
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against Cosimo does the crime appear to differ

from many others common at that time. The
facts of the case are amply sufficient to account for

Orlandini’s deed
;
while he probably had reason

to know that the members of the Signoria were

not men likely to refuse to support his action before

the people, backed as that action was by the

evidence of traitorous conduct which he asserted

that he possessed against Baldaccio d’Anghiari.

In the same year (1441) Cosimo arranged the

purchase by Florence from the Pope of the town
of Borgo San Sepolcro, for a sum of 25,000 florins

;

while we are told, “ Cosimo increased the obliga-

tion of the State to him in the matter in that he
himself advanced the purchase money.”

In 1443 Pope Eugenius IV. was at last able to

return to Rome. Rome was at this time a ruined

city,

1 devastated by the long conflicts between the

Orsini, the Colonna, and other great barons, and
destitute of all culture or civilising influences

;
and

the contrast was all the more severe to the Pope
since Florence, where he had been living for eight

years, was in advance of all other cities in Europe.

In 1444 Cosimo founded the cele- The Medici

brated Medici Library, the first public utxaxy.

library 8 to exist in Europe, and from the example

of which the Vatican Library at Rome was thirty

years afterwards formed. This library, housed at

first in their own palace, was steadily added to by
the Medici family in succeeding generations, and

1 Albertij writing seven years later, declares that he had seen there
twelve hundred churches in ruins.

2 Cosimo’s library was open to all scholars.
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by them in 1524 the building in which it is now
located (in the cloisters of San Lorenzo

)

1 was con-

structed, designed by Michelangelo. It contains

about ten thousand manuscript books of Greek and

Latin classical authors, many of them of the rarest

value. Among these it possesses the original copy

of the Pandects of Justinian (a.d. 533), the dis-

covery of which in the twelfth century caused so

great an influence on the civilisation of Europe,

and on which our study of the Roman law almost

entirely hinges .

2 Also the best manuscript of

Cicero’s letters
;
two manuscripts of Tacitus, one of

them being the sole existing copy containing the

first five books of the “Annals”; a very ancient

copy of the tragedies of Sophocles; a most im-

portant manuscript of flEschylus
;
a Greek treatise

on surgery; the Commentaries of Julius Caesar;

a Virgil of the fourth century ; a Syriac Gospel

1 It is now called the Library of San Lorenzo, or the Laurentian
Library. But it would be well done to cause it to revert to its own
proper name, seeing- that both the building- itself and nearly all the
treasures it contains were provided by this family.

2 This original copy of the Pandects of Justinian is practically price-

less in value. It is considered to be probably the sole authentic
source from which all other remaining copies of the Roman law have
been taken. It is said to have been discovered by the Pisans at

Amalfi, when the fleet of Pisa captured that town in 1137. It was
captured by the Florentine army from the Pisans when Pisa was taken
in 1406, was considered by the Florentines their greatest treasure, and
was closely guarded in the Palazzo della Signoria. Pope Leo X., in
his desire to collect everything of that kind at Rome, carried it off

thither in the year 1516, but after remaining there for about two hundred
and seventy years it was restored to its proper home in Florence.
The Emperor Justinian, when completing it, ordered that a list of
names of the authors consulted in drawing up this code of the Roman
law, and of their works, should be prefixed by Tnbonian (his minister
who had helped him in this great work) to the Pandects ; and this list

being found at the beginning of the Florentine manuscript is called

the Florentine Index. The rich binding which this valuable book
originally had was, after the Medici had passed away, stripped off by
the Austrian Grand Duke of Tuscany, Pietro Leopoldo, and sold to

the mint far
e( thirty gold deniers.”
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of a.d. 556; the Bible copied from 690 to 716
by Ceolfrid, Abbot of Wearmouth, and called

the Codex Amiatinus
; a Pliny of the tenth

century ;
and numerous literary treasures con-

nected with the time of Dante and Petrarch

and the Florence of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries; the whole representing a vast sum of

money spent by the Medici on this splendid con-

tribution towards the advancement of Learning.

It is the parent of all the great libraries of Europe,

and as such deserves to be duly honoured.

1

In connection with this library it is curious

to note how little printing, when, six years after

this, it appeared, was at first welcomed. “ Those
who owned these rare and costly manuscripts of

the past, with their beautiful caligraphy, looked

with no favour on crude and ugly reproductions

thereof by a mechanical process.” It is recorded

by Gregorovius that Federigo Montefeltro, Duke
of Urbino (a prince who was at this time beginning

to follow Cosimo’s example in regard to the

encouragement of Learning and Art) would not

have a printed book in his library.

In 1446 a general war broke out in Italy. As
usual, Filippo Visconti, Duke of Milan, was its lead-

ing spirit, and he had as his allies the Pope and the

King of Naples. Against this powerful coalition

were ranged Venice, Florence, Genoa, and Bologna.

The latter were entirely successful, especially when
Cosimo at length managed to separate Naples

1 This library was paid for twice over by the Medici. Confiscated
by the Signora when the family were banished in 1494, it was re-

purchased twenty years afterwards bv Leo X., was transported by
him to Rome, and was again returned to Florence by Clement VII.

VOL- X, G
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from the coalition, and this brought about

peace.

In the same year Brunelleschi died.
1 Grand

funeral obsequies were held in the Duomo, where

his body lay surrounded by candles beneath the

mighty vault that he had constructed, and was

visited by the whole city. He was buried in

the Duomo, his monument being placed opposite

that of Arnolfo di Cambio, he who began and

he who finished thus lying opposite each other

in the building which is their joint creation.

In 1447 Filippo Visconti, Duke of Milan, the

last of the Visconti family, and the perpetual

enemy of Florence, died
;
whereupon two years of

revolutions in Milan followed. Cosimo now exe-

cuted his greatest stroke of foreign policy. The

perpetual state of war with Milan wasted the

revenues of Florence and prevented her develop-

ment. Cosimo therefore determined to entirely

change Florence’s traditional foreign policy, and

instead of Venice for ally and Milan for enemy,

to reverse the position. He was opposed by

many in his own state who had less political

foresight, but he carried his point. Francesco

Sforza, the successful soldier, who ever since his

visit to Florence in 1435 had maintained a strong

friendship with Cosimo, had since married Bianca

Visconti, the late Duke’s only child. To him

Cosimo now gave both political assistance and

liberal supplies of money, and as the result of

this aid, Sforza, early in 1450, gained possession

1 Brunelleschi's last work was to design for the Milan cathedral

the vault crowned with a marble spire which covers the nave at the
intersection of the nave and transept.
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of Milan, and became its Duke and Cosimo’s fast

friend. Venice, of course, was greatly incensed,

but Florence had no reason to fear Venice, which
was neither so valuable as an ally nor so formid-

able as a foe as Milan. It proved a most success-

fill stroke of policy, bringing to Florence peace
instead of constant wars, and making Cosimo
acknowledged as the most powerful force in the
politics of Italy.

As regards France and England
at this time, the “Hundred Years’ '^MstoricaT

7

War ” was still proceeding, devas- events -

tating all northern France, but with
1440 1452'

the general result that the English were steadily

losing their hold of that country.

In 1440 Frederick III. became Emperor. He
was destined to hold the imperial title without
dignity or influence for over fifty years (1440-1493).

In 1447 Pope Eugenius IV. died. As his

successor there was elected a man of far greater
energy and ability, “the eager little scholar,”

Tommaso Parentucelli, who was a great friend of
Cosimo, and had acted as librarian to the Medici
Library when it was being formed; and he, on
becoming Pope, having taken part in all the life of
Art and Learning at work in Florence, was burning
to inaugurate a similar state of things in Rome.
He took the name of Nicholas V. ;

“ and,” we are
told, “he determined to make Rome, at this

time so desolate and ruined, the metropolis of the
world.” He took active measures at once, both
in the domain of Art and in that of Learning
(p. 117).
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In 1450 there was invented at Mayence 1 the

art of printing, fraught with greater consequences

to mankind than many other events of this time

which then seemed of far greater importance than

this at first obscure invention.

In 1452 the Emperor Frederick III. visited

Italy, and on his way to Rome passed through

Florence, where he stayed with Cosimo in the

Medici Palace.

In the same year war again broke out in Italy,

caused by Alfonso, King of Naples, who, on the

death of Filippo Visconti, had taken his place

as the disturbing factor in Italy, and who now
invaded Florence’s territory. In the war that

followed Naples and Venice were ranged against

Florence and her new ally, Milan. This was the

balance of power which Cosimo had with much
labour striven to create. It was shown to be

thoroughly satisfactory, Venice and Naples being

able to effect nothing against Florence and Milan

;

and after a time, discovering this, they became
ready to agree to the peace which through

the Pope was proposed and concluded. Pope
Nicholas V. took no part in the war, urging all

states to abandon their feuds and combine against

the Turks to prevent the fall of Constantinople,

then closely besieged; but none heeded him.

cosimo. For nearly twenty years Cosimo’s ad-
1483

ministration of foreign policy had given
him unremitting labour. But these efforts had
been crowned with success. He had by degrees
brought all foreign countries to realise that he
was the motive power in the Florentine state.
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And he had also (through attaining unvarying

success) gradually convinced his own countrymen
that no one else could manage their affairs so

well. It had required much patient tact to con-

vert his countrymen to an opposite policy from
their traditional one of having Venice for friend and
Milan for foe, to counteract the ill-favour against

him which, in consequence, Venice endeavoured

to stir up in his own city, and to do all this

without losing his position in the process. But
the successful issue of the war of 1452 convinced

all that his view was correct, and left none any
longer anxious to dispute his administration of

their affairs. And so long as he continued in

the same course (and at the same time shunned,

as he was wont, all ostentation of power), he

might do almost what he would.

Not that Cosimo was immaculate. He often

employed measures to consolidate his power which
were harsh and indefensible

; he contrived to obtain

the banishment of families opposed to him, or to

ruin them by financial methods which his power
as a banker enabled him to carry out; and on
the other hand he managed to elevate citizens

dependent on him or devoted to his family. But
such practices were part of the customaiy politics

of the time, nor are they quite unknown in modern
political life; while it was much that throughout

the long and strenuous conflict which he had to

wage to retain his position there was no bloodshed.

Above all, the welfare of Florence as a whole
was so successfully effected, both in home and
foreign affairs, that much could be forgiven regard-

ing measures necessary to maintain Cosimo in
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power, since by this alone was that general result

to the country achieved. And the Florentines

evidently saw the matter in that light.

But Cosimo’s political labours did not end

even when he had achieved this result. He had

to exercise a never-ceasing attention in order so

to conduct the foreign policy of Florence amidst

the intrigues of the time as to maintain a balance

of power among the various Italian states, small as

well as large, and thus secure peace in Italy and
preserve Florence from the wasting effect of petty

wars. The manifold anxieties of such a position

were enough to break down any man; and even

upon Cosimo they told severely. It was no wonder
that he often sought a few hours’ retreat from such

anxieties in the quiet monastery of San Marco
;
nor

that by the time he was sixty - four his health

had already begun to give way.

Contemporary
1453 the “Hundred Years’ War”

historical between France and England came-- to an end. Between the years 1431

and 1453 the English had gradually

lost all that they had conquered in France, and
when at length in the latter year the aged Tal-

bot was killed at the siege of Castillon, this war,

which had lasted a hundred and sixteen years,

ended. It left the condition of France utterly

wretched. “From the Loire to the Somme all

lay desert, given up to the wolves, and traversed

only by the robber and the free lance.”

But a greater event than the conclusion of

this long war, and one whose effects still continue,

occurred in the year 1453. This was the fall of
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Constantinople, bringing to an end the Eastern

Empire of Rome (29th May 1453). It was an

event which struck all Europe with horror. For
Constantinople was not merely the storehouse of

the ancient learning and culture of the Roman
Empire ;

it was also the one great capital city

in Europe which had always, from its very birth,

been Christian ; a city whose foundation had
signalised the adoption by the civilised world of

that religion, and which had come to be called in

the East “ the Christian city.” That such a city

should be captured by the Turk, and be hence-

forth the headquarters of the Mahomedan religion,

and of Turkish misrule and tyranny over the

Christian populations of the Eastern countries,

was hateful in the eyes of Europe. And it

happened solely because the Western nations

were too much occupied with mutual dissensions

to combine to prevent it, as three successive

Emperors of the East, in 1361, in 1401, and in

1439 had come in person to implore them to do.

The Emperor John Paleologus had died in 1448,

and been succeeded by his younger brother, the

brave Constantine Paleologus, the last of the long

line of emperors who during eleven hundred and
thirty years sat on the throne of Constantine

the Great. It was a strange coincidence that

the last Emperor of Constantinople should have
borne the same name as the first. Of Constantine

Paleologus we are told, “ He was in no way
inferior to any who ever sat upon that throne.”

In this final contest he, at any rate, did his part

nobly, thereby throwing into deeper contrast the

behaviour of the Western nations.
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Deserted by Europe, with the armies of the

Turks all round him, with none but himself to

depend upon, with far too small a garrison to

defend thirteen miles of walls, with a vast crowd

of women and children and other non-combatants,

the defenceless population of a great city, all

looking to him to defend them from the atrocities

of the terrible Turks, with every sort of difficulty

to be coped with inside the city, whose inhabi-

tants saw themselves abandoned by Christendom,

Constantine, solely by his own ability and strength

of character, conducted for a year and a half a

splendid defence, and in such sort that instead

of the ignoble scenes witnessed when Rome fell

before Alaric, the manner of the final fall of

Constantinople has been felt to be one of the

most glorious episodes in all her long history.

The immediate consequences of the fall of

Constantinople were four:

—

Intoxicated by their victory the Turks, wild to

press on and subdue the whole of Europe (where

Mahomed II. now planned to set up at Rome
the capital of a world-wide empire) advanced into

Hungary. But there the brave John Hunniades
barred their way, like another Charles Martel,

and they got no further.

To the Pope, Nicholas V., who alone had
laboured to prevent it, the fall of Constantinople

was the cause of the deepest grief. He tried to

rouse France, England, Germany, and Venice to

retake Constantinople and turn the Turks out of

Europe. But what with the incapacity of the

Emperor Frederick III. and the general disunion

between the different countries, he could effect
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nothing. After two years he died (1455), it was
said of grief and horror at the capture of the

Christian city by the infidel, and at his failure to

rouse the Western nations to retake it.

To Venice the fall of her rival was her doom

;

she began to decay from that hour, losing territory

after territory to the Turks, and her commerce at

the same time. It was a just retribution. For
it was the crime of her treacherous attack upon
and capture of Constantinople in 1204 (committed
under the name of a “ crusade,” and solely to

satisfy her insatiable greed of wealth) which so

weakened the Eastern Empire that the decline in

power wrought thereby ended, after two hundred
and fifty years of constant defeat, in the final fall

of Constantinople, and brought the Turks into

Europe. And it was fitting that on Venice should

fall the chief punishment. Her wealth rapidly

departed; others, Portugal especially, gained the

commerce which she lost; and by the end of

the century the decay of the once mighty Republic

was fully established.

To Florence the fall of Constantinople was a

gain. It scattered westwards all that accumula-

tion of the ancient learning which Constantinople

had so long preserved, most of which naturally

gravitated to the city where many of the leading

men of Constantinople had been hospitably enter-

tained only fourteen years before, and where they

knew they would find friends. And this helped

forward still further that pre-eminence in Learning
and Art which was Florence’s greatest glory.

As to what happened to Constantinople itself,

that is best told in a single sentence by a traveller
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of our own day, who writes :
—“ I have never in all

my travels grieved so much as at the sight ofthe once

beautiful city, defiled, squalid, and misgoverned.”

Cosimo. We have now to look at Cosimo from
1463-1463 . a financial point of view : at his

general as well as his charitable expenditure,

and the financial arrangements made between

the two branches of the family.

Cosimo, besides his work in the world of politics,

had to administer a great banking business. In
this sphere he has, by all writers, been given the

reputation of a financier of the first rank. Not-

withstanding his immense expenditure (which in-

cluded private subsidies towards State expenses,

the entertainment of distinguished visitors to

Florence, large sums given to advance the cause

of Learning and Art, and the equivalent of a

million sterling given to charitable objects), he

more than doubled the fortune inherited from his

father, and left his son and successor Piero the

wealthiest man at that time in Europe.

Another feature of his financial work is the

way in which he made his operations as a banker

assist those connected with his position as head

of the State. He frequently made his immense
banking transactions a weapon with which to

force other countries to the course required for

the welfare of Florence. Thus by his financial

assistance the Venetian Republic were enabled

to withstand the united attacks of the French
and of Filippo Visconti, Duke of Milan; but
on being deprived by Cosimo of this support

were unable to do so. Again, in the war of
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1452, in which Venice and Naples were allied

against Florence, one of the chief means by

which Cosimo obtained his success was by calling

in such immense debts from those countries that

they were deprived of resources for continuing

the war. Again during the War of the Roses

Edward IV. obtained such enormous sums from

Cosimo’s agent in England that he might almost

be considered as the means of maintaining that

king upon the English throne.

As regards charities, the Liiro di Bagione

shows that Cosimo’s private expenditure on
churches, monasteries, and charitable institutions

exceeded 400,000 gold florins

;

1 and this at a

time when the whole income of the Florentine

state did not reach more than half that sum.

About the year 1453, as Cosimo was growing

old and his brother Lorenzo was already dead, a

computation was made of the family income and a

resolution come to between the two branches as to

the manner in which the profits of their banking

business should be divided between them. The
share of these profits which thus fell to each branch

of the family was equal to about half a million

sterling—an enormous fortune in those times.

Cosimo built for his family, besides the Medici

Palace in the city itself, various villas outside

Florence. The chief of these were, Careggi,

about two miles to the north-west of the city,

Cafaggiolo,2 in the valley of the Mugello, and
the Villa Medici, on the slope of Fiesole, built

by him for his son Giovanni. Careggi was

1 Equal in our present money to two millions sterling,
8 See vol. iu p. 333.
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Cosimo’s favourite residence, and there he was

fond of gathering round him the learned society

which he loved.

Contemporary The chief historical events in other

Events
3,1

countries during the last ten years of
1464-1464

Cosimo’s life were the following:

—

In England, two years after the “ Hundred
Years’ War” with France had ended, began in

1455 the “ War of the Roses.” This kept

England in a state of civil war during the next

thirty years.

As regards the Papacy, on the death of

Pope Nicholas V. in 1455 the Pope elected was

Calixtus III. He died in 1458, and was succeeded

by the celebrated ASneas Sylvius Piccolomini (Pius

II.), the chief episodes of whose life are depicted

in the series of fresco pictures by Pinturicchio

in the library of the cathedral of Siena. This

Pope paid a visit to Florence in 1460, and

stayed with Cosimo in the Medici Palace.

In "Venice there came in 1457 the end of

the long and glorious thirty -four years’ rule

of the Doge Francesco Foscari, who died in

that year. He was the last of her great Doges.

In France, in 1461, Charles VII., the king

placed on the throne by Joan of Arc, died; in

the same year that in England Henry VI. was
dethroned in favour of Edward IV. Charles

was succeeded by his cowardly and treacherous

son, Louis XI., “the royal trickster.” Detest-

able as were his long list of murders, carried out

by the most treacherous methods, he brought

order out of chaos in France.
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The thirty years’ rule of Cosimo shows Art.

us the new movement in Art advancing 1434 1464 '

with rapid strides to greater and greater achieve-

ments through the genius of Donatello, Fra

Angelico, Luca della Robbia, Ghiberti, and

Lippi.

Donatello, the third in age of the „ A „

four leaders of the Renaissance in Art,

exercised by far the deepest influence of the four.

Ghiberti, Brunelleschi, and Masaccio each did their

part ;
but Donatello infused a new spirit into the

whole matter, breathing into it the breath of life.

Sixteen years old when the new movement in

Art began, and living to the age of eighty-one,

he exercised for fifty years the leading influence

in the world of Art. We have therefore to look

at him under two aspects, (i) as a sculptor, and

(ii) as a guide to the Art world as to the true

aim of Art.

(i) Donatello, the first sculptor “ in the round ”

since the time of Greek art, introduced as great

a revolution in sculpture as Giotto did in Paint-

ing. The nature of this revolution has been

well described by a recent writer of his life as

follows

:

1—
“ In order to estimate the full significance of the

new departure in Sculpture inaugurated by Dona-
tello, that sculpturing of isolated statues which
had not been attempted since the last artist of

antiquity laid down his chisel, it must be borne in

mind that for centuries the accepted form for this

art had been relief; while also sculpture had not

1 Donatello
>
by Hope Rea,
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been used as a prime vehicle by itself for conveying
the artist’s idea, but as an adjunct and ornament to

architecture.

“Thus in Orcagna’s celebrated shrine in Or
San Michele in honour of the Madonna, we find

the Madonna sentiment diffused throughout all its

parts. Her story is told by a series of reliefs ; her
character is suggested by a carefully-thought-out

arrangement of figures representing the accepted
virtues of that character, appropriately placed
between those stories which appear to illustrate

them ; symbols are freely employed ; and even the
material and colours, the white marble, spangled
with precious stones and mosaics, contribute their

qualities to aid in the expression of the ideal

associated in the mind of the artist with the
personality of the Blessed Virgin. This was
essentially the mediaeval form of Art.

“Now the genius of classic art was exactly
the opposite of this. Where the mediaeval genius
was diffuse, the classic genius was concentrated.
Where the mediaeval sculptor flew to symbols to
express 'the eternal things of the supernal glory,’

the sculptor of the classic age, choosing the most
perfect form in nature—the human—so refined

and idealised it, and so transfused it with the
spirit and thought desired to be expressed, that it

spoke by suggestion to all who had ears to hear.

Donatello’s predecessors were mediaeval, one and
all

;
he himself was a scholar in their school

;
yet

when only twenty years of age, and twelve years
before he was admitted as a master in his guild,

we see him turn his back on the entire mediaeval
method, and choosing the way of antiquity, begin
his series of isolated heroic statues.”

Thus did Donatello, while still quite young.
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feel the inspiration of that re-birth in Art which

was permeating all Florence ;
and four years after

Ghiberti began his first pair of bronze doors,

on which Donatello had worked as an assistant,

this youth of twenty made that bold and in-

dependent return to earlier principles which marks

the true genius. 1

After various statues representing Joshua,

Daniel, Jeremiah, Habakkuk, Abraham, St Peter,

St Mark, the marble statue of David, and others,

all intended to occupy niches on the walls of the

cathedral, the campanile, or the church of

Or San Michele, Donatello produced in 1416 his

St George, generally considered his masterpiece,

which gave him the position of the first sculptor

of his time.

But Donatello was to go further than this.

About the year 1432 2 he executed for Cosimo his

bronze statue of David ; and this statue intro-

duced a new era in the art of sculpture. For it

was the first isolated nude statue that had been

made for more than a thousand years. Even the

St George (besides embodying no attempt to

depict the human form undraped) had only been

made for a niche; but this statue of David was

intended to stand in the cortile of Cosimo’s palace

and be looked at from every side. This “ remark-

able innovation,” as Lord Balcarres justly calls it,
8

advanced Donatello’s reputation to a still greater

1 He was not helped by any preceding intermediate period,, leading
gradually to this change. For the sculptures of Niccolo Pisano, much
as they were in advance of all that had gone before, still appertained
essentially to the mediaeval method : as decorations to architecture,

not as isolated statues with an independent message of their own.
a Vasari says that it was finished before Cosimo’s exile in 1433.
* Ponatello, by Lord Balcarres,
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degree than even his St Georgs had done, having

an immediate effect on all the sculptors of his time,

and spreading Donatello’s fame far beyond Italy.

Seeing it as we now do in the museum of the

Bargello, surrounded by many others, we are apt

to forget the distinguished position which this

statue holds as the leader of all that followed

it in sculpture.

The only others of Donatello’s numerous works 1

necessary to notice here are his statue of Judith

slaying Holofernes, and his medallions copied

from antique gems. The Judith was executed,

like the David, for the cortile of the Medici

Palace, and was finished shortly after the family

moved into the palace in 1440.2 This statue had

an important history some fifty years later {see

chap. x.). The medallions, which still remain in

excellent preservation over the arches of the cortile,

are copies in marble of eight antique gems, the

subjects being Diomede and the Palladium, Bacchus

and Ariadne, Ulysses and Athena, Daedalus and

Icarus, and four others of minor interest. The
original gems were in the Medici collection.

Whether these medallions were completed and

placed in position at the time when the palace

was first occupied in 1440 (as seems most probable),

or at a later date in Cosimo’s life, is a debated

point.

(ii) But greater still is Donatello’s fame as a

1 Donatello’s favourite subject was undoubtedly St John the Baptist.

He has sculptured him in boyhood, youth, and manhood, in relief,

bust, and full-length statue, in marble and in bronze ; and there are

more than twenty of his works on this one subject alone in the various

galleries of Europe.
2 Lord Balcarres considers it “was probably made shortly before

Donatello’s journey to Padua,” which took place in 1443,
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guide to the aim which Art should set before

itself, a message which he taught to sculptors and

painters alike. Hitherto the aim that artists had

striven after was the production of as life-like a

representation as possible of nature ; and this alone

they had found difficult enough. Donatello intro-

duced a further step, teaching that form must be

a mere means to an end, that of conveying so?ne

deep thought to the mind ; that Art, in fact, must

be a language.
1 “ The outward rendered expressive

of the inward ; the body instinct with spirit ; the

soul made incarnate”; this (which has been said

to define truth in Art) was in brief Donatello’s

message to the Art world; and it produced the

great stride forward which Art now took. It was,

in fact, the inauguration of the whole difference

between classic and modern art, the former aiming

no further than to portray absolute perfection of

form, the latter aiming (simultaneously with this)

at conveying some message to the mind. It is

this characteristic of Donatello’s genius which has

caused him to be called by his countrymen “II

maestro di chi sanno” (“The master of those who
know”). His statue of St George, in which the

ideal to which he gives expression is that of the

flesh under the dominion of the spirit, is the

best example of this characteristic in his art.

Donatello also revived a branch of art which

had been dead since the time of ancient Rome,
that of casting statues, and particularly equestrian

statues, in bronze—a difficult work, since all its

1 Giotto no doubt had vaguely felt this, and striven after it so far

as his limited powers of technique permitted ; but his successors had
none of his spirit, and had been mainly occupied m copying only his

manner.

VOL* L H
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details had in the course of nine centuries become
unknown. In 1453, after many difficulties, he
completed for the Venetian Republic the first

bronze equestrian statue executed since Roman
times, that of the Venetian general, Gattamelata,

at Padua.

His works in bas-relief have also certain

characteristics of their own, notably that exceed-

ingly low relief called stiacciato, which he often

used with very beautiful effect.
1 Perkins draws

attention to his treatment of the hair, saying that,

“though the ancient sculptors were unrivalled in

their treatment of hair in the abstract, no sculptor,

ancient or modern, ever surpassed Donatello in

giving it all its qualities of growth and way-

wardness.” 2

To compare Donatello with his great successor

Michelangelo is absurd. Donatello’s fame is that of

the leader, of the man who revolutionised sculpture

and taught all who came after him what Art’s true

aim should be
;
and no excellences in Michelangelo,

or any other successor, can touch the point on

which Donatello’s fame rests.

Fra San Marco not only possessed learned

Angelico. men among its community, and a Prior

who was beloved by all who knew him, but also

numbered among its members the greatest painter of

the day, Fra Angelico.8 His earlier paintings are to

be seen at Cortona, but in 1437 he began his paint-

1 See the reliefs on the helmet of Goliath in his bronze statue of

David in the Bargello
2 Perkins' Tuscan Sculpto?^.
3 His Christian name was Guido

;
on becoming a friar he took the

name of Giovanni ; his family name is unknown. He was born at

VicchiOj in the Mugello. He was fifty years old when he began
painting in Florence.
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ing at Florence, being at Cosimo’s instance set to

work, as soon as any portions of the new monas-
tery were sufficiently far advanced for the purpose,

to decorate the walls of the chapter-house, cloisters,

and corridors with his frescoes. Amongst these

the large fresco in the chapter-house represent-

ing The Crucifixion (with the saints of the New
Testament on one side and the prominent saints

of the Middle Ages on the other) was specially

ordered by Cosimo, who “ gave much helpful advice
in regard to the details.” It was one of the first

of Fra Angelico’s frescoes painted in San Marco.
Cosimo also made Fra Angelico paint, in the cell

which he kept for himself, a fresco picture of the
Adoration of the Magi, “ desiring to have this

example of Eastern kings laying down their crowns
at the manger of Bethlehem always before his eyes
as a reminder for his own guidance as a ruler.”

From time to time we meet with a master
who, having made some line in Art specially his

own, and perfected it to such a point that it is

felt that no further advance in that line is possible
to man, remains for all time its solitary exponent.
It was thus with Fra Angelico. He reigns supreme
and alone in that line which he chose, “wherein
he sought only to express the inner life of the
adoring soul.” At the same time he was an artist

who steadily improved in technical skill, and his
later paintings show that he had carefully studied
the works of Masaccio.

Regarding the general style of his painting,

Mrs Ady says as follows

:

1—
“All the mystic thought of the mediaeval

1 The Painters of Florence 9 by Mrs Ady.
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world, the passionate love of God and man that
beat in the heart of St Francis, the yearnings
of Dante’s soul after a higher and more perfect
order of things, . . . are embodied in the art of
Fra Angelico. . . . The brilliancy of colour and
richness which he gives in his pictures of angels
and heavenly scenes are marvellous. In his

picture at Cortona of the Annunciation (Fra
Angelico’s first version of his favourite subject)

the angel’s wings are gold tipped with ruby light,

and his robe is a marvel of decorative beauty,
studded all over with little tongues of flame and
embroidered in mystic patterns. . . . His picture
of the Coronation of the Virgin is one of the
glories of the Louvre, and in it he has lavished
the richest ornament and the most radiant colour
on the angels who stand before the throne, each
with a spark of fire on his forehead and glittering

stars on his purple wings.”

Ruskin, speaking of Fra Angelico’s painting

from the more technical side, remarks as follows :

—

“The art of Fra Angelico, both in drawing
and colouring, is perfect, and his work may be
recognised at any distance, by its rainbow play
and brilliancy, like a piece of opal among common
marbles. In order to effect clearer distinction

between heavenly beings and those of this world,
he represents the former as clothed in draperies
of the purest colour, crowned with glories of
burnished gold, and entirely shadowless

; the flames
on their foreheads waving brighter as they move;
the sparkles streaming from their purple wings

like the glitter of the sun upon the sea; while
they listen in the pauses of alternate song for
the prolonging of the trumpet blast, and the
answering of psalm, and harp, and cymbal,
throughout the endless deep, and from all the
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star shores of Heaven. . . . This mode of treat-

ment, combined as it is with exquisite choice of

gesture and disposition of drapery, gives perhaps

the best idea of spiritual beings which the human
mind is capable of forming.” 1

For one other point Fra Angelico’s pictures are

notable ;
in them we have for the first time heads

full of individual character ; while he was the first

to begin introducing in his pictures portraits of

his friends, thus doing much to help forward

another line in Art, portrait-painting, which a

generation later became a recognised branch of

painting. In this way he gives us in his picture

of the Deposition from the Cross, now in the

Accademia at Florence, a portrait of his friend

Michelozzo, the architect who was being employed

by Cosimo in the rebuilding of San Marco. 2

Fra Angelico’s period of painting in Florence

lasted for nine years (1437-1446). In 1446 Pope
Eugenius IV., having seen so much of his work
at Florence, summoned him to Rome; but that

Pope died almost immediately afterwards (1447).

However, his successor Nicholas V. was, as

previously noted, most anxious to inaugurate a

new state of things in Rome as regards Art.

One of his first efforts in this direction was (after

the example of the monastery of San Marco in

Florence) to begin covering the walls of the

Vatican with frescoes
;

and this was the com-
mencement of that long series of renowned
frescoes which, added to by Pope after Pope,

1 Modern Painters.

2 In the picture Michelozzo is the man in the black capuuhon
}
with

his foot on the third rung of the ladder.
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now form so large a part of the treasures of the

Vatican. Nicholas V. began with his private

chapel, and set Fra Angelico to work to decorate

its walls. Thus these frescoes in the chapel of

Nicholas V. are important both as the first of all

the frescoes in the Vatican, and also as being

Fra Angelico’s last work. They took him the

greater part of the next five years (1447-1452)

;

and these frescoes in particular show how greatly

he had profited by careful study of Masaccio's

works, for while they have still his own grace,

and skill in delineating character, they are instinct

with Masaccio’s power. In them we have from

Fra Angelico two portraits of Nicholas V. in the

two pictures representing Sixtus II. (a.d. 257)

ordaining the Deacon St Lawrence, and giving

into his charge the treasures of the Church. Fra

Angelico died at Rome in 1455.

Simultaneously wdth the above work in Art,

Nicholas V. commenced the formation of a library

in the Vatican after the pattern of the Medici

Library in Florence, and collected a large number
of manuscript books, and appointed a librarian;

but the whole was dispersed by his successors,

and it was not until Sixtus IV. revived the

institution in 1475 that the Vatican Library began

its existence.

Luca Delia Luca della Robbia, born in 1400, was
Robbia (x) employed as a youth on the bronze

doors of the Baptistery. After a time he began
working on his own account, and struck out a new
line of his own. He executed reliefs in marble, in

bronze, and in glazed terra-cotta, devoting himself
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specially to the varied expressions of the human
features ;

and his works, by their truth to nature,

and the deep feeling which they breathe, “have
won for him an honoured place amongst those

who gave an impulse to the Renaissance.” 1 Speak-

ing of his art generally, Miss Cruttwell says:

—

“He is first of all the imaginative sculptor and
poet, who embodied the grandest ideals in forms

worthy of Pheidean Greece.” 2

In 1438 Luca produced his beautiful relief of

the Cantoria, executed for one of the organ lofts

of the cathedral,3 and representing groups of boys
and girls singing and little children dancing, which
at once placed him among the foremost artists of

his time. This relief in marble, from its truth to

nature and the grace of movement of its figures,

was almost as much a wonder to the time as

Ghiberti’s first pair of bronze doors had been, and
had much effect in helping still further forward

both sculpture and painting towards a life-like

representation of human figures. It is meant to

illustrate the 150th Psalm, each of the panels

portraying one of the six verses of that Psalm.

Regarding this magnificent frieze,4 the Marchesa
Burlamacchi says:

—

“ Luca della Robbia’s Cantorie children live

and move, the very action of their throats can be
seen as they sing, the soul of music is in their

faces. There is a swing in their movements as

they dance, a grace of attitude, and an elegance
of flowing drapery, that throughout the works of
the Renaissance has never been surpassed.” 6

1 Dr Wilhelm Bode.
2 Luca e Andrea del!a Robbia, by Miss Cruttwell.
a Donatello executed the other. Both are now in the Opera del

Duomo, Florence.
4 There is a copy of this work in the South Kensington Museum.
* Luca della Robbia

,

by the Marchesa Burlamacchi.
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Besides the Cantoria, Luca della Robbia’s

other chief works in marble and bronze were the

five panels on the north side of the campanile, exe-

cuted in 1439, representing the development of

man’s intellect in the arts and sciences
; the tomb

of Benozzo Federighi, Bishop of Fiesole, now in the

church of Sta. Trinita, executed in 1454, and by
some considered Luca’s best work in marble ; and

the bronze doors of the sacristy of the Duomo,
completed after many years’ labour in 1469. His
works in glazed terra-cotta will be considered later

(chap. vi.).

In 1452, six years after Brunelleschi
™ had died and Fra Angelico’s paint-

ing in Florence come to an end, Ghiberti at

last finished his second pair of bronze doors for

the Baptistery. These, which Michelangelo a

hundred years later declared “ fit to be the gates

of Paradise,” are considered Ghiberti’s masterpiece.

They represent scenes from Old Testament history,

and Ruskin remarks :
“ The book of Genesis, in all

the fulness of its incidents, in all the depth of its

meaning, is bound within the leaf-borders of the

gates of Ghiberti.” 1 They had taken Ghiberti

twenty-eight years. He had begun his first pair

of doors at the age of twenty-three; he finished

his second at the age of seventy-three; and he
died three years afterwards. Excepting his three

statues outside Or San Michele and one or two
minor works, these two pairs of bronze doors were
his life’s work. As Alexandre Dumas says : “A
whole life spent over this marvellous bronze!”

The pathos of the young Ghiberti beginning
this beautiful work of art when full of youth and

1 Ruskin’s Stones of Venice

.
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strength, amidst all the enthusiasm of the first

outburst of the Renaissance, and finishing it when
he was old and worn with years, and when so

many who had seen its commencement had passed

away, cannot but touch all who think of it. It

was another generation who now saw its comple-
tion from that which had seen it begun. Cosimo
himself, now sixty-three, had then been only a

boy of thirteen, Fra Angelico fifteen, Michelozzo
eleven, Luca della Robbia a child of a year old.

Masaccio, the boy who had worked under him,
had covered himself with glory in another line, and
was long ago dead. Brunelleschi, his passionate

rival, had had time to learn another art, and to
make his name famous therein, and was gone. Of
all the band of eager competitors for the work he
alone remained.

As we look at these beautiful doors, how many
thoughts crowd upon us. The terrible sufferings

of Florence from the plague, which caused their

construction ; the celebrated competition with its

intense and passionate rivalry; the whole lifetime

of work spent in their production; all the art life

which surged around them as they lay gradually
taking shape in the workshop of Ghiberti,

1 hard
by the place where they have now stood for

four hundred and fifty years ; the school of Art
which that workshop became for Florence; the
band of eager young assistants, some of whom
had since made names which are now famous
throughout the world. The final triumph when
they were at last completed

;
the solemn function

when they were erected in their place ; the grey-

‘ Ghiberti’s workshop was in the house which is now No. 20 Via
Bufalini, opposite the hospital of Sta. Maria Nuova.
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haired man of seventy-three, bent with age, who
had begun them in his youth, and who, had

he had another lifetime before him, would have

destroyed even these, and begun yet another effort

after something more perfect still; the pride of

all who had had a part however humble in their

production ; the excitement and rapture of a whole

city. Lastly, the many things of which they

were the origin and the matrix, the sculpture of

Donatello, the painting of Masaccio, and all that

grew from these ; so that as we look at Ghiberti’s

panels, we see mirrored in them the triumphs of

Raphael and of Michelangelo. It is thoughts such

as these which force themselves upon our minds
as we stand in the crowded modern thoroughfare,

with its trams and tourists and life of the Florence

of to-day around us, and look at Ghiberti’s doors.

ruippo In 1441 Filippo Lippi, who had been
Lippi- Masaccio’s pupil, finished his painting

of the Coronation of the Madonna, considered his

best picture in Florence. A greater contrast could

scarcely be found than that between the two
chief painters of Cosimo’s time, Fra Angelico and
Filippo Lippi; for Lippi was in everything the

antithesis of his contemporary, Fra Angelico. The
orphan son of a butcher, he was left as a boy
in charge of an aunt, who, finding him an idle

ne’er-do-well, put him as a novice into the nearest

monastic community, that of the Carmelites, in

whose church of the Carmine Masaccio was then
painting his frescoes. The monks, owing to his

laziness, could do nothing with him, but, watch-
ing Masaccio at his work, Lippi thought this an
easier task than learning to read and write

; and
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Masaccio, finding he could draw, taught him his

art. Lippi was sixteen when Masaccio died, and

in the following year, Vasari says, “ Lippi boldly

threw off the monastic habit, and took to painting

for a livelihood.” Though he signs himself “ Frater

Filippus,” he had no right to the term, as he had
entirely discarded his vows, and owing to his dis-

reputable conduct no religious community would
own him. His life was a disturbed one, as his

drunken character and constant frauds upon those

who employed him caused him to be always in

trouble; after being several times brought up
before the authorities for various misdemeanours,

at length for a particularly flagrant case of embezzle-

ment he was flogged.

Lippi’s character, however, only affects his

credit as a painter by accounting for the kind
of success he achieved. He had (as was to be
expected) no ears for the message which Donatello

was at this time teaching, and consequently his

pictures on religious subjects have an exceed-

ingly mundane character. Nevertheless, the sweet
seriousness of his Madonnas falls in no way short

of those of Fra Angelico, and the faces of his

children are full of a quaint, mischievous character

which is delightful, while in both drawing and
colouring he shows the immense advance which
had now taken place in Painting. And it is here
that Lippi’s true claim to fame lies. Masaccio,
the only man who up to that time had found
out the true methods of the art of Painting,
had died too soon himself to be able to make
known his discovery, except to the few who
could visit Florence and the Brancacci chapel.
It was left for Lippi, the rough boy whom he had
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taught, to show the world Masaccio’s discovery.

And Lippi did so. Vasari says:—“Taught as

he had been by Masaccio, he was a faithful

follower of Masaccio’s style ;

” and he adds that

he followed the latter’s methods so faithfully

that it “ appeared that the spirit of Masaccio had

entered Lippi’s body.” Thus what Masaccio had

done for the art of Painting is chiefly to be seen

by a comparison of Lippi’s pictures with those of

Masaccio’s immediate predecessors, the Giotteschi.

Lippi’s principal picture in Florence is his Corona-

tion of the Virgin (painted for Cosimo,1 and now
in the Accademia delle Belle Arti) ; but his best

work is considered to be his frescoes in the cathedral

at Prato, painted between 1456 and 1465.

A serious error of the last generation has

caused much injustice to Masaccio, and has been

widely spread through Robert Browning’s poem
on Lippi. He makes Lippi speak of Masaccio as

a “ youngster ” then just learning to paint, 2 Lippi

saying that after his death this “ Guidi
” 3 may

1 It was not an easy thing fco get any work out of Lippi. There in an
amusing story of how, when he was painting this picture for Cosimo, the
latter being at last in despair (owing to Lippi’s lazy ways) of ever seeing

the picture finished, had him locked up in the room in the Medici Palace
where it was being painted, declaring that he should not be let out

until the work was done. Whereupon Lippi tied his bed-clothes into

a rope, let himself down from the window into the street, and dis-

appeared into the slums of Florence, not to be found again for many
days.

3 His words are :

—

“We’ve a youngster hero.

His name is Guidi,—he’ll not mind the monks ;

They call him Hulking Tom, he lets them talk ;

—

He picks my practice up. He’ll paint apace

;

I hope so, though I never live so long,
I know what’s sure to follow.”

All of which is, of course, an exacb reversal of the position.
3 Tommaso Guidi was Masaccio’s name The other youths who were

his companions gave him the nickname of “ Masaccio”’ (Clumsy Torn),

by which he is known in Art.
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perhaps rob him of his laurels. This is owing

to Masaccio’s date being in Browning’s time

imagined to be later than it really is, so that

Lippi was supposed to have preceded him ; with

the result that Lippi, instead of Masaccio, gained

all the credit of the great advance in Painting

which exists between the Giotteschi and Masaccio.

The pathos which throughout attaches to Masaccio

is thus still further increased. Not only is he
crushed with poverty throughout his life, and his

great fame only -won after death, but in addition

even those laurels are in later times given to the
pupil whom he had out of a rough kindness taught
for nothing. And then, as the crowning point,

this Tommaso Guidi, this great genius, who is the
founder of all modem painting, and from whom
even Raphael was glad to learn, becomes known
to posterity only as “Clumsy Tom.” The
fuller information now available has put this

matter right, and more particularly the registers

of the catasio tax for the years 1421 to 1428,
which give definite and conclusive evidence as to
Masaccio’s date and circumstances; though even
without this Vasari’s remark should have sufficed

to prevent the mistake. Lippi died in 1469, at
the age of fifty-seven.

Though the transcendent genius Miaor
of Donatello threw all others into Sculptors,

the shade, there were various other distinguished
sculptors who also flourished at this period, making
Cosimo’s time specially notable in this branch of
Art. The chief of these were ;

—

Desiderio da Settignano .—A pupil of Donatello,
and eminent among the sculptors of this time.
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Ferkins 1 considers his tomb of Carlo Marsuppini

in Sta. Croce one of the three finest tombs in

Tuscany ; while he says of his bust of Marietta

Palla Strozzi 2
:
—“It would be difficult to point

out a bust, which more thoroughly combines those

peculiar features of the best quattrocento work, high

technical excellence, refinement of taste, delicacy

of treatment, and purity of design.” The beauti-

ful head of St Cecilia in stiacciato (low relief),

now the property of Lord Wemyss, which used

to be attributed to Donatello, is now said to be

by Desiderio.

Bernardo and Antonio Rossettino.—Bernardo

llossellino executed the fine tomb of Leonardo

Bruni in Sta. Croce, and the monument of Beata

Villana in the Rucellai chapel in Sta. Maria Novella.

Of Antonio Rossellino, Perkins says:—“He pos-

sessed grace, delicacy of treatment, dignity, and a

rare feeling of beauty, and sweetness of expression,

as wre see in the noble monument of the Cardinal

Portogallo at San Miniato, Florence ”
; he con-

siders this tomb one of the most beautiful in Italy.

Mino da Fiesole.—Another still more famous

sculptor of this period who outlived those previ-

ously mentioned. His works show a refined taste,

great delicacy of detail, and much devotional feel-

ing. Regarding his tomb of Bishop Salutati in the

cathedral of Fiesole, Perkins says :
—“ The bust of

the bishop is certainly one of the most living and

strongly characterised ‘ counterfeit presentments ’ of

nature ever produced in marble.” Mino da Fiesole

also executed the beautiful tabernacle in the Medici

chapel in Sta. Croce, and many busts, altar-pieces,

1 Perkins
5

Tuscan Sculptors*
1 This bust is now at Berlin,
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and other celebrated works during the time of

Piero il Gottoso and Lorenzo the Magnificent.

Antonio and Piero Pollajuolo. — These two

brothers were celebrated sculptors, painters, gold-

smiths, and medallists of the time. Their renown

belongs almost entirely to Antonio, his younger

brother Piero producing little notable work.

Antonio’s principal existing work in Florence is

the Silver Altar of the Baptistery (kept in the

Opera del Duomo) ; and in Rome his two tombs

of Pope Sixtus IV. and Pope Innocent VIII.

The fine medal of the Pazzi Conspiracy hitherto

attributed to him is now said to be by Bertoldo,

the well-known pupil of Donatello. Antonio

Pollajuolo was no less celebrated as a painter than

as a sculptor and medallist. In 1460 three large

and very famous canvases, “five braccia high”

(about nine feet), were painted by him for the hall

of the Medici Palace, depicting the combats of

Hercules with the lion, with the hydra, and with

Antaeus. Vasari describes them in detail, and

speaks with great admiration of their execution.

When the Medici Palace was sacked in 1494 they

were appropriated by the Signoria, and removed
to the council hall of the Palazzo della Signoria,

where they hung for many years, but have since

been lost. Vasari, in mentioning them, states that

they were painted for Lorenzo the Magnificent,

but this must be a mistake on his part ; for in a

letter of Pollajuolo’s own he states that he painted

them in 1460, and at that date Cosimo was head
of the house, and his grandson Lorenzo a boy of

only eleven years old ; so that they were painted

for Cosimo. There are two small panel pictures on
the same subject by Pollajuolo, now in the Uffizi
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Gallery, evidently pain Led about the same time,

and these give us an idea of what the celebrated

canvases which adorned the walls of the principal

reception room of the Medici Palace in the time

of Cosimo, Piero, and Lorenzo were like.

Cosimo grew old very rapidly, suffering

i463-i4$4. severely from gout, and in his later

years becoming very infirm, which caused him to

leave the home affairs of the State to a very large

extent to others; a condition of things under

which we first hear of the incapable Luca Pitti, who
during the last four years of Cosimo’s life thrust

himself into a prominent place in public matters,1

though Cosimo still kept foreign affairs in his own

hands. His long labours for his country’s welfare

had borne their full fruit; none now questioned

or attempted to disturb the position he had so

deservedly gained

;

3 we find the Signoria in

an official document (a letter to tire Venetian

Republic) calling him “ Capo della Republica,”

though he held no official position at the time;

and “head of the Republic” he was universally

acknowledged to be to the very end of his life.
3

Cosimo, like his father, had two sons,
Giovanni.

pjer0j born jn i4iQ 5 and Giovanni,

bom in 1421. The death of the latter at the

age of forty-two is the last prominent incident con-

nected with Cosimo’s life. Giovanni 4 had all the

family love of learning, and many rare manuscript
1 Luca Pitli was Gonfalouiere in 1460.
2 A position such that it has given rise to a Tuscan proverb,

<f So you think yourself a Cosimo do’ Medici”: a retort used to a

presumptuous person.
3 Without being Gonfalouiere ; an office which Cosimo only held

twice, once in 1434 and once in 1439.
’* Plate IV. Portrait bust by Mino da Fiesole.
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books collected by him are still in the Medici

Library in San Lorenzo. His portrait bust by
Mino da Fiesole, who knew him well, gives us a

thoroughly reliable representation of his appearance.

As the chronic ill-health of his elder brother Piero

made it unlikely that the latter would survive their

father, Giovanni was brought up as the future head

of the family, was looked on by all as his father’s

successor, and was Cosimo’s favourite son. To a

family situated as the Medici were at this time, it

was of the utmost importance that whoever suc-

ceeded Cosimo as head of the house should be both

capable and popular
;

so that Cosimo’s feeling

regarding his two sons was not unnatural. Nor did

Giovanni come short of his father’s hopes in this

respect. His ability, good sense, tact, and know-
ledge of men made him highly popular, and he

promised to be a worthy successor to Cosimo. So
as Piero’s health grew from year to year worse, all

the hopes of the family rested on Giovanni. The
latter was married to Ginevra degli Albizzi, one of

that family who had so violently opposed Cosimo in

his earlier years and tried to compass his ruin and
death. Giovanni and Ginevra’s only child, a son,

then nine years old, died in 1401.

But alas for human hopes ! In 1403, one year
before Cosimo’s own death, Giovanni, the hope of
the house, died. The grief into which the family
were plunged at this serious misfortune was very
great. Cosimo was broken down, physically help-

less, and his death soon to be expected
; Piero was

likely to die any day ; and his eldest son, Lorenzo,
was only fourteen years old. So that with Giovanni
dead it seemed that all the prospects of the family

VOL. i. i
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were destroyed ; for it was well known that power-

ful enemies (including all those other families

jealous of the one which was rising to such

eminence) were on the watch for an opportunity to

bring its power to an end. There is a pathetic

story of the infirm and aged Cosimo, after this death

of his favourite son, having himself carried through

the rooms of the spacious palace which he had built

(and which had seen two such gaps made in the

family within three years), and several times repeat-

ing, “ Too large a house now for so small a family.”

Giovanni was buried in the family church of San
Lorenzo, which was then just finished and had been

endowed by Cosimo. Giovanni di Bicci and Pic-

carda had already been buried in the “ Old

Sacristy,”
1 and their grandson, this second Giovanni,

was now also interred there. And when six years

later his brother Piero died, the sculptor Verrocchio,

Donatello’s best pupil,2 was called upon to design

a joint tomb for the two brothers, and executed the

very tasteful one which stands in the archway

between the sacristy and the chapel of the

Madonna, consisting of a sarcophagus of porphyry

with bronze acanthus leaves climbing over it. It

is Verrocchio’s earliest important work.

cosimo. Cosimo died on the 1st August 1464 at

1164 his beloved villa of Careggi, at the age

of seventy-five. Piero, in relating their grand-

1 Tlie “New Sacristy/ begun in 1516 by Leo X . 3
was intended by

him as a second mausoleum for the house of Medici. To it was again

added in 1604 (by Ferdinand I.) a thud and yet more sumptuous

mausoleum for the later members of the family. The entrance to both

these from the church is now closedj and a separate enhance to them
provided from the cloisters.

2 Donatello himself was then dead.
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father’s death to his two sons the following day,

says as follows :

—

“He counselled me that, as you had good
abilities, 1 ought to bring you up well, and you
would then relieve me of many cares. . . . He
said that he did not wish any pomp or demonstra-

tion at his funeral. . . . He reminded me, as he

had told me before, of where he wished to be
buried in San Lorenzo, and said all in such an
orderly manner, and with so much prudence and
spirit, that it was wonderful. He added that his

life had been long, therefore he was well content

to leave it when God willed. Yesterday morning
he had himself completely dressed ; he then made
his confession to the prior of San Lorenzo

; after

which he caused Mass to be said, making the

responses as if he were in health. Afterwards,

being asked to make profession of his faith, he
said the Creed word for word, said the confession

himself, and then received the Holy Sacrament,
doing so with as much devotion as one can
describe, having first asked pardon of every one
for any wrongs he had done them. Which
things have encouraged me in my hope towards
God.”

Cosimo’s popularity with his countrymen lasted

to the very end, as well as the respect with which

he was regarded by the rulers of all other states.

He was buried as he had desired without any pomp,
and at first in the Old Sacristy of San Lorenzo.

The Signoria had planned to give him a magnifi-

cent funeral and a very imposing monument, but
the Medici family, on the proposal being put before

them, refused to have either. The people, how-
ever, were determined to give him some special

honour. A public decree was therefore passed
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by the Signoria conferring on him the title of

Pater Patriae, and ordering that this should be

inscribed by the Republic on his tomb. It there-

fore bears the honourable inscription:—

“

cosimus

MEDICES HIC SITUS EST DECRETO PUBLICO PATER

patriae.” No greater honour could have been

done him than that such a title should be thus given

him after his death; and by this title of Pater

Patriae he has ever since been known in history.

But the honour done to Cosimo’s memory was

not confined to giving him the title of “Father

of his country.” A further and more peculiar

honour was conferred. San Lorenzo, founded in

such ancient times,1
is the “ Ambrosian Basilica,”

having beneath its high altar many highly venerated

relics of the martyrs. And an ancient rule 2 of

the Catholic Church prohibited, out of reverence

thereto, the burial of any persons in such basilicas,

only permitting them to be buried in sacristies

or chapels attached to the church. And although

in special cases persons of importance were allowed

to be buried in the vault below the church, none

so interred were permitted to have a tombstone

in the church, but their tombstones were required

to be placed in the vault. There are consequently

no tombstones in the pavement of the nave of

San Lorenzo, except one. This solitary exception

is in the case of Cosimo Pater Patriae. Migliore,

in his interesting old book entitled Firenze Cilth

Nobilissima (1684), in describing the church of

San Lorenzo, gives the following account of this

matter :

—

“And here is to be seen maintained a most
1 Chap. iii. p. 53. a See below.
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laudable disposition of the Canons of the Church,

especially at the Council of Bragarense, held in

Portugal under Giovanni III. ; which is, not to

allow the burial of the dead in the Basiliche, out

of reverence to the relics of the blessed martyrs.

And in accordance with this disposition you find

at the foot of the altar, in the middle of the

pavement, placed to the memory of Cosimo Padre

della Patria, the marble memorial in a circle of

serpentine and porphyry, with the arms of the

Medici at the four sides. But the body is not

in the place which is thus represented, but is

placed beneath in the vault with all the other

personages buried in that church, without any
description of them in the pavement above them.

This was as a sign of the difference which ought
to be maintained between them and him who was
like a founder of this church ; also as a man who,
much separated from the crowd, had no equal

in those happy times, when the fame of worthy
persons travelled upon the wings of fortune; so

that one who well knew his qualities sums up
all by saying ‘ Vir potens, famosus in toto mundo ’

(‘ a man most able, famous in all the world ’)

;

‘none,’ added II Volaterrano, ‘in public affairs

of such capacity, nor in learning, wisdom, and
knowledge his equal.”’

After dilating on all that Cosimo did for the

Republic and for Italy, the account concludes by

saying

“After his death the Republic conferred on
him the honourable title of Pater Patriae, never

before conferred on any one in that Republic, and
rarely even in that of Rome ; and this was accom-
panied by extraordinary pomp, at the sole cost

of the Republic, in transferring his body to this
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Sepulchre, which brought to mind that given to

Fabius Maximus.”

And if we penetrate into the vault below, we
find in what a peculiar way this special honour to

Cosimo was carried out. Evidently the Florentines

were determined to do nothing by halves in the

matter. For instead of finding, as we should have

expected, a sarcophagus with Cosimo’s name on

it placed in the vault underneath the memorial

slab in the pavement of the church, we find

immediately below the porphyry slab a large

square pillar, of about eight feet on each side,

extending right up to the floor of the church

above, and having on it only the Medici arms

and one short Latin inscription of five words

simply stating that “ Piero has placed this to the

memory of his father.” This pillar is Cosimo’s

tomb ; his own name does not appear on it at

all; that is borne by the porphyry slab above,

the whole being thus joined together in one

monument. It was an honour never, then or

afterwards, accorded to any one else in Florence

;

and thus is Cosimo after all in reality buried in

front of the high altar of San Lorenzo.

An immense amount has been written on

Cosimo’s character, and as usual in the case of the

Medici the most violently opposite views have been

enunciated. Those with whom the name of Medici

overthrows all balance can see in him no virtues.

Thus even a comparatively temperate writer like

Symonds (who is far surpassed by others on that

side) calls Cosimo “ a cynical, self-seeking bourgeois
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tyrant.” But Symonds would have found it hard

to substantiate his string of epithets out of the

facts of Cosimo’s life .

1 Other writers declare that

every seeming virtue in Cosimo was assumed fox-

some unworthy end. But there are many facts of

Cosimo’s life which decline to accord with this

assertion. Nor had it been true could Marsilio

Ficino have written :—“ I owe to Plato much, to

Cosimo no less ;
he realised for me the virtues of

which Plato gave me the conception.” Symonds
and other writers accuse Cosimo of having under-

mined the liberties of Florence .

2 But the changes

introduced by him into the form of the constitu-

tion were few and unimportant. The truth was
that Florence, notwithstanding her republican

forms, had never really possessed freedom, and
that the people, wearied of perpetual dissensions,

strife, banishments, and the losses which these

entailed, welcomed the stable and efficient govern-

ment which Cosimo gave them. Had it not been

so, his rule, resting solely on popularity, would
promptly have been terminated.

There was, however, in Florentine politics a

Medicean party and an anti-Medicean party. And
the latter put forward assertions (quite regardless

of whether these had any solid basis
)
which in

later times have formed the ground of unbalanced

judgments and exaggerated statements which have

been repeated by one writer after another as though
they expressed the acknowledged verdict of history.

1 Burckhart, referring to Symonds’ sneer at Cosimo for being
ee bourgeois” remarks:— “A man of Cosimo’s position— a great
merchant and party leader, the first of Italians by culture, who also

had on his side all the thinkers, writers, and investigators,—such a
man was to all intents and purposes already a prince.**

2 Symonds ii. 1G8,
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And at the hands of such writers Cosimo has

fared ill indeed. His arduous labours for the wel-

fare of the State and people have been declared

due solely to personal ambition. The far-sighted

statesmanship by which he managed to control for

so long a period the destinies of his country, and

to guide her affairs with such success, has been

declared to have been merely a crafty plan,

pursued with the utmost dissimulation, to pave

the way towards the destruction of the Republic.

Deeds of his done purely for the benefit of the

people have been either dismissed as of little im-

portance, or else attributed to “sinister motives.”

Lastly, even the title placed upon his tomb by
his countrymen has been represented as “a mere
empty compliment ”

; though compliments are

seldom thought necessary when the person no
longer survives to hear them.

All this, however, involves the assumption that

an exceptionally quick-witted race, specially on the

watch against attempts to steal away their indepen-

dence, should in this one instance, and throughout

so long a period as thirty years, have displayed a

want ofdiscernment at variance with all their history.

Machiavelli’s estimate of Cosimo is as follows :

—

“He was one of the most prudent of men;
grave and courteous and of venerable appearance.

His early years were full of trouble, exile, and
personal danger, but by the unwearied generosity

of his disposition he triumphed over all his enemies
and made himself most popular with the people.

Though so rich, yet in his mode of living he was
always very simple and without ostentation. None
of his time had such an intimate knowledge of
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government and of State affairs. Hence even in

a city so given to change, he retained the Govern-

ment for thirty years.”

“ Unwearied generosity of disposition ” exactly

expresses the general idea which is given us by the

facts of Cosimo’s life as the most prominent feature

of his character. And setting aside all testimony

of writers on the one side or the other, the indis-

putable benefits which he conferred on his country,

the end which he put to the faction-fighting which

sapped Florence’s strength, the prosperity and
contentment which he secured for the people, the

relief from taxation which he brought about by
the effects of his enlightened foreign policy, and

lastly, the general character associated with his

memory in the minds of the common people of

Tuscany, all go to refute the unbalanced judgments
which have been referred to, and to corroborate

those who have considered that the title engraved

by his countrymen upon his tomb was justly

deserved, and correctly sums up the leading

features of his character and conduct.

Cosimo’s private crest ;
three peacock’s feathers, with motto "Semper.



CHAPTER V

THE MEDICI PALACE

Before taking our next step in the history of the

Medici let us look at the house in which they

lived, and which is inseparably connected with

Cosimo, its builder
;
for it is a notable one .

1 For

this is the cradle in which things which now
form all the intellectual life of Europe were nursed

and nourished in their infancy, and helped to

grow.

The Medici in the course of their history

occupied three successive palaces in Florence:

the first, that which was occupied by Giovanni di

Bicci,

2 connected with their rise
;
the second, this

in the Via Larga, connected with all their greatest

time in history ;
the third, that on the south

side of the Arno (the Pitti Palace ),
3 connected

with their decline and end. But it is this

second of the three, their home during all the

time of their greatest achievements, which must

ever have the chief attraction for those who study

their history.

A world of interest gathers round this palace.

It is interesting architecturally, as the first to

1 Plate V.
2 clmp. iii, p. 30
8 Now the Royal Palace in Florence,

138
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be constructed of all the Renaissance palaces of

Florence
;

it is interesting, historically, from the

many important events with which it is associated ;

and, lastly, it is deeply interesting on account of

its connection with Learning and Art.
1

As regards its architectural interest, the first

thing noticeable about it is its date
(
1430 ), and

its extraordinary advance, in style, spaciousness,

and general arrangements, beyond all palaces of

like date in France, England, or Germany. We
look at it when it lias been standing four hundred
and seventy-five years, and yet do not find it jar

on us by any appearance of inferiority of style,

or meanness of proportions. Thus we are apt

to forget that it was built when the battle of

Agincourt had only been fought fifteen years,

when the Wars of the Roses had not yet begun,

and when Henry VI. was only eight years old.

Hut let it be compared with anything of the

kind elsewhere of the same date, and it will be

realised how far in advance this handsome,

spacious, and commodious palace, erected by the

Medici for themselves in 1430 , was beyond even

kings’ palaces of that date in England, France, or

Germany.
It is built in three orders of architecture, the

peculiar style called “ Rustioa ” on the ground

1 II is now Llic official residence of the Prefect of Florence. But in

view of its importance architecturally, historically, and in connection
with the culture of the Renaissance it would add greatly to the memorials
of Florence if some successful effort could bo made by those Florentines

who take so much public-spirited interest in the memorials of their city

to rescue it from its present condition of a public office. No single

building could bo so just a focus of the sentiment which takes pride m
the Renaissance. And, as the first of all museums of Art, it might
well be converted into a museum connected specially with the age of

t’osimo, Piero, and Lorenzo
;
of which time it still possesses one unique

treasure in the chapel on its first floor.
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floor, Doric on the second storey, and Corinthian

on the third. The “ Rustica ” style, with its grand

roughly - hewn stones, a style of construction

which afterwards became so fashionable, was first

employed in the building of this palace. We
are told that Michelozzo adopted it, “because it

united an appearance of solidity and strength with

the light and shadow so essential to beauty under

the glare of an Italian sun.” It was exceedingly

expensive, and was the principal cause of the new
palace being spoken of as “too grand for an

ordinary citizen.” The corner of the ground floor

towards the Via de’ Gori 1 was originally an open

loggia. The windows of the upper storeys are

divided by elegant little columns, with, carved

above them, Cosimo’s own special device of the

three feathers, and the arms of the Medici, the

palle (or balls ).
2 On the corner of the palace is

the celebrated fanale, one of the most perfect

specimens of the well-known iron lamps made by

Niccolo Caparra, and only permitted on the palaces

of the most distinguished citizens .

3 The solid

character of the ground floor is in accordance with

the requirements of the time. In that age the

1 That which faces us in the picture. The arches of this loggia were

afterwards filled in by Michelangelo., who here first invented the

particular pattern of curved barred windows often seen in Florence,

which he called u mgmocchiate ” (kneeling), though these have since

been changed for the more ordinary pattern. The iron rings seen

along the lower storey were for holding banners and torches, and for

tying up horses. And the stone seats were for retainers who might
have to wait outside, and as a convenience to the people generally.

2 Here the number of balls, which had previously been eight, is for

the first time reduced to seven, the number always used by Cosimo
{usee chap. vi. p. 185).

a These lamps arc nowadays often spoken of as
ee
Strozzi lamps.’*

because the Strozzi Palace bears one, but that on the, much older,

Medici Palace is considered by connoisseurs to be more perfect in its

design, and the best specimen in existence.
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home of an important family had to be a fortress

no less than a palace, and the ground floor of a

Florentine palace was built as solidly as the Bastile,

all decoration being reserved for the upper floors.

The entrance door of such palaces led, through an

arched vestibule, into an open cortile (or court-

yard), round which the four sides of the palace

were built, with a fine marble staircase leading up

from the cortile to the handsome rooms on the

first floor.

This palace was deliberately intended by Cosimo

to be a model of Renaissance architecture. It, of

course, far surpassed when built any of the other

palaces at that time in Florence, or in Italy. And
it is remarkable that though it was the first of the

kind, and though it was succeeded by numer-

ous others, many of them of such excellence,

1

it still remains unsurpassed by any of them; the

worthy leader of all the great palaces of Florence.

Professor Banister Fletcher, in his History of

Architecture, takes this palace as the best example

of Renaissance architecture as applied to palaces

:

while he also notes that it gives us both the first and

the finest example of two things in particular, “ the

solid rustica masonry, and the bold and massive

cornice (eight feet in height) which crowns the

structure, and considerably aids its impressive

effect.”
2

1 The well-known Strom Palace., for instance,, probably the finest

of these, was not built until sixty years after llic Medici Palace. The
Vitti Palace (built by the Medici slill later) is, of course, much larger,

hut it is not so perfect in its architecture as this palace.
2 In length it is about 300 feet, in depth lf>0 feet, and in height

90 feet. Nearly one-tliird of this length (at the end furthest from us

in the picture) was added by the Riccardi family when, about two
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Interesting, however, as this palace is archi-

tecturally, it is still more so as the centre of so

much history from the middle of the fifteenth to

the middle of the sixteenth century. This was
the home of the Medici during a hundred years,

from the time of Cosimo Pater Patriae until in

1539 Cosimo I. (the first Grand Duke) moved to

the Palazzo Vecchio preparatory to occupying the

new and larger palace which he constructed on
the other side of the Arno. 1

It was thus their

home throughout all their greatest time. Here
have been entertained emperors, popes, kings,

princes, and most of the distinguished men of

that period. Here Cosimo Pater Patriae passed

his strenuous years so full of varied labours ; here

Lorenzo the Magnificent gathered round him his

brilliant intellectual coterie
; here the future Pope

Leo X. was brought up
;
here his cousin, after-

wards Pope Clement VII., devised his deep-laid

schemes for the advancement of the family; here

Catherine de’ Medici was born, and lived as a girl.

And here nearly all the most prominent events

in Florence’s history during her most important

period have taken place. 2 Not many palaces in

Europe have given hospitality to so many notable

persons as have passed through the entrance

doorway of this home of the Medici. Migliore

hundred and thirty years afterwards., they bought the palace (vol. ii.

p. 441)). When sold to them at was made a condition of the sale that
any additions they might make should be of the same style and design
as the main poi tion of the palace.

1 The Pitti Palace It is strange that this latter, built by the
Medici, and their residence for two hundred years, is given a name
which it never bore in their time (m vol. ii. p. 253, footnote), and
that neither of the palaces huilt and inhabited by the Medici through
three centuries bears their name.

a Excepting those connected with Savonarola.
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says that owing to the number and high rank of

those entertained there, the Medici Palace was called

“the Hotel of the Princes of the whole world .” 1

It is now known as the Riccardi Palace, having

been, long subsequently, bought from the State by
that family ;

but now that it has again passed into

the possession of the Slate it might well be called

by its own name .

2 Though now so little thought of,

it is one of the most important buildings in Florence,

and should have that importance duly marked.

Greater still, however, is the interest attaching

to this palace from the point of view of Learning
and Art. The inscription which it still bears 3

designates it as “the nurse of all learning”; and
justly so, for it was here that tire ancient learn-

ing of Greece and Rome was called back to life,

and it was from hence that the “New Learning”
went forth to change the face of Europe. Enter-
ing by the central doorway, and passing through
the arched vestibule, one finds oneself in the
cortile.

4 This court was once adorned with various

celebrated statues, among them Donatello’s bronze
statue of David which worked so important an
effect in the world of Art ; while we still see over

the arches his medallions. And here, all round
under the arcades, are classical busts, inscriptions,

and sarcophagi ,

5
recalling the time when the

1 Firenze Citta Nobillmima, by Migliore (1084).
2
It was sold to tbo Riccardi family in 1659, but rc-bought by the

State about a hundred years afterwards,
3 Put up long after the Medici had passed away.
4 Plate VI. Beyond the corhte there was originally a garden, in

the space between the bark of the palace and the Via de* Ginon.
5 One of these ancient Roman sarcophagi formerly contained the

remains of Guceio do' Medici, who was Gonfaloniere in 1299 Uee
Appendix II.)*
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enthusiasm for the ancient learning burnt so

strongly here; that time when Marsilio Ficino,

the great scholar whom Cosimo treated almost as

a son, kept a lamp burning before the bust of

Plato as before an altar.

Here also Art was reverenced and encouraged

to a scarcely less degree than Learning. The
number of objects of art which the Medici

collected round them in this palace was extra-

ordinary. A glimpse of it is given us in the

remark made by the Duke of Milan in 1471

that he had not seen in all Italy so many objects

of art as he saw in this palace .

1 Yet this was

before Lorenzo the Magnificent added thereto

all the immense collection made by him during

his twenty -three years’ rule, by which he at

least doubled all that had been collected by his

father and grandfather. The whole of this great

accumulation of art treasures was lost when the

palace was sacked by the mob in 1494

;

2 while the

same plundering of all the art treasures collected in

the meantime happened again in 1527.® It shows,

therefore, what profuse art collectors the Medici

were when we find that though all was thus twice

over swept away the galleries and museums of

Florence still contain paintings, statues, bronzes,

gems, and other objects of art, almost all of them
collected by the Medici, sufficient to surpass any

other collection of such things in Europe.

This passion for collecting objects of art on

the most lavish scale was permanent in this family

through all changes, and from their rise right down

1 Chap, viii. p. 218. 2 Cliap. x. p. 320.
3 Chap. xvi. p. 458.
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to their end
;
no differences of character seemed

to make any difference in this ; and whether they

were public-minded statesmen like Cosimo Pater

Patriae, or luxurious Popes like Leo X., or iron-

handed tyrants like Cosimo I., or incapable occupiers

of a tottering throne like the last two Grand
Dukes, there is not one of them in the whole three

hundred and forty-three years of their course who
does not show this strong family characteristic.

In the now deserted court of the palace of the

Medici there is to be seen a long Latin inscrip-

tion which runs as follows. After calling on the

traveller to pause and note that this was once the

celebrated house of the Medici {Mediceas olm
aedes), and that here a long list of emperors,

kings, popes, and other exalted personages have

been entertained, it continues thus :

—

“ Traveller.”

“ Once the house of the Medici. In which not
alone so many great men, but Knowledge herself

had her home. The house which was the nurse of
all learning ; which here revived again. Renowned
also for its cultured magnificence, a treasury of
antiquity and the arts.”

The homes of departed glory are few over

which a prouder epitaph could be placed.

And it is in this connection that we may trace

the origin of that unique appreciation of Art which
the Medici as a family possessed ; that second sphere
in which they were as notable, though in a different

way, as they were in regard to Learning. For
VOL. i. K
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they give us an example on a wide scale of the

connection between these two things.

All who feel the spirit of Art know that

technical excellence is not the chief thing: that

there must also be the expression of some thought,

some creation of the artist’s brain. We see that

pictures or statues which lack this, and rely solely

on excellence of technique, though they may gain a

certain degree of eminence, never obtain the highest

and most lasting fame. Hence it is that it has been

said of technical criticism that it “ can only show
us the things that are of minor consequence.”

If, then, the real value of a picture lies in

the thoughts that it expresses, it is evident that

the more knowledge we possess, the more likely

we are to be able to read those thoughts and so to

appreciate the picture. And this, true everywhere,

is doubly so in the case of the great masters of

the classic age of Painting, who were many-sided

men, learned in many subjects. Ruskin, after long

study of an important fresco picture by one of

these masters, remarked that he stood amazed at

the mass of varied knowledge, in history, science,

theology, and other subjects, displayed by the

artist; and that, as he realised how much it sur-

passed his own knowledge on the subjects con-

cerned, and marked that this mass of knowledge

on the part of the artist was joined also to perfect

drawing and colouring, he felt that he “stood

indeed in the presence of a master.”

Every picture, in fact (except those belonging

to the time of Art’s decadence) has something

to say. Lord Lindsay calls the efforts of the

earliest masters, “The burning messages ofprophecy
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uttered by the stammering lips of infants.” 1 And
whether the execution be crude or not, the true

pleasure in Art lies in looking through and beyond

it, and deciphering that “ burning message,” if such

be there. Art, therefore, is a universal language

;

and one in which the artist opens to us a world of

high and deep thoughts of which we had before no
conception.

2 Thus Learning and Art go hand in

hand. For without Learning Art has nothing to

say. And Art that has nothing to say will never

long hold the attention of mankind.

As, then, we stand in the deserted court of

the palace which was “ the nurse of all Learning.”

we can understand how natural it was that the

learning of the Medici should lead them to become
the greatest patrons of Art that the world has ever

seen.

1 Lord Lindsay’s Sketches of the History of Christum Art.
2 Perhaps tlie finest example of this which Art can show is to he

seen in .Raphael's fresco pictuies in the Camera della Seyuatura m the
Vatican (see chap. xi. pp. 376-377).

The Medici arms in the time of Cosimo (seven halls).



CHAPTER VI

PIERO, IL GOTTOSO

Born 1416. (Ruled 1404-1469.) Died 1409.

Piero il Gottoso 1 has failed to receive from
history the notice that he deserves. He is gener-

ally passed over by historians either with no
mention at all, or else with merely a few dis-

paraging remarks referring to his physical in-

firmities. It will be seen, however, that his history

and character merit no little attention.

Upon the death of his father, Cosimo Pater
Patriae, Piero, then forty-eight years old, succeeded

to the headship of the family, and the rule of

Florence. From his very boyhood he had been
afflicted with gout, and was early in life given

the name of “ Il Gottoso ” (the gouty), by which
he is always known. His constant ill health

handicapped him greatly throughout life, often

making him unable for long periods to take any
active part in public affairs, and forcing him
instead to devote himself to the retired life of the
scholar, while his younger brother, Giovanni, was
practically given his place, became his father’s

favourite, and was looked upon by all as the future

head of the family. And the first indication that

we get of Piero’s character is the fact that we never
hear, during all the thirty years that he had to
bear this, of any sign of resentment on his part,

1 Plate VIT.
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either towards his father or brother, on this

account. Yet he possessed a full measure of the

ability of the Medici family, as he both then

and afterwards showed. For not only was he

recognised as a powerful scholar, but also we find

him sent on several occasions during Cosimo’s

lifetime on various embassies to Venice, to Milan,

and to France, and highly thought of by those

to whom he was thus sent ; and none were more
acute judges of character and ability than Doge
Francesco Foscari, Duke Francesco Sforza of

Milan, and King Louis XI. of France. More-

over, in connection with these embassies the

character and ability of Piero il Gottoso have

received a very unique testimony, one borne to

this day by the Medici coat-of-arms. For so high

an opinion did Louis XI. form of Piero’s abilities

that he conferred on him, on his becoming head

of the family, the very special honour of permission

to stamp the lilies of France on one of the balls

of the Medici arms, that ball being coloured blue

for this purpose. And from this time forward the

Medici arms have one blue ball with the French

lily (quite different in shape from the Florentine

lily
1

)
upon it; which thus remains a permanent

record of the high estimation gained, in a country

outside his own, by Piero il Gottoso.

We do not find that his constant ill health

soured Piero’s disposition ; in every act of his

life he showed a disposition the reverse of an

ill-tempered one, even though his conduct of

business and public affairs had more often than not
1 Both of them represent the iris., but whereas the French one has

only the leaves, the Florentine one has both the leaves and the flowers

(see p. 12).
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to be performed from a sick man’s couch ; while

various writers mention that one of his special

characteristics was an intense hatred of all quarrels.

But there is a third indication of his character

which is more striking. In his case alone we
have none of that conflict of opinion among rival

historians, giving the most opposite views of

character and motives, which has been alluded

to as so common throughout the history of this

family. Even those most bitterly biassed against

the whole race of Medici have nothing to say

against Piero il Gottoso
;
he is the one solitary

head of this family throughout their whole history

in whose case this feature is absent.

Before considering his history it is necessary

to note exactly what was the position to which on

his father’s death he succeeded. One necessarily

speaks of it as the rule over the State, but that

term is liable to mislead unless we bear in mind
the peculiar position. It must not be forgotten

that the governing body was the Signoria, with

its president, the Gonfaloniere. Piero was not

one of this body, and therefore had, theoretically,

no official position. But it had gradually ' come
about, as a consequence of the influence which
Cosimo had so long wielded, that every measure

passed by the Signoria must be agreed to by the

head of the Medici family 1 before it could be
carried into effect. Thus the head of the Medici
family, though, theoretically, no more than a

simple citizen of the Republic, did in actual fact

bear the rule over the State, and wielded almost

complete authority. But it must be remembered
that the continuance of that position rested solely

1 For dates of the heads of the family, tee Appendix IV.
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on two conditions—a constantly maintained demon-

stration by the person in question of an ability

greater than that of his fellow- citizens, and a no

less constantly maintained popularity. Let either

of these factors fail to continue, and the position

at once reverted to the theoretical one, wherein

the head of the Medici family was only an ordinary

citizen, and as liable as any other to be exiled by

the Signoria.

When Piero’s brother Giovanni died, Cosimo,

seeing that Piero’s frail life might terminate any

day, had advanced the latter’s elder son, Lorenzo,

giving him practice in every way possible in public

affairs, though he was only fourteen. But Lorenzo

had only reached the age of fifteen when his grand-

father died. He was, however, capable beyond his

years ;
the greatest attention had from the very

first been paid by Piero to the education of his

two sons ;
Landino wrote a whole treatise on the

education of the two young Medici ;
and Piero, as

soon as Lorenzo was old enough, had appointed

Marsilio Ficino (the celebrated head of the Platonic

Academy) to be his tutor. When, therefore, Piero

became head of the family, he continued the course

which Cosimo had begun to adopt, and while he

retained foreign affairs in his own hands, left home

politics largely in the hands of his capable young

son.

For thirty years there had been no further

attempts to oust the Medici from that position

of power in Florence to which they had attained.

Now, however, the attempt was again to be made

to get rid of them. A large party of all those
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jealous of the position this family had come to

occupy, saw in the feeble health of Piero and the

extreme youth of his eldest son an opportunity

for effecting this, and began to stir up a move-

ment against the Medici which was headed by

Luca Pitti, assisted by such prominent men as

Agnolo Acciajoli, Niccolh Soderini, and even

Dietisalvi Neroni, who had been Cosimo’s most

trusted adviser, and on whom he had specially

advised Piero to lean. And since those concerned

knew that, owing to the popularity of the Medici,

the lower classes of the people would not permit

any regular process for their exile, the above

movement soon grew into plans for a formidable

rebellion by force of arms. The objects which the

conspirators set before themselves were the death

of Piero and the banishment of the family. The
plots for this were being carried on all through

1465 and the first half of 1466. 1 Piero appears

to have known that something was going on, but

with his habitual dislike of intrigues and quarrels

chose to ignore it, and was apparently right in

feeling that if it came to a head he had in him-

self the abilities to defeat it. He knew Luca
Pitti’s character as a vain but incapable man, and

that the others relied too much on the results

of his own bad health. Also for some time the

conspirators could not agree as to their plan of

action. So that for the first two years of Piero’s

rule no overt action took place.

1 During this period, and while Piero was still in Ignorance of

Dietisalvi Neroni’s real character, and following the counsel of Cosimo
made him his chief adviser, Neroni took every opportunity of trying to

lead Piero into measures calculated to undermine his popularity with
the people. It was probably partly in order to give this artifice time to

work that the rebellion was so long delayed.
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Meanwhile, the chief events in

Other states were as follows :
— Contemporary

Pope Pius II. died in the same Events.
11

month as Cosimo Pater Patriae, and 1464'1467-

was succeeded by Paul II.

In Prance Louis XI. was introducing a new
era. Cold, measured, crafty, and detestable for his

many murders and cruelties, especially for the way
in which he in many cases lured his victims to

their deaths by treachery, he had gained the name
of “the universal spider.” At the same time he

worked an immense change in France which was
for her ultimate benefit. He destroyed the power
of the nobles, gradually murdering them in turn

until he left none who could be formidable, and
quenched all elements of independence

; but he con-

verted chaos into order, made France into a strong

and prosperous kingdom, and was the founder of

her absolute monarchy. During the first six years

of his reign (1461-14G7) he was occupied in the

above struggle, until by the end of this period he
had for the time crushed the power of the nobles

in France.

In 1466 Francesco Sforza, Duke of Milan,

died. Ever since he had gained his throne by
Cosimo’s assistance he had been a firm friend

of the Medici, and the death of this strong ally

tended to weaken Piero’s position, both as regards

foreign affairs and in his own state, as Fran-
cesco’s son and successor, Galeazzo Sforza, was
not so strong a character, nor so surely to be
relied upon.
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PiBroil In August 1466 the conspiracy which
Gottoso. had been hatching for two years to take
1466

' Piero’s life and destroy the Medici

came to a head. The party headed by Luca
Pitti assembled their forces in arms a few miles

from Florence, and laid plans for seizing Piero,

who was lying seriously ill at Careggi. At the

same time a force from Ferrara, under Ercole

d’Este, Duke Borso’s brother, advanced to the

frontier to assist them. But the conspirators

were completely mistaken in their man
; for Piero

displayed a resolution and energy extraordinary

in one handicapped as he was by severe illness.

Getting into a litter, he at once started for

Florence
; but on the way he had a narrow escape.

On this occasion his young son Lorenzo, then

seventeen, displayed great coolness in danger,

and resource
; whereby he saved his father’s life.

Riding on ahead, he heard of an armed party

who were lying in wait for Piero on the

ordinary road; with much adroitness he managed
to keep then1 attention occupied while he sent

back word to the party who were escorting

his father, and caused him to be conveyed by a

different route to Florence in safety. Arrived

at the Medici Palace, Piero at once set about

collecting his adherents, sent to beg the assistance

of some Milanese troops who happened to be near

the borders of Tuscany, and had soon collected

a larger force than his opponents. He marched
against them ; the conspirators, divided by the

vacillations of Luca Pitti and their own dissensions,

and confused by Piero’s promptness, were unable

to fight; their force melted away and dispersed.
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and the leaders surrendered .

1 A new Signoria

just elected promptly passed a sentence of death

upon the ringleaders, Luca Pitti, Dietisalvi Neroni,

Niccolo Soderini, and Agnolo Acciajuoli ; and

certainly never did men more deserve it, especially

Neroni, who had throughout acted with the basest

ingratitude, treachery, and dissimulation.

And now Piero displayed the best side of his

character. He utterly refused to have these men
put to death, though it certainly would have been

to his advantage not to interfere on their behalf,

for two of them, Neroni and Soderini, only used

their pardon and liberty to stir up Venice to

make war upon him. He pardoned Luca Pitti

outright, and by his treatment of him converted

him into a friend for life ; while the others were

simply ordered to quit Florence. Machiavelli

says:
—“It was due to him (Piero) that his par-

tisans did not stain their hands in the blood of

their fellow-citizens.”

Thus did Piero put down a formidable rebellion

without any bloodshed. And this is probably the

only instance in those ages of an armed rebellion

which aimed at the death of the ruler being sup-

pressed by him without the loss of a single life:

and even with the conversion of its principal

leader into a permanent friend. This one achieve-

ment of Piero il Gottoso is sufficient to demon-
strate both his ability and the high qualities of

his character, and marks him out as one really

fit to rule a State. We are told that when
Luca Pitti’s rebellion was thus suppressed, the

young Lorenzo, commenting to a friend on his

1 Regarding the pictorial record of this episode, see pp, 177-178.
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father’s action, said: “He only knows how to

conquer who knows how to forgive.”

It was conduct and qualities such as this, dis-

played by the earlier generations of the Medici,

which helped to raise that family to its high

eminence in Florence. And when, sixty years

after this, Clarice de’ Medici (become by marriage

Clarice Strozzi) in her impassioned harangue 1 con-

trasted the behaviour of her ancestors with that of

those then representing the family, and said that

it was by magnanimity and clemency that the

former had gained the favour of the Florentines,

she said no more than the actual truth.

The natural effect of the defeat of such a

formidable effort to destroy the family, and

especially when so complete a victory was accom-

panied by such clemency and kindliness, was to

make the Medici stronger than ever in their

peculiar position in Florence. After this affair

their popularity with the people caused the head

of the family to become more than ever “a
king in all but the name.”

Piero n The above episode was followed in the

Girttoso. next year (1467) by war with Venice.
1467-M69 Ever sinCe Cosimo’s alliance with Milan,

Venice had waited for an opportunity of revenge

upon the Medici, and this seemed now to have

come. Niccolo Soderini and Dietisalvi Neroni

requited Piero for saving their lives by pro-

ceeding to Venice, and persuading the Doge
and Council to attack him, asserting that there

was a large party in Florence ready to take up

1 See chap, xvi. p. 460,
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arms against the Medici. The Venetian army,

therefore, commanded by the celebrated Barto-

lommeo Colleoni, was in May 1467 despatched

against Florence’s territory. Piero’s conduct,

however, had entirely won over those who had
previously been ready to attack the Medici,

so that the supposed adherents of Venice in

Florence proved non - existent. Piero was also

successful in obtaining as his allies both the

Duke of Milan and the King of Naples, each of

whom sent him some troops. The Florentine

army opposed that of Venice in the little state

of Imola, where at length a battle was fought in

which the Venetian army was defeated. After

which, in April 1468, a peace was concluded, as

the result of which Florence gained a much
coveted addition to her territory, viz., the town
of Sarzana and the fortress of Sarzanello. This

was followed in August of the same year by
a short but very successful campaign, in which
Florence, assisted by Naples and Urbino, opposed
the Pope and prevented him from seizing upon
the small state of Rimini. By these successes

Piero still further strengthened the position of

his family in Florence.

These various troubles having been overcome,
the year 1469, the last year of Piero’s life, was one
of peace and festivities. His son Lorenzo was now
nineteen, and his second son Giuliano fifteen, and
in February 1469 these two young Medici organised

a splendid tournament which they intended should

be the inauguration of a lighter and more festive

life than the somewhat sombre one which their
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father’s ill health and the political troubles of the

last few years had made customary. It was held

in order to celebrate Lorenzo’s betrothal to Clarice

Orsini, the Roman bride who had been selected

for him by his mother, Lucrezia Tornabuoni, whose

letters from Rome to her husband Piero describing

the young lady’s appearance are still preserved.

Clarice Orsini, at this time sixteen, also writes

letters to Lorenzo conveying various polite greet-

ings ;
while she complains to a friend that “ Lorenzo

is so greatly occupied with this jousting ” that he

does not find time to write to her often enough.

By her anxiety and depression for several days “ on
account of the tilting,” and her relief when she

heard it was over without mishap to Lorenzo, we
are reminded that a tournament was not merely

a splendid show, but that wounds and death were

always possible in the course of it .
1 It is evident

that Clarice’s abilities were not of a very high

order, and that her education fell considerably

below that customary in the family she was about

to enter which she considered so far beneath her

own. Even Lucrezia Tornabuoni, while praising

the appearance of the girl she had chosen for her

son, says that she “ is not to be compared with

Maria, Lucrezia, and Bianca ” (her own daughters).

This tournament, which so fully engaged the

young Lorenzo’s attention, provided Florence with

a more gorgeous spectacle than the city had ever

before witnessed, and was the first of those great

pageants for which Lorenzo’s age afterwards became
famous. It was immortalised in one of the two

most celebrated poems of the fifteenth century,
1 Vol. ii. p 53,
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La Giostra di Lorenzo de' Medici,

1 by Luca Pulci.

Standing in the Piazza Sta. Croce, where (as a

substitute for the fierce battles between the citizens

of former days) this exciting scene of mimic warfare

took place, how vividly does its fantastic splendour,

voluminously described in the writings of the

time, rise before our eyes:—the reigning beauty

of Florentine society, Lucrezia Donati, who was
“ Queen of the tournament ”

; the young scions of

the Medici, Pazzi, Pucci, Benci, Rucellai, Vespucci,

and other principal families, who were the knights,

each knight accompanied by his standard - bearer,

heralds, trumpeters, pages, and men - at - arms, all

wearing his colours, and arrayed in the most
splendid fashion ;

2 the extravagant punctilio
; the

grandiloquent compliments ; the delight of the vast

crowd occupying every roof, balcony, window, and
other point of vantage round the piazza; and all

lit up by Florentine sunshine in February. The
knights first appeared in most magnificent dresses

for an imposing procession round the piazza

accompanied by every sort of display
; after

which they changed into their armour for the
actual combat. We may gather some idea of the
dresses from the description of that of Lorenzo.

He “ had a diamond in the centre of his shield,

and rubies and diamonds in his cap; a velvet

surcoat, with a cape of white silk edged with
red; and a silk soarf embroidered with roses and
pearls. For the actual combat he wore another

1 This tournament in 1409 was called Lorenzo’s
;
that held in 1475

being1 called Giuliano’s.
2 We have all these, as well as Lorenzo’s own dress, reproduced in

Gozzoli’s fresco in the chapel of the Medici Palace, painted a few months
afterwards (see chap, vii.).
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surcoat of velvet fringed with gold, with a helmet

adorned with three blue feathers. His horse was
draped with red and white velvet, embroidered

with pearls.”
1 The device on his standard was a

bay tree, one half dry and dead-looking, and the

other half green, with the motto (worked in pearls),

Le temps revient, symbolising that a time of youth
and joy, after the winter of Cosimo’s old age and
Piero’s ill health, was now to supervene. The
occasion was considered of sufficient importance

for the King of Naples and the Dukes of Ferrara

and Milan to present Lorenzo with horses and

armour for it. Lorenzo, in his own writings,

mentions this tournament, and says:

—

“ In order to do as others I appointed a tourna-

ment in the Piazza Sta. Croce, with great splendour
and at great expense, so that it cost me about
10,000 gold florins.

2 Although I was young, and
of no great skill, the first prize was awarded to me,
namely, a helmet inlaid with silver and surmounted
with a figure of Mars.”

Giuliano also, though as yet too young to take

so prominent a part as his brother, was splendidly

arrayed, and this handsome boy of fifteen, in helmet

and armour, and mounted on a fine charger, won
the admiration of all. Several busts of him in his

armour and wearing the dragon - shaped helmet

designed for him by Verrocchio, were executed;

and it seems most probable that the terra-cotta

bust by Antonio Pollajuolo,3 now in the museum

1 Armstrong,
2 Equal to about £50,000 sterling of our present money.
3 Plate VIII.

e '(
It is evidently modelled wi th the intention of casting

in bronze, and the clay has been painted m imitation, either by Antonio
himself or subsequently

.

1

(Miss Cruttwell.)
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of the Bargello, and catalogued as an unknown

portrait bust, is in reality one of these busts of

Giuliano. Miss Cruttwell, in her work on Antonio

Pollajuolo, considers that it was executed at about

this date, and says “ It is probably a portrait of

one of the Medici, whose type of face and arrogant

bearing it resembles closely.” Giuliano is known

to have specially patronised Pollajuolo, and in the

inventory of the collections in the Medici Palace

other works by that artist are recorded as being

all in Giuliano’s room in the palace. Again there

was no other youth of the same age at this period

in Florence whose bust in this style would have

been likely to be executed by Pollajuolo .

1 But

above all it has the well-known lock of hair on the

forehead which was so distinguishing a feature of

Giuliano’s face, and is often mentioned .

2 So that

altogether there seems little doubt that we have

in this bust of Pollajuolo’s a portrait of Giuliano

as he was at fifteen. The bust has been greatly

damaged ,

3 the arms being broken off, as well as

the dragon-shaped helmet, leaving only one of

the legs of the dragon at one side of the head.

But the face, with its “charming boyish frank-

ness,” is uninjured, and as Miss Cruttwell says,

“ seems to fill the room with its buoyant, vivacious

life.”
4 The details of the armour, representing

1 The artists Pollajuolo, Verrocchio, and Botticelli worked at this

time almost entirely lor the. Medici.
2 See Mr Armstrong’s words (chap. viii. p, 243) ; also Botticelli’s

picture of the Madonna of the Magnificat (Plate IX).
3 Possibly m the sack of the Medici Palace in 1494, and just because

it represented one of the Meclici ;
or else in the second sack of the

palace in 1527, when intensified animosity would naturally connect

it with the hated Clement VII., Giuliano’s son {see chap. xv.).

4 Antonio Pollajuolo, by Miss M. Cruttwell.

you i. ^
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Hercules fighting with the serpents and with the

Stymphalian bird, are as admirably executed as

the portrait itself.

In the following June the marriage of Lorenzo
to Clarice Orsini took place. On this occasion of

the marriage of their eldest son Piero and his wife

Lucrezia gave a magnificent entertainment to all

Florence. It was a marriage which gave evidence

of how the Medici were advancing in worldly

esteem, for the Orsini were one of the greatest

families in Italy. But whether the Medici would
not have done better for themselves if they had
adhered to those Florentine marriages such as they

had hitherto made, and which had produced a

Cosimo Pater Patriae, a Piero il Gottoso, and a

Lorenzo the Magnificent, may well be doubted,

looking at the subsequent history. 1 The marriage

took place on the 4th June in the family church of

San Lorenzo, and the festivities in connection with

it were on the most profuse scale, the entire city

being feasted by the Medici for three successive

days. “Feasting, dancing, and music continued

day and night, until one wonders at the endurance

of the people. Some idea of the extravagance oi

the entertainment may be gathered from such a fact

as that there were consumed of sweatmeats alone

5,000 pounds.” 2 While the populace were thus

regaled all Florentine society was entertained at

five immense banquets in the Medici Palace.

“ At these banquets the loggias and gardens
of the palace in the Via Larga were filled to over-

flowing, separate tables being set out for the young
1
See chap ix. p. 267-

3
Florentine Life during the Renaissance^ by Waller Scaife*
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ladies who were the bride’s companions,— ‘fifty

young women with whom to dance,’ say the

records—and for the older ladies forming Madonna
Lucrezia’s company. In the same way there were
different tables for ‘ the young men who danced,’

and for those of maturer years. The feasting

began on the Sunday morning, when the bride

—

mounted upon the splendid charger presented to

Lorenzo by the King of Naples—left the house of

the Alessandri in the Borgo San Piero (now Borgo
degli Albizzi), and entered her new home followed

by a train of nobles, the symbolic olive branch 1

being hoisted at the window to the accompaniment
of gay music; and the festivities continued until

the Tuesday morning, when she went to hear mass
at the church of San Lorenzo, bearing in her hand
one of the thousand wedding gifts,

4 a little book
of Our Lady, most marvellous, written in letters

of gold upon blue paper, and with a cover of crystal

and silver work.’
” 2

But the chief interest of the five years’ Axt-

rule of Piero il Gottoso centres in his

prominent connection with the art of the period.

He had had greater leisure to pursue the family

tastes for Learning and Art than would have been
the case had he had better health; and being

passionately fond of both, they had for thirty years

been the chief interest of his life. A thorough

scholar, he was as eager in the collection of rare

manuscript books as his father, and made many
valuable additions to the Medici Library. Still

more important was the unremitting assistance

which he gave to Art. Nearly every work of art

1 The olive branch exposed at the window of a palace denoted a
marriage in the family,

8 Women of Florence, by Isidore del Longo.
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which remains in Florence belonging to Piero’s

time was executed either for him or at his instiga-

tion, including the one solitary work which the

Medici Palace still retains, the frescoes round the

walls of the chapel.

In 14G6 the great sculptor Donatello died, at

the age of eighty-one. In accordance with his

dying request to be laid close to his life-long friend

and patron Cosimo Pater Patriae, he was buried, at

the expense of the Medici family, in the crypt of

San Lorenzo alongside the tomb of Cosimo, almost

the whole city, with every architect, sculptor, and

painter in Florence, following his funeral. He was

the last of those who had assisted at the outburst

in Art at the beginning of the century : Masaccio,

Brunelleschi, Ghiberti, and Fra Angelico had

all passed away
;
and besides Lippi, who had left

Florence and died three years after Donatello, the

foremost men in Art now were 1 Luca della Robbia,

Leon Battista Alberti, Piero della Francesca, and

Benozzo Gozzoli; while another young painter,

Sandro Botticelli, was just coming forward.

Luca Delia Luca della Robbia is another of
BoMna(2

) those who struck out a special line

in Art entirely his own. His chief work in

marble, the Cantoria, and his other works in

marble and bronze, have already been noticed.

But the works which have given him his special

fame are the beautiful bas-reliefs executed by him
in glazed terra-cotta (generally white, with a blue

background), a method which he gradually per-

fected and made his own.

1 For dales of the principal painters and sculptors* showing1 the ti lines,

when each flourished and the general course of Art* see Appendix V,
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Luca della Robbia’s object in adopting this

method was the invention of a form of art which

could be employed for the decoration of churches

and other buildings where marble bas-reliefs from

their costliness were impossible. It is believed

that the sight of some ancient Greek enamelled

ware gave Luca della Robbia the idea of using the

same method for sculptures in relief. But, how-
ever that may be, his actual discovery, made after

profound studies in chemistry and innumerable
experiments, consisted in covering the clay model
with an enamel which is thought to have con-

sisted of the ingredients of glass mixed with oxide

of tin. The exact method was kept as a family

secret.

But the particular method in which Luca della

Robbia’s conceptions were given permanence is of

far less importance than the works themselves. As
the Marchesa Burlamacchi says :

—

“The joy of life, the sadness of life, the grief

of the Madonna, the innocence of childhood, the
love of mother for child and of child for mother,
the great central lessons of the Redemption, angelic
sympathy, all these Luca della Robbia has depicted
with a perfection which no other artist has ever
surpassed.” 1

His date also is an important item in our
appreciation of his genius. Looking at his works
one can scarcely realise that he was bom in the
same year as Masaccio, and long before all that
great army of painters who followed in the latter

half of the fifteenth century. Yet it is not too

1 Lvea della Robbia, by the Marchesa Burlamacchi.
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much to say that for beauty of expression in the

faces of his Madonnas, of his angels, and of his

children (including the representations of the Child

Christ), it is not until we reach Raphael, born

eighty years after him, that we find a painter

able to equal him in these respects, while even

Raphael does not in these points surpass him.

Regarding his relief of the Madonna and Child,

with two angels, in a curved lunette (now in the

museum of the Bargello), Mr Allan Marquand,
after remarking that there is much of Raphael’s

manner in the bearing of the Madonna, draws

attention to her eyes, and says :
—“ Luca’s ideal

of the Madonna was evidently a woman with

blue eyes, while to the Child Christ he gives

hazel eyes.” And in the relief of the Madonna
and Child in the Foundling Hospital (in which

the Child holds a scroll with the words, “ Ego
sum luco mundi,” and the Madonna’s hand rests

on the inscription, “ Quia respexit Doviinm
humilitatem ancille sues ”), Mr Marquand draws

attention to “the eyes marked in lilac, the hairy

eyebrows, lilac upper eyelashes and pupils, and a

light shade of lilac in place of the usual greyish

blue for the iris of the eye.” In the relief of the

Madonna and Child, with three cherub heads, in

an arched niche (now in the museum of the

Bargello), the heads of the cherubs are specially

beautiful
; while his altar-piece in the church of

the Impruneta, near Florence, is considered to

contain one of the most beautiful figures of

St John the Baptist ever executed.

Luca della Robbia lived to the age of eighty-

one, dying in 1482.
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Leon Battista Alberti was one of

those men of varied genius which the

Renaissance so often produced. Nominally he

was an architect, and also a painter, but really

and chiefly an authority on Art in all its branches.

He occupies a similar position in his age to that

occupied by Leonardo da Vinci fifty years later,

and it was as a universally accepted authority

on Art in general, and not for any works of his

own, that Alberti gained his fame. Vasari, in

speaking of him, enlarges on how necessary learn-

ing is to an artist, and speaks of the great aid

which Alberti gave to Art by his writings, saying

that “such is the force of his writings that he
exercised far greater influence by them over Art
than many who surpassed him by their works.”

Alberti was exceedingly versatile ; he studied

architecture, painting, perspective, sculpture, and
Latin ; he wrote two treatises on painting, one on
architecture, and one on sculpture; he invented

a celebrated perspective glass ; and Vasari says

“was expert in all physical exercises, and in all

the accomplishments of a gentleman.” Alberti

was a Florentine
;
but he belonged to the party

of the fuori nsciti, or permanent exiles, and spent

very little of his life in Florence. He died in

Rome in 1472, at the age of sixty-seven.

Piero della Francesca, though he Hero deUa

worked first at Florence and learnt his Francesca,

art there, especially studying Masaccio’s frescoes,

did not belong to Florence itself, but to the small

town of Borgo San Sepolcro, which had become
part of Florence’s territory in 1441. His great
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work for Art was the final discovery of the

true laws of perspective, that subject on which

so many brains in the world of Art had long

been busy, and which was the last of the secrets

of the technique of Painting to be discovered.

In this achievement he must be coupled to some

extent with Paolo Uccello, and with Alberti; and

he really took up and carried on Alberti’s ideas.

It was arrived at by being worked out from a

mathematical basis, and not from any of the

empirical methods which had been tried by many
artists in succession. Piero della Francesca’s chief

work was his Treatise on Perspective, dedicated to

the Duke of Urbino. The most pleasing of his

pictures, the altar-piece now in the Pinacoteca

at Perugia, has a long colonnade in perfect

perspective.

Piero della Francesca is also notable for two
other things : we have in his fresco paintings at

Arezzo the first real endeavour to paint historical

pictures ; and in his portraits of the Duke and

Duchess of Urbino (now in the Uffizi Gallery) we
have the first regular portraits. In 1469 Piero

della Francesca, then sixty-three, was invited to

Urbino by the Duke in order to paint them.

Duke Federigo’s is painted showing the left side

of the face in order to conceal the loss of his

right eye, which, together with his broken nose,

was caused by a severe wound received in a

tournament. The likeness, judged by those on

coins, is admirable, as also the perspective of the

landscape in the distance. These two valuable

portraits hung in the palace at Urbino as long

as there were any Dukes of Urbino. When in
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1634 Vittoria della Rovere,1 the sole heiress of

the last Duke of Urbino, was married to her first

cousin, Ferdinand II., she brought as a part of

her property these portraits of her ancestor and

ancestress, thus bringing them into the art

collections of the Medici family. Piero della

Francesca died in 1402, at the age of eighty-six.

Benozzo Gozzoli, pupilof Fra Angelico, Benozzo

is the great illustrative painter of his time. Gozzoh -

As the teller of a story he is unrivalled. He was

a most rapid and indefatigable worker, covering

huge spaces with his beautifully executed frescoes

in a wonderfully short time. Thus he has left a

mass of paintings which are very valuable histori-

cally, bringing vividly before us the manners of the

time of the earlier Medici.

Like so many others, Gozzoli began as a

worker on the bronze doors under Ghiberti.

After a time he began to learn painting under

Fra Angelico, working as his assistant at Florence

and Rome until 1447, when he first began to paint

alone.
3 His three chief works are :

—

(i) His frescoes in the church of San Agostino

at San Gimignano ; a great cycle of frescoes repre-

senting the life of St Augustine from his boyhood

to his death, in seventeen scenes. This huge work

took even Gozzoli four years.

(ii) His frescoes in the chapel of the Medici

Palace at Florence, which are considered his

masterpiece (see chap. vii.).

1 See vol. ii. p. 41 0,

2 His earliest known work is his series of frescoes in the church

of Sau Francesco at MoutefalcOj painted in ZA52.
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(iii) His frescoes in the Campo Santo at Pisa.

This was a gigantic work. It occupied Gozzoli

fifteen years, and was nothing less than covering

with his paintings the whole of the north wall of

the Campo Santo—“ a task,” says Vasari, “ immense
enough to discourage a whole legion of masters.”

The scenes represent the whole of the Old Testa-

ment history from the time of Noah to that of

Solomon, in twenty -three scenes. Gozzoli has

introduced into these forest scenery, scenes of the

vintage in Tuscany, and much that is interesting

in the life of the people
; also portraits of many

prominent men of the time, members of the Medici

family, scholars, painters, and other celebrated men.
The execution, however, is very uneven, and he

was evidently then getting old. He died at Pisa

in 1497, and is buried in the Campo Santo he had
beautified.

Botticelli (i)

But besides the foregoing, another

young painter, Sandro Botticelli,

1 was
at this time beginning to come forward. Botticelli

is par excellence the painter of the time of Lorenzo
the Magnificent, but his first period belongs to

that of Piero il Gottoso. One of his prominent
characteristics is that, being of an unusually

receptive nature, he reflects to a singular degree
the prevailing mental atmosphere around him

; so

much so that when the spirit of the time changes,

the spirit and character of his pictures change
with it. As a consequence, Botticelli’s painting

may be divided into four distinct periods, with
1 His proper name was Sandro Filipepi, the cognomen ee

Botticelli
**

being a nickname, Tlie register of the catasto tax for 1458 shows that
he was horn in 1444, not 1446 as often stated.
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different styles, due to events which caused

marked changes in the life of Florence. These

four periods are :

—

(I.) The period of the rule of Piero il

Gottoso—1464-1469.

(II.) The period of tire rule of Lorenzo
the Magnificent—1469-1492.

(III.) The time of Savonarola’s dominance
in Florence—1494-1498.

(IV.) The portion of Botticelli’s life after

Savonarola’s death—1498-1510.

Owing to the close connection which his pictures

usually have with the events of the time, there

is less difficulty than with other painters in deter-

mining their date.

(I.)

Very shortly after he became head of the
family in 1464, Piero began to employ Sandro
Botticelli, then a young painter of twenty, in

whom he recognised great talent. And the

modern world which values Botticelli so highly

owes gratitude to Piero il Gottoso for the generous
help and encouragement by which he enabled the

friendless youth to succeed as he did .

1 Nor was
Piero il Gottoso alone in this : his highly-cultured

wife, Lucrezia Tornabuoni, was at least as much
concerned in the matter as her husband; and in

the pictures of Botticelli’s first period (when he
1 Up to tins time Botticelli had been merely an assistant of Filippo

Lippi, to whom he was apprenticed in 3460 when he was sixteen, and
whom he accompanied to Prato in 3404, when Lippi proceeded there
to finish liis frescoes in the cathedral. Returning1 thence in 1465
Botticelli was soon taken up by Piero il Gottoso, and thenceforth until
the latter's death in 14G9 was employed almost entirely in his service,
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was between twenty and twenty-five), her influ-

ence is clearly traceable. By this talented pair

of patrons, Botticelli, only five years older than

their eldest son, was taken into the Casa Medici,

made almost like a son of the house, and kept

continually occupied in painting pictures for which

they gave him liberal remuneration. And Botticelli

throughout his life cherished a deep devotion

towards Piero il Gottoso and his wife Lucrezia for

the help, affection, and encouragement which he

had received from them in his earliest years.

As regards technique, the chief point for which

Botticelli is always praised is his beauty of line in

drawing. His love of life, dancing movement, and

waving drapery is very apparent. Ruskin says :

—

“He often appears affected, but would not have
been in accord with the spirit of the time if he had
not been slightly affected

;
much studied grace of

manner, much formal assertion of scholarship, were
a part of the spirit of the time.”

But he was gifted with another power greater

than his technique. Botticelli was permeated

with that spirit which Donatello had taught

as the ultimate aim and highest glory of Art .

1

Beginning to paint just two years before Donatello

died, Botticelli carried on the latter’s message to

the world of Art. He is able, if his subject is

a religious one, to make a single picture convey

a whole sermon ;

2
if his subject is a classical myth,

to make a single picture bring before our minds

the whole spirit of a period
;

3
if his subject is

1 Chap. iv. p. 113.
* See his Madonna, of the Magnificat

>

and his period (III.).
8 See his period (IL).
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historical, to cause a single picture to relate the

entire history of a long episode.
1 Possessed of

such a power, he is naturally very fond of alle-

gorical treatment, and the suggestion of a whole

train of thought (often giving the entire meaning

of his picture) by some comparatively small detail .

1

Hence, while his poetry of imagination, his human
sympathy, religious spirit, and beautiful technique

cannot but appeal to all, a mere rapid glance at

his pictures will fail to reveal their depth of

thought ;
while many of his most important

pictures will not be understood at all without a

full knowledge of the history of the period.

All the principal pictures of Botticelli’s first

period were painted for Piero il Gottoso .
8 Re-

ferring to those which still remain at Florence,

we have four principal pictures belonging to this

period, the Judith, the Madonna of the Magnificat,

the Adoration of the Magi, and the Fortitude, all

of them now in the Uffizi Gallery.

Regarding the charming little picture of Judith

it is remarked by Jtuskin that among all the many
pictures on this favourite subject this one by
Botticelli is the only one that is true to Judith,

and that this will be seen if the Book of Judith

is studied. His reasons for this opinion, and his

remarks on this picture generally are well worth

studying.

4

1 See Ills Adoration of the Magi

,

his Fortitude, his Pallas, and his

period (IV.).
a As, for instance, the sword in Lorenzo’s hands in the Adoration of

the Mugi} the interlaced diamond ring's on the dress of the Pallas, the
medallion in the portrait of Pietro the Unfortunate

,

and similar

indications,
3 Except the Fortitude

,

the commission for which was obtained for

Botticelli by him.
4 See Raskin’s Mornings in Florence

,

chap, iii,
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In the Madonna of the Magnificat we have a

picture 1 painted for Piero il Gottoso about the

year 1465. The influence of Lucrezia Tornabuoni,

the deeply religious poetess, is specially apparent

in this case; her spirit breathes throughout the

picture, which is like a representation in paint-

ing of her poems. It is sometimes called the

Humilitas, in allusion both to the expression on
the Madonna’s face as she writes her song of

praise, and to the fact that the finger of the Child

rests on that word in her song. The left hands

of both Child and Mother rest together on a

bitten pomegranate, the emblem of the Fall.
2 It

has been said of this picture that it “ expresses a

depth of divine tenderness and a deep spiritual

feeling such as no other painter, not even Raphael,

has reached.” 3 It differs in one notable respect

from the many other pictures on the subject of the

Madonna and Child which Botticelli painted in his

third period, namely, in its keynote. For while

the keynote of this picture is humility, that

of all those of his third period is foreboding

sorrow.

This picture was painted for Piero and his

wife Lucrezia at the time when their two sons,

Lorenzo and Giuliano, were boys of about sixteen

and twelve respectively, i.e. the year 1465 or 1466.

They are the two boys introduced into the picture

as angels who are kneeling before the Madonna.
and Child, and holding the inkstand and the book

in which the Blessed Virgin is writing her song,

1 Its over-bright, colouring is due to its having been much damaged
and repainted. 0 See p. 352.

3 The Painters of Florence, by Julia Cartwright (Mrs Ady).
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while a third angel bends over them protect-

ingly, resting one hand on the shoulder of each.

1

Giuliano is the one facing the spectator, with the

lock of hair on his forehead; Lorenzo’s naturally

darker complexion has been intensified in order

to throw all the light on Giuliano, the favourite

younger son of the mother for whom the picture

was painted.

The third picture, the Adoration of the Magi?
has been given a name which is somewhat mis-

leading, as it is of course a family group picture,

the religious subject being merely chosen (in

accordance with the invariable custom of the time)

as a means by which to portray the members of

the family concerned. It was painted for Piero

il Gottoso, about the beginning of the year 1467,

as a votive offering to be placed in the church

of Sta. Maria Novella, in thanksgiving for the

deliverance of himself and his family from the

great danger which had threatened himself with

death and his family with ruin by the conspiracy

headed by Luca Pitti.
3 Though painted with the

above intention it appears doubtful whether this

was ever carried out, as after being finished the

picture would seem to have been retained by
the Medici family, and only to have found its

way to Sta. Maria Novella long afterwards (see

Appendix VI.). In it we are shown the three

i Plate IX. a Plate X.
3 This hasalways been the traditional account handed down. And

that account is very remarkably corroborated by the internal evidence
of the picture

; as is shown below (pp. 177-178). The new theory that
it was painted for a certain unknown Giovanni Lami, put forward in
Mr Horne's, recent work on Botticelli,, appears to the present writer
impossible^ in view both of the historical evidence and the internal
testimony of the picture itself (see Appendix VI.).
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generations of the elder branch of the Medici
family up to that time ,

1 surrounded by their

principal adherents, including also some of the

eminent literary men whom they had gathered

round them, such as Marsilio Ficino, Cristoforo

Landino, the brothers Pulci, and others .

2
Cosimo,

Piero, and Giuliano represent the customary three

kings, one old, one middle-aged, and one young;
Piero having his two sons, one on either side of

him. The following members of the family are

shown 3
:

—

On the lejt side . On the right side.

Cosimo Pater Patriae (then dead), Giovanni 4 (then dead), brother
(embracing the feet of the Child of Piero in Gottoso

Christ). (standing, m dress of black arid
red, and with very black hair).

In the centre.

Lorenzo, elder son Piero il Gottoso Giuliano, younger
of Piero, at the (kneeling, with his back son of Piero

&

age of seventeen to the spectator). (kneeling, m a robe
(standing,

holding a of white and gold),
sword).

This picture is highly interesting, not merely
(as usually stated) because it shows us the
general appearance of the literary coterie whom
the Medici had gathered round them, but because
it gives the first example of that power which

1 Not necessarily in all cases portraits of those concerned, but repre-
sentations of them (see Appendix VII,).

2 The figure in the right-hand corner, wearing a yellow rohe and
looking towards the spectator, is generally declared to be Botticelli
himself, though doubts have been thrown upon tins.

J Vasari has interchanged the two figures noted as representing
Giovanni and Giuliano, and different opinions have been held on the
point. It is in reality immaterial to the meaning of the picture
which of the two figures represents Giovanni and which Giuliano;
and it was no doubt for this reason that Botticelli took no trouble
to give portraits in their case.

4 This figure can scarcely have been intended by Botticelli to
represent Giuliano, since the latter was four years younger than
Lorenzo, whereas this figure is that of an older man,
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Botticelli possessed of making a picture relate an
important incident in contemporary history. For
the picture has a special meaning which has

passed hitherto unobserved. In it Botticelli refers

to the plot against Piero’s life which had just

been defeated, and to the manner in which that

defeat had been brought about. Allusion has

already been made to Botticelli’s fondness for

allegorical treatment and his habit of giving the

clue to the meaning of his picture by some single

detail which might at first sight escape notice.

And he has done so in this case, though the

fact has passed undetected; with the result that

the meaning of the picture has entirely failed to

be understood.

It is the sword held in Lorenzo’s hands which
gives the clue to the meaning of the entire picture.

Whether because the picture was painted in haste

to meet a desire on Piero’s part to present his

offering while the event on account of which he
gave it was still fresh in the minds of all, or

simply in order that Botticelli might make his

meaning more marked, the latter has palpably

made scarcely any attempt to give portraits in

the case of either Cosimo, Piero, Giuliano, or

Giovanni, and has concentrated all his attention

on the figure of Lorenzo, who, in consequence
of his conduct on this occasion, had become the
hero of the hour in the family. This figure he
has evidently drawn with great care, the whole
attitude and expression being carefully studied, in

order by it to indicate the signification of the
whole picture. Botticelli desires to allude to how
in this affair Lorenzo by his courage and sagacity

VOL. i. M
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had been the saviour of his father’s life, and

indirectly of the whole family from ruin. It will

he noticed that Lorenzo is the only person among
all those in the picture who wears a sword; he

is given a remarkably large one, held in both

hands, and placed in front of him in a par-

ticularly prominent manner, the sword almost

obtruding itself on our notice as we look at the

picture. And the point is still further brought

out by the figure standing next him and pointing

at Piero while he looks at Lorenzo, who stands

paying no attention to the gay young companions

surrounding him, but with his gaze steadily fixed

upon his father. Thus does Botticelli make his

picture speak, and relate the danger which had
threatened Piero’s life, and the part which Lorenzo

had borne in warding it off.

The fourth picture, the Fortitude, is also very

interesting, both for its connection with the Medici

and the manner in which that connection becomes
apparent. For it refers to the same event as that

commemorated in the previous picture; but in

this case our attention is drawn, not to Lorenzo’s

conduct on that occasion, but to that of Piero il

Gottoso himself.

The first thing noticeable in the picture is

that Botticelli, called upon to paint a figure repre-

senting Fortitude, produces one quite unlike the

usual conception of that subject. Buskin, in his

comments on the picture, remarks on this, and

how very different Botticelli’s treatment of the

subject is from that of all other painters. But
there is a reason for this, and although Ruskin
was evidently unaware of such a reason (while he
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does not show that he even knew the date of

the picture or for whom it was painted), yet the

key to the meaning of all that he notices in the

picture is to be found in the circumstances of

the life of Piero il Gottoso. It is, in fact, an

allegorical record in painting of the fortitude,

energy, and resource which Piero had displayed

in the event which was the chief one during his

five years’ rule, the rebellion of 1466.

This will become apparent if with that know-
ledge of Piero’s history which Ruskin did not

possess we look at his remarks on this picture.

Speaking of this figure of Fortitude, Ruskin says

as follows
1

:

—

“ What is chiefly notable in her is that

you would not, if you had to guess who she

was, take her for Fortitude at all. Everybody
else’s Fortitudes announce themselves clearly and
proudly. They have tower-like shields and lion-

like helmets, and stand firm astride on their legs,

and are confidently ready for all comers. Yes,
that is your common Fortitude. Very grand,

though common, but not the highest by any
means. . . . But Botticelli’s Fortitude is no match,
it may be, for any that are coming. Worn some-
what, and not a little weary, instead of standing
ready for all comers, she is sitting, apparently
in reverie, her fingers playing restlessly and idly

—nay, I think even nervously— about the hilt

of her sword. 2 For her battle is not to begin
to-day, nor did it begin yesterday. Many a mom
and eve have passed since it began; and now

—

is this to be the ending day of it ? And if this

—

by what manner of end ? That is what Sandro’s
1 Raskin’s Mornings in Florence

,
chap. iii.

2
It is really a mace.
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Fortitude is thinking ; and the playing fingers

about the sword-hilt would fain let it fall, if it

might be ; and yet, how swiftly and gladly will

they close on it when the far-off trumpet sounds,

which she will hear through all her reverie.”

These remarks exactly reflect the circum-

stances, attitude, and conduct of Piero il Gottoso

in the trial which came upon him. Thought to

be "no match” for those who were preparing to

attack him; half absorbed in the "reverie” of a

strong disinclination to turn from the pursuits of

literature to meet quarrelling and strife
; feeling

the “battle which did not begin to-day” in the

long period of two years during which he had

known this plot to be hatching ; the sitting posture

(instead of the usual standing one), which indicated

the crippled state of health that so severely handi-

capped him ;
the “ worn, and not a little weary ”

expression caused both by the long ill health

he had endured and by disgust at the political

intrigues around him, including the ingratitude

and deception of Neroni and others; the hatred

of strife shown in the fingers that would fain let

the weapon in the hands fall; and, lastly, the

resolute character underlying all the weariness

which was demonstrated by the prompt and

effective action taken when the time came,—all

these are points which show the true meaning

of the picture.

Looking, therefore, at the date when this

picture was painted, at the conduct of Piero il

Gottoso in the chief event of his five years’ rule

(conduct which had won him much honour among
his fellow-countrymen), and at the character of the
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picture, so well brought out in Ruskin’s remarks

upon it, there can in my opinion be no doubt

that it is to Piero’s conduct in that event that

this picture of Botticelli’s relates. And it shows

what a master in art criticism Ruskin was, that

although, with his customary want of interest in

history, he was (as is evident) unaware of the

circumstances alluded to by the picture, he should

yet have been able so accurately to gauge its spirit.

Piero il Gottoso, when he was dying in

December 1469, obtained for Botticelli the com-

mission to paint this picture. The Council of the

Mercatanzia had decided to place in their hall

six panels representing the virtues of Prudence,

Temperance, Fortitude, Charity, Justice, and Faith,

and had given the commission to Piero Pollajuolo.

But Piero il Gottoso, working through Tommaso
Soderini, an influential member of the Merca-

tanzia, got the latter to give the commission for

one of the figures, that of Fortitude, to Botticelli.

The latter painted the picture during the early

months of the year 1470, just when he was in deep

grief for the death of the kind and generous patron

who had done everything for him, and one of whose
last acts had been to get him this commission

; and

with his marvellous talent for allegorical design he
contrives to give to his picture of Fortitude for

the council hall of the Mercatanzia those character-

istics which would make it also a remarkable

memorial of the character of Piero il Gottoso.

To the above four pictures must also be added
Botticelli’s portrait of Lucrezia Tornabuoni ,

1 now
in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum at Berlin, probably

1 Plate XI.
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the most beautiful portrait up to that time painted,

and his picture of St Sebastian, also now at Berlin .

1

The above were Botticelli’s chief pictures during

the period that he worked for Piero il Gottoso

and Lucrezia Tornabuoni, both of whom he held

in highest honour. His second period is best con-

sidered in connection with Lorenzo the Magnificent

(chapters viii. and ix.).

Piero u Shortly before his death various of
Gottoso. his most ardent adherents among the
1409

' citizens gave Piero il Gottoso consider-

able trouble. They seem to have been carried

away by elation at his uniform success and at the

triumph of their party over all who had wished ill

to him and his, and, Machiavelli says, gave them-
selves up to tyrannising over their fellow-citizens

and to committing all sorts of excesses. Piero,

though he was on his death-bed and unable to

move hands or feet, took vigorous action to quell

this spirit among his followers. He summoned the

most prominent of the offenders to his bedside and
gave them a most severe rebuke, promising them
that if they did not abandon their course of conduct

he would make them repent it, and in order to

check the excesses of his own party would take

the extreme step of recalling some of their exiled

opponents. Nor was this an empty threat; for

when he found that, thinking him too ill to inter-

fere, they continued in the same course, he had a

secret meeting at his villa of Cafaggiolo with
1 Vasari says that the St Sebastian was painted some three or lour

years later for Lorenzo the Magnificent, but il is considered more
probable that it was painted during this period.
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Agnolo Acciajoli, the principal of the exiles, with

a view to carrying out what he had said. And
had he lived there is no doubt that he would

have done it.

But his course was run. He died in December

1469, universally regretted by all the best of his

countrymen, who rejoiced in his temperate and

sympathetic method of ruling. The life which

had been a threatened one ever since he was a

boy, and which had seldom known a day’s real

health, nevertheless reached the age of fifty-three.

Regarding his character there is no dispute
; even

Machiavelli, who was not the sort of man to

appreciate its nobler side, describes him thus :

—

“He was a good man. He hated violence

and display. His goodness and virtues were not

duly appreciated by his country, principally because

the few years that he survived his father, Cosimo,
were largely occupied by civil discord and constant

ill health. He promptly and firmly put down
an attempted rebellion against him without any
violence, which he detested, and managed to turn

his enemies into friends. He took little interest

in home politics and faction, but paid unfailing

attention to foreign politics, and was better

appreciated at foreign courts than in his own
city.”

When we consider his energy notwithstanding

that he was so crippled with gout as to be often

unable to move hands or feet, hatred of dissensions

and violence, contempt for the intrigues which

made up so large a part of the political life of

Florence in his time, the combination of vigour,

sense, and tact with which he suppressed a formid-
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able rebellion and dealt with unruly adherents,

and, lastly, the clemency he showed to those who
had endeavoured to take his life, we have apparently

just reason to say that Piero il Gottoso had a fine

character, and one which adds not a little to his

family’s reputation. While it is fully evident from

subsequent events that strong as was the posi-

tion to which Cosimo had raised the family, that

strength was increased (and by the most worthy

methods) by Piero il Gottoso, even though he

had so few years in which to do it.

Piero was buried in the Old Sacristy in

San Lorenzo, in the same tomb as his brother

Giovanni
; and over it his sons placed the graceful

monument by Verrocchio already mentioned. It

has an inscription round the base saying that his

sons, Lorenzo and Giuliano, have erected this tomb
to their father and uncle .

1

Instead of a painted portrait, such having

as yet barely come into vogue ,

2 Piero, like his

brother Giovanni, had a portrait bust of himself

executed by Mino da Fiesole, which is now in the

museum of the Bargello (Plate VII.). It shows

a fine and strong face ; and as Mino da Fiesole

excelled in these portrait busts, and knew Piero

well, it is sure to be a good likeness. These two
busts of Piero and Giovanni are the first portraits

among those in this book which were done from
life.

8

1 One seldom secs this tomb properly as the front of it is towards
the chapel of the Madonna, and is often obscured from view by a
wooden screen which fills the archway during the winter months.

8 They were., however, beginning. It was in the year that Piero
died that the artist Piero della Francesca painted the portraits of the
Duke and Duchess of Urbino

;
while, as we have seen, BotLirelli had

painted a portrait of Lucrezia Tornabuoni.
8 Those of Giovanni di Bicci and Cosimo being both by Bronzino

(1512-1572) and taken from older representations of them.
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The change in the family arms brought about

by Piero has already been noted. The number of

the balls in the Medici arms varied during their

history. In very early times the number was

eleven, then nine, then eight, then seven, and at

last six. Thus the number of balls is a rough

indication as to date. While Giovanni di Bicci

was head of the family we generally find eight.

When Cosimo became head of the family the

number changes to seven ;
and that is the number

in the arms on the palace which he built (Plate

V.). The colouring of one of the red balls blue,

with on it the Jleur-de-lys (or, if in stone, simply

on one of the balls the Jleur-de-lys), is, of course,

not found until the time of Piero ; so that six red

balls and one blue indicate Piero’s time. Lastly,

in Lorenzo’s time we find the number of balls

reduced to six (five red and one blue), and at this

it finally remained. The rule is absolute so far as

our never finding seven balls before the time of

Cosimo, or seven balls, one of them bearing the

jleur-de-lys, before the time of Piero, or six balls

before the time of Lorenzo, but there are a few

occasions where one may find eight balls even in

the time of Cosimo, and seven balls without the

jleur-de-lys even in the time of Piero.

The Medici were great people for heraldic

devices with hidden meanings. Each of them on

becoming head of the family adopted a private crest

of his own which he used in addition to the family

one. Thus Cosimo’s crest was three peacock’s

feathers (intended to signify the three cardinal

virtues he most admired, prudence, temperance,

and fortitude) ;
they are to be seen, among other
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instances, on the trappings of his charger in

Gozzoli’s fresco in the Medici chapel .

1 Piero chose

a falcon holding a diamond ring ; but as his time

was so short, it is less often met with than the

others ; it is to he seen on the lavabo in the inner

part of the Old Sacristy in San Lorenzo. Lorenzo

assumed as his crest three (sometimes four) diamond

rings interlaced ; the diamond, as not yielding to

fire or blows, signifying indomitable strength, and

the ring, eternity. And certainly nothing was
more appropriate to Lorenzo’s character than a

device symbolising enduring, indomitable strength.

His device is to be seen on the dress of the figure

representing himself in Botticelli’s Pallas and the

Centaur. All three, Cosimo, Piero, and Lorenzo,

used the motto “ Semper.” It is to be seen com-

bined with Cosimo’s peacock’s feathers on the

trappings of his charger in Gozzoli’s fresco, com-

bined with Piero’s falcon and diamond ring on

the lavabo in the Old Sacristy, and round the

ornamental border of the chapel in the Medici

Palace. These private crests are important as

often assisting to determine the date of various

works, especially in conjunction with the diverse

number of balls in the family arms already noted.

LUCREZIA TORNABUONI

The wives of Giovanni di Bicci and Cosimo

Pater Patriae had not been of any particular

note intellectually ; in the case of Lucrezia

Tornabuoni,

2 the wife of Piero il Gottoso, it was
otherwise. She was one of the most accomplished

women of that age. She belonged to a family

» Chap, vii, * Plate XI.
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who were formerly nobles of the name of Torna-

quinci, but had changed their name and arms

about two hundred years before in order to become

ordinary citizens and eligible for the Signoria,

and who were notable patrons of Art .

1 She was

learned, a poetess, and a deeply religious woman.

She distinguished herself not only as a noted

patroness of learning, but also by her own writings,

and Crescembeni is of opinion that she “ excelled

the greater part of, not to say all, the poets of

her time.” Her chief writings were hymns and

translations of Holy Scripture in verse. Both

Politian and Pulci speak highly of her intellectual

gifts ;
and Roscoe remarks that her poems are the

more worthy of praise as being produced at a

time when poetry was at its lowest ebb in Italy.

Dr Pastor, in his Histoire dcs Papes, couples her

with Cecilia Gonzaga, Isotta Nogarola, Cassandra

Pedele, and Antonia Pulci in detailing the most

notable ladies of the time who came forth from

the seclusion in which women had hitherto shut

themselves up, and won for themselves renown in

literature and science .

2 Nor was she less notable

in the sphere of religion ; and Francesco Palermo

states that the treatise of St Antonino, entitled

Opera a ben vivere (“Methods of a good life”)

was addressed to Lucrezia Tornabuoni .
3 If so, it

is high tribute to her devout and sensible character.

All that we hear regarding Lucrezia Torna-

1 It was this family wlio shortly afterwards,, at Lorenzo’s instiga-

tion, caused the choir of Sta. Maria Novella to be decorated with
Ghirlandajo’s well-known frescoes. The principal street in modern
Florence preserves their name in memory. Their palace was at the

corner where that street is joined by the Via dei Corsi.
2 Ilktoire dm Papes, by Dr Louis Pastor, vol v. p. 33.
3 Opera a ben vivere, edited by Francesco Palermo (Florence, 1858).
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buoni 1 shows her to have been a woman of excep-

tionally high character as well as thus talented.

In her eldest son, Lorenzo, the remarkable abilities

of the Medici family reached their culminating

point, and this was no doubt due to the fact that

not only his father, but also his mother, was so

highly gifted. Lucrezia survived her husband

thirteen years, and lived to see the terrible death

of her beloved younger son in 1478, the war of

1478-1480, and the triumph of her elder son in

1480, dying herself in 1482. And there is no

doubt that during the earlier part of his rule

Lorenzo owed much to her valuable advice.

Niccolo Valori says:

—

“Lorenzo was most deferential to her, and
after his father’s death loved and honoured her,

showing in all his actions both the affection felt

for a mother and the respect given to a father;

it was hard to discern whether he most loved or

honoured her.”

Lucrezia’s portrait (in profile), painted by Botti-

celli (Plate XI.), shows a beautiful and intellectual

face.

2 She and Piero had five children, two sons,

Lorenzo and Giuliano, and three daughters, Maria,

Lucrezia (or Nannina), and Bianca. Their three

daughters all made notable marriages
; Maria

married Leopetto Rossi, Bianca married Guglielmo
de’ Pazzi, and Lucrezia married Bernardo Rucellai,

1 It was the practice of that time, especially among’ the great families,
for a married woman to retain her own family name, instead of
changing it for that of her husband

;
or sometimes to add the latter

to the former, as Maria Salviati does 111 signing herself in her letter,
fc Maria Salviati de’ Medici” (vol. ii p. 2V>3). The latter method is

still the custom in Italy.
2 It probably found its way to Berlin owing to the plundering of

the Medici Palace in 1494.
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who was himself one of the most distinguished

scholars of the time.

By the end of Piero il Gottoso’s ^^
life the light which Florence had Learning

ignited, and had held aloft in Art 1408

and Learning for a hundred and fifty years, had

begun to show signs of becoming diffused. In

Rome a beginning had been made by the efforts

of Pope Nicholas V. In Venice the two brothers,

Gentile and Giovanni Bellini, and their brother-

in-law, Mantegna, were originating a school of

painting, destined to become second only to that

of Florence. Urbino, under its enlightened Duke,
Federigo Montefeltro, was following in the steps of

Florence. And both Mantua, under the Gonzaga
family, and Ferrara, under the Este family, were
beginning to give to Art and Learning a similar

encouragement.

The Medici arms in the time of Piero (seven balls, with on one of
them the French fleur-de-lys).



CHAPTER VI r

THE FRESCOES IN THE CHAPEL OF THE
MEDICI PALACE.

Just as the Medici Palace is inseparably con-

nected with Cosimo, so is that which in these

days chiefly attracts attention to it connected
with Piero.

Of all the mass of art treasures which that

palace contained in the time of Cosimo, Piero,

and Lorenzo, one alone now remains there, the

frescoes painted for Piero il Gottoso on the walls

of the little chapel on the first floor by Benozzo
Gozzoli. They merit special consideration on the
three grounds of their historical interest, their

being this painter’s masterpiece, and their com-
bining examples of his powers in two different

aspects, those on the walls of the chancel being
occupied with a religious subject, and those round
the body of the chapel with an historical one.

Although a window now exists all authorities

state that originally this chapel had no window, and
that all these beautiful frescoes were painted by
lamplight. If so it increases our admiration of the
master’s talent. They are still in perfect preserva-

190
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tion, though nearly four hundred and fifty years

have passed since they were executed. Over the

altar, where the window now is, there was origin-

ally a picture of The Nativity, by Filippo Lippi .

1

All round the chapel at the lower part of the walls

runs an ornamental border consisting of Piero’s

device of a single diamond ring and the motto
“ Semper.”

The chancelpictures .—These give us an example

of Benozzo Gozzoli’s powers as a devotional painter,

the pupil of Fra Angelico. And although this

was not the line in which Gozzoli excelled, these

pictures show that he can on occasion breathe

into his work not a little of the spirit of his

master.

On the two side walls of the chancel, covering

the whole height of the wall, Gozzoli gives us two
pictures

2 representing the world on that night of

the Nativity of Christ referred to in the picture

which was over the altar. He lays his scene

amidst Italian garden and woodland scenery, with

groups of angels passing about everywhere sing-

ing their song of “ Glory to God in the highest,

and on earth peace.” There are on each wall

three groups, one kneeling, another standing, and
the third flying ;

all are turned towards the altar,

or rather towards the picture of the Nativity over it.

The kneeling groups (those nearest to that

on which the attention of all is concentrated)

are, unlike the rest, not singing ; they are intently

gazing at the great mystery before them of the

1 It is now in the Accademia dolls Belle Arti,
3 Plate XII.

j showing one of the two walls.
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incarnation in a human body of Him whom they

have ever known as the Second Person of the

Holy Trinity, that mystery regarding which we
are told that “ the angels desire to look into it ”

;

and, bowed in awe, are lost in silent wonder and

devotion at such transcendent* love on the part

of God for the human race. The thoughts in

their minds are shown in the “ glories ” round

their heads, in which some have the words, “ Gloria

in excelsis Deo,” others “ Adoremus,” others “Et
in terra pax.”

The standing groups, a little further back, are

occupied in recounting to each other the wonder
of this greatest event in the world’s history, and,

singing loudly, are calling on all to come and see

it. The flying groups are hastening up from the

distance to see this wonder of God becoming Man,
and gazing down at it in adoration.

The spirit of the entire picture may be summed
up in the words, “ God so loved the world ”

; while

it is made all the more impressive by not contain-

ing any representation of that at which all are so

intently gazing ; seeing as we do only its profound

impression upon them, our attention is drawn to

concentrate itself on the greatness of the deed

which can thus impress even the angels. Probably

in the very devotional spirit of this picture is to

be seen the influence of Lucrezia Tornabuoni, who
no doubt had much to say in regard to its design.

Behind the principal groups angels pick roses

in the gardens, a little cherub rests placidly in the

top of a tree, bright-coloured birds fly or stand

without fear among the angels, and all is happiness

and peace. The beautiful peacock wings of the
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angels, the brilliant colouring of the birds, the

exquisitely painted roses, and other details make
the picture as deserving of admiration for its exe-

cution as it is for its general design. In accord-

ance with the custom of the old masters, and to

exemplify that in the things of the spiritual world

time and place are non-existent, the background

shows us Italian scenery with castles and villages

of the Middle Ages.

The general idea of the picture is carried out

even in the landscape, its stiffness and formality

being due to this cause. Intending that his

picture shall breathe throughout it the thought

embodied in the singing angels’ words, of peace

brought to a world tortured by sin and sin’s results,

the master gives to his landscape such characteristics

as shall accord with this idea. Ruskin, in speaking

of this point, says 1
:

—

“ In these sort of pictures by masters such as
Raphael, Perugino, or Benozzo Gozzoli, whereas all

mountain forms are in nature produced by con-
vulsion or modelled by decay, and all forest group-
ing is wrought out with varieties of growth, all

such appearances are purposely banished. The
trees grow straight, equally branched on each side,

and of such slight and feathery frame as shows
them never to have encountered blight or frost or
tempest. The mountains stand up in fantastic
pinnacles with no fallen fragments; the seas are
always waveless ; the skies always calm, crossed
only by far, horizontal, lightly - wreathed white
clouds.”

He cites this picture as an example, and points
out how “roses and pomegranates, their leaves

1 Ruslan’s Modern Painters.

VOL. L K
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drawn to the last rib and vein, twine themselves in

fair and perfect order about delicate trellises ; broad

stone pines and tall cypresses overshadow them

;

bright birds hover here and there in the serene

sky
;
and groups of angels glide and float through

the glades of an unentangled forest.”

In this manner has Benozzo Gozzoli in these

chancel pictures written his “burning message,”

and in a language which those of every nationality

can read.

The pictures in the body of the chapel,—While
the chancel pictures are occupied with the first

episode connected with the Nativity of Christ,

those in the body of the chapel are concerned with

the second episode connected therewith, the journey

of the three kings, or magi (II Viaggio dei Re
Magi) to Bethlehem .

1 And here we have an

example of Benozzo Gozzoli’s powers in his own
special line, that of an historical painter; the

religious subject being made merely a vehicle for

references to the history of the Medici.

In doing this Gozzoli would of course desire

to introduce as many allusions as possible compli-

mentary to the family ; but the manner in which

he has done this is remarkable. The picture is

from end to end an elaborate memorial pointing

to all that the Medici had up to that time done for

Florence, and for which they had gained honour

among their countrymen. But while the whole

idea is wonderfully conceived and worked out, the

empty flattery by which many painters of that

1 Plates XIII., XIV., XV., and XVI. (As the head ofthe procession
is on the right hand, these four plates have to be numbered, and looked
at, from right to left.)
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age would have spoilt the effect is avoided. Thus

we have in this picture far more than merely a

“gorgeous procession of the Magi, into which

have been introduced portraits of several of the

Medici,” which is the description it has generally

received.
1

To carry out the above general idea Gozzoli

sets to work to make his picture speak of all that

had taken place in Florence in connection with

this family during the preceding thirty years. Of
how the great gathering of 1439 had been invited

to Florence at the instigation of the Medici, and
hospitably entertained there by them

; of how this

assemblage had included an Emperor, the successor

of Constantine the Great, and a Patriarch of Con-
stantinople the equal theoretically 2 of the Pope
of Rome ;

of how it had brought to Florence the

most learned men of the time, and furthered that

revival of the ancient learning which the Medici

had, ever since the foundation-stone of this palace

was laid, been fostering
;
of how as a consequence

of the hospitality of 1439, learning and culture

when driven from Constantinople had taken refuge

in Florence ;
and, lastly, of how the judicious

political guidance of the Medici had increased

Florence’s power and prosperity and advanced her

over the heads of other states which had previously

been her rivals. Of all this the picture speaks, and

the admirable manner in which Gozzoli has worked

* Even Ruskin dismisses it witli merely a similar remark,
2 The live great patriarchates which embraced all Christendom

having been (!) Antioch, (2) Alexandria, (3) Jerusalem
, (4) Constanti-

nople, as being the imperial capital, and (/>) Romo, ff
in consequence of

its having been the former capital.” Ami “ Patriarch ” (ChiefFather),
and Papa ” (Holy Father) being respectively the Greek and Latin
forms of the same title and oflieo.
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out this general scheme demonstrates his great

talent as an historical painter.

Gozzoli selects for the first of his three kings or

wise men, the Patriarch of Constantinople, Joseph.1

This is the Patriarch who had come to Florence

for the Council of 1439, and who died there a

month before it ended. He is the old man on the

mule, of which half the body has been cut off in

order to make a new entrance many years ago into

the chapel ; as though to show how little splendid

frescoes like this were valued at the time this act

of Vandalism was committed. Although the Pope
of Rome (Eugenius IV.) had also been one of the

important personages at the Council, Gozzoli in

preference to him chooses the Patriarch of Con-

stantinople, both as being an Eastern potentate,

and also in allusion to those many dealings which

the Medici had had with Constantinople in their

unearthing of the ancient classical literature.

For the second king 2 Gozzoli chooses John

Paleologus (John VII.), the Emperor of the East.

This John VII. is the emperor who had come to

the Council of 1439, the last emperor but one

before by the fall of Constantinople the Eastern

half of the Roman Empire came to an end, as the

Western half had done a thousand years earlier.

As the successor of Constantine the Great (even

though his empire had then shrunk to little more
than its capital city), he was theoretically the

greatest of all earthly sovereigns. And though by
the time that this picture was painted his empire

had for sixteen years ceased to exist, Gozzoli never-

theless puts him in as the second king for the same
i Plate XIII. 8 Plate XIV,
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reason as before, namely, because he wishes to

point to the Council of 1439, to Florence having

been the city to which it was transferred, and to the

part which the Medici had had in that transfer, and

in giving its members such royal hospitality there.

For the third king Gozzoli takes the young heir

of the family, Lorenzo de’ Medici.

1 By putting

him in as one of the three kings Gozzoli makes

the Medici not merely attendants upon the wise

men, but “ wise men ” themselves ;
and by the

exalted company in which he is placed contrives a

powerful compliment to the family.

Behind the three kings comes their retinue ;

*

and here we find the Medici leading a gathering

of all the most learned men of the time. In the

front fine we have the two brothers, Cosimo Pater

Patriae (in an embroidered coat, and on his

charger’s trappings the Medici arms, with seven

balls, and his own private crest of the three pea-

cock’s feathers), and on his right his brother

Lorenzo (typically mounted on a quiet and humble
mule) ;

in the left corner Piero il Gottoso (as

usual with bare head 3

) ; and next to him (on the

white horse) the young fifteen-year-old Giuliano

(preceded by a negro with a bow, in allusion to

Giuliano’s love of sport). Giuliano’s horse (alone)

has a jewel on the frontlet of its bridle. In
1 Plate XV. He liad not yet, of course., gained the name of Lorenzo

the Magnificent ; nor, in fact, was Lorenzo ever called so by his con-
temporaries, the name being applied to him after his death. Neither in

his case, nor in that of any other member of the Medici family, does
Gozzoli consider it necessary to give a portrait of the person repre-

sented. He indicates by the dress and other accessories who is meant
(see Appendix VII.).

2 Plate XVI.
3 Possibly as a distinguishing sign alluding to his being always an

invalid. Whether for this reason or not, in no case is Piero il Gottoso
ever represented wearing anything on his head.
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each case Gozzoli, ignoring likenesses, has devoted

much care to the dress and general appearance.

And then behind these members of three genera-

tions of the Medici family comes a long proces-

sion of scholars and literati
,
extending far into

the distance, and including both those Florentines

whom the AJedi ci had taught to care for and

seek after learning 1 (such as Marsilio Ficino,

the brothers Pulci, and others), and also those

celebrated Greek scholars from Constantinople,

whom the Medici had induced to settle in

Florence, and to whom they had given appoint-

ments as professors of classical learning (such as

Argyropoulos, Chalcondylas, and others), or who
had come to the Council of 1439 (such as

Bessarion, Plethon, and others), and who are

distinguished from the Florentines by their Greek
head-dresses. The Florentines are all close-shaven,

whereas the Greeks, in the Eastern fashion, wear
beards. The man on foot (with a black cap),

immediately behind Cosimo, is Salviati, a strong

adherent of the Medici, and tutor to Giuliano.

Amidst the crowd of literati Gozzoli has inserted

himself (between two of the learned Greeks), and
to prevent his name being lost, and also, perhaps,

because he might scarcely be expected in such

company, has carefully written his name round
his cap.

Throughout the whole picture it is learning,

and not wealth or power, which is exalted. The
Pope of Rome was infinitely more wealthy and

1 Most of these wear the peculiar cap which we always associate
with Cosimo Pater Patriae, as he is always shown wearing it. Probably
it either denoted a scholar, or perhaps signified a member of Cosimo's
Platonic Academy.
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powerful than the Patriarch of Constantinople,

and many of the sovereigns of the time than the

Emperor of the East
; and, again, those who

accompany the Medici in the retinue of the three

kings are, not the wealthiest Florentines, but the

most learned.

In the fore part of the cavalcade,

1 in front of

the Patriarch, is introduced a gorgeously apparelled

youth on a handsomely caparisoned horse, on the

back of which he carries a hunting leopard. This

is one of those scherzi (or jokes) such as the old

masters loved ;
while it is made at the same

time to serve the general object of the picture.

The person represented is Castruccio Castracani,

Duca di Lucca ,

2 a celebrated and terrible com-
mander, and a formidable enemy of Florence, who
in the early part of the fourteenth century fought

furiously against her, conquered Pisa and Pistoia,

devastated Florence’s territory, and carried war
up to her very walls, and, to the indignation of

the Florentines, was nominated by the Emperor
Lewis of Bavaria to be imperial governor of

Tuscany. Gozzoli’s scherzo consists in represent-

ing this terrible enemy as a mere youthful hunter,

excelling only in field sports, and contrasted in

every way with the wise and learned Florentines.

He is trying to force his prancing horse through
a crowd of them, but they pay little attention to

him, excepting one, who holds up his hand for-

bidding him to proceed. In all of which we
have allusion to the fact that whereas Lucca had
previously been Florence’s formidable rival, and

1 See Plato XIII.
8 A leopard, was tho crest of liis house.
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whereas in two wars before the Medici arose

Florence, guided by the Albizzi, had been worsted

by Lucca, she had now been carried by the Medici

to a position of power and importance far beyond

that which Lucca possessed, and had entirely put

a stop to Lucca’s triumphal career.

Thus in this picture we have brought before

our minds, in one general view, all that the Medici

(up to the point in their career which they had

reached in 1469) had achieved in reviving Learn-

ing, in advancing the glory of Florence as the

most cultured city in Italy, and in advancing her

in political power. And what Gozzoli had to

say as regards these achievements of the first three

generations of the family was rendered in such

fashion that it could be read by multitudes who
could understand no word of Italian; while his

record has proved a lasting one.

The picture possesses much historical interest

apart from its allusions to the deeds of the Medici.

The portraits and dresses of the Emperor and the

Patriarch, the dresses and appointments of the

cavalcade, and similar details, are not imaginary.

Thirty years before, when he was about twenty,

Gozzoli had himself seen the Emperor and the

Patriarch in the processions and functions which
took place during the summer of 1439; he had
also lately seen the no less splendid array of the

tournament of February 1469; and he takes his

materials from both these, thus reproducing before

our eyes persons, dresses, and customs of which we
should otherwise have but little idea.

The Patriarch of Constantinople is shown in
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the dress he wore in the processions of 1439. On
his head he has the ancient head-dress which he
was almost the last to wear; and the chief point

noticeable about this head-dress is that while his

colleague, the Pope of Rome, had gradually altered

his until it had grown into the triple crown, that of

Constantinople had been kept as it was at the first.

In the portrait of the Emperor John VII. (John
Paleologus) we are shown him as he appeared during
the processions in 1439. It is highly interesting

from the fact that it is probably the sole portrait

now existing 1 in the world of any one of all that

long line of Emperors, from Constantine the Great
downwards, who sat on the throne of Constantinople

for eleven hundred and thirty years. His dress

and the trappings of his charger are very magnifi-

cent. On his head he wears (entwined with his

turban) the peculiar crown of the Eastern Emperors
of Rome, so different in shape from that which
had by that time been adopted by all sovereigns

in Western Europe. Unlike the Florentines, he,

according to the Eastern fashion, wears a beard.

His face is dignified, yet has a melancholy ex-

pression; as well it may, as he sees that once
glorious empire in its last throes, and knows there

is no hope of any assistance coming from the
West to save it.

Lorenzo de’ Medici’s dress is that which he had
lately worn at the tournament of February 1469. 2

We note the “rubies and diamonds in his cap,”

the “velvet embroidered surcoat” (just showing
on his arm), and the cape (like a sleeved surplice)

1 Except those in mosaic at Ravenna of the Emperors Justinian and
Constantine IV . 9 which arc scarcely portraits in the same sense.

2 See chap. vi. p. 159.
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“of white silk edged with red,” with his sword

belt worn over it. He rides the great white

charger which had been presented to him by the

King of Naples for the tournament, and the

trappings of this charger have all over them the

seven Medici balls.
1 The mounted pages, heralds,

men-at-arms on foot, etc., are also all in the dresses

which they wore at Lorenzo’s tournament.

The journey of the Magi, always a favourite

subject with the old masters on account of its great

possibilities for picturesque treatment, has nowhere

else been treated on so magnificent a scale. The
splendid procession is given every accessory that

can add to its picturesque splendour—beautiful

youths, gorgeous dresses, fine horses, hunting

leopards, greyhounds, falcons, etc.—and winds its

way up and down over the rocky paths and

wooded slopes of the Apennines, amidst castles,

villages, and cypress groves, while all is painted in

colours that are almost as fresh as when laid on.

The date of these frescoes is somewhat of a

problem. Ruskin states that they were painted

between 1457 and 1459 ;
all other authorities say

between 1459 and 1463 ; while both Ruskin and

all other authorities say (rightly enough) that they

were painted for Piero il Gottoso. The latter, how-

ever, did not become head of the family until 1464

;

while there are also further grounds than this for

considering that none of these dates can be correct.

In 1457 Lorenzo was a child of only eight years

old, and Giuliano only four years old : which makes

1 Noi yet changed to six, because we are still in Piero's time

(chap. vi. p. 185).
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Ruskin’s date at any rate impossible. And even

at the latest of the above dates, 1403, Lorenzo was

no more than fourteen, and Giuliano only ten:

scarcely an age at which fondness for field sports

has been developed. Again, all authorities consider

that the dresses and appointments of the cavalcade

in the procession of the Magi “reproduce the

festive pomp and splendour of the pageants of

the Medici.”

1

Now the earliest of these pageants

was that held in February 1469, when Lorenzo

was nineteen and Giuliano fifteen
; and none can

look at the picture with the account of that

pageant before him and have any doubt that the

tournament of February 1469 formed the model
for the dresses and appointments of Lorenzo, the

pages, men-at-arms, grooms, and serving men in

the picture; while ages of nineteen and fifteen

accord with the representation therein of Lorenzo
and Giuliano, which ages of fourteen and ten do
not. So that the internal evidence of the picture

bars all dates earlier than February 1469.

On the other hand, two letters (without date)

regarding the work were written to Piero il

Gottoso by Gozzoli while employed on it,® and
the tone and expressions used show that Piero

was then head of the family; this would bar all

dates earlier than August 1464, or later than
December 1469. While yet a further difficulty

(and that which has no doubt been the chief

reason for the dates hitherto assigned to these

1 The Painter# of Florence3 by Mrs Atly.
2 He writes reporting- his progress with the frescoes in this chapel,

says he requires some more of the (expensive) ultramarine colour, and
complains of the great heat in working in the summer weather in this
chapel.
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frescoes) is introduced by the fact that from 1463

to 1467 Gozzoli was painting his great series of

frescoes at San Gimignano, writing dated letters

from thence at that period; and that in 1468 he

signed an agreement for the execution of his great

work in the Pisa Campo Santo, which he is usually

supposed to have begun in 1469, and which was
his last work.

In the midst of such conflicting evidence (part

of which, that given by the picture itself,
1

is too

strong to be ignored) the only solution appears

to be that these frescoes were painted neither

between 1457 and 1459, nor between 1459 and

1463, but between January 1468 and December
1469, the chancel pictures, and possibly some
portion of the leading part of the procession

(including, perhaps, the figures of the Patriarch

and the Emperor) being painted between January

1468 and January 1469, and the remainder of

the frescoes in the body of the chapel between

February 1469 and December 1469, the work at

Pisa not being begun until quite the end of that

year. The whole chapel was certainly painted

while Piero il Gottoso was head of the family

(1464 - 1469) ; the chancel pictures could only

have been begun upon Gozzoli’s return from San
Gemignano, i.e., in 1468

; while the details

connected with the tournament, and the ages

of Lorenzo and Giuliano, make February to

December 1469 the only possible period when

1 Besides the Emperor and the Patriarchy the two figures about
whom there can be no question are those of Lorenzo and Cosimoy on
account both of their dress and the insignia on the trappings of their
chargers

y Cosimo’s three peacock feathers and Lorenzo’s tournament
dress fixing these two figures with absolute certainty.
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the chief part of the frescoes in the body of

the chapel could have been executed. Benozzo

Gozzoli was noted for his extreme rapidity of

work, and though these frescoes are filled with

a multiplicity of details it was possible for such

an artist as he was to execute them in two

years.



CHAPTER VIII

LORENZO, THE MAGNIFICENT

Bom 1449. (Ruled 1469-1492 ) Died 1492.

(1) THE FIRST NINE YEARS OF HIS RULE—1469-1478

Lorenzo, the elder son of Piero il Gottoso, was

only twenty years old when, by his father’s death,

he became the head of the family, and succeeded

to the rule of Florence. Six months earlier he

had been married, as already noted, to Clarice

Orsini. His three sisters, Maria, Lucrezia (or

Nannina), and Bianca, married respectively to

Leopetto Rossi, Bernardo Rucellai, and Guglielmo

de’ Pazzi, were all older than himself, while his

brother Giuliano was four years his junior. His

mother, Lucrezia, lived during the first thirteen

years of his rule over Florence. Having been

for several years accustomed to take a large part

in public affairs, he was better prepared than most

young men of his age would have been for the

position to which he was called so much earlier

than either his father or his grandfather had

been, each of whom had been over forty when

he became head of the family.

206
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In Lorenzo the Magnificent 1 the abilities of

this family reached tlieir climax. Probably no

other man has ever had great talents in so many
directions. In statesmanlike insight and judg-

ment; in political wisdom and promptness of

decision; in power of influencing men; in pro-

found knowledge of the ancient classical authors;

as a poet and writer who bore a principal part

in the development of the Italian language
; in

artistic taste and critical knowledge of the various

branches of Art ; in knowledge of agriculture, the

life and needs of the people, and country pur-

suits : in all these different directions was Lorenzo

eminent. The title of Magnificent, which has by
common consent been accorded to him, was not

due to any ostentation in his private life, for there

he was notably unostentatious. “He was so

called because of his extraordinary abilities, his

great liberality, his lavish expenditure of his wealth

for the public benefit, and the general magnificence

of his life in which Florence participated.” 2 So

that his name is intended to bring to our minds,

not personal ostentation, but the splendour with

which he invested Florence.

Yet while Lorenzo raised Florence to be

the most important state in Italy, set her on a

pinnacle as the acknowledged intellectual and
artistic capital of Europe, and increased the

prosperity of her citizens to the highest point,

he has (from later ages) received unmeasured con-

demnation for a far-reaching change which he
brought about in her government, and for the

1 Plate XVII.
8 Lorenzo da? Medici, by E. Armstrong, M.A,
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creation in this jealously guarded Republic of what
was practically an autocracy. It is true that his

grandfather Cosimo had wielded an influence in

the State such as enabled him to sway public

affairs according to his will. But the position

created by Lorenzo went beyond this, and was
different in kind. In his case it was not an

influence, but a rule. Lorenzo, as a matter of

fact, had a greater power of statesmanlike vision

than even his grandfather Cosimo. He saw that

the Florentines were too liable to give way to

private feuds to be really fitted for republican

institutions, while under an autocratic rule there

was practically no limit to the political import-

ance and domestic prosperity to which Florence

might be conducted. That he should cherish the

desire that his own family should be the one

to exercise that rule was not only natural, but

justified. The Medici alone among the families

of Florence had shown themselves to possess the

qualities which could successfully govern the

Florentines. Their power had been gained by
those means which alone give a just title to

rule ;

1 while added to all other qualifications, they

possessed as a family a positive genius for pouring

oil on troubled waters, and getting men to work
harmoniously together who under any other rule

were ever at enmity. This valuable character-

istic (which has passed unnoticed) Cosimo, Piero,

and Lorenzo himself all possessed in a marked
degree; while it is one which comes out again

and again in this family long after their time.

Lorenzo, in carrying out this change, took
1 See chap. x. p. 331*
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a unique course. Convinced that an autocratic

style of government was the only one of which

the conditions of the time admitted, he yet did not

follow the example of other rulers around him who
in that age were erecting thrones, their methods

being force, crime, and treachery. Instead, he

solved the apparently impossible problem of

combining two things diametrically opposed, an

autocracy and a democracy, and contrived to

preserve the form of government loved by his

countrymen and yet to wield personally an auto-

cratic power. Unsupported by any military force,

he yet exercised absolute authority ; but only

because his countrymen well knew that no one

else could produce such happy results. The
Florentines saw their city, through his abilities,

raised to the leading place among Italian states,

made the intellectual and artistic capital ofEurope,

and daily advancing in a commercial prosperity

in which they each individually shared
; and they

had no desire to kill the goose which laid such

golden eggs. They felt that however autocratic

was Lorenzos rule, they had power to end it

whenever determined to do so. And the correct-

ness of the view was fully proved by subsequent

events.
1

While, however, Lorenzo wielded an autocratic

power, it is necessary to bear in mind, especially

in financial matters, that the governing body of

the State remained as heretofore the Signoria.

The word “rule” or “reign,” as applied to the

Medici (although it is impossible to use any other),

is calculated to lead to the supposition that they
1 Chap. x. pp. 319-324.

VOL. I. 0
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received the money raised by taxation, and hence

to the idea, when we hear of large expenditure

by them for the public benefit or amusement, or

for the advancement of Learning, that the money
so spent was public money, and that possibly

the people were heavily taxed to provide it—all

of which would be the very opposite of the truth.

The money raised by taxation was received by
the Signoria and spent by that body in other

directions, and that which the Medici spent on

works for the public benefit, or on pageants and

festivities for the amusement of the people, was
given from their own private fortune derived from
their great banking business.

The historian of his time, Machiavelli,

1
speaks

of Lorenzo thus :

—

“ He governed the Republic with great judg-
ment, and was recognised as an equal by various

crowned heads of other countries. Though notice-

ably without military ability, he yet conducted
several wars to a successful conclusion by his

diplomacy. He was the greatest patron of Litera-

ture and Art that any prince has ever been, and
he won the people by his liberality and other
popular qualities. By his political talents he made
Florence the leading state in Italy, and by his

other qualities he made her the intellectual, artistic

and fashionable centre of Italy.”

And in connection with these achievements

Lorenzo shows one notable characteristic. Though
he had in him the capacity to do all this, and
was in ability a head and shoulders above all

1 Macliiavelli’s History of Florence was written about 1513* and <s
is

a vivid picture of the life of the Florentine Republic diawn with
simplicity and vigour.’* (.Florence* by F. A. Hyctt.)
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men around him, yet never throughout his life

did he show any arrogance (that quality in the
Uberti, the Albizzi, the Pazzi, and other chief

families of Florence which the people had always
so detested), and to the day of his death, though
so admired by Florence as the source of all her
greatness, remained always singularly free from
this failing. Autocratic sovereign of Tuscany,
practically arbiter of the politics of all Italy

,

1

treated by the sovereigns of France and England
as an equal, there is not a sign in him of that
arrogant self-assertion which in one belonging to
a bourgeois family would with so many have
been an inevitable accompaniment of such great-
ness. Lorenzo did not maintain even the amount
of state considered necessaiy by the President of
a modern Republic. No officials guarded the
entrance to the Medici Palace. To evexy citizen

of Florence Lorenzo behaved and spoke on all

occasions, public or private, as to an equal, while
every historian mentions his marked courtesy of
manner even to the poorest of the people.

Such was the young head of the Medici family
who at so early an age succeeded to the thorny
position of ruler over turbulent Florence, without
any military force to support that rule, or anything
else to rely upon but his own abilities. In his
memoirs Lorenzo himself describes the manner of
his accession in terms that are almost comical in
their diplomatic depreciation of the position to
which he was called and his own ability to fill it.

He says :

—

1
Guicciardini says that he came to be styled "the needle of the

Italian compass.
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“ The second day after my father’s death,

although I, Lorenzo, was very young, that is to

say, only in my twenty-first year,

1 the principal

men of the city and of the State came to our
house to condole with us on our loss, and to

encourage me to take on myself the care of the
city and of the State, as my father and grand-
father had done. This proposal being against

the instincts of my youthful age, and considering

that the burden and danger were great, I con-

sented to it unwillingly
; but I did so in order to'

protect our friends and property; for it fares ill

in Florence with any one who possesses wealth
without any control in the government.”

The contrast in Lorenzo’s case between the

difficult conduct of public affairs, and the chief

outward occupations of his life, particularly during

the earlier part of his rule, is very striking. It

was a period when the exuberant vitality of the

Renaissance was at its height; and the first nine,

years of his rule, when he was from twenty to

twenty-nine, and his brother Giuliano from sixteen

to twenty-five, was a time in Florence of constant

festivities, of music, art, and poetry, of joy and
laughter, and all the bright side of life. It was the

fashion of the day to import into all amusements
an imitation of the classic times of ancient Greece,

and the Florence of that time appears set before us

as a city “ with youth at the prow and pleasure at

the helm,” and full of all the life, joy, and pleasure

of the old pagan ideal of Greece set in a fifteenth-

century dress. Besides all his duties in regard

to State affairs, and labours in the founding of

1 Actually lie was only a very little over twenty*
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institutions to advance Learning ,

1 not to mention

his own literary work, Lorenzo with his brother

led these festivities, organising pageants and other

spectacles of the most costly description (permeated

with classical learning and poetical allusions) for

the popular amusement. Nor are Lorenzo and

Giuliano to be considered as the sole authors of

such a change from the old “ plain living and high-

thinking” ideal of Florence; the age was one in

which this sort of thing was in the air through-

out Italy, and not in Florence alone; it was the

way in which that portion of human need which in

our age is provided for by theatres and music halls

was then supplied. Lorenzo has been charged with

thus leading the Florentines into profligacy, but had

that been the case there could scarcely have failed

to have been evidence of some protest made by his

high-minded mother, Lucrczia Tornabuoni, whose

influence over him was, we know, very great.

The entertainments organised by these two

brilliant young Medici took the form, sometimes

of grand processions and tournaments, but more

often of the most elaborate allegorical masques.

Lorenzo and Giuliano themselves designed the

various tableaux, into which every kind of classical

allusion was woven, while their execution was

entrusted to the greatest artists of the day, no
trouble or expense being spared to make these

gorgeous spectacles, in which the times of ancient

Greece were revived before the eyes of the

Florentines, as perfect and dramatic as possible.

The costumes and chariots were designed by the

most celebrated painters
;
the groups were arranged

1 8ee cliap. is. p. 273.
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by renowned sculptors; the speeches were prepared

by the foremost classical scholars, such as Marsilio

Ficino, Luigi Pulci, and Politian. Horses were
dressed up in the skins of lions and tigers; beautiful

women posed as the goddesses of pagan divinity

;

and poets wrote elaborate compositions in verse

describing the meaning of the different tableaux

in the processions.

Nor were the young people of the time very
unlike those of our own day in devising pastimes

of a yet lighter kind. Not to mention midnight

tournaments in which fireworks took the place of

more deadly weapons, and magnificently arrayed

processions by the young men to serenade the

young ladies they desired to honour, we have,

in a letter to Lorenzo the year before, a midnight

snowballing match related. The heroine of this

particular adventure was Marietta Palla Strozzi,

the daughter of Lorenzo Palla Strozzi, the young
heiress who, both her parents being dead, was
thought unduly emancipated because she “lived

where she liked and did what she would,” and
whose features are immortalised by Desiderio’s

beautiful bust of her 1— half princess, half way-
ward child, writh saucy chin and wilful hair.

Writing in Latin to Lorenzo, then absent at Pisa,

his friend, Filippo Corsini, detailing the latest

doings of Florentine society, says:

—

“And whilst I am writing to thee almost
the whole city is covered with snow—tiresome for
many, and obliging them to stay within, but for
others a cause of much merriment and pleasure.
Thou must know that there were together Lottieri

1 Chap, iv. p. 12G,
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Neroni, Priore Pandolfini, and Bartolommeo Benci
”

—Marietta’s betrothed

1

—

“

and they did say, ‘ Let
us seize upon the occasion to make some fine

diversion.’ And immediately, at about two o’clock

of the night, they did present themselves before

the house of Marietta Strozzi, followed by a great

multitude assembled from every part, to make
sport with her at throwing snow. They gave her

a portion, and then they began. Ye immortal

gods, what a spectacle ! How can I describe it

unto thee, my Lorenzo, in this feeble prose—the

innumerable torches, the blowing of trumpets, the

piping of flutes, the excited and cheering crowd

!

And what a triumph when one of the besiegers

did succeed in flinging snow upon the maiden’s

face, as white as the snow itself ! But what do I

say—flinging snow ? It was truly a veritable shoot-

ing at a mark, and by most expert marksmen!
Moreover, Marietta herself, so graceful and so

skilled in this game, and beautiful, as all do know,
did acquit herself with very great honour. But the

noble youths would not take leave of her until they

had bestowed most generous gifts upon her for a

remembrance of them. And thus, to the great con-

tentment of all, this pleasant sport came to an end.” a

Well might Lorenzo write in his poems :

—

“ Quant1

e bella giovinezza

Che si fugge tuttavia,

Clii vuol easer lieto, sia

;

Di doman non c’e certezza.” 5

1 Nevertheless Marietta did not marry the hero of this snowballing
match. She married in 1471 one of the Calcagnini family of Ferrara,

and left Florence for the city of which Leonora of Arragon became two
years later the Duchess.

3 Women ofFlorence, by Isidoro del Lungo.
3 ff IIow beautiful is youth

Which yet flies quickly away.
Who has a mind to be joyous, let him be so

;

For of to-morrow there is no certainty
"
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But Lorenzo was not always planning pageants

and festivities, or engaged in State affairs. Many
other things also occupied his attention. Around
his villa on Fiesole he gave small villas to the

most celebrated literary men of the time, thus

gathering round him a society of literati of whom
we are told that “their readings, recitations, and

discussions revived a knowledge and love of

classical learning for which posterity has the

utmost reason to be grateful.” 1 In his villa

at Fiesole, and in his beloved villa of Careggi,

Lorenzo read with them the ancient authors, wrote

Latin verses and poetry in the language of

Tuscany, and took an active part in musical

entertainments. A feast was held at his villa of

Careggi every 7th November to commemorate
the birth of Plato, and remarkable indeed must
have been one of these gatherings of all the most
brilliant scholars of the time. 2 Lorenzo found

time also for field sports, of which both he and
Giuliano were passionately fond—rising, he says

at earliest dawn, when “the east is already red

and the tops of the mountains appear to be of

gold.” And the remarkable thing is, that not-

withstanding pageants, classical studies, literary

work, social gatherings, and field sports, there

was no neglect of public affairs, but that, on the

contrary, these were most ably administered.

In 1470, soon after his father Piero’s death,

there came (as on each occasion that the family

gained a new head) another attempt to destroy

1 Roscoe.
a Marsilio FiciiiOj in a letter to Braccioliui, describes one of tlieae

birthday feasts.
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the Medici. Dietisalvi Neroxii 1 and the others

exiled with him thought they saw an opportunity

for doing this now that Piero was gone, and

in view of Lorenzo’s youth and inexperience.

Accordingly, having collected a force they seized

Prato, the nearest of Florence’s subject towns,

and hoped by means of concurrent intrigues in

Florence and assistance from Ferrara to succeed in

the above object. But Lorenzo was equal to the

occasion : the intrigues in the city were foiled by
his tact, troops were sent from Florence who
retook Prato, and the rebellion was put down.

In 1471 the Duke of Milan, Galeazzo Sforza,

came with his wife, Bona of Savoy, and two
daughters, and a great retinue, to visit Lorenzo,

the latter having himself twice been entertained

at Milan, once in 14G5, when at the age of sixteen

he was present at the marriage of Ippolita Sforza

to the Duke of Calabria, and again in 14G9, when
he went to represent his father as godfather to

Galeazzo Sforza’s infant heir. On the occasion

of this visit to Florence 2 the Duke of Milan,
desiring to overawe and impress his two young
hosts, as well as the people of Florence, came with
a great display of his wealth and importance. We
are told that his retinue included “councillors,

1 The name is a corruption of Dio ti salvi
(
ff God save thee”).

2 During- this visit, at the performance of a miracle play, the church
of Santo Spinto caught fire and was burnt down. Until recently there
has been confusion among writers over this burning of Santo Spirito in
1471., since Brunelleschi's celebrated masterpiece, which still stands,
was known to have been begun in 1430. 'Hie matter has now been
cleared up by Morcni in his Due Vita, in which he quotes the
writings of Bandinucci, who tells us that the fire of 1471 took place
in the old church of Santo Spinto, and that the new church (Brunel-
leschi’s), which had been begun m 1430 and was, when the fire occurred,
nearly completed, stood next to it, and was not touched by the lire*
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chamberlains, courtiers, and vassals
; twelve litters

covered with gold brocade, in which the ladies of

the party travelled ; 50 grooms in liveries of cloth

of silver; numerous servants all clad, even the

kitchen boys, in silk or velvet
;
50 war horses with

saddles of gold brocade, gilded stirrups, and silk-

embroidered bridles ; and 500 couple of hounds,

with huntsmen, falcons, and falconers, together

with trumpeters, players, and musicians. Also a

bodyguard of 100 knights and 500 infantry.”

But all this did not have the effect he intended;

he stayed in the Medici Palace, which taught him

a valuable lesson. For desirous as he had been to

display to the Florentines how much greater was

the wealth and splendour of Milan, he was forced

by what he saw around him to acknowledge that

Art was superior to mere costliness
;

while we
find him declaring that in all Italy he had not seen

so many pictures by the first masters, statues,

gems, bronzes, beautiful vases, medallions, and rare

books, as he saw collected in the palace of the

Medici. The result was that he departed at the

end of his visit with a greatly increased respect

for the Medici, and more inclined than he had

previously been to maintain the alliance with

Florence. From this time forward we find Milan

following in the steps of Florence, and its Duke
constantly writing to Lorenzo asking him to send

him the foremost artists, and endeavouring in

every way to make Milan also a centre of

Learning and Art.

In July of this same year Pope Paul II. died,

and was succeeded by Sixtus IV, On the election

of the latter the Signoria of Florence sent an
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embassy to Rome, in accordance with the usual

custom, to congratulate him
; Lorenzo formed one

of the representatives of Florence,1 and says in his

memoirs that he was received by the new Pope
“very honourably.” These satisfactory relations,

however, did not last long ; Sixtus IY. soon became

a Pope whose crimes caused mankind to loathe

the very name of the Papacy
;
and before many

years were over he was forming a formidable plot

against Lorenzo’s life and the independence of the

Florentine state.

In June 1472 took place an event in regard

to which Lorenzo’s conduct has been so grossly

distorted by his detractors that the episode has

to receive notice. Volterra, the most turbulent of

Florence’s subject towns, had raised a revolt in

connection with some local disputes, and on the

matter being referred to Florence had refused to

submit to the decision of the Government; riots

occurred in which many lives were lost, and
the Florentine envoy only just escaped from the

city with his life. Subsequently Volterra sent

to Florence offering submission. Some were for

accepting it, but Lorenzo was against this, on
the ground that the offence had been serious, that

it was not the first occasion of the kind on the

part of Volterra, and that the city ought to receive

punishment. It may have been an error of
judgment, but even this cannot be known

; while,

even if it were so, it must be remembered that

Lorenzo was at this time only twenty-three years

old. Eventually, a force was sent against Volterra

1 A fact which incidentally shows how far Lorenzo’s position was
from that of a sovereign ruler, notwithstanding all his power.
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commanded by the Duke of Urbino (neither

Florence nor Venice allowing their armies to be

commanded by one of their own citizens), and after

a month’s siege the town surrendered, and opened

its gates. Then occurred the lamentable event in

question. As the force entered an affray acci-

dentally took place between some of the troops

and the populace, and this rapidly spreading grew

into a sack of the town. The Duke of Urbino

did everything possible to restrain his troops ; he

rode among them protecting the women and

children, and he hanged on the spot several of

the soldiery who were foremost in inciting the

rest. But on such occasions a mediaeval force

was practically uncontrollable, and in spite of

all his efforts the unfortunate inhabitants were

for some hours subjected to outrage and plunder

as though the town had been taken by assault.

Lorenzo at once proceeded to Volterra, and did

his utmost to mitigate the sufferings which had

been endured. He has been severely condemned

for this sack of Volterra ; but certainly not with

justice. It was the result of an accident which

he could not have foreseen; and he showed by

his subsequent conduct how much he deplored it.
1

In 14-73 we find Louis XI. writing to Lorenzo,

asking him to effect a marriage betwreen the

Dauphin and Leonora of Arragon, the eldest

daughter of King Ferrante of Naples. Louis XI.

writes to Lorenzo quite as an equal, and this with

the request itself show what a position the latter

1 “He personally visited the town, distributed relief among the
sufferers* reassured the inhabitants* and during the rest of his life spent
liberally on estates which he had purchased in the neighbourhood.”

—

(Armstrong.)
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had by this time made for himself, though as

yet only twenty-four years of age. But the King

of France was too late in his request, for the

Princess Leonora 1 had already been betrothed

elsewhere; and on the 22nd June a very grand

cavalcade, scarcely less imposing than that of

the Duke of Milan two years before, arrived at

Florence escorting her to Ferrara to be married to

Ercole I., Duke of Ferrara, who had succeeded his

brother Borso in 1471. She was accompanied by
two brothers of Duke Ercole, the lords of Carpi,

Mirandola, and Coreggio, the Dukes of Amalfi

and Atri, and a number of other nobles. Enter-

ing by the Porta Romana this brilliant cortege rode

through the city, Leonora “dressed all in black

velvet, adorned in front with numberless pearls

and jewels, with a cape, and a little black hat with
white feathers.” They crossed the Ponte Veccliio

and rode up to the Palazzo della Signoria, where
Leonora, without dismounting, received an address

from the Signoria, and then rode on to the Medici
Palace, where she stayed during her visit, and at

dinner was waited upon by her two young hosts,

Lorenzo and Giuliano. She stayed with them
several days, during which various festivities were
arranged for her amusement. Among these was
a dance on the 24th June at the Palazzo Lenzi,

near the Porta Prato, In those days of inferior

artificial light and small rooms, such dances
generally took place during daylight and in the
open air, as was the case with this one, which
was given on the “ Prato,” or open stretch of grass

beside the city gate, between the palace and the
1 Afterwards the mother of Isabella and Beatrice d’Este,
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Arno. Probably those who took part in it were

dressed much in the same way as is related of a

dance which took place on a previous occasion in

the Piazza della Signoria,1 in which the young
men were all dressed “in rich green cloth, with

kid boots reaching up to their thighs, and the

younger ladies in splendid dresses high to the throat,

and adorned with jewels and pearls.” Leonora

also witnessed the annual horse-race (the Corso)

which took place on the same day, the starting-

point being the “Prato,” and the course being

from thence, by the Via della Vigna, the Mercato

Vecchio, and the Corso, to the Porta alia Croce.

After these and other festivities Leonora departed

for Ferrara, much pleased with the two young
Medici.

In 1475 there took place a more than usually

grand tournament, the most splendid of all the

spectacles during those joyous nine years. It

was called specially Giuliano’s, as that in 1469 had

been called Lorenzo’s. And from the elaborate

preparations made for it, the interest it aroused

far beyond the limits of the Florentine state, the

number and importance of the visitors invited by
the two young Medici to be their guests for the

occasion, and the extravagantly magnificent pageant

which it presented, this tournament became the

event of the time. It was held in the Piazza Sta.

Croce, the usual place for these grand spectacles,

which piazza, though it now looks so cold and

grey, has seen more brilliant and gorgeous displays

than perhaps any other place of the kind in Europe.

1 On a wooden stage erected for the occasion on the side of the

piazza towards the Via Condotta.
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Lucrezia Donati was again the “ Queen of the

tournament,” and the beautiful Simonetta Cattaneo,

who had lately been married, at the age of six-

teen, to Marco Vespucci, and, though a Genoese by

birth, was now the acknowledged belle of Florence,

was the tournament’s “Queen of Beauty.” 1 The

splendour of the dresses and appointments on this

occasion exceeded even those of the tournament

of 1469 ;
Giuliano, now twenty-two, wore a suit

of silver armour, and his entire dress is said to

have cost 8,000 florins
;
his and Lorenzo’s helmets

were designed by Verrocchio, who also painted

Giuliano’s standard. Giuliano’s handsome looks

and gallant bearing won all hearts, and whether

as the result of his skill in the combat or his good

looks he was awarded the prize.

This notable tournament, having formed so

prominent an event, was immortalised both in

poetry and in painting. And since nothing

accorded with the spirit of the age which did

not contain profuse allusion to classical literature,

both arts clothe what they have to say in classic

dress. Poetry speaks first, by the mouth of the

youthful prodigy Politian
;
and just as the tourna-

ment of 1469 had been immortalised by Pulci’s

poem thereon, so was this one of Giuliano by the

still more celebrated poem of Politian,2 entitled La
Giostra di Giuliano dc’ Medici. Roscoe says :

—

“These two tournaments are chiefly notable

because they called forth two of the most celebrated

poems of the fifteenth century, La Giostra di

1 Her charms and goodness were the favourite theme of Politian and
all the poets of the time.

a Politian j when he wrote this pucm, was only twenty-one years old.
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Lorenzo de' Medici, by Pulci, and La Giostra di
Giuliano de' Medici, by Politian. The latter poem
contains about 1,400 lines, and has been uniformly
allowed to be one of the earliest productions in the
revival of letters that breathes the true spirit of
poetry.” 1

Still more widely known, however, is the record

by which Painting has commemorated this tourna-

ment. For no less than three of Botticelli’s chief

pictures refer to this celebrated tournament, and
are simply his way of recording in painting the

same matters which had been spoken of by Politian

in poetry; though Botticelli, more suo, expresses

wliat he has to say with such a wealth of allegory

that this has not always been fully recognised.

These pictures are : his Birth of Venus (now in

the Uffizi Gallery, Florence), his Mars and Venus
(now in the National Gallery, London), and his

Return of Spring (now in the Accadcmia,
Florence)

; all three pictures being painted for

Lorenzo the Magnificent .

2

Politian, in his poem, following the classical

fashion of the day, in allusion to the tournament’s

Queen of Beauty (Simonetta), describes the birth of

Venus. And Botticelli does the same in painting,

following exactly Politian’s words. How closely

he has done so is well described by Mrs Ady, who
says :

—

“ The composition (of the picture) was evidently
derived from Poliziano’s poem of the Giostra. In

1 Roscoe's Life of Lorenzo the Magnificent.
2 My reasons for considering that the theory recently propounded

that these pictures were painted for Lorenzo di Pier Francesco is

altogether erroneous are given in Appendix VII.
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a passage adapted from one of the Homeric hymns
the poet tells us how the new - bom Aphrodite
was blown by the soft breath of the Zephyrs, on
the foam of the Egean waves to shore. Heaven
and earth, he sings, rejoice at her coming. The
Hours wait to welcome her and spread a star-

sown robe over her white limbs, while countless

flowers spring up in the grass where her feet will

tread. All this exquisite imagery is faithfully

reproduced in Sandro’s painting. He has repre-

sented his Venus Anadyomene laying one hand
on her snowy breast, the other on her loose

tresses of golden hair—a form of virginal beauty
and purity, as with feet resting on the golden
shell she glides softly over the rippling surface

of the waves. He has painted the winged Zephyrs
hovering in the air linked fast together, blowing
the goddess to the flower-strewn shore, and the
shower of single roses fluttering about her form.

Only, instead of the three Hours of Homer’s
hymn and Poliziano’s poem, he shows us one
fair nymph, in a white robe embroidered with
blue corn-flowers, springing lightly forward to

offer Venus a pink mantle sown with daisies.

In the laurel groves along the shore we see a
courtly allusion to the ‘ Laurel who sheltered the
song-birds that carolled to the Tuscan spring’;’

while in the background the eye roams across

long reaches of silent sea to distant headlands
sleeping under the cool grey light of early dawn.” 2

The picture charms us by its delightful mixture

of the spirit of ancient Greece with that of the

Renaissance, as well as by its life and move-
1 It was in these words that Politian had spoken of Lorenzo the

Magnificent and his works as a poet. The laurel grove is a conspicuous
feature of the picture, spreading right out from the shore over Venus
as if protecting her.

2 Sandro Botticelli, by Mrs Ady (1903).

VOL. L P
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ment, and its sensation of the free air of nature.

As Steinmann says:— “We seem to hear the

tremulous rustle of the laurel grove, and the gentle

plash of the waves.” 1

Following this we have the second picture. The

tournament is over
;
Giuliano has carried all before

him and rests from his fatigues, basking in beauty’s

smiles. Politian, in his poem, alluding to Giuliano

as the victor in the tournament, had told the story

of Mars and Venus, and described Venus, reclining

in a woodland glade, robed in gold-embroidered

draperies, watching Mars with limbs relaxed lying

asleep on the grass, while little goat-footed satyrs

played with his armour. This scene Botticelli

takes for his second picture, and as before follows

closely Politian’s words.

And then, having devoted one picture to the

tournament’s Queen of Beauty, and one to the

victor in its mimic warfare, Botticelli makes his

third picture (the most important of the three)

relate to Lorenzo and his part in all this, gathering

up in one view the whole subject of these pastimes*

This Botticelli does with great talent, and in a

manner all his own. He takes for his text the

celebrated standard which had been borne in front

of Lorenzo at both his and Giuliano’s tournaments,

with its motto of Le temps revient, its device of

the bay-tree which had appeared dead again putting

forth its leaves, and its allusion
8

to the new era

of youth and joy which Lorenzo had inaugurated,

1 See also Walter Pater’s comments on this picture in The Renaissance*
2 This true meaning of the Pnmavera , and Botticelli’s deliberate

intention to make it speak of Lorenzo^ his tournament motto, and how
during the six years that had since passed he had carried it out, has

apparently not hitherto been noticed.
3 Chap. vi. p. 160.
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and had likened to the return of spring after the

gloomy months of winter. Making the leading

thought of liis picture the theme on Lorenzo’s

standard, Botticelli paints for him his beautiful

picture, the Return of Spring (the Primavera),

perhaps the most widely admired of all Botticelli’s

pictures. As before, Botticelli connects his picture

with the recent tournament by introducing Giuliano

and Simonetta ;
but he wishes to refer not only to

this one tournament, but to all these pastimes
; to

their having been inaugurated by and taking place

under the fostering care of Lorenzo (the laurel *)

;

and also to the latter’s talents as a poet, in which
domain he was already beginning to earn a great

reputation.

And so Botticelli depicts for us a scene of

light-hearted, youthful joy, representing the return

of spring, and by his great talent contrives that

the entire picture shall speak of Lorenzo, and
breathe the very spirit of the poems in which
the latter had sung of the joys of May-time in

Tuscany. Shielded from rough winds and scorch-

ing sun by a grove of orange trees, backed by
the ever-present laurel, Queen Venus 2 (Simonetta)

stands presiding over the return of spring to

Tuscany
; the Graces dance before her ; from out

a laurel grove at her side the three spring months,
March, April, and May (or it may be Zephyr,
Fertility, and Flora), come bringing flowers of
every hue; Mercury (Giuliano) scatters the clouds
of winter ; and the little blind god of love aims

1 Always representing Lorenzo* from the play on the Latin form of
his name* Laurentius,

2 So constantly associated with the season of soring by the classic
poets of antiquity.
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his arrows recklessly around. Lorenzo’s tourna-

ment motto of he temps revient could be written

below the picture as its name, so beautifully does

Botticelli bring it, the occasion on which it was

used, the meaning which it had, and Lorenzo’s

talent for poetry describing the beauties of nature,

all in one glance before our eyes. Some consider

this picture Botticelli’s masterpiece, while others

would give that honour to his Madonna of the

Magnificat. The verdict will depend chiefly upon

the temperament of the observer. But whether the

Return of Spring be considered his masterpiece or

not, none can fail to praise what has been well

termed its “ rhythmic grace,” as well as the surpass-

ing art with which Botticelli has made it speak of

Lorenzo, his acts, his poetry, and the motto by

which he signified the introduction of a brighter era.

But dark clouds were coming up on the horizon

which were ere long to overcast all these bright

scenes of joy, putting an end for ever to Lorenzo’s

youth, and all the happy times which he and

Giuliano had enjoyed together. In April 1476,

before Politian had finished his poem, or Botticelli

had even begun to paint his three pictures,

1

the

tournament’s poor Queen of Beauty, Simonetta

de’ Vespucci, whose lovely face looks at us so

wistfully in Botticelli’s Birth of Venus,1 and of

1 These pictures relating to Giuliano’s tournament could not have

been painted until some time afterwards* as in any case they could not

have been so until after Politian’s poem had appeared; and they may
have been executed at any time during Lorenzo’s life. If painted* as is

most probable* subsequently to Giuliano’s death in 1478* they would

remind Lorenzo of a time of bygone joys ;
and would be all the more

prized by him on that account.
2 The picture in the Pitti Gallery of the very plain-looking* elderly

person which was long put down as a portrait of Simonetta is now
acknowledged not to refer to her.
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whom Politian says that, she “was so sweet and

charming that all men praised her, and no women
abused her,” was dead, being carried off by rapid

consumption after a few weeks’ illness. Lorenzo,

who was then at Pisa superintending his new
university, and had sent his own physician to

attend her and to furnish him with daily bulletins,

when he heard the news,1 “ went out into the calm

spring night to walk with a friend, and as he was
speaking of the dead lady he suddenly stopped

and gazed at a star which had never before

seemed to him so brilliant.
c See/ he exclaimed,

‘either the soul of that most gentle lady hath

been transformed into that new star, or else

hath it been joined together thereunto.’ 2 ” Then
followed in December 1476 the murder of the

Duke of Milan, Galeazzo Sforza, which upset the

balance of power in Italy, and changing all political

relations involved Lorenzo in serious anxieties.

And soon afterwards came the terrible Pazzi

Conspiracy, and the bright, handsome Giuh'ano,

Lorenzo’s constant companion in work and play,

and on whose sound sense he had grown greatly

to rely, was foully murdered, and Lorenzo himself

plunged into a serious war and many troubles.

The celebrated conspiracy which had
Tlie PaMi

these results originated at Rome with Conspiracy.

Pope Sixtus IV. and his nephews of the
1WB "

Riario family. They gained as their accomplices

1 Women of Florence

,

by Isidore del Lungo.
2 Walking shortly afterwards in his garden, Lorenzo called attention

to a sun-flower “ which at evening remains with its face turned towards
the western horizon which has taken from it the vision ofthe sun/' and
declared it a symbol of ourselves when we lose one whom we love, “for
we remain/’ said he, “with the thought turned towards the last impres-
sion of the lost vision. ”

( Women of Florence.)
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the Pazzi, at this time the leading family amongst

the nobles in Florence, and the conspiracy has

taken its name from them, though they were not

the chief authors of the plot.

Sixtus IV., the first of three Popes who in this

age attained an evil pre-eminence, was a fisherman

by birth and took the name of the Della Rovere
family. His sister married a Riario. Of him it

has been said that he “ was the first Pope who
for the sake of founding a family, sacrificed every

interest of the Church, and waded deep in crime

and bloodshed for this purpose.” The chief political

feature of his pontificate is a constant struggle to

rob all, right and left, of their possessions to enrich

his rapacious nephews. He made himself hated in

Rome, above all, for his cruel treatment of the

Colonna family, whom he pursued with relentless

ferocity, and of all his crimes his atrocious murder of

the head of that family, the Protonotary Lorenzo

Colonna, in order to wring from them the surrender

of their estates, has made his name for ever odious .

1

Sixtus IV., urged on by Girolamo Riario, the

most evil of his nephews, desired to seize upon

Florence in order to give that state to Girolamo.

That this involved the murder of the two Medici

brothers was a mere detail. The Pazzi, on the

other hand, though they desired to exterminate

the Medici, had no intention of allowing the

Riario to obtain Florence afterwards. Thus did

these two bands of criminals combine for the

common object of a treacherous double murder,

each of them determined to outwit the other

when that should have been effected.

1 See vol. ri. p, 100.
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The arrangements took some time, but eventu-

ally the two parties hatched at Rome, early in

1478, the plot known as the Pazzi Conspiracy,

certainly with the full cognisance 1 of the Pope,

even though it may be true that he did not know
all the details; for these he left to his nephew,

Girolamo Riario, the chief originator of the plot,

and did not desire to know them so long as

the result, the removal of the two Medici, was
achieved. In fact, without the Pope’s full con-

currence Girolamo Riario would never have under-

taken an affair involving so many risks, which
might, without that support, bring him no profit.

Troops, under Niccolo da Tolentino and Lorenzo
Giustini, were sent to occupy points on Florence’s

frontiers at Todi, Citta di Castello, Imola, and
near Perugia, and arrangements made for their

marching upon Florence while that city should

be in the state of confusion and helplessness which
would result from the murder of the two Medici.

As has been remarked, “ For such extensive move-
ments the Pope’s assent and co-operation were

essential.”
2

The principal movers in the business were
Girolamo Riario, who was to obtain the state of

Florence
;
Francesco Salviati, Archbishop designate

of Pisa, who was promised that he should be made
Archbishop of Florence if the attempt succeeded

;

1 Jacopo de* Pazzi’s rclue Lance to join the plot until he was assured
that it had the Pope’s concurrence, Montcseceo’s confession before his
execution regarding what passed at the interview wlUi the Pope to
which he was taken by Girolamo lliario, the preparation of troops, and
lastly, the behaviour of Pope Sixtus when the plot failed, all make it

impossible to doubt this, notwithstanding liishop (heigh ton's desire to
absolve the Pope from complicity in the matter.

2 Armstrong.
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the young cardinal, Rafaello Riario, the Pope’s

grand-nephew, who was sent to Florence to repre-

sent Girolamo ; and the Pazzi family. The latter

were very numerous; Jacopo de’ Pazzi, who was

head of the family, had two brothers, and between

them they had ten grown-up sons, besides many
daughters. Cosimo, foreseeing the enmity of the

Pazzi, had arranged a marriage between one of

these nephews of Jacopo de’ Pazzi and his grand-

daughter, Bianca, Lorenzo’s sister; but when the

time came this did not protect Lorenzo from the

Pazzi. When all the plans of the conspirators were

ready the Archbishop Salviati came to Florence

bringing with him Montesecco, a mercenary soldier

in the Pope’s employ, who was to play the chief

part in the murder, and other conspirators. At
the same time the young cardinal, Rafaello Riario,

also came to Florence, ostensibly on a visit to

Jacopo de’ Pazzi. The cowardly Girolamo Riario,

though he was the chief author of the plot, and

was to be the person to benefit by it, took care

to remain out of harm’s way in Rome.
Lorenzo and Giuliano were at the time staying

at the charming Medici villa a few miles out of

Florence, on the slope of the hill of Fiesole. 1

Rafaello Riario and his retinue stayed with Jacopo

de’ Pazzi at his neighbouring villa of Laveggi.

They were invited by the two Medici brothers

to a grand banquet to take place at the Medici

villa on Saturday, the 25th April. And the first

plan formed by the conspirators was to poison the

two brothers at this banquet. The entertainment

1 This villa still exists. After having been called, first the Villa

Mozzi, and then the Villa Spence, it has now happily by its present

owner been made to revert to its original and proper name of the

Villa Medici,
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took place, but Giuliano being indisposed was

unable to be present ; so the plan fell through.

The Pazzi then told Lorenzo that the young

Cardinal Riario was anxious to see the treasures

of the Medici Palace ; upon which Lorenzo invited

him and his retinue to stay with him there for the

Sunday, when the cardinal intended being present

at High Mass in the cathedral. Whereupon the

conspirators laid the plan that after attending Mass

and returning to the Medici Palace for dinner,

their two young hosts should be murdered as

they rose from the table. In accordance with

the above invitation the party removed to the

Medici Palace, but on the Sunday morning it was

found that though Giuliano would be at Mass he

was still too unwell to be at the midday dinner

;

so again another plan had to be formed. Nor
could any delay be allowed, since on that evening

the troops of Niccolb da Tolentino and Giustini

would be at the gates of the city. It was there-

fore hastily decided that the murder should take

place at the service in the cathedral, where it was

known that there would be a great crowd, which

would facilitate the escape of the murderers.

Montcsecco, however, declined to take part in this

plan, as he “ refused to add sacrilege to murder ”

;

so in his place were substituted the two priests who
were among the conspirators, Antonio Mafifei and

Stefano da Bagnone, who had no such scruples.

Meanwhile in the Medici palace every prepara-

tion was made for the banquet. The rare silver,

majolica, and precious vases were brought out,

and the cortile which Donatello’s medallions and

statuary adorned was arranged for the entertain-

ment of so distinguished a company.
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It shows somewhat of the general estimation

in which the Medici were held in Florence that

though for several days danger of this kind, either

by poison or dagger, had been all around Lorenzo
and Giuliano, both they, their family, and their

numerous retainers should have been so entirely

without the smallest suspicion of any danger.

And it was this entire absence of suspicion on the

part of the two brothers which caused the plot to

come so very near to succeeding.

Towards midday on the Sunday morning
(
26th

April) Lorenzo left the Medici Palace, walking with
his guest, the young cardinal, Rafaello Riario, to the

cathedral. After a short interval Giuliano followed,

accompanied by Francesco de’ Pazzi and Bernardo
Bandini. As they walked Francesco de’ Pazzi in

pretended affection put his arm round Giuliano’s

waist to ascertain whether he wore a coat of mail

under his clothes
; which he found he did not.

Giuliano on that day was entirely unarmed, not even
wearing a sword, having hurt his leg in an accident.

The moment which the conspirators had fixed

upon to carry out this diabolical murder during

High Mass of the two young men whose hospitality

they were enjoying was that of the elevation of the

Host; “this moment,” says an historian of the time,

“being chosen both by reason of the impossibility

of mistaking it, and also on account of the bending
attitude of worship which it is the habit of every

one in the church to assume at that solemn moment
in the service.” It was this which had caused the

mercenary soldier, Montesecco, to draw back from
the plot, he being “ appalled, ruffian as he was, at

the blasphemy of choosing such a moment for so

great a crime.” And this was the actual cause of
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the failure of the plot ; for his part had been that

of murdering Lorenzo, and the two priests sub-

stituted in his place being unused to arms bungled

in their work, where those told oft to do the same

for Giuliano (Bernardo Bandini and Francesco de’

Pazzi) succeeded only too well.

In the crowded cathedral the brothers were,

according to the plan, separated. At the fatal

moment Giuliano, unarmed, was standing at tire

northern side of the choir ,

1 not far from the door

leading to the Via de’ Scrvi, while Lorenzo was

standing at the south side of the choir. Giuliano,

furiously attacked by Bernardo Bandini and

Francesco de’ Pazzi, fell dead at once where he

stood, his body being stabbed again and again as it

lay on the ground until it had nineteen wounds. B

At the same time Mallei and Slcfano attacked

Lorenzo, but being loss prompt than Bandini only

succeeded in giving him a wound on the neck.

Lorenzo, with much presence of mind, immediately

threw off his cloak, wrapped it round his left arm
as a shield, and drawing his sword beat off his

assailants. He then leaped over the low rail which

encircled the choir, and running across in front of

the high altar took refuge in the sacristy. Bandini,

having slain Giuliano, rushed towards the sacristy

to attack Lorenzo, killing on the way with one blow

Francesco Nori, a devoted adherent of Llie Medici,

who interposed to prevent him from reaching

Lorenzo. PoliLian, who with one or two others

of his friends had followed Lorenzo, closed the

heavy bronze doors of the sacristy in Bandini’s

face; while Antonio ltidolfi sucked Lorenzo’s
1 Hate XIX, The choir anil high altar are under the dome, not

at the east end of the church.
a

tfee also p. 245.
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wound lest the weapon should have been poisoned .
1

The whole church was at once in an uproar, the

people when they knew what had happened being

ready to tear in pieces those guilty of the crime

;

for the moment, however, the latter in the general

confusion escaped out of the church; while the

young cardinal, Rafaello Riario, took refuge at the

high altar. One of Lorenzo’s party in the sacristy

climbed up into the organ loft, and saw Giuliano’s

body lying dead at the north side of the choir, and

that the conspirators had fled (this being the first

intimation that Lorenzo had of what had happened

to his brother); and after a little time Lorenzo,

wounded and in deep distress at his brother’s cruel

fate, was escorted home by his friends.

Meanwhile the other and larger portion of the

conspirators were occupied at the Palazzo della

Signoria. The plot as arranged was a most

formidable one, eminently calculated to paralyse

Florence and render her powerless to resist the

troops of Niccolo da Tolentino and Giustini, who
should in a few hours be entering the city. For

the plan had been that while those told off to that

work carried out the murder of the two brothers

in the cathedral, the principal band of the con-

spirators, headed by the Archbishop Salviati, should

proceed to the Palazzo della Signoria, and having

gained admittance to the council chamber, should

seize the Government, killing all members of the

Signoria who resisted. But on the entrance of the

Archbishop and his following the Gonfaloniere,

Petrucci (who in this crisis showed himself a

decidedly strong man), suspected something wrong.

1 This account of the affair is that given by Filippo Strozzi (the

elder), who was an eye-witness,
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He therefore kept the Archbishop and his party in

play for a short time, detaining the Archbishop in

his own private room while he quietly sent out to

ascertain if there was anything unusual going on
in the city. In a few minutes came the news of

the tragedy which had occurred in the cathedral

;

and with it the gathering noise -of the furious

people, who, while Jacopo de’ Pazzi and others of

that family strove to rouse them to rise against

the Medici, and rode through the streets crying

out “ Liberta ! ” were refusing to shout as instigated

“Abbasso le Palle !” 1 but instead were shouting

furiously “ Vivano le Palle ! ” The Gonfaloniere,

with great resolution, seized the Archbishop, and

promptly hanged him from the corner window
on the north side of the Palazzo della Signoria 2

(the corner window of the great council hall),

and with him, from the adjacent windows, five

of his fellow - conspirators, while the rest were
slain on the staircase. “Within half an hour
twenty-six bodies were encumbering the staircase

of the Palazzo della Signoria, and half a dozen

more were dangling from its windows.”

The remainder of the conspirators were hunted
through the city by the enraged people, whose
hatred against them was beyond all bounds, and
none who fell into their hands were spared even
to be handed over to the Signoria for execu-

tion. They had not only killed Giuliano, and
attempted to kill Lorenzo, but they had also

made a formidable endeavour by force of arms
,

and with the aid of foreign troops, to seize

Florence by a coup de main, and all these acts
1 Palle, the balls—the arms of the Medici.
* Hate XX.
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together roused the people to frenzy. They sur-

rounded the Medici Palace and clamoured to see

Lorenzo. Wounded as he was, he came out and

addressed them, assuring them that he was only

slightly hurt, and exhorting them not to execute

private vengeance on the perpetrators of this deed,

but to reserve their animosity for those foreign

enemies of their country who had instigated it.

But they paid no heed to his admonition, and all

suspected of complicity in the plot were pursued

through the streets and slaughtered wherever

captured, their mangled remains being dragged

about by the infuriated mob, whose rage was not

satisfied until about eighty persons had been

massacred. Nor was the feeling confined to the

city; for days afterwards the country people flocked

into Florence, coming, they said, to protect Lorenzo.

But in the Medici Palace was deep and bitter

mourning for the bright and justly loved Giuliano,

the idol of his family
; and mournful preparations

for the solemn public funeral to be held in the

family church of San Lorenzo.

Nor when the Florentine people had had time

to recover from their first excitement did the

popular wrath abate; it became less wild, but

more determined. Jacopo de’ Pazzi had escaped

to the village of Castagno, but was seized and
brought back by the villagers, and executed by
the Signoria. The same fate met Francesco de’

Pazzi, one of the two murderers of Giuliano,

his cousin Renato de’ Pazzi,

1 Montesecco, and
1 Renato knew of the plot, but is reported to have refused to take

part in it
;
and Lorenzo has been severely, and apparently justly,

blamed for not intervening to save his life, as he did in the case or
Renato’s cousin Guglielmo. It is possible, however, that Lorenzo knew
more than transpired, while he may easily not have felt inclined to do
for other members of the family what he did for his sister’s husband.
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the two priests, Maffei and Stefano. Guglielmo

de’ Pazzi, brother of Francesco and husband of

Lorenzo’s favourite sister Bianca, would probably

also have lost his life had not Lorenzo, on his

sister’s account, intervened on his behalf
; in conse-

quence Guglielmo was merely banished to a short

distance from Florence. The remaining seven of

the ten sons or nephews of Jacopo de’ Pazzi were

sentenced either to imprisonment for longer or

shorter periods, or to banishment. “Vespucci

also richly deserved hanging, but was let off

with two years’ imprisonment.” 1 Bernardo Ban-

dini, the other murderer of Giuliano, escaped to

Constantinople ;
there, however, he was seized by

the Sultan, and sent back in chains to Florence;

on his arrival the Signoria at once ordered him to

be executed in the Bargello. The indignation of

the people, not all of it on account of the attempt

against the Medici, but also on account of the

effrontery of such an endeavour to seize upon

their state “as if a mere spoil of war,” caused

them to seek for every possible method which

they could devise to brand with deserved infamy

those who had perpetrated this deed. By a public

decree of the Signoria the name and arms of the

Pazzi family were ordered to be for ever suppressed.

Their palace,

2 and all places in the city named
after them, were given other names. All persons

contracting marriage with any of that family were

declared prohibited from all offices in the Republic.

The ancient ceremony on Easter Eve of conduct-

ing the sacred fire to the house of the Pazzi was
abolished.

8 An artist was employed at the public

i Armstrong1

.

* Known to us as the Palazzo Quaratesi.
a

It was many years before it was re-established.
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expense to represent on the walls of the Bargello

the bodies of the traitors to the Republic suspended,

as a mark of infamy, by the feet. And a medal 1

was struck, by order of the Signoria, representing

the choir of the cathedral, the heads of Lorenzo

and Giuliano, and the attacks made upon them.

While the fury of the Florentines was thus at

a white heat against those who had perpetrated

this crime and come so near bringing their country

under such a yoke as Sixtus IV. had intended,

Lorenzo showed in the midst of the frenzy of

his city one trait which is deserving of notice

;

and it was an inherited one. Whether he felt

that, notwithstanding the part in the matter

which the one member of the Riario family who
had come to Florence had played, the latter had

been only a tool in the hands of older men, or

whatever the cause, it was to Lorenzo that the

young cardinal, Rafaello Riario, entirely owed
the saving of his life. When the uproar in the

cathedral took place the young cardinal took

refuge, as already noted, at the high altar,

whence he dared not stir. Lorenzo, on reaching

home, sent a party of his retainers to protect

him, and to conduct him to the Medici Palace,

the sole place in the whole city where he could

be in safety ; there he kept him hidden for some
days until the violence of the people had cooled

down, and then sent him away in secrecy to Rome.
Lorenzo showed similar magnanimity in saving the

lives of Rafaello Mafifei, the brother of the priest

who had attempted to murder him, and of Aver-

ardo Salviati, a near relation of the Archbishop

who had taken so prominent a part in the plot.
1 Executed by Bertoldo {see p. 245).
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Such, then, was the Pazzi Conspiracy. It differs

in no way from the most brutal highway murder
and robbery except in its consummate treachery

and the high position of its authors. Yet it will

scarcely be credited that some writers have styled

it a praiseworthy act. Thus, for instance, we find

Sismondi crediting the chief actors in the Pazzi

Conspiracy with “noble motives.” He sees in the

conduct of Sixtus IV. (whose motive is well known
to have been solely the desire to seize Tuscany for

his greedy nephew) “ elevation of sentiment and a

desire for the independence of Italy ”

;

1 and he
regards the Pazzi as “noble patriots striving for

the liberty of Florence.” The Medici have quite

enough faults to answer for without their history

being distorted in this preposterous fashion. The
judgment of a more balanced writer is as follows :

—

“ The Pope and his nephew attempted to over-
throw the Medici rule because it was a bar to
enlarging the temporal authority of the one, and
to the personal ambition of the other. The Pazzi

were perhaps unconscious that they were being
used as tools for the attainment of these ends,
and had, no doubt, their own ideas as to the future
government of Florence, but there is not a tittle

of evidence that they were actuated by a love of
liberty. Their conduct throughout seems to have
been purely vindictive. It was the Medici, and
not the Pazzi, who in the past had been on the
side of free institutions. The supposition that the
Florentines would have preferred the rule of the
Pazzi to that of the Medici is ridiculous, or Jacopo
de’ Pazzi’s shouts of Liberta, Liberia would not
have been answered with the Palle, Palle of the

1 tli® way, admits the Pope’s fid] complicity in the matter :

thus fully refuting those who have desired to absolve him thereof.

VOJ,. I, O
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multitude. In truth, there has seldom been a

conspiracy which was instigated throughout by
meaner motives.” 1

Thus did this celebrated conspiracy fail, and

the Medici were more popular than ever, and had

weathered the fourth and most formidable attempt

to destroy them
;

2 while Lorenzo, as the result of

this attempt, gained much additional strength for

the war which was now before him, in the

knowledge that he had a united people at his

back. But Lorenzo’s youth ended with the

death of his much-loved brother
;

there are no

more pageants and festivities, but henceforward

war, politics, and literary labours, with field

sports as the only relaxation.

GIULIANO
Born 1453. Died 1478.

Giuliano,
11 the youngest of the five children of

Piero il Gottoso and Lucrezia Tomabuoni, was,

unlike his brother Lorenzo, exceedingly good-

looking; he was gifted with considerable abilities,

and for his many endearing qualities was greatly

beloved, not only in his own family, but also by

the people of Florence. Before his early death he

had already shown on several occasions that he

possessed plenty of political capacity, and could

give valuable advice to his brother. Mr Armstrong,

describing his character, says :

—

1 Florence, by F. A. Hyett
2 Against Cosimo in 1433, Piero in 14G0, Lorenzo in 1470* and now

again against Lorenzo in 1478
3 Plate XXI. There is another fine portrait of Giuliano at Bergamo*

by Botticelli* but it scarcely seems to have caught Giuliano’s general

expression* as evidenced by other likenesses and descriptions* so well

as that by Bronzino,
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“ He was the darling of high and low, the most
attractive of all the Medici. His passion was the

chase; he was a bold rider, a skilful j ouster,

eminent in jumping and in wrestling. Yet he was

no brutal athlete. He loved pictures, music, and

everything that was beautiful; he loved poetry

that told of love; he composed verses in his

mother tongue, full of weight and sentiment. He
talked brightly and thought soundly, delighted in

witty and playful company, but hated above all

men those who lied, or bore a grudge for wrongs.

Faithful and high-minded, regardful of religious

forms and moral decencies, he was ever ready to

render service or perform a courteous act. In his

relations to his brother, whom he worshipped,

there was no sign of jealousy. After the terrible

tragedy of his murder at High Mass in the

cathedral the city long missed the well-known
figure, tall and well proportioned, the olive-tinted

features lighted by bright eyes, the long lock on
the forehead, and the shock of black hair thrust

back upon his neck. He had a grand public

funeral in the great church of the Medici family,

San Lorenzo, and there was no hypocrisy in the

great grief manifested by the people.” 1

The relations which existed between these two
brothers is one of the pleasantest things in the

history of the Medici. At that epoch jealousy

between two brothers placed in such a position as

Lorenzo and Giuliano were was the normal state

of things. That it was entirely absent in their

case speaks well for both of them. And it is an
indication of Lorenzo’s character, and of what his

conduct in the minor relations of life must have

been, that he should never have given cause for

any feeling of jealousy in a younger brother so
1 Lorenzo de’ Medici, liy E. Armstrong* M.A,
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nearly his equal in ability, and his superior in good

looks, and that, on the contrary, the latter should

have “worshipped” him; or, again, that Lorenzo

from his side should never have felt jealousy at the

admiration and popularity so universally bestowed

upon Giuliano, and much exceeding that accorded

to himself.

Giuliano was twenty-five at the time of his

death. He left an illegitimate son, bom just at

that time. Lorenzo took the child
1 and brought

him up with his own sons ; and this child became
in the next generation the well-known Giulio de’

Medici, afterwards Clement VII.

Giuliano, like all previous members of the

family except Cosimo, was buried in the Old
Sacristy in San Lorenzo ; but about eighty years

afterwards his remains were removed to the New
Sacristy, which had by that time become the prin-

cipal burial-place of the family. It has always

been felt suitable that these two brothers, between

whom so strong an affection existed in life, should

be buried together; when Lorenzo died his body
was laid in the same grave with Giuliano’s, their

remains were subsequently removed to the New
Sacristy together, and there they still lie in the

same tomb.

When in October 1895 Lorenzo’s and Giuliano’s

tomb was opened 2
the reason why the latter was

so instantly killed became for the first time

apparent. The accounts of the murder had always

mentioned that his body received a large number of

wounds, most of them given after he was already

dead, but no mention of a wound on the head
was made in any of the accounts. When, however,
1 His mother was Antonia Gorinj.

2 See chap, ix, p. 306 (footnote).
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the tomb was opened more than four hundred
years afterwards it was at once observed that Giu-
liano’s head had an enormous sword-cut extend-

ing along the whole of the top of the skull : thus
fully accounting for his falling dead at once where
he stood.

1 Evidently Giuliano at the elevation of
the Host had adopted “ the bending attitude ” on
which the plot relied, and the murderer, Bandini,
had taken full advantage of the opportunity it

gave, and struck Giuliano down, without his having
a chance of defending himself from the blow, by a
stroke delivered with great force on his bare head.

1 Before the skulls and bones were placed in fresh coffins and the
tomb again closed photographs of the two skulls were taken

; and that
of Giuliano’s shows very distinctly the great sword-cut above referred
to.

Modal by Beitoldo, struck by order of the Government to com-
memorate the Pam Conspiracy, showing Giuliano’s portrait, and hia
murder. The choir of the cathedral had formerly a marble canopy
extending over the whole choir, supported on maible pillars, and this
canopy is shown in the medallion.



CHAPTER IX

LORENZO, THE MAGNIFICENT

Bom 1449. (/tided 1460-1492
)

Died 1492.

(
2

)
THE I,AST FOURTEEN YEARS OF HIS RULE

—

1478-1492

War with

Rome and
Naples.

1478-1480

Sixtus IV. was furious at the failure of

the conspiracy. It added fuel to the

flame that Florence should have dared

to hang his subordinate, the Arch-

bishop Salviati, and put to death his hired agents,

Montesecco and his companions. He promptly

declared war against Florence, and induced the

King of Naples 1 and other states to join him. He
confiscated the Medici bank in Rome, and sent

an envoy to the Florentine State to demand that

Lorenzo should be surrendered to his vengeance.

The reply of the Signoria is significant:—“You
say that Lorenzo is a tyrant, and command us

to expel him; but how are we free if thus com-

pelled to obey your commands ? You call him
tyrant: the majority of the Florentines call him
their defender.”

But the Pope did more than declare war : he

excommunicated the entire Tuscan state. The
1 English writers constantly speak of Ferdinand, King of Naples,

and Ferrante, King of Naples, as though these were two different men,
which is not the c«ase. The two forms of the name are used indis-

criminately by the Italian writers of the time.

246
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document drawn up by Sixtus IV. on this occa-

sion is a curiosity in this kind of literature.

1 In

it he anathematised, not only Lorenzo (whom he

styled “the child of iniquity and the nursling

of perdition”), but also the Gonfaloniere and all

the members of the Signoria of Florence. The
complete unrighteousness of the act is manifest.

Because his criminal attempt had failed, and

because the Government of a neighbouring State

had executed those who had murdered their

ruler’s brother, attempted to murder himself, and

endeavoured treacherously to seize their country,

therefore the people of that country were to be

visited with a penalty in spiritual affairs. It was a

travesty of the whole meaning of excommunication.

Thus was the greater part of Italy 2
stirred up

to attack Lorenzo, who justly remarked that his

“only fault was that he had not been murdered.”

But the temper of the Florentines was thoroughly

roused
;

no submission was thought of
; and

Florence prepared herself for a serious war against

the whole power which the Pope was able to bring

to bear. And here occurred a remarkable incident,

interesting as showing how the temper of men’s

minds was changing, and as a forerunner of the

Reformation, now fast approaching in the next

generation.

At the period on which we are now entering

corruption and vice were being spread over Europe
from Rome as a centre. The Church at large

1 It will be found published in full in the Lifo »/’ Lorenzo the

Magnificent, by Iloscoe, who calls it
u one of the most extraordinary

specimens of priestly anogance that ever insulted the common-sense
of mankind/*

2 The Pope managed to deprive Florence of her former ally Milan,
which, afraid of Papal censures, remained neutral, as did also Venice,
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cried out against it, but none could see from

whence any reform could come. Thus we find a

preacher of the Order of St Dominic, preaching

in the year 1484, saying :
—

“

The world cries out

for a Council
;
but how can one be obtained in

the present state of the heads of the Church ?

No human power avails any longer to reform the

Church through a Council, and God Himself must

come to our aid in some way unknown to us.”

But in a way undreamt of by the preacher that aid

was already on the road. The “New Learning

”

was slowly but surely leading men up to that

great movement which was to reform the Church.

Writings of the long past, unearthed chiefly

through the labours of the Medici in the cause

of Learning, were beginning to be the common
property of all men. And the result was like

a revelation to the men of that age. They learnt

when and how the claims of the Papacy had

originated; how often and how effectively they

had in the early centuries been repudiated by
the Church; how those claims themselves had
gradually become far more wide and sweeping

in character than when at first tentatively put

forward; and how in many instances they had
only made their way owing to the political

circumstances of Europe.

But men learnt more even than this. As
these researches of scholars into the writings of

the past proceeded it began to be seen that an
immense falsehood had been perpetrated. “ There
loomed before men’s eyes the most gigantic fraud

which the world has ever seen.” 1 In the latter half

1 Italy and her Invaders
>
by Professor Hodgkin.
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of the fifteenth century, men gradually learnt that,

whereas these Papal claims had for centuries been

based upon three great historical documents, these

were all of them from end to end colossal

forgeries, concocted in the Roman Curia during

the darkness of the eighth and ninth centuries

—the forged Donation of Constantine

,

the forged

Donation of Pepin, and that which has obtained

in history the name of The Forged Decretals—
all three now acknowledged by all Europe (in-

cluding the Church of Rome itself) to have been

what the scholars of the Renaissance found them
out to be, viz., forgeries. None, in fact, possessed

of any scholarship could read them without at

once seeing that they were so, their historical

errors and inconsistencies being so gross ; but

they had sufficed for their purpose during an

illiterate age. This huge fraud had misled the

whole of western Europe from the eighth to

the fifteenth century, and the entire Papal edifice

was erected thereon.

“And then,” says a modern historian, “came
a scholar of the Renaissance, Laurentius Valla

,

1

and uttered a few words of caustic comment, . . .

and pricked the bubble which had befooled the
world for seven centuries, and the Djin shrank
back into the bottle, and was hurled into the
depths of the sea.”

2

It was as though—nay, far more than as though
—Magna Charta were found to be a forgery.

1 Laurentius Valla was a native of Pistoia, and became a professor
of law at Pavia He critically examined the so-called Donation of
Constantine, and pronounced it to bo an obvious forgery, and openly
declared that the Popes “had no right to their position

7
' Professor

Villari says:—“To him we owe the thorough demolition of the false
document.”

51 Hodgkin's Italy and her Invaders, ix. 273.
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The pricking of this great “bubble,” joined

to all the other knowledge which the “New
Learning” supplied, was bound, when time had

elapsed for the information to spread over the

countries of northern Europe, to bring about the

Reformation. For as soon as it became known
to most educated men that the entire Papal claim

was based upon a colossal fraud, the revolt of other

national Churches from the usurped supremacy

of the Church of Rome was a certainty. But

that time was not yet; as yet we are only at

the stage when these things were becoming known
to a considerable number of men in Tuscany,

and at an incident which was but a local and

temporary forerunner of the great convulsion. It

is an incident little known, but whose importance

is shown by the strenuous efforts subsequently

made by the Church of Rome to destroy all trace

of it. On receipt of the Pope’s bull of excom-

munication the whole of the Tuscan bishops

assembled in council in the cathedral of Florence,

justified the action of the State, and not only

appealed to a General Council against the inter-

dict, but excommunicated the Pope.

Nor was there anything irregular in this action

of the Church of Tuscany. It was an action which

went back to the times when, had any bishop

acted as Sixtus IY. had done, the Churches of

other parts of Christendom would have refused to

hold communion with him, or with his Church,

until it had purged itself of such a bishop. And
it was only from the long ignorance which had

reigned in these matters that the bold action of

the Church of Tuscany took men’s breath away.
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And if we enquire where the Tuscan Church got

the idea of action which had been unknown in

Europe for more than eight centuries, the answer

is plain. It was undoubtedly Tuscany’s “New
Learning ” which emboldened the Church of

Tuscany to take the course it did, strong in the

knowledge that it was on solid ground in taking

action which any appeal to the early centuries of

the life of the Catholic Church would substantiate.

But the Church of Tuscany did not stop here.

It made use of the newly-discovered art of printing,

1

and printed its sentence of excommunication of

the Pope, and distributed copies thereof to the

other national Churches of Europe. This to a

world accustomed to tremble at a Pope’s censures

seemed a still more terrible act of lawlessness.

But nothing daunted Tuscany. The whole of

the clergy held with their bishops, and the Papal

excommunication was treated as a dead letter

throughout that State .

2

In the war which followed Florence was greatly

overmatched. She had to face a powerful com-
bination including not only Rome and Naples,

but also both of her two ancient rivals, Siena and
Lucca, besides Urbino and other minor states, the

Pope exerting all his power to make all states

1 The first printing press established in Florence had boon set up
there one year previously (ace footnote to p. 272).

2 The Papal authorities subsequently hunted out and destroyed all

copies of the document published by the Church of Tuscany (entitled
Gontrascommmum del de.ro Fiorentmo futminata contro ilmnmo Ponteftce
Sisto IV.) oil which they could lay their hands. With the result
that in after years it came to be questioned whether so remarkable
a sentence as that of the Tuscan bishops had ever been promulgated.
But the learned historian and antiquary, Lami (1697-1770), has placed
the matter beyond all doubt, he having liunsulf seen copies of the
document which still existed in his time.
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join him. Florence was repeatedly defeated in

the field, and lost town after town. At length,

after nearly two years’ fighting, the position being

most gloomy, Lorenzo took a remarkable step.

Leaving the conduct of affairs in the hands of

the Gonfaloniere, Tommaso Soderini, he set out

by himself for Naples, to try diplomacy instead

of force of arms: thus putting himself into the

hands of his enemy in the hope of thereby saving

his country. It was a dangerous step, for the

Pope was as vindictive as ever, and all knew the

unreliable character of King Ferrante of Naples. 1

On his way to Pisa, Lorenzo wrote to the Signoria,

explaining his object thus :

—

“ In the dangerous circumstances in which our

city is placed it was more necessary to act than

to deliberate. ... I therefore mean, with your
permission, to proceed directly to Naples, conceiving

that as I am the person chiefly aimed at by our

enemies, I may, by delivering myself into their

hands, perhaps be the means of restoring peace to

my fellow-citizens.”
2

In reply he received from the Signoria a letter

conferring on him official authority to negotiate

with the King of Naples.

Sailing from the little port of Vada, in the

Maremma, Lorenzo reached Naples on the 18th

December. There his charm of manner, combined

with the masterly sketch which he set before

the King of the politics of Italy—showing him
the precariousness of Ludovico Sforza’s position

1 ffNo reliance could be placed on the word or clemency of the

man who had enticed Piccinino to Naples
;
and caused him to be secretly

murdered. ”—(Hyett.

)

2 Roscoe i. 220.
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at Milan, the unreliability of Venice, the changing

policy of the Papacy which varied with each new

Pope, and that the friendship of none was so

valuable to him as that of Florence—soon worked

so great a change that the enmity of King Fer-

rante was turned into friendship .

1 And the final

result was a treaty in which Florence regained

her lost territories. Lorenzo returned in triumph

to Florence in March 1480 with a perfect ovation,

the people embracing each other for joy, the

citizens declaring that his tact and personal influ-

ence had proved stronger than all the military

force of the enemy, and that all that had been

lost in war had been recovered by his wisdom

and judgment. The Pope raged furiously and did

his utmost to continue the war, but one ally after

another withdrew from him, and eventually he had

to give in, remove his interdict, and make peace

with Florence.

2

This return in triumph, bringing “peace with

honour ” where all had been so gloomy when
he went away, was always considered by the

Florentines the chief event of Lorenzo’s life. And
just as Botticelli had immortalised the roseate joys

of those earlier years, before the tragedy of the

Pazzi Conspiracy put an end to them and brought

storm and trouble, so now the same painter

immortalised the triumph of these sterner years.

This Botticelli (always allegorical) does by his

picture of Pallas subduing the Centaur,

3 now in

1 In this result Lorenzo’s long-standing friendship from boyhood
with Federigo, the King’s second son, and with Fppolita, Duchess of
Calabria, whom he had known when she was Ippolita Sforza, much
assisted him.

9 $20 also p. iifiD. 3 Plate XXII.
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the Pitti Palace, one of the most admired of his

pictures. The centaur, emblem of crime and war,

and typifying the iniquitous Pazzi Conspiracy and

the unrighteous war brought upon Florence as

its result, cowers before the victorious Goddess of

Wisdom, who, with Lorenzo’s private crest of the

interlaced diamond rings covering her dress, and

wreathed with laurel turns her back on the bay

of Naples, and setting her face towards the hill

country of Tuscany leads the spirit of war captive
;

1

thus representing the triumph of wisdom and peace

in the person of Lorenzo, and the honour accorded

to him by a grateful country .

2

In this manner did Lorenzo weather the storm

which came upon him when he was thirty years

old, through the double trial of the formidable

conspiracy to murder him and the disastrous war
which grew out of it. We get a glimpse of how
severely it had tried him from his words when
apologising for turning to literature as a relaxation

in the midst ofmuch trouble of mind. He writes :

—

“ I shall therefore only say that my sufferings

have been very severe, the authors of them having
been men of great authority and talents, and fully

determined to accomplish, by every means in their

power, my total ruin. Whilst I, on the other
hand, having nothing to oppose to these formid-
able enemies but youth and inexperience (saving,

indeed, the assistance which I received from Divine
goodness), was reduced to such an extreme of
misfortune that I had at one and the same time
to labour under the excommunication of my soul,

1 The large jar which she carries is probably meant to signify the
arts of peace.

2 This picture after being lost for many years was rediscovered in
1894 by the late Mr W. Spence, being found rolled up and hidden
away in a disused apartment of the Pitti Palace,
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and the dispersion of my property ,

1 to contend
with endeavours to divest me of my authority in

the State,

2 to meet attempts to introduce discord

into my family,

3 and to sustain frequent plots to

deprive me of my life ;

4 insomuch that I should

at one time have thought death itself a less evil

than those with which I had to contend. In this

unfortunate situation it is surely not to be wondered
at if I endeavoured to alleviate my anxiety by
turning to more agreeable subjects of meditation.”

This great diplomatic victory was the turning-

point in Lorenzo’s career. Up to this time he

had not gained that autocratic power which he

sought ;

5 but from this moment it was entirely

his. The Florentines were ready to accord any

honour to the man who had first defended their

country from seizure by an unscrupulous Roman
despot and from subjugation to the latter’s

tyrannical rule, and then, though overmatched

in strength, had foiled all that enemy’s attacks

and restored peace without any loss of territory.

Lorenzo might undoubtedly, if he would, at this

juncture have made himself sovereign ruler of

Florence in name as well as in fact. But he

knew his countrymen too well to do so, knowing

that all his popularity would wane if he adopted

that position; and he had the wisdom to be

content with the power, without the insignia, of

1 Referring to the Pope having confiscated the Medici bank in

Romej which caused Lorenzo severe loss.

2 Referring to the intrigues which throughout the war were sedu-

lously instigated by the Riario to undermine Lorenzo’s influence with

his countrymen.
* By drawing the husband ofhis favourite sister into a plot against his

life, by which her affection as a wife and as a sister became opposed.
* Girolamo Riario made two other attempts on Lorenzo’s life (see

yol. ii. p 3B7).
p Chap. viii. p. 209,
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sovereignty. The kind of rule which he estab-

lished— that combination of an autocracy with a

democracy— will always be held in disfavour by
political theorists

;
but the practical results proved

its entire correctness. The prosperity and power

of Florence went up with a bound; every state

desired alliance with her; while foreign courts

eagerly sought Lorenzo’s advice and assistance.

Even the Sultan was impressed by his import-

ance, and sent him costly presents, among other

things a giraffe, which must have been somewhat
of an embarrassment in Florence. At the same
time Florence’s commerce immensely increased,

her ships, built in her port of Pisa, trading to the

Black Sea, Asia Minor, Africa, Spain, England,

France, and Flanders. And with the spread of

her commerce increased also her influence as the

centre of Art and Learning.1 The pride which
the Florentines took in all this is brought home
to us when we find Giovanni Rucellai, in detail-

ing in his memoirs a long list of personal benefits

for which he desires to offer up thanks to the

Almighty, amongst them thanking God that he
“was a native of Florence, the greatest city in

the world, and lived in the days of the magnificent

Medici.”

Contemporary During the first eleven years of

Lorenzo’s rule the chief events in
1469-1480, other countries were as follows :

—

In France from 1468 to 1477 Louis XI. was
mainly occupied in a long struggle with Charles

1 ee Florence at peace, and the calm studious heads
Come out again, the penetrating’ eyes

;

As if a spell broke, all resumed
Each art you hoast.”

—

Browning*
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the Bold, the great Duke of Burgundy. The
latter was in every way the reverse of his mean
and crafty antagonist, and a far nobler spirit,

while his wise reforms for the good of his

country, and his strong and enlightened govern-

ment, made him the leading ruler of his time.

The struggle between him and Louis XI. con-

tinued with varying success until in 1477 Charles

the Bold was killed at the battle of Xanei. He
left an only child, Mary of Burgundy, who in-

herited all her father’s immense territories. Mean-
while Louis XI., having exterminated all the

greater nobles in France, had destroyed the feudal

system in that country, and in its place had

established a standing army. This was the first

standing army created in Europe, and its

possession in an age when nothing of the kind

existed in any other country greatly increased

Louis XI.’s strength.

In (Germany the Emperor Frederick III. suc-

ceeded in 1477 in arranging a marriage between

his son Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, and
Mary of Burgundy, the sole heiress of Charles

the Bold, by which Austria gained an accession of

territory extending from Holland to Switzerland.

This marriage caused a great change in the state

of Europe ; to it is due the rise of the house of

Austria, and we are told “it begins the era of

the larger politics of modern times.” In this

matter Louis XI. entirely overreached himself.

The rich and extensive territories which Mary of

Burgundy inherited stretched along the most
exposed frontier of France. By a continued

course of elaborate intrigues, Louis, while amusing
VOL. i. it
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the young Duchess with a proposal for a marriage

with his son, the Dauphin, which he never intended

to carry out, sent troops into her country, cor-

rupted its leading men and then betrayed them
to execution, played every one false in turn, and

was rapidly seizing her whole territory. To save

themselves from him, the States of Flanders

secretly negotiated with the Emperor for the

above marriage between their young sovereign,

Mary, and his son
;

and in 1478, six months

after her father’s death, Mary of Burgundy gave

herself and all her wide territories to the young
Maximilian, and Louis XI., to his great disgust,

had to disgorge.

In England the Wars of the Hoses still con-

tinued, debarring that country from taking any

part in the politics of Europe.

In Spain in 1469 (the year that Lorenzo’s

rule in Florence began) took place the marriage

between Ferdinand, King of Arragon, and Isabella,

Queen of Castile, whereby for the first time Spain

entered as one country into European politics, this

marriage uniting the northern half of that country,

though the Moors still held the southern portion.

In Milan, after the death in 1476 of the Duke
Galeazzo Sforza, his Duchess, Bona of Savoy,

governed for a time on behalf of her young son.

In 1480, however, her late husband’s brother,

Ludovico Sforza (commonly known as “ II Moro,”
owing to his swarthy complexion), managed to

banish her, placed her twelve-year-old son, Gian
Galeazzo, on the throne, and proceeded to govern
in his name. And as II Moro failed to continue

the policy of his father and brother in maintaining
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a close friendship with Florence, this made a

material difference to Lorenzo the Magnificent in

his labours to preserve the balance of power in

Italy.

In southern Italy in 1480, just after Lorenzo
had concluded his treaty of peace with Naples,

Mahomed II., who after his capture of Constanti-

nople in 1453 had subdued in succession Servia,

Bosnia, Albania, and Greece, proceeded to extend

his conquests to Italy, and attacked and captured

Otranto, massacring the inhabitants. This capture

of Otranto by the Turks created great consterna-

tion in Italy, and was a principal inducement to

Sixtus IV. to conclude the peace with Florence

already noted. Florence agreed to maintain a fleet

of fifteen galleys for employment against the Turks
until they should be expelled from Italy.

For the next four years after his T
. - __ ,

•

' , „ Lorenzo the

peace with Naples and the Pope, Magnificent.

Lorenzo was continuously occupied in

striving to create a general peace in Italy. Sixtus

IV., still endeavouring to seize upon various states

for his nephew Girolamo, kept Italy in a constant

state of war, in which Milan, Venice, Ferrara, and
Naples were all involved ; but Lorenzo succeeded

in keeping Florence out of it, though for some
time his labours to bring all states to peace were
without success.

In 1482 Lorenzo’s mother, Lucrezia Tornabuoni,

died. She had lived to see her elder son’s triumph

over the cruel enemies who had slain her younger

son, and to witness the former’s growing power as
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“the needle of the Italian compass.” In the many

troubles and anxieties of the previous four years

Lorenzo had received much counsel and support

from her, and he felt her death greatly. Speaking

of it, he says :
—“ I have lost not only my mother,

but my one refuge from many of my troubles, a

comfort in my labours, and one who saved me
from many of those labours.”

In 1483 Lorenzo’s second son, Giovanni, though

only seven years old, was admitted to minor orders

with a view to training him for high office in the

Church. And at the same time Louis XI., with

whom Lorenzo’s influence had now become great,

conferred on Giovanni (in accordance with a bad,

though not infrequent, custom of the age) the

Archbishopric of Aix in Provence. It is curious,

and illustrative of the prevailing views on such

points, in reading Lorenzo’s own account of the

matter in his memoirs, to note how he evidently

saw nothing incongruous in the matter. He
says :

—

“ On the 19tli May we received the intelligence

that the King of France had presented to my son,

Giovanni, the abbey of Fontedolce. On the 31st

we heard from Rome that the Pope had confirmed
the grant, and had rendered him capable of hold-
ing a benefice, he being now seven years of age.

On the 1st of June Giovanni accompanied me
from Poggio a Caiano to Florence, where he was
confirmed by the Bishop of Arezzo in the chapel
of our family, 1 and received the tonsura

; and from

1 Presumably this refers to the OappeUa Merfivi in Santa (’rotte, built

for Cosimo Pater Patriae by Michelozzo, and from time to times

enriched by the family with many beautiful works, including panel
paintings by the artists of the school of Giotto, and various line works
of Mino da Fiesole and Luca della Robbia, some of which still remain*
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thenceforth was called ‘Messire Giovanni.’ The
next day we returned to Poggio. On the 8th

June arrived advices from the King of France
that he had conferred upon Messire Giovanni the

Archbishopric of Aix in Provence.” 1

In 1484, all states except the Pope being weary

of the war, Lorenzo’s efforts were at length suc-

cessful, and a peace was concluded at Bagnolo

between Naples, Milan, and Venice. The news

of it greatly enraged Sixtus IV., who was then

seriously ill
;
we are told that on hearing of it he

“became speechless with fury”; and (it has been

said owing to this cause) on the following day, to

the relief of all Italy, he died. He was succeeded

by Innocent VIII. (Giambattista Cibd) ; and this

caused a great improvement in Lorenzo’s position.

For, whereas Sixtus IV. had been the bitter enemy

of the Medici, with Innocent VIII. it was exactly

the reverse. He was much impressed with the

political influence of Loi-enzo, and considered it

very desirable to keep on good terms with the

powerful ruler of Tuscany, a policy which he

steadily maintained throughout his eight years’

pontificate.

1 Giovanni was, of course, not ee made an archbishop/® as Trollope

and others have said Moreover, it is sufficiently evident that he could

not be made such by the King of France. He was, as Lorenzo’s

letter says, admitted to minor orders (by receiving the tonsure) and

« rendered capable of holding a benefice.” The tonsure was given

to all persons performing minor offices about the church (readers,

acolytes, etc), and did not involve any pledge to proceed to holy

orders afterwards ; and, as a matter of fact, Giovanni was not ordained

a priest until after his election as Pope. What happened when he was

seven years old was that he was rendered capable of receiving the

income of an abbey and an archbishopric, a deputy performing the

duties. This abuse was common in that age, and Montalembert, in liis

Monks of the West, speaks of it as one of the chief causes of the disorders

in the French Church before the Revolution.
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In 1481 the united power of the states

of Italy, with the Kings of Arragon,

1480*1490
P01'tugah and of Hungary, was

put forth to retake Otranto from the

Turks; and upon the receipt of news, while the

siege was proceeding, of the death of Mahomed II.

Otranto capitulated.

In Spain Ferdinand and Isabella began in 1 48 L

to drive out the Moors from the southern half

of the country, a war which was to last for the

next eleven years.

In England in 1483 Edward IV. died, the boy
Edward V. was murdered by his uncle Richard,

Duke of Gloucester, and the latter became king.

Two years later Richard III. was himself killed

at the battle of Bosworth, and Henry VII. gained

the throne, putting an end to the long period

of civil war which England had endured for

thirty years.

In France Louis XI. also died in 1483, and
was succeeded by his son, Charles VIII. The
latter was a boy of thirteen, of weak health and
small capacity. Louis XI., however, when dying
entrusted to his eldest daughter, Anne of Beaujeu
(married to the Duke of Bourbon), the guardian-
ship of her young brother and the rale of the
kingdom during his minority

; and for the next nine
years she governed in his name. She displayed

a high intelligence and many remarkable qualities,

her nobility of character, justice, and prudence
gradually overcoming the ill-will of her brother,

the opposition of the French nobles, and the
schemes of Maximilian of Austria, and obtaining
for her the name of “ Madame la Grande,” Under
her wise methods of government the prosperity of
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France greatly increased
; while it was she who

enabled Henry VII. to gain the throne of

England.

From the year 1480 Lorenzo the
LoTenzotha

Magnificent 1 remained for the rest of Magnificent,

his life undisturbed by dissensions in
14MM9a -

Florence, and was able to devote himself, especially

after the general peace in Italy brought about in

1484, to those arts of peace which were so much
more congenial to him than war. Not that his

beloved studies were neglected even in the midst

of war or the most pressing anxieties. In a

letter to Ficino, he says :

—

“ When my mind is disturbed with the tumults

of public business, and my ears are stunned with
the clamours of turbulent citizens, how would it

be possible for me to support such contentions

unless I found a relaxation in Learning?”

Ammirato says :

—

“ Being now completely free from foreign dis-

turbances, and having perfect quiet at home, he
devoted himself to the pleasures and elegancies

of peace, occupying himself in the patronage of

literature, in book-collecting, in beautifying the

city, in bringing into cultivation the surrounding

country, and in all those pursuits and studies

which have made that age remarkable.”

And notwithstanding all the accusations of

“ despotism ” made against Lorenzo, it is impossible

not to notice that at no other time in Florence’s

history was she not only so respected abroad, but

also so peaceful, prosperous, and contented at

home. Which clearly shows that the form of

government established by him was that which
1 Plate XXIII.
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ensured the maximum of happiness to the greatest

number. It has also been remarked that “ the

civil equality to which we are accustomed in

modern states, but which was quite unknown to

the Europe of that age, was by no means un-

known to Tuscany in the time of Lorenzo the

Magnificent”: which seems sufficiently to show

that any “despotism” on his part could scarcely

have been of a very stringent character.

1 Nor

did political affairs, literature, and art absorb the

whole of Lorenzo's attention, for under his rule

“all industries, commerce, and public works made

enormous progress.” 2 And in after times the

Florentines always looked back to the time ol

Lorenzo the Magnificent as the happiest and

most prosperous period of their history. Nor was

this confined only to Florence. Guicciardini com-

mences his celebrated history with the remark

that the time of Lorenzo was a season “ prosperous

beyond any other which Italy had experienced

during the long course of a thousand years ”

;

and after a long panegyric on its then happy

state, says that this “ was by general consent

ascribed to the industry and virtue of Lorenzo de’

Medici.” At the same time in the wider field of

European politics Lorenzo became recognised by

all sovereigns as the leading man in Italy, and

in the Florentine archives may be seen letters to

him from Henry VII. of England and Louis XL
of France, in which both of them address him as

an equal, and in the style of a reigning monarch.

But the task of maintaining the peace of Italy,

1 Those who under other circumstances would have been the leaders

of faction-fighting naturally called Lorenzo’s rule a tyranny. Hut we
lluil even Savonarola declared by his opponents to have made limuself
i( tyrant of Floience.” (Villari’a Savonarola, ii. 71.)

2 Guicciardini.
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which had devolved upon Lorenzo, was one which
taxed all his powers, and it is hard to understand

how he found time as he did for all those

pursuits which Ammirato mentions. Naples, the

Pope, and Milan were only kept from war with

the greatest difficulty. Nor was this all. Among
the smaller states there existed a chronic condition

of feud which required incessant watchfulness on

Lorenzo’s part in order, by skilful intervention, to

prevent it from developing into actual war. He
watched over the smallest matters in the politics

of other states which might affect, however
remotely, the welfare of Florence. Conflicting

interests, mutual distrust, and veiled animosity

made Italian politics of that time a perfect laby-

rinth of intrigue. And nowhere is the consummate
statesmanship of Lorenzo more apparent than in

those portions of his correspondence showing the

masterly manner in which he dealt with the

complex situations called forth by these conditions,

and demonstrating the successful results which he

achieved.1 But all this was not done without a

strain upon his powers of mind and body which

told severely upon him. So that we can well under-

stand the wish that he expressed that he could

bury himself for six months in some place where

no rumour of Italian affairs could reach his ears.

In 1484 Florence was drawn into a desultory

war with Genoa, and took Pietrasanta; and in

1487 Lorenzo himself conducted an expedition

against Sarzana (which had been captured from

Florence during the war of 1478-1480), and retook

that town: an act which still further increased

his popularity, as the loss of Sarzana had been

deeply licit by the Florentines. In August 1487,
* Hee j>. 270 .
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while Lorenzo was absent at the baths of Filetta,

whither he had gone owing to his increasing attacks

of gout, his wife, Clarice,

1
died, at thirty-four. She

died somewhat suddenly, and he heard of her death

before he knew that she was ill.

In 1488 Pope Innocent VIII., impressed with

Lorenzo’s growing importance, desired a marriage

between one of his sons,
2 Francesco Cibb, and one

of Lorenzo’s daughters : a significant sign of the

extent to which this citizen family were rising in

worldly estimation. Lorenzo gave him his eldest

daughter, Maddalena. 3 They were married on the

20th January 1488. An episode in connection with

this marriage gives us a glimpse of the simplicity

of the domestic life in the Medici Palace. It is

related that when Francesco Cibo came with a

very grand retinue from Rome for this marriage 4

he and his suite were splendidly lodged and
luxuriously entertained in a separate palace; but

after three days Cibb himself went to stay at

the Medici Palace with his future father-in-law.

There, astonished at the simple style of living,

so different from what he had been accustomed to

in the Papal palace at Rome, as well as from that

which his own retinue were receiving elsewhere,

he thought that an insult was being put upon him.

It was then explained to him that it was no insult,

but the very reverse
; that the luxurious entertain-

1 Plata XVIII. (p. 20B).
® Roscoe says :

— “ Before adopting an ecclesiastical life Giambattista
Cibo was married and had several children, the eldest ofwhom, Francesco
Cibo, was married to Maddalena, Lorenzo's daughter.”

8 Plate XXIV. This portrait of Lorenzo’s eldest daughter in specially
interesting because both the picture and the negative from which the
photograph of it was taken are now lost. The plain style of her drew
is very noticeable.

4 Or perhaps rather for the betrothal
;
the actual marriage took

place at Rome.
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ment was kept for those who were guests, but that

now he was admitted, no longer as a guest, but as

one of the family.

In the same year Lorenzo married (22nd May
1488) his eldest son, Pietro, then seventeen,1 to

Alfonsina Orsini, another of that same proud

Roman family from whom his own wife had

come. Judging from their after results, as repre-

sented in Clarice Orsini’s son Pietro, and Alfon-

sina Orsini’s son Lorenzo, these two Roman
marriages were not at all advantageous to the

Medici family.

In 1489 s Lorenzo attained a desire which

he had much at heart. Though only forty, his

health was already failing from hereditary gout.

His eldest son, Pietro, showed signs of a careless

and arrogant disposition, which did not promise

well for his success as a ruler of Florence.

Lorenzo was therefore anxious to create a second

prop to the family fortunes, so that if Pietro

should fail, Giovanni, his second son, might be

able to retrieve the failure. If he could get the

latter made a cardinal the family wealth and

influence would probably, eventually, carry him

to the Papal throne: when the family fortunes

would be assured. It was therefore a great satis-

1 A portrait of Pietro at the age of seventeen is to be seen in the

copy of Homer printed in 148U (now in the National Library of the

Unissi), and given to Pietro on the occasion of his marriage (m
vol. ii. p.

* In this same year Filippo Sliwa (the elder) begun to build a new
palace for his family, the present Btrmi Palace- lie relates how he

fmd a careful horoscope drawn out, and in accordance with it laid the

foundation-stone at sunrise on the Oth August IdiiO. Though inferior

in its architecture to the palace of the Medici, built sixty years before,

it followed the general style of the latter. It was designed by

Benedetto da Maiano, an artist who had hv this time gained a consider-

able reputation both ns a sculptor and an architect.
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faction to Lorenzo when by his influence with

Innocent VIII. he, in this year, though Giovanni

was only thirteen, succeeded in getting the latter

created a cardinal, the youngest there had ever been .

1

In 1490 there began in Florence the preaching

of the man who was in a few years to become the

chief power among the Florentines. Savonarola,

a native of Ferrara, had taken up as a special

mission the task of recalling the inhabitants of

the cities of Italy from their luxurious and profli-

gate ways. He had preached this message first

at Florence, as the most important city at that

time in Italy ; but, unable to get the Florentines

to listen to his exhortations, he had departed for

several years to preach the same message at

Brescia, Reggio, Genoa, and other places. And
it was Lorenzo who, in this year 1490, recalled

him to preach again his message of reform in

Florence. And this fact should be borne in mind
as counterbalancing the baseless statements so

often made as to Lorenzo having led the Floren-
tines into profligacy. Nor even when Savonarola’s

preaching was aimed against himself did Lorenzo
resent it. Preaching against the prevailing licen-

tiousness of the times, Savonarola, in predicting
the downfall of the various states of Italy before a
foreign conqueror, unless a general reformation of
morals took place, included among the dynasties
who were thus to fall, not only the King of
Naples, the Sforza at Milan, the Este at Ferrara,
and the occupant of the Papal throne, but also
the Medici at Florence. Yet Lorenzo showed no

Ihe lope stipulated that in view of (iiiovaiuii’H age it should
remain a secret for three years

; though it soon became im open one.
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resentment, and took no steps to stop this preach-

ing, though his paramount influence with Pope
Innocent VIII. would have enabled him at any

moment to procure Savonarola’s removal. In the

following year Lorenzo gave a further example

of worthy command over himself. In that year

Savonarola was elected prior of the monastery of

San Marco, the monastery which had been entirely

built and endowed by the Medici. It was conse-

quently customary for the prior on being elected

to pay a complimentary visit to the head of the

Medici family. Yet when Savonarola, deeming

this a worldly and unseemly custom, declined to

observe it, Lorenzo treated the discourtesy with

dignified forbearance, only saying with a smile:

“ See now ! here is a stranger who has come into

my house and will not deign even to visit me.”

Nevertheless he showed good-will to the prior,

often attended his services, and gave as liberally

as heretofore to San Marco.

During these two years, 1490 and 1491, Lorenzo

was greatly harassed by the quarrel between the

King of Naples and the Pope, and by the strenuous

labour it involved on his part to keep them from

coming to an open rupture. King Ferrante per-

sistently evaded compliance with the terms of the

treaty which he had made with the Pope in 1480,

and Lorenzo had to exert all his powers of per-

suasion with Innocent VIII. to prevent him from

endeavouring to enforce it. At length, however,

in February 1492 Lorenzo’s efforts to bring them
to a better understanding were successful, and they

agreed to a mutual settlement of their differences,

which set this matter at last at rest.
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This completed Lorenzo’s work for the main-

tenance of peace in Italy. He had in twenty-two

years perfected that which his grandfather had

begun, and created between Venice, Milan, the

Pope, and Naples, a firm balance of power which

so long as his influence watched over it would

keep Italy at peace. But Lorenzo had done

more than this, and to protect Florence from the

miseries of war had created a more permanent

safeguard, one undreamt of by Cosimo. Instead

of the chronic enmity with her neighbours which

had hitherto always been Florence’s condition,

Lorenzo—a master in conciliatory action—had in

the course of twenty-two years gradually estab-

lished friendly relations with Siena, Lucca, Bologna,

Faenza, Ferrara, Rimini, Perugia, and Citta di

Castello : thus encircling Florence with a ring of

friendly states—a more lasting guarantee for her

peace than even a general balance of power.

These achievements had brought Italy to that

condition referred to by Guicciardini as the most

prosperous experienced for a thousand years, and

had made Lorenzo recognised even beyond the

Alps as the leading statesman of his age.

Literature. But Lorenzo the Magnificent has a
1469-H92

. greater claim to fame than any which
is derived from his achievements in the political

sphere. It is in the domain of Learning and Art
that his chief honour will ever rest; and the

former especially was the main interest of his life.

However much controversy may rage round
the deeds of the Medici, there is one cause in
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regard to which it will be difficult to deny that

they have deserved unstinted honour and gratitude

from Europe at large,—that of the resuscitation of
Learning.

1 And in particular for their rescue, at

great cost to themselves, of a mass of invaluable

literary treasures belonging to the classic age, just

in time before the spread of Turkish misrule over

all the eastern countries of Europe after the fall of

Constantinople had time to work its natural effects.

For a very few decades of Turkish dominion

over these countries would have caused all those

treasures to disappear for ever. Carried out by
four generations, there were in this matter two
stages. The time of Lorenzo, notwithstanding all

the enthusiasm of the brilliant coterie he gathered

round him, can scarcely be called “ a time of learn-

ing,” such as that which followed it in the time of

Leo X., Erasmus, and the Scaligers ; it was too

early for that result. In the case of the first three

of the four generations, the resuscitation of Learn-

ing has reference to the splendid work done in

unearthing and making known the materials by
which alone later generations were enabled to

become times of learning. Cosimo, Piero, and

Lorenzo did this portion of the work; it re-

mained for Lorenzo’s son, Leo X., to conduct his

age to the further step of becoming a time of

learning through the labours of those who had

gone before.

The assistance which Lorenzo gave to this

work was unbounded. Large as had been the

amounts which his father and grandfather had

given to this object, that which Lorenzo gave was

1 See Gibbons' words (chap, iv. p, 78).
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still larger, It has been computed that in the

thirty-five years, from the recall of Cosimo in 1434
to the death of Piero in 1469, the family, over and
above what they spent in the search for and rescue

of manuscript books from the East, had given from
their private fortune for the public benefit in the

shape of institutions to assist Learning and similar

objects a sum equal, in our present money, to

nearly £3,000,000 sterling. To this Lorenzo’s own
expenditure on the same obj ect has to be added

;

and some idea of its extent may be formed from
the amount which he gave annually for books
alone. Mr Walter Scaife says:

—

“Allowing for the difference in the value of
money, Lorenzo’s annual expenditure for books
alone amounted to from £65,000 to £75,000 sterling.

He sent the celebrated Giovanni Lascaris twice to
the Orient for the express purpose of discover-
ing and purchasing ancient manuscripts. On his
second voyage Lascaris brought back two hundred
Greek works, as many as eighty of which were
not up to that time even known.” 1

But this was only one item in the process. Not
only had such manuscript books to be searched
for in Eastern countries, but to be of any use
in the spread of Learning, copies of them had
to be multiplied; and so an army of copyists 2

1 Florentine Life during the Renaissance, by Walter Scaife.

.

2 Florence (owing to tlie feeling of disdain for prmtcrl, as compared
with manuscript, books which prevailed amongst scholars) was the last
of the great cities to establish a printing press, being surpassed even by
London. Following Mayence in 1450, Naples established printing in
1405, Rome in 1467, Venice and Milan m 1469, Paris, Nuremberg, and
Verona in 1470, and London (under the auspices of Caxton) in 1476.
And it was not until 1477 that Florence produced a printed book,
brought out by the printing press set up by Bernardo Ceimini. In
Mayence the Gothic type was used

;
the Roman type was introduced by

Seveynheim and Pannartz at Rome in 1467 ;
and the Italic by Aldu*

Manntius at Venice in 1500.
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were maintained by Lorenzo for this purpose and
kept constantly at work. Then, again, there were
colleges and other similar institutions to be founded
for the assistance of those who had the scholar’s

instinct but could not afford the necessary books,
or the expense of their own maintenance while
studying. Among other institutions of this kind,
Lorenzo founded the University of Pisa, which, by
his liberality to it, he made the most celebrated
university of that time in Europe, except that
at Florence. When he was only twenty -three
(during the time when he and Giuliano were
chiefly renowned for their splendid pageants and
festivities) he went, at the latter end of 1472, to
Pisa to found this university, and stayed there a
long time employed on this work, himself taking
the direction of the new university. The State
gave an annual grant to it of G,000 florins, but
as this was altogether inadequate, Lorenzo gave,
to supplement it, more than double that amount
out of his private fortune, and by this means
obtained for its professors some of the most
eminent scholars of the age. Put his work at
Florence in this direction was still greater

; it was
at Florence, and in the cause of the Greek language
and literature, that the labours of Lorenzo on
behalf of Learning culminated. Roscoe tells us
that, “ while the University of Pisa was for the study
ofthe Latin language and those branches of science
of which it was the principal vehicle, it was at
Florence only in all Italy that the Greek language
was taught, and that there was established a
public academy for Greek by means of which the
knowledge of the Greek tongue was extended, not
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only through all the rest of Italy, but through

France, Spain, Germany, and England, from all

which countries numerous students attended at

Florence who diffused the learning they had there

acquired through Europe.”

To this Greek academy at Florence Lorenzo

gave lavishly, and for its welfare laboured per-

sistently, establishing as its professors such cele-

brated men as the eminent Johannes Argyropoulos,

Theodoras Gaza, Demetrius Chalcondylas ,

1 and

others. The celebrated William Grocin (after-

wards Professor of Greek at Oxford), and Thomas

Linacer,

5 the first English scholars who learnt

Greek, acquired it at Florence under these great

teachers.

All this gives us some idea of how great was

the cost of such a work as the resuscitation of

Learning. And when joined to Lorenzo’s large

expenditure on the encouragement of Art, and on

State expenses other than those for which he was

reimbursed,

3
it caused even the Medici wealth to

be heavily reduced
; so that Lorenzo the Magnifi-

cent died a very much poorer man than his father.

But it was money well spent ; and his own speech

on becoming head of the family, made in reference

to the large amount which his father and grand-

father had drawn out of the family funds to spend

1 TLlb first printed edition of the works of Homer was brought out at

Florence in 1488, by Demetrius Chalcondylas and Demetrius Cretensis.
2 Thomas Linacer, or Lmacre, was one of the most eminent

physicians and scholars of England, He was born about 1400, and
was the first Englishman who studied Aristotle and Galen in the

original Greek. He taught Greek at Oxford and gave lectures on physic.

Henry VII. called him to court and entrusted to him the education

of Prince Arthur. In 1518 Linacer became the founder of the College

ofPhysicians in London, obtaining letters patent for it from Henry VIII,

He died in 1524, and was buried in St Paul^t
9 See p. 303,
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on works of public utility, may be made applicable

to himself:— “Some would perhaps think it

would be more desirable to have a part of it in

their purse ;
but I conceive it to have been spent

to the great advantage of the public, and am there-

fore perfectly satisfied.”

And to the very last Lorenzo’s ardour in

this cause of spreading a knowledge of learning

remained unabated. “ The ruling passion strong

in death ” gained another example in his case. As
the two closest of his friends, Angelo Poliziano

and Pico della Mirandola, stood weeping by his

bedside as he breathed his last, his dying words

were :
—“ I wish that death had spared me till I

had completed your libraries.”

But Lorenzo’s assistance to the cause of Learn-

ing did not end here, or with help which he shared

with his father and grandfather. The honour

which literary men gave to him was not merely that

given to a great patron whose wealth was ever at

the service of Learning, but was in even greater

degree the honour paid to one who was himself

an author of literary work, a leader in their own
sphere. It is only in recent years that it has

become appreciated how high is the place taken by
Lorenzo in this respect. Modern opinion, however,

credits him with having more of the poetic spirit

than any other man of his time, and with having

been the leading poetic influence of his age. Thus
the most recent authority on the subject says 1

:

—

“ His (Lorenzo’s) sonnets and odes
(
cmzoni

)

are of finer quality than any similar verse since
4 The Cambridge Modern Hixtory, vol iii. chap. xir. (“The Italian*

Renaissance/' by A. J* Butler,
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the death of Petrarch; and one seems to catch
in them at times an echo of the less highly finished,

but also less self-conscious, work of the pre-
Petrarchian age, the dolce stil nuovo of the expir-

ing thirteenth century. Both he and his friend
Politian had felt something of the invigorating
influence of the racy Florentine folk-songs; and
if Lorenzo had lived free from the entanglements
of politics and state-craft, the course of cinquecenfo
poetry might have taken another turn. Unfortu-
nately the fashion was left to he set by the courtly
poets by whom it was led downwards to the
depths of seicentismo, with its conceits, its false
taste, its insincere sentiment and general lack of
all masculine quality.”

All Lorenzo’s efforts as a writer were employed
to put an end to the depreciation of the Italian
tongue as compared with Latin. As a boy of
seventeen he had declared his belief that this was
practicable. In a remarkable letter written by him
in 1466 to his friend, Federigo of Naples, he
defended what was then the vulgar tongue,
declaring that the Tuscan language possessed all
the necessary qualifications for literary use, and
proving his point by examples from Dante,
Petrarch, and Boccaccio

; and he urged that the
language of Tuscany, so graceful in its youth,
might be made to attain still greater perfection in
its maturity if only the Florentines would earnestly
strive to this end. All his writings were intended
to assist this object, and it is chiefly due to these
efforts of his that the Italian language occupies the
position it now does, instead of the lower plane
on which it stood in his day.
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Lorenzo’s poetical writings covered a wide

range. He was a devoted lover of nature and of a

country life, and all the best of his works deal in

some form or another with such topics. He wrote

the well-known poem of the Amhra, a mythological

poem on the building of his much-loved villa at

Poggio a Caiano, the poem being named after a

little island in the adjacent stream of the Ombrone,
and being a description of the joys of country

life and of the delightful spring-time in Tuscany

;

La caccia col Ja/conc , the doings of a hawking
party ;

La ncncia da Harberino, on Tuscan peasant

life, which Symonds styles “ a masterpiece of true

genius and humour”; / licoiti. a burlesque; and
many other poems. “ Also numerous sonnets and
love-songs (poems of his youth), mostly inspired by
his romantic but unimpassioned love for Lucrezia

Donati.” 1 Nothing came amiss to his muse; he
could write with equal ease pastorals and devo-

tional poetry, sonnets and carnival ditties, hunt-

ing songs and poems on stars and flowers;

and all showing true poetical feeling.

2

Lorenzo’s writings, occupied so largely with
that country life of which he was so fond, open
up the pleasantest side of his character. While
here, at all events, we have the satisfaction of

being on ground where controversy cannot enter,

since whatever a man’s writings show of himself

is definite and incontrovertible. Speaking of how
Lorenzo’s love of nature, and sympathy with the

1 Florence, by F. A. Hyolt
a Lorenzo's well-known aonj?, (e 0 cliiara h Leila, cho co’ raggi Luoi/'

haw always been much admired*
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feelings and life of the country people, show

themselves in his poetry, Mr Armstrong says as

follows

:

1—
“ As examples of this may be taken the stages

in the rosebud’s life, from his poem Corinto ; or,

a wider theme, the annual migration of the flocks

to the upland pastures. The flocks pass bleating

up the mountain paths, the young lambs trotting

in their mothers’ steps ;
the one just newly bom

is carried in the shepherd’s arms, while his fellow

bears a lame sheep upon his shoulders; a third

peasant is riding the mare with foal, carrying the

posts and nets to guard the flocks from wolves

;

the dog runs to and fro proud of his post as

escort to the party. Then comes a little touch

of nature unidealised: the flock is shut within

the nets, the shepherds fall to their meal of milk,

rolls and biscuits, and then fall fearlessly asleep

and snore all night. Equally well can the poet
describe a winter scene:—the crackling of the

leaves beneath the hunter’s feet, his quarry vainly

seeking to hide its tracks; the fir tree standing

green against the white mountains, or bending
its branches beneath its load of snow; the laurel

standing young and joyous amid the dry leafless

trees; the solitary bird that still finds a hiding-

place in the stout cypress which is doing battle

with the winds
; the olive grove on a balmy, sunny

shore, whose leaves show green or silver accord-
ing to the setting of the wind. Lorenzo finds

his materials in the troubles of life as in its joys

;

he enters keenly into the sufferings of the peasant
and of animals ; he describes one of the woodland
fires common in mountain districts—a chance spark
of the flint catching the dry leaves, then spreading
to the brushwood, and then gaining on ancient

1 Lorenzo de' Medici
,
by JE. Arumlrougk M.A.
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oak and ilex, destroying the shadowy forest homes,

the pleasant nests, the lairs where generations of

wild things had stalled themselves, and then the

wild rout of terror-stricken creatures bellowing and

shrieking down the echoing dale. .At another time

we see °the Ombrone in flood, with its turbid

yellow waters grinding stone on stone, bearing

along the plain its mountain spoil of trunk and

bough ;
the peasant’s wife is just in time to free,

with trembling hand, the cattle from the stall.

She carries pick-a-back her weeping little son;

behind her is her elder daughter with the poor

household store . . . the old shed floats bobbing

on the water’s crest. ... It is the close observ-

ance of nature which makes Lorenzo’s poetry ever

fresh, whether he is describing ants or bees, or a

line of cranes stretching across the 1 sky towards a

sunny spot, or the hunted deer taking its last

desperate leap and the straining eyes ol the baffled

dogs, or the oxen struggling with their load of

stones and logs, or the tired bird falling into the

sea because it fears to light upon a ship.”

Every one who is conversant with a sportman’s

life will feel how these writings of Lorenzo call up

scene after scene which has come before his own

eyes in the wild lifts of the mountains, how he is

brought in sympathy with the writer, and how

none but a man who was an ardent lover of nature,

of animals, and of the country people, could

observe and write like this.

But no picture of Lorenzo the Magnificent

would be complete without notice of that brilliant

inner circle of literary men who were his closest

friends. Among these the chief were :

—

Poutian,

who, before he was eighteen, was already renowned
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for his translation of the 1Iliad into Latin, at

twenty -six was lecturing to students from all

countries in Europe on the Greek and Latin

classics, and who, though he died at thirty-nine,

was the greatest poet of his time; 1 Marsiiao

Ficino, who, born in 1433 and trained by Cosimo

Pater Patriae, translated Plato and many other

works of the ancient writers into Latin, and

became the head of the Platonic Academy ; Luigi

Pulci, whose celebrated epic poem, II Morgantc
Maggiore, is said to have been written at the

request of Lucrezia Tornabuoni, Lorenzo’s mother

;

and Pico, Count of Mirandola, the most brilliant

of the whole band, and celebrated throughout

Europe—young, handsome, clever, lofty in char-

acter, with graceful bearing and golden hair, know-
ingtwenty-two languages, including Latin, Hebrew,
Arabic, and Chaldee, and whose many attainments

were the marvel of mankind. He was the most
distinguished literary man of the age; Politian

calls him “ the Phoenix who rested in the laurel
”

(Lorenzo). “To him,” we are told, “all know-
ledge and all religions were a revelation of God.”
Savonarola revered his memory, and in his

Triumphus Crucis, written after Pico’s death,
declares that “ by reason of his loftiness of intellect

1 Symonds says that for fertility of conception anil mastery of
metre^ 1 olitian s Latin poems have never been surpassed by any
modern writer. His full name was Angelo Ambrogini of Monte-
pulciano, but he was always known as 3

>
oliziano. Mr Armstrong says

of brni The classics were absorbed into bis system and became a
part of himself. Latin and Greek sprang naturally to his lips, there
was no inward process of translation

; lie thought with the thoughts of
t le ancients. . . * Hence Politian’s Latin writings live^ and deserve to

,

lve
,\

.
:

11,15 P°em <m the Violet, and an elegy on the death of Albieradegh Almzzi, are still treasured gems of Latin poetry.”
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and the sublimity of his doctrine lie should be
numbered amongst the miracles of God and
nature.” Sir Thomas More translated his letters

and held him to be a saint. Lorenzo’s two closest

friends, Politian and Pico della Mirandola, both
died soon after him, Politian at the age of thirty-

nine, Pico at that of thirty-one, both of them dying
in 1494. 1

To the above four must also be added the
celebrated scholar, Cjiistokouo Landing, who in

his Disputations (first published about 1475)
relates certain notable discussions of this group of
brilliant intellects which took place when on one
occasion they were gathered at Camaldoli; and
Vesi'asiano ha Bisticci, “ the last of the master-
copyists and the first of modern booksellers,” the
largest employer of professional copyists in Europe,
whose book, the Lives of Illustrious Men , is a
mine of information regarding many important
historical characters of the time, written by one
who knew them personally.

Such were some of the men who were the chief
lights in that distinguished society which Lorenzo
the Magnificent created around him, a literary

coterie probably the most brilliant in intellect

which has ever been gathered together at one
time and place. With such men as its members,
and with such a leader, the Platonic Academy
attained a brilliancy which has preserved its renown
ever since. The gatherings of this society at

Lorenzo’s villa of Careggi, or sometimes at the

1 della Mirandola and Politian are both buried in tlm church
ofSan Marco, where their toonmuon Is are to be been one below the other.
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Badia of Fiesole, or at the monastery amidst the

forests of Camaldoli, produced discussions and

recitations which not only revived the love of

classical literature and added much to philosophical

thought, but also gave birth to that Neo-Platonism,

that religion of love and beauty, which absorbed

into itself many diverse minds in that epoch, and

was also destined to colour all the poetical literature

of the succeeding centuries, so that its voice would

be heard long afterwards in the poetry of Shelley

and Byron, no less than in that of Ariosto and

Spenser.

Art. In regard to Art, Lorenzo’s encourage-
1169-im ment Was almost as great. He more

than doubled the art collections
1 of the Medici

Palace, and there was scarcely a contemporary

painter or sculptor who was not assisted by him

;

while to his liberal patronage he added a universally

valued critical knowledge.

The unerring taste in Art which the Medici as

a family possessed is evidenced by the fact that no
painter or sculptor of that age is to be found whose
work is recognised now as of high excellence yet

who was not appreciated by the Medici. They
never made a mistake in such matters. To this

unerring taste on their part Florence owes it that

while the art collections of Rome, accumulated
by the Popes, are greater in quantity, those of

Florence—almost entirely the private collections

1 In addition to the works of sculptors and painters Lorenzo’s
collections of works belonging to the minor arts—vases, gems, and
valuable objects of art of all kinds—were immense. His collection of
cameos, coins, and medallions (now in the Bargello Museum iu
Florence) is the oldest in Europe.
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of the Medici—surpass those of Rome in quality.

And no member of his family possessed this sound

critical knowledge and infallible taste to so great a

degree as Lorenzo the Magnificent.

As had been the case with his father, Piero, the

leading artists of the day did most of their work

for him, and nearly every work of eminence in

painting or sculpture belonging to Lorenzo’s time

remaining in Florence, was commissioned by him.

Verrocchio did almost all his work for him; that

sculptor’s graceful tomb in San Lorenzo over

Lorenzo’s father and uncle, his bronze David,

and his fountain of The boy with a dolphin,

were all executed for Lorenzo. Botticelli he

made his family painter as well as friend, and all

the pictures of Botticelli’s second period were

painted for him. It was Lorenzo who caused

Ghirlandajo’s frescoes in Sta. Maria Novella and

Santa Trinita to be painted
;
and it was he who

selected and sent Leonardo da Vinci to Milan to

become II Moro’s great painter. Among others

he also gave commissions to Filippino Lippi,

Signorelli, Baldovinetti, Benedetto da Majano,

Andrea del Castagno, and the Pollajuoli. The

Medici Palace became, Symonds says, “ a museum,

at that period unique in Europe, considering the

number and value of its art treasures ”
; and these

he made available to all young artists for purposes

of study. There being at that time no school for

sculpture, Lorenzo formed one in his garden near

San Marco, collected there casts from many

antique statues, placed the school in charge of

Donatello's pupil, Bertoldo, and invited all young

sculptors to study there. Among those who did
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so were Lorenzo di Credi, Michelangelo, and

many others afterwards famous. Vasari says that

every young man who studied in this garden dis-

tinguished himself. Lorenzo had an eagle eye

for detecting genius, and when Michelangelo was

fifteen years old 1 Lorenzo, chancing to see in his

garden the mask of a grinning faun which the boy

had sculptured, made him an inmate of the Medici

Palace, where he was treated as one of the family,

and, Vasari says, was given an allowance of five

ducats a month and resided there for four years

;

which would mean until the Medici family were

driven into exile in 1494.

And it was an important time for such en-

couragement to Art. For the Renaissance in Art
was now approaching the full blaze of its zenith.

Every one of the great masters, except Tintoretto,

was living in the time of Lorenzo the Magnificent.

And although of these Luini, Fra Bartolommeo,

Michelangelo, Giorgione, Titian, Palma Vecchio,

Sodoma, Andrea del Sarto, and Raphael were
as yet children, the following were all at work,

viz. : Verrocchio, Botticelli, Ghirlandajo, Perugino,

Leonardo da Vinci, Filippino Lippi, and Lorenzo
di Credi; besides the Bellini and Carpaccio at

Venice, 2 Mantegna at Mantua, Francia at Bologna,

and Pinturicchio at Perugia.

„ .. Verrocchio, “the true eye,” whose real
Verroccmo. * iname was Andrea di Clone, was the

chief pupil of Donatello. He executed many
1

T.e.y in 1490.
2 Painting in oils ou canvas was introduced at Venice about the year

1478^ and all artists soon began to follow the Bellini brothers in using
this method.
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works for Lorenzo the Magnificent, but whether

owing to the subsequent commotions when the

Medici were driven out and their palace plundered,

or other cause, very few of his works remain.

Among these are, his tomb of Giovanni and Piero

de’ Medici in San Lorenzo
; his bronze statue

of David, now in the liargcllo Museum ; the group

of Christ and St Thomas outside Or San Michele,

which has been said to be the most beautiful head

of Christ ever executed ; and his fountain of The
hoy xdth a dolphin, made for Lorenzo’s villa of

Careggi, and now in the courtyard of the Palazzo

Veechio. One writer calls this statue “the little

boy who for ever flits across the court, while the

dolphin struggles in his arms, whose pressure sends

the water spurting from its nostrils.” And Perkins

says :
—“ Like a sunbeam which has found its way

into these gloomy precincts, it brightens them by
its presence.” Verrocchio’s last work was the

splendid equestrian statue in bronze of Colleoni

at Venice, the second equestrian statue executed

since the times of ancient Home,1 and superior

to that of Gultamelata by Donatello at Padua.

Verrocchio only lived to complete the model

in clay (of both horse and man) and the east-

ing was completed by Leopardi. Still less of

Verrocchio’s work as a painter remains. Besides

the Baptism of Christ, now in the Accademia
at Florence, only one other of his pictures is

in existence, that of the Madonna adoring the

infant Christ, now in the Ruskin museum at

Sheffield. But Verrocchio’s chief fame as a

painter is that he was the master of Lorenzo di

J
fSvc Iy. p. 1J4*
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Ci Bill and Leonardo da Vinci. Veirocchio died

in 1488.

When to the graver atmosphere of the
Botticelli |a)

£ime 0£ p1£10 ji Gottoso theie succeeded

all that season of youthful joy and light-heaited-

ness which marked the fiist nine yeais of the rule of

Lorenzo the Magnificent, this change in the spirit

of the time caused a coil espondmg change in

Botticellis painting
, so that we find him painting

in this his second penod

1

all those pictuies which

aie so permeated with the spirit of that time To
these have to be added, in the latter half of this

penod of his painting, his fresco pictures at Rome.

(II)

The chief pictuies of Botticelli’s second period

aie the Birth of Venus, Mars and Venus*

the Betti?n of Spring, and Pallas subduing the

Centaur, pictuies m which contemporaiy events

are memorialised under the symbolism of classic

myths clothed in a fifteenth-centuiy dress. We
have aheady seen 3 how the fiist three of these

refer to the tournament of 1475, to the brighter

era which Lorenzo had inauguiated, and to his

work m the domain of literature
, and how the

fourth refeis to the dehveiance of Florence by
Loienzo fiom the war and peril following on the

Pazzi Conspuacy

Soon aftei the war was ended Botticelli was
summoned (in 1481) by Pope Sixtus to Rome to

assist, with Peiugmo and Ghnlandajo, in painting

the celebrated senes of frescoes covenng the walls

1 For Botticelli’s fiist period., see chap vi pp 171-102,
* Cliap yin. pp 224-220
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of the newly-elect 2d Sixtme chapel. His petitions

of this woik consist of the fiescoes lepiesenting

the early life of Moses, the destiuction of Korah,

the punfication of the leper, the temptation of

Christ, and the poitiaits of the seven martyred

bishops of Rome These impoitant frescoes gamed
Rotticelli added lenown, and he returned to

Florence with a gieat leputation Foi the next

few years he was, in consequence, in gieat request

among the owneis of impoitant villas neai Floience,

all desiring to have fiescoes painted by him in their

villas Amongst otheis he painted at this time

for Lorenzo Toinabuom an impoitant series of

frescoes in the villa of the Toinabuom family (now
Villa Lemmi) at Rifrcdi, lepiesentmg events in the

history of that family.

1

Also (apparently) a series

of frescoes in the villa of Castcllo, painted for

Giovanni di Pier Fianceseo, of the younger blanch

of the Medici family 3 Then came the death of

Lorenzo the Magnificent and the expulsion shortly

afterwards of the Medici, and Botticelli found him-

self in a Florence the whole atmosphere of which

was completely changed under the influence of

Savonarola. So again Botticelli’s style changes,

and we have the pictuies of his thud period, which

will best be cousideied in connection with the

events which caused this entire change in the life

of Florence.®

1 Until recently these were supposed to have all pen shed, but a few
yeais uffo the present, ownri of the villa (Signor Lcwimi) discovered

under the whitewash hevoml of these frustuesj painted mieferenceto
the marnage of Loienzo Touitibiiom and thovaima degli Albizzi m
1480 These fine frescoes ai u now in the Louvie

a These aie apparently the pictures lefeired to by the rf Anonnn«
Gadilmuo" (app AjimnidiA VJI

)

J Foi BoUiudli s tUu d and fom tb peinnlsj w iliap xi pp 851-858
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As in Cosimo’s day, so also was
Bkirlandajo

^ ^ Qf L01enz0 Theie COuld

scarcely be a gieater contrast than exists between

the two chief painters of his time, Botticelli and

Ghirlaniajo
, the former so full of that spirit of

speaking to the mind through the eye that every

one of his pictures is leplete with deep and original

thoughts , the latter absolutely without a vestige of

this power. Ghirlandajo, though his diawing and
colouiing are peifect, is constantly called “common-
place ” and “ prosaic,” while it has even been said of

him, notwithstanding all his powers of technique,

that he is “ without the ait faculty ”
, and this

feeling regarding his woik is undoubtedly caused

by this entue absence in him of imagination and
originality of thought Thus in his pictures we
find our attention ever drawn to the accessories

of the subject rather than to the subject itself,

while of all such accessories he is a most careful

and prosaically accurate delineator.

But each of the great masters has his own
excellence

,
and Ghirlandajo’s lies in this very

direction Ruskin, being noticeably without the
historic faculty, could see no excellence in

Ghirlandajo, and severely condemns his work on
all occasions, calling it the mere handicraft of
the mechanic. But those who aie interested in

what the men and women of this time in Florence
looked like can forgive Ghirlandajo his want of the
art faculty foi the sake of the results on the histone
side, results which, had he not given them to us,

we should have looked for in vain elsewhere.

Ghirlandajo’s want of originality led bun to be a
most caieful copyist m every direction to which he
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turned his poweis And as he introduced into

his pictuies on leligious subjects repiesentations

of the peisons of note aiound him (earned out

with a careful accuiacy which rendeied him quite

incapable of flatteung them 1
), togethei with

many details of everyday hfe m Floience, we
obtain from him a valuable lecoid of the appear-

ance and mannei of life of the men and women of

the time of Lorenzo the Magnificent In this

way Ghirlandajo gives us in his frescoes in the

cliou of Santa Maiia Novella poitiaits of Polrlian,

MarsiliD Ficino, Cnstoforo Landino, and Demetiius

Chalcondylas ,

2 of the pamtcis Baldrmnetti, Mai-

nardi, Ghulandajo himself, and lus biother
, of the

bankeis Sassetti and llidolfi, of the mcmbeis of

the Tomabuoni family, of the reigning Floientme

beauty of tlie day, Giovanna degli Albizzi, who
in 148C mained Lorenzo Tomabuoni ; of the well-

known dealer in aims and armoui, Niccold Capana ,

and others. Again in Ins frescoes in the eliuich of

Santa Tiuntilwc have piotraits ofMaso dcgli Albizzi,

Palla Strozzi, Agnolo Aceiajuoli, and of Lorenzo

himself. And m the church of Ogmssanti, in his

fresco of the Vespucci family he has given us a

portrait (painted about 1474) of Amerigo Vespucci,

who gave his name to Amenca Ghirlandajo’s best

picture is the A&oi ation of the Shepherds, painted

for the Sassetti chapel in Santa Tnni tk, and now in

the Accademia delle Belle Arti .

3 Ghhlandajo died

in 1494, and is buned in Santa Muna Novella.

'As Mis Adysaya —"The lulmal ln*n1 ol lus muni lml him tn

pamt ovciy vent and wnnklo m the i.u w i»f Ins pci somites, anil evny
brooch and jewel in then lobes, with the same minute i I'ldihm

”

“So Mill by V.isuu ,
now wml to be (Jen tile dr’ Bee chi. Bishop ol

ArB77D
J Due nl l lie nlipplimls is ft poilrrul of InmsplI

YOU J. T
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Medici In Loienzo’s time the foui pnncipal
viuas villas possessed by the Medici weie the

villa of Caieggi, the Medici Villa at Ficsole, the

villa of Cafaggiolo 1 m the valley of the Mugello,

ongmally built by CosimD and largely added Lo

by Loienzo, and the villa at Poggio a Caiano,

about twelve miles to the noith-west of Floicnce,

built by Loienzo.

Lorenzo the
Loienzo only lived foi two months al'Ler

Magnificent effecting the reconciliation between the

King of Naples and the Pope He had
for years suffeied (like his father and giandf’athei)

fiom gout, and all thiough the ycai 1491 his health

was rapidly failing In consequence he had begun
to entrust pait of the public affairs to his eldest

son, Pietio In giving the latter advice legaidmg
his futuie conduct as head of the State, Loienzo
specially warned him never to foiget that his

position was simply that of a citizen of Florence,

telling him that his own success had been mainly
due to his unifoim care on this point.

In Februaiy 1492 Lorenzo’s attacks became
so severe that he was unable to attend to any
business Eaily in Maich the three years expired
dunng which his son Giovanni’s appointment as a
caidinal was to be kept secret, and it was publicly
announced He was foimally invested with his

new rank in the Fadia of Fiesole, and a grand
banquet was given at the Medici Palace in honour

1 Cafagginlo, like so many of thehr gip.it country villas of tl»P tima.
was practi< ally a ca^Lle The moat and iliawlnidue can be semi m tins
pirture of it (vol 11 p 338)
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of the occasion , but Lorenzo was only able to be

earned in on a littei to see the bnlhant company

assembled to do honoui to his son Giovanni,

now sixteen, had foitliwith to leave foi Rome to

take his seat in the Sacied College, and on the

12th March he left Florence for the Papal city.

Nine days latei Loienzo had himself earned to

Careggi and prepared for his end, gathering around

bim several of his closest friends, and making them

.read to him portions of his favourite authors,

From his death-bed he wiote to Giovanni a long

letter of advice and faiewell 1

This letter to his young son 2 is a veiy remaik-

able one Striking as it is for its evidence of calm

equanimity and mental vigour ummpancd even by

seveie illness and approaching death, it is yet more

so for the light it thiows on Lorenzo’s charactei.

For to a large extent it contradicts forcibly the

view of him which a long succession ol‘ waters

resolutely biassed against lnm have made the pie-

vailing one Not remaikable, peihaps, had it

emanated from some other source, it is so to us

solely because of the false impression of the man
which has been given us.

Loienzo died on the 9th April 1492, at the age

of forty-three, at his villa of Careggi,’ that much-
loved home of his leisure hours, where Plato and

Homer, Virgil and Horace had been worshipped,

1 liciing- the last words from X^dibiuo's pen, it luis Leon balled h is
fc Swau Song”

a AVe Appendix VIII
,
letter from Lorenzo to his son Ihovanm, la

tianslating it I have followed the original us nlrmely as possible m order

to show the noticeably simple charm tin of the language ami expie^ujim
tHBtl It will be spun that the token itself dittos wholly iiom the
abstract of it which Trollupo putu iorwaid aa purporting to convey its

sense
^ TUte XXV,
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and the Muses revered. His two closest friends,

Pohtian and Pieo della Mnandola, were with him

to the last As his end approached he seut foi

a pnest, who admimsteied to him the last sacia-

ment, he got out of bed to leceive it kneeling, but

was too weak and had to lie down again. He had

already sent to ask Savonarola to come to him,

and it says much for Loienzo that he should have

desued an inteiview with the uncompromising

fuar After it was ovei a ciucifix was held befoie

Loienzo ,
he raised himself up to kiss it, fell back,

and died.

1

Theie aie two veiy different accounts of what

took place at the interview with Savonarola On
the one hand we have the account (written at the

time) by Politian, who was present ,

8 and who simply

states that Savonaiola exhoited Loienzo to hold

fast to the Faith, to resolve to amend his life if

spared, and to meet death, if it was to be so,

with foititude ,
that he then prayed with lam and

gave him his blessing. The other account (which

appeared long afterwards) is the well-known stoiy

that Lorenzo confessed to Savonarola three sins

which lay heavy on his conscience—the sack of

Voltena, the bloodshed after the Pazzi Conspiracy,

and Lhe misappropriation to his own use of some of

1 Soma Df tlie medical lcmedios given him weia bcttei calculated to

hasten his end than to affect hia lecovery Ludovico Sioi/a had soufc

hnn a veiy famous Lombaiil doctoi, La/aio of Pavia, but the chief

lemerly which he piescnbed was a mixtuie of pulven^L'd diamonds and
pearls Whothei owing- to jealousy Df the Lombaid physician, fsouow
at Loicnzo’B death, 01 tlia result of foul play, the body of his most
eminent Florentine physician, Piei Leoni, was oil tlio morning attiH

Loi ouzo’s death found at the bottom of a wall m Lhe gai di»n of the villa
3 Politian’s account is coirobDiated tD some extent by a lctfcei

wiiLLgu by Beneiotto Dei only a week aftei Loieiuw's death (pee

Armstiong’s Lwenxo de ’ Medun
} p 310)
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the Dowei Fund ,

1 that Savonai dLi requu ed fiom
him a piomise to lestoie llie money thus misap-

propnatcd, to which it is said Loi enzo assented
, that

Savonai ola then lequned that he should lestoie the

libei tics ofFloiencc,towhich Loienzo made noi eply,

and that theicupon Savonai ola left him unabsolved

This pictui esque stoiy beais on iLs face evidence

of its falsity It did not appear until fifty ycais

al'tei Loienzo and Savonaiola were both dead,

and admittedly rests on hearsay evidence, whereas

Politian wiote as an eye-witness and within a few

weeks of the event Supposing the stoiy tiue,

then it must have been 1 elated eitliei by Loienzo

or by Savonaiola, loi it expressly states that none
othei was present when Loienzo made Ins con-

fession Builamaccln, who puL it foiward, dcelaicd

that he had the story from Savonarola’s own
lips. “But,” says Bishop Creighton, “we may be

pardoned foi sparing Savonarola’s fame the sup-

position that he made political capital for lus own
gloiification out of the secrets of the confessional,

still less piobablc is it that the tale was revealed

by Lorenzom an agony ofremorse after Savonarola’s

departuie and just befoie his death
” 2

1 This was a (jovpinmmit rnsuiaiiro Fund, m wlmh by insular sub-
Biiiptumn parents i mild puivide marmffo poiLitms Joi their daughters
Iu 1 U15 the Siffiioiu, bcinff mmli picsserl to ltp.iy the expense*? of Lhc
latewai, denrleil, mstoad of nuuedsmff taxation, Lliat only one-Jiflli of
the sum insured for in this fund slioulrl lie paid to the fful on lin
mnriuffPj and ihftt the remainder filmul il ho xctamed by the Slate uh a
Government debt, bearniff in lei est at hovcii per cent Tim was a most
unpopnUi measui Q, Imt not on account of the auaiiffenirnt itself, for it

obviously assisted economy, while it was piotouod to mn cased taxation,
hut bet uuse it was t oiifiiilercd tluL the interest of seven pci cent was too
low In any tnse it cun firairoly he called a misappropriation, even by
the Slate lb l ill lofiswas it a misappropriation of HUtc funds to lus own
use by Lorenzo or a ffrnunrl for the statement made by one modern
writer that

(t He had seized on the dowues of Ilmentinc maidens to pay
for his own pleasurda-”

a Cioiffhton ir. 341.
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Moreover a still more conclusive fact has failed

to be observed, namely, that (no mattei what may
01 may not be the truth about them) the tin ee

things lepiesented as weighing on Loienzo’s con-

science could not have done so from Lorenzo's

point of view Foi the sack of Voltena lie

was sd lemotely lespDnsible, and had made such

effoits to ameliorate the sufferings caused, that

he could not have felt the mattei weighing on

lus conscience, for the slaughter in connection

with the Pazzi Conspiiacy he was not only not

responsible, but had lemonstiated with the infun-

ated people against it, and had saved some of

those implicated in the clime, while as legal ds

the Dowei Fund the chaige would, foi the

reasons already stated, have appealed lo lum
meiely absuid And still moie so since Lorenzo’s

just iealmg in all money mattei s is very notice-

able ;
not only just, but libeial, dealing in money

matters was a marked featuie of his chaiactci 1

The so-called misappropnation has been explained

above, but m this connection it may be lcmarkcd
that when foui yeais afteiwaids Savonaiola was
himself the luling power m Florence, exactly the

same use (01 misappiopnation) of the money of this

Dower Fund was continued, which completely
stultifies any such charge as specially applicable to

Loienzo Lastly, the final lequest attnbuted to

Savonarola would have meant the return to a
state of things which to Loienzo lepiesented every-

thing most harmful to Florence’s welfare
, while

1 Any examination of Loienzo’s peisnnal money tiamanlions will
show that lie always erred on the girls of ovei-payment, and thaL any-
thing' m the natiue of an endear oui to g-efc the best of a bargain
wa& ablioimit Id him
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it is inconceivable that Savonaiola should have

lequncd from the dying man that which he was
in any case at that moment poweiless to pcifoim

Tins stoiy has piobably played a gi eater pait

in ci eating the mental pi etui c gen emlly fanned of

Loicnzo the Magnificent than any of the authenti-

cated facts of his life The aitifiee ol' pietending

that ceilam things weighed on his conscience is a

much moic effective way of instilling in us a belief

that he had been guilty of those tilings than a plain

statement to that effect would have been The
stoiy has had a gicat vogue, both on account of

its sensational ehaiaiTci, and of the oppoitumty
it furnishes foi calumniating the Medici, but since

the caieful analysis of lL made by Jhshop Cuighton 1

its complete mendacity has been fully established

Eoscoe’s remnik is justified’

—

“• A sLoiy that exhibits evident symptoms of
that paLty spnit which did not anse m Florence
until allei the death of Lorenzo, and which is

entnely oonliadictoiy to the account left by
Polilian, wnttcn bofoie the motives foi misicpie-
scntation existed, is lendeicd deserving of notice

only by the necessity of its refutation
”

Loi enzo the Magnificent and Clarice Orsim
had seven child toil'

—

PieLio, who succeeded lus father

Giovanni, afterwards Pope Leo X
Giuliuno, al'Lerwaids Due de Nemours
Maddalena, who married Francesco Cihd.

Luerezia, who inanicd Jacopo Salviati

Maria, who died umnained in 1487.

Contes,si mi, who mairiod lheio Uidolfi
1

Cxei^Uliiii’a Ihstoiy vj the I'upucy, xv 310-343,
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Lucrezia’s husband was a great-giandson of the

Jacopo Salviati who was Cosnno’s fucnd, and was

a cousin of the Aichbishop Salviati hung in the

Pazzi Conspiracy Lorenzo made the match to le-

estabhsh cordial relations between his family and

their old friends, the Salviati.

In appearance Lorenzo the Magnificent was

unprepossessing. At the same time the poitiait

of him by Vasari,

1 painted moie than fifty yeais

after Lorenzo’s death by a man who never saw

him, would seem not tD give a true likeness of

him. It neither accords with the descriptions

of his appearance given by conlempoiaiy wnteis,

nor with the portraits of him on medallions by
contemporary medallists, and would almost seem
intended to degiade his memoiy by giving him as

sinister an appearance as possible and sunound-
mg him with the attubutes of a buffoon .

2 Niccold

Valon, speaking of Lorenzo’s appearance, says •

—

"He was above the common stature, lnoad-
shouldered, and solidly built, and second to none
in athletic exercises. . His complexion was
daik, and although his face was not handsome,
it was so full of dignity as to compel respect.”

It is well known that medallions of this period
aie as a rule much more reliable than painted
portraits, and the two which exist of Loipnzo
(Plates XVII. and XXIII

)
by the celebrated

contemporary medallists, Bertoldo and Pollajuolo/
1 Now in the Uffizi Gallery
2 Whether this la intentional it is impossible to qay, hut it m.iy

have been so The younger blanch of the family bore no good-will
to the cldei bianch, and m partiuiLu to Ldidii/o anti his son Pietro
[see chap x ), and Vasaii, as thB cDuit painter of I'nsimo 1 (of tlio
youngei branch), had eveiy inducement to i cpic^nl Loien/o m no
nattering’ mannei

3 Beitnlrlo was a pupil of Donatello, and died tlin year before
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show a plain but veiy poweiful face, with some-

thing of the look of his father, Pieio ll Gottoso

The poitiaits Dn these medallions also receive

stiong corroboration from the terra -cotta cast

of Lorenzo’s face taken after death, and now the

pioperty of the Society della Columbana 1 So

that we may conclude that these poitiaits, and

not Vasan’s picture, give us the true representation

of Loienzo Speaking of the concentrated powei

of his face, Miss Ciuttwell says .

—

“ In the best poitraits that exist of him—that

of the Pazzi medal and the superb death-mask
of the Confraternity of the Columbana— the

face, with its compiessed lips, stein brow, and
powerful jaw, might serve as the embodiment
of physical and intellectual force

” 2

If, however, Lorenzo’s outward appearance

assisted him little, his manner more than resioied

the balance, It is said to have been so extra-

oidinanly fascinating that it caused liis plain face

and harsh voice to be entnely forgotten. This

statement of contemporary waters is fully borne

out by vaiious episodes in Lorenzo’s life, which

make it evident that he had an unfailing power

of charming all, both high and low, who weie

brought in contact with him.

Speaking of Loienzo in his social capacity,

Mr Armstrong® says :

—

“ Of his qualities as a host and companion
there can be no question . . . He was the soul

of courtesy and kindliness, always ready to aid

talent, to oblige a friend, to grant a petition, to

1 Pluto XXVI
JJ Ven ocrhw, by Mpw M Oruttwcll
* Lmnao de* Mfidtri, by E Armstiong*, M A
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peipeliate a job, to be button-holed in the public

street. The simplicity and friendliness of his

letters to his ambassadors fully account for the

devotion with which they seived him For
scholars and ailists he kept open house, who-
ever came first, whatever his age or rank, took

his seat at the host’s side His conversation, as

his character, had the fascination of vancty At
times his tongue had a rough edge To a cousin

who boasted of the copious supply of water at

his villa, he says ‘Then you might well affoid

to keep cleanei hands ’
,
to a Sienese who con-

doled with him on his indifferent eyesight and
added that the an of Florence was bad for the

sight, Loicnzo letorts ’ ‘And that of Siena for the
biain ’ Td one who adveisely cuticised the chai-

acter of the musician Squaicialupo, Loienzo said:

‘If you knew how liaid it is to obtain peifection

in any art, you would overlook shoitcomings
1 ”

His achievements have aheady been detailed

But that a man who died at the age of foity-lhree

should have been able to do all that he did, in

raising Florence so high in political power and

commercial piospenty, in maintaining the peace

of Italy and converting chrome enmity with sur-

lounding states into fnendship, m making the

Tuscan language the general language of Italy

by his woiks as an author, in cairymg forward to

so gicat an extent the resuscitation of Learning,

and in helping so laigely the advancement of Art,

is extiaoidinary. It did m very truth require

that “enduring indomitable stiength” which he

symbolised by his crest ofthethiee diamond lings to

achieve such results in so comparatively short a life.
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Loicnzo the Magnificent has been acknow-
ledged by the united voice of Europe to have
been one of the most leinarkable men who ever

held the rule of a state, and Ins chaiaeter has

always interested mankind, though peihaps it is

only m these days that his greatness in a laigei

sphcie has come to be fully appreciated. He was
a leader m an age which abounded with great men.
And he lias been lecogmsed as being one of the
chief inspiring Ibices of the fifteenth century. He
is the most important man of all those whose story

we are following, and it is therefore worth while

to examine that much-debated diameter m more
detail than can be devoted to otheis

The uolcntly conti adictory opinions common
in regard to the Medici culminate m the case of
Lorenzo the Magnificent. With waters belong-

ing to the one camp he has every virtue, with
those belonging to the other every vice; with
the founer all Ins actions are attributed to the
noblest motives, with the latter even the most
ordinary actions are, in order to show base motives,

distorted until they result m statements which are

glaringly incompatible.

Apart, however, from this point, another
difficulty lies in the versatility of his character, a
quality of many-sidedness which he shared with
many of his family, hut which was specially promi-
nent in him, Speaking of this characteristic in

Lorenzo, and the difficulty which it creates, Mr
Armstrong says as follows:1—

“ It is the prize, or the penally, of a versatile
receptive nature to be regarded as a mystery.
The slower mind cannot follow with sufficient

1 Lormxo dtf Medisi, by E. Armstrongs M,A,
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speed the winkings of so sensitive an instrument,

though the eye maiks the multiplicity of lesuits

The leality is that the action and icaction of

circumstances and chaiactei are pecuhaily rapid,

hut the observer believes that the outwaid mani-
festations are artificial and diamatic, having little

l elation to the inner life This foims a real

difficulty in the appreciation of the south Euio-
pean character by Anglo-Saxons, who aie seldom
genuinely versatile They have an inborn, deep-

seated distiust for such natuies, the few English
public men, for instance, who have been sd gifted

nave been legarded, at the best, as pioblems,
but more often as impostors, or as characters

abnoimally weak and changeable
“Thus it is that Loienzo the Magnificent

has been so often called a mystery . . .Really,

however, theie has seldom been a nature less

mysterious He was completely natuial, smgn-
laily open to the influence of cncumstanccs
As his intellect was versatile, so Ins character
was receptive He possessed in abundance
that quality of ‘give and take,

1

that power of
lmpiessing others and of receiving their lmpies-
sion, that gift of smpatia which to the Italian
expresses so much moie than its English repre-
sentative. . . Loienzo was equally natural and
unaffected whether he were planning a comic
novelty for the Carnival, or critically examining
the last new manuscupt that his agents had
biought or forwarded fiom Gicecc 01 elscwhcie
At table he would give grave advice to young
Michelangelo, throw a rhyme or cpigiam across
the board to Pulci, or discuss the problem of
unity in plurality with Marsilio Firmo. He
would give audience to an ambassador, or a
hoise trainer, or a popular preacher

, hold a party
caucus in the Via Larga, attend a critical meeting
of the Government, and then nde off to Careggi
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or Caiano to play with his children, and rise with
the lark to ride to hounds, or fly his favounte
falcons. Loienzo’s veisatility is the frequent

theme even of his contcmpoiaiy countiymen
A lovei of the countiy lather than of the town,
wlienevei he could he would escape to Poggio
a Caiano or moic distant villas He was fond
of the countiy people, their manneis, their songs,

and their pleasures . . . His family life was
extiemely simple; he lomped with lus children,

joined in their music, wrote a religious play for

them to act. . . In Lorenzo’s career it is im-
possible to draw a hard and fast line between
diplomacy and politics, ait and literature, religion

and philosophy, domesticity and public life,

country spoits and city functions. It is difficult

to analyse so manifold a character.”

Among the charges which a later age found

to make against Lorenzo, that of profligacy and

of corrupting the Florentines gives most evidence

of the virulent partisan spirit which has been

mentioned, owing to the entire want of ground

for the accusation. So far as his private character

is concerned no facts have been brought forward

to suppoit the charge. Judged by the standard

of his day he was not an immoral man. His
conduct in this respect was superior to that of

contemporary sovereigns, our own in England not

excepted. It is also noticeable that no illegitimate

children are ascribed to him; almost a unique

instance in that age. But it is in his public

capacity that the ehaige is chiefly made, alleging

that he debased the popular taste by the intro-

duction of licentiousness into Art and Literature

;

an accusation utterly without foundation, and

levelled against one most* of whose poetry was
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Df an elevating chaiacter. In support of tins

chaige his Carnival songs aie often cited, but

heie again the standaid of the age must detemimc

the point And judged by Lhat standaid the

veidict will be conclusive Nothing can be said

against Loienzo’s poetry in this respect which

cannot be said with much grcatei force against,

foi instance, Shakespeare Roscoe lemarks :

—

“In the poem of Brandohm, the attention of

Lorenzo to the dictates of molality is the paiticulai

subject of piaise, and that by a contemporaiy
writer Had the conduct of Loicnzo been
notoriously licentious, such praise would have been

the seveiesl satire.”
1

The accusation that the piofligacy of the

time among the Florentines is to be laid on
Lorenzo’s shouldeis receives sliong contradiction

from the contempoiary lecoids of Milan, Venice,

Fenara, Mantua, and many other capital cities

of Italy, since we there find at this penod exactly

the same state of things, and the same tendency to

sensuous amusemenLs and licentiousness replacing

a seveier style of life It was a general result of

the bursting foith of the Renaissance, and had
no special manifestation in Floience, in fact,

lather the reverse. Lorenzo, as regarded Ins own
private life, was better than his time, while the
idea that a ruler should endeavour to elevate his

people was one which did not dawn on Europe
till many generations latei, and it is not likely

that it ever crossed his mind By other writers,

again, this corruption of the Florentines is declared

to consist in a deterioration from their foimer
strength of character, and the charge which these
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wnters make against Loienzo is that of having

exeicised “an enfeebling influence” Hut we do

not find this supposed enfeeblement borne out by

the history of the time, or find the Floientines at

the end of Lorenzo’s rule any feebler m character

than at its commencement The Florence which

in 1494 did not quail befoie the tlneats of a

Chailes VIII showed itself no less strong than

that which m 1478 biaved the wrath of a

Sixtus IV. It was anothei kind of enfeeblement

of which, after the exile of the Medici, the

Florentines had to complain—that due to tlieir

own faction-fighting, and not to any action on

the part of Loienzo

Another chaige which shows no less animus

is that which asserts that Lorenzo eniiched him-

self at the expense of the public funds. Various

circumstances afforded opportunity lor this charge.

Not only was Loienzo expected to provide royal

hospitality m the Medici Palace to distinguished

visitors to Florence (expendituie which was seldom

lefunded to him by the State), but also he fre-

quently had to advance from the Medici bank the

war expenses of the State, and this was sometimes

refunded to him and sometimes not. He had also

in the conduct of foreign affairs constantly to

disburse large sums as scciet subsidies to foreign

states ;
these sums were either advanced or re-

imbursed to him by the State, but the secret

nature of their expenditure naturally left it open

to any one to suggest that he spent the money
on himself. Those to whom every act of the

Medici has an evil aspect have not failed to take

advantage of such an opportunity, while it seems

forgotten that “ secret se? vice money” is a regular

item of expenditure of every modern government,
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and is (necessarily) never accounted foi by the

high official to whom its expenditure is entrusted

Hence we find these tiansactions called “pecula-

tion ” and “ embezzlement ” on Lorenzo’s part

Such a charge, made agamst one who had spent

his pnvate funds on the public behalf to so large

an extent that even the immense foitune left him
by his father was severely reduced thereby, gives

us a measure of the length to which the paitisan

spirit against the Medici can go.

At a meeting held three days after Lorenzo’s

funeral the Signona officially placed it on recoid

that “he always suboidmated his own interest to the

advantage and benefit of the community, shrank

neither from trouble nor dangei for the good of

the state and its freedom
, and devoted to that

object all his thoughts and powers, securing

public order by excellent laws.” 1 Are we then,

on the one hand, to hold this as the correct

view of Lorenzo’s character and conduct, and
that Hallam, Burckhardt, and Gregorovius are

right ? Or, on the other hand, was Lorenzo “a
usurper who aimed only at his own interest,”

and embezzled the public money, one in whom
the enslavement of Florence “ was the hard woik
of his manhood ”

; and one who for this end
“ dehbeiately led the Florentines into profligacy,”

as alleged by Sismondi, Peirens, Symonds, Villan,

and Trollope ?
2 Examining the conflicting evi-

dence, and more paiticulaily the facts of Lorenzo’s

life admitted by all, it would appear that the
charge of being a “usuiper” cannot be mam-

1 This resolution wag voted for by 483 out of 546 aBiiatois
* Siamondi vii 290, Periens* Histwy qf Florence, i 431; Symonds

ii 315, 318, in 264,iv 369, 386, Symonds’ Sketches and Htudiw m Italy

(1879), 144, 145 , VilLui’b 8<nmaioh
x

i 33, 39, 45
,
Tuilbjie ul 461)
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tamed, especially in the face of the high autlioiity

of Hallam

,

1 that the charge of having " enslaved
”

01 made himself a “tyiant” ovei Floienceis utteily

meconcilable with the fact that lie had no militaiy

foice and that Ins powei lested solely on the will

of the people
,
that the chaige of “ embezzlement”

is for the leasons alicady given, 2 one which only

prejudice can asseit
;

and that the charge of

profligacy and of debasing the public taste by
mtioducmg licentiousness into Art and Letteis

is without an atom of foundation 8

But, after all, the best evidence as to which
side in this contiovei.sy is light is furnished by
the people of Floicnce themselves, those who lived

undei Loienzo’s rule, and who if his actions weie
such as lus detiactors have asscited, had Lo bear the

results of them. Did the Floicutincs as a whole
duung lus lifetime rcgaid Lorenzo with pude and
appiobation, and sonow for his death as a national

loss , oi did they look upon that death as a joyful

lelease to them fiom the tyranny of a usuipci who
embezzled the moneys of the State and enriched

himself at then expense ? It is incontestable that

the forma, and not the latter, was the view they
held , and the evidence which such a fact supplies

is absolutely conclusive upon Lhe whole matter *

Loicnzo’s funeral was, in accordance with his

own instiuctions, an unostentatious one lie was
buned, like lus grcat-grandfathei and father, in

the Old Sacristy in San Loienzo, in the same tomb
with his biothci Griuhano. From thence, however,
his and Giuliano’s remains were, sixty-seven years

1
Ilvllam’s JCwopr dunntj the Middle Ages, i G12

l
(fee pp 203 201, ami 303 ' tfpt pp 301-302

4 There is an able deienri* of Lorenzo's clurauter by Ernesto Masi
In La Vita Itahana ml ]twa30imcnto> pj> 1-30
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afterwards, removed to the New Sacnsty, which

had by that time been added to the chuich

Lorenzo and Giuhano he buried under the end

wall of this sacristy, that opposite to the altai
1

It is, however, stiange tD recDid that no monu-
ment marks the grave of the gieat Lorenzo the

Magnificent ,
while we see that the absence of

such a monument actually in course of time caused

a doubt as to wheie he was buried. Michelangelo

was to have executed a monument for his tomb,

but left Florence without doing so , and so matteis

have remained ever since Probably tins is chiefly

because none have since liked to propose the elec-

tion of a monument which by its situation would

challenge comparison with the only two othei

tombs in the chapel, the masterpieces of Michel-

angelo No doubt the difficulty is a consideiable

one , at the same time it seems, fiom a national

pomt of view, a gieat pity that it should work such

a lesult If one may ventuie to suggest, possibly

the difficulty might be met by placmg on the wall

over the tomb a large black marble slab, perfectly

plain, with simply the name Lorenzo il Magmjico
on it, and year of birth and death, without any
other words , it would rely for impiessiveness solely

on its size, massiveness, and absolute plainness .

2

Such a monument would avoid all clashing with

Michelangelo's masterpieces, while it would be

in accord with Lorenzo's own sentiments (shown

in the mstiuctions as to his funeial), as well as

1 It was in tscent times long dispute! exactly where in thB New
Sacristy Loienzo and Gmliauo lay buried

,
but this question was sot at

rest in October 1895, when, by Older of the Government, the end wall of
this sacnsty was opened and then bodies found buried theie in coffins

which, though muen broken, had their names on them Their lemams
weie put into new coffins and re-intened in the same spot

3 A single line at the foot might lecoid that Giuluno was also
huripd there-
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with the spmt of those earlier generations of the

Medici to which these two hrotheis belonged

Mr Aimstiong’s woids on the absence of any
monument in Floience to Loienzo the Magnificent

are as follows .

—

“Floience has not lepaid the generous recogni-
tion to Loienzo which he himself gave to otheis 1

With 01 without hei wish the fame of the Medici
will for ever be linked with hers In Lorenzo’s
own words, 1 The house goes ’with the State ’ After
four hundred years she might well lay the ghost, if

such there be, of political antipathy, to honour with
a fitting monument the most national, the most
gifted, rcpiesentative of that many-sided culture
for which the city of the Aino is still famous ”

Seveial veiy impoitant events in

the histoiy of Euiope took place m the
C

°h*Btmoai
ry

same yeai as the death of Loienzo the events

Magnificent
14J“

Spam — The consolidation of Spain, begun
in 1469 by the mainage of Feidinand, King of

Arragon, with Isabella, Queen of Castile, was in

1492 completed Ferdinand and Isabella (joint

sovereigns), aftei having between the yeais 1474
and 1481 created peace and orderm their previously

tioubled dominion, resumed in the latter year the
war against the Moors. Their arms met with a
wonderful succession of victories, and at length,

in 1492, after eleven yeais of war, Granada, which
had been the Moorish capital for two hundred and
fifty yeais, was taken, the Mahomedan power m
Spam was ended, and they weie driven out after

eight hundied years’ occupation. In the same
yeai there also took place the discovery of America

1 It was Loienzo who placed on the walls of the cathedral the marble
slab to the memory of GiottOj and who wrote tlie words thereon
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by Columbus, undei the auspices of Feidinand and

Isabella, which added still furthei to the gloiy of

then reign, and to the power of Spain. The year

1492 was truly a gieat one foi Spain

Rome—In the same year, two months after

the death of Lorenzo the Magnificent, Pope
Innocent VIII also died He was succeeded by
thenotonous Spaniaid, RodengoBoigia (Alexander

VI
)

This caused Giovanni de’ Medici to letuin

to Floience, he being one Df the caidinals who
had voted against Roderigo Borgia’s election, and
all these having to fly fiom Rome

Fiance—In this year Chailes VIII, having

attained the age of twenty-two, took ovei the

government of the kingdom fi om his capable sistei,

and began to foim projects which weie eie long to

issue in an invasion of Italy destined to ushei in

a new eia in international politics.

Liirsu/.u’s private crest
,
mteilaceS imrrinni lings, mill motto
ff 5empei *'



CHAPTER X
PIETRO, THE UNFORTUNATE

Born 1471 [Ruled 1402-1494 )
Died 1603

On Loienzo’s death Pietro ,

1 the eldest of his three

sons, succeeded to the headship of the family and

the rule of Floience He himself was twenty-one,

his bi other Giovanni (who leturned from Rome
two months aftei Pietro’s rule began) was sixteen,

and his biothei Giuliano a boy of thnteen Pietro

was stiong, handsome, and excelled in all athletic

pursuits, but he gained almost in boyhood the name
by which he is always known. " It seemed meiely

to requue that he should be a party to any project

foi it invariably to fail of success.” This peculiarity

his qualities of chaiacter did not tend to neutralise.

He had a heedless temperament, and was more
inclined to occupy himself in spoit and amuse-

ment than in attending to affairs of State
, while

lie was cursed with a haughtiness of disposition

which he took no pams to conceal, and which
ill accorded with the sentiments of republican

Florence Pietro was not a fool, as often stated J

He was simply an ordinary young noble of his day,

1 Plate XXVII
* Several poems written by him arc still piesci veil in tins Meilici

Library m Sau Lorisnfcu m
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without moie brains than other people possessed

But the Medici had always had mole brains than

othei people possessed , it was expected of them

,

and they were not wanted by the Florentines as

luleis if they ceased to be thus gifted.

His wife, Alfonsina Orsini, was just of the

cliaiactei calculated to double the difficulties

created by his own faults She had a full shaie

of the Oisini pride, and by her unconcealed

contempt foi the Florentines had, even befoie

Loienzo’s death, made heiself intensely disliked

by them. Seeing how essentially the Medici lule

depended upon populaiity, Pietio was evidently

as unfortunate in the chaiactei of the wife who
had been given him as in other matters

We now come to an impoitant turning-point

in the history of the Medici Wheieas each

generation of this family had had to encounter a

formidable attempt to ciush them—stoims which
they had weathered—theie was now to come
upon them one destined to involve them in many
vicissitudes.

Within a year of his succeeding to the rule

of Florence, Pietio, chiefly from his disregaid of

lepublican foims and of that attitude of equality

with every citizen of Floience which his father

had so sciupulously obseived, began to be veiy
unpopular Moreover, this unpopulanty was in-

creased by his cousins of the younger bianch,

Lorenzo and Giovanni, the two sons of Pier

Francesco.
1 The fiist two generations of the

younger branch had evinced no jealousy against

the elder bianch on account of their more exalted
1

tfee Genealogical Table (Ajjpendix I
)
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position. But m the third generation we find

Pier Francesco’s two sons (then father haying died

in 1476) beginning, even m the time of Lorenzo

the Magnificent, to grow jealous of the importance

of the elder blanch, and to show a marked cool-

ness towards them, and this feeling Pietio con-

trived to excite still more strongly. Towards
the end of the life of Lorenzo the Magnificent,

Giovanni, who was four years older than his cousin

Pietro, fell m love with a lady beloved also by the

latter This, naturally, did not tend to improve
matters , noi did a lawsuit, instigated by Pietro,

which was its consequence Whatever the masons,

these two cousins of his now began a regular course

of hostility towaids him ,
they fanned his rising

unpopularity, headed the party opposed to him,

and declaied themselves attached to the liberty

of the people, which they said he was tiying to

destroy.

It was unfortunate for Pietro that he
succeeded to the lule of Florence just

when a storm was about to burst upon
Italy, with which it would have needed

CantBmporary
historical

aveatfl

1493 1494

all his father’s ability to cope. When death

removed the influence of Lorenzo men foresaw

that it would not be long before Italy was again

plunged into war 1
; but they did not foresee that

to wars between the Italian states were now to

be added those due to contests between France,

Spain, and Germany, of which Italy would form

the battlefield.

1 Pope Innocent VIII
,
on hearing of Lorenzo'* death, exclaimed s

**The peace of Italy is at an end !

”
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The event with which this state of things

began was the invasion of Italy by Chailes VIII.

of Fiance in older to attack the kingdom of Naples

Veiy possibly had LoienzD the Magnificent been

still at the helm of Italian politics he would have

found means to aveit this paiticular invasion, but

soonei 01 latei similar lesults would have been

ceitain to ensue. Foi the glowing stiength of

other countnes, occuinng simultaneously with a

decline in power of the Italian states, lendeicd

foreign attacks ceilam eventually to come upon
Italy, and we aie now entenng on the time when
that change was beginning by which, instead of

Venice, Milan, Floicnee, Naples, and Rome taking

the lead in European politics, Fiance, Spam,

Germany, and England weie to become the lead-

ing countries of Euiope The commencement of

this new eia m Euiopean politics is maiked by
the accession of the Emperoi Maximilian I , who
m 1493 was elected Empeior on the death, after

an uneventful reign of fifty-three yeais, of Ins

father, the Empeioi Frederick III

Milan—In 1490 the young Duke, Gian Gale-

azzo Sfoiza, came of age But he being feeble

and indolent, his capable uncle, Ludovico Sfoiza

(“II Moio”), who since 1480 had governed the

Duchy m his name,

1 refused to suirender the mb
to him. Gian Galeazzo’s young wife, Isabella of

Anagon, appealed forcibly and continuously to

her grandfather, Fenante, King of Naples, against

this usuipation
, but up to 1493 the protests of

the latter had produced no effect Some wnteis

have held that it was because II Moio saw him-
1

tffio blup iv ]) 2CQ,
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self about to be attacked by Naples that he invited

the Flench King into Italy, thcie was, liuwevei,

no sign that cithei King Fen ante (who died in

Januaiy 1494), 01 his son and succcssoi Alfonso,

was piepaimg any foice to attack Milan Other

wnteis state that 11 Moio, having lcsolved to

compass his nephew’s death and make himself

Duke, invited the Fiench invasion m ordei to stn

up tiouble which would pi event the othci Italian

states fiom uitcifcnng with him Whichevci was
Lhe icasoii, II Moio now invited Chailes YIII
Lo atLack Naples, and pionnsed him the suppoit

of Milan

Fiance—Louis XI , while he had consolidated

Fiance, had by Ins method of doing so ciuslicd to

a laige extent the spirit of the Fiench nation.

Chailes VI II
,
piocccdmg to lulc on difl'cicnt lines

from his hated fathci, had begun to look out for

some oppoiLumty foi nnhtaiy exploits, both to

assist m icviving the spnit of the nation and
to giatify lus own youthful desne for adventure

When, Lheiefoie, Ludovico Sforza uiged linn to puL
forward the old Angevm claim to Naples, and to

bung an army into Italy Lo aLtack that kingdom,
Charles cageily accepted the pioposaL French
imagination was fired by the idea of an invasion

of Italy
,

all classes caught it up wilh enthusiasm

;

and piepaiations on a gicat scale wcic foitli-

with made for an expedition which to the French
had all the at traction of novelty and romance

This expedition of Chailes VJ1I has a special

importance of another kind For this was the
first exercise of Lhe new powei cieaLed by a stand-

ing army, a powei destined to produce gieat
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political changes in Europe Hitheito the aimies

of such countries as Fiance and England had

consisted of the feudal levies biDUght to the

standaid of the king by the barons, and the

necessity of humouring the capuces and ever-

recumng jealousies of the latter when such a force

was gatheied together gieatly nullified its offensive

power These conditions tended to prevent wais

being undeitaken against other countnes, since

they made the invasion of anothei country, fai

fiom the homes of such levies, a most difficult

opeiation But the new weapon which had been

foiged by Louis XI
,
primanly as a means of

ciuslung the barons and punces of Fiance, had

alteied all this, and while making the king supieme

over his barons, had also put in his hand a formid-

able weapon against other countnes Thus it is

not suiprising that we find historians stating that

Charles VIII (who had no ability Df his own)
was at this time the most poweiful sovereign in

Euiope The leason was because he alone was ill

possession of this new weapon, which his astute

fathei had had the wit to forge, and which no
other country as yet possessed 1

There was, howevei, one other point in which
a standing aimy differed matenally fiom a feudal

aimy, viz , in the item of cost Chailes VIII ’s

army, which included mfantiy, artillery, and
cavalry, did not consist of moie than about 20,000

men ! (though this was a gieat effoit foi those

1 Foi a desciiption of the composition of this aimy, &ee chap \i

pp 33G-337
2 Authoxities differ much as to the strength of ChailBs’a army , it is

vanously stated at 16,D0D, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 men Vaiiouq
cncnmbtances, lirm evei, seem to show that it could qraitely have niuu]i
exceeded 20,000,
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times), but sd little had the inci eased cost of

such an army been realised that befoie it had

penetrated any distance into Italy Chailes found

his treasury exhausted, and had to bonow laige

sums from the merchants of Genoa at the ruinous

rate of intei est of 42 per cent 1

In August 1494 Chailes VIII started from

Vienne to invade Italy Crossing the Alps he

enteied Lombaidy, and was entertained at Milan

by II Moio, and at Pavia by the Duke Gian

Galeazzo, and tlieie the latter’s wife, the beautiful

and unfortunate Isabella of An agon, threw herself

at the French King’s feet to intei cede for hei

house, which he was marching to attack, but she

gained nothing And a few days later, on reaching

Piacenza, Chailes received the news that the Duke
was dead—poisoned, it was universally believed,

by his unscrupulous uncle, II Moro, who at once

impiisoned Isabella and her four children, and,

notwithstanding that the late Duke had left a

son and heir, proclaimed himself Duke of Milan.

Meanwhile the other states of Italy Pietr#tIie

prepared as best they might to meet this Unfortunate

invasion Naples, against whom the
1494'

attack was dnected, awaited it in her own territory.

Home made no preparations for defence, the

Pope hoping that Charles would not molest him.

Venice declared herself neutral. Tuscany (having

no particular reason to espouse the cause of Naples)

would no doubt have liked to have done the same,

but lying right in the course of the French King’s

1 Roscoe suys that the rate of interest was oven as inuuli as cent per

cent.
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march was obliged to defend her territory And
Tuscany was ill piepaicd The many yeais of

peace had woiked their usual effect in a want of

piepaiedness foi wai And to Pietio’s difficulties

on this account weie added others His disloyal

cousins, Loienzo and Giovanni, seized upon this

oppDitunity, and at a time when all private feuds

should have been sunk, made then country’s need
the occasion for giatifying their pnvate jealousy

They sent seciet assuiances to Chailes VIII that

they would piomote his views, and would assist

him with money, of which, as has been seen, lie

was much in need This action of thens was dis-

coveied, and they were anested by Pietio’s oiders

No one could have been suipused if they had been
executed as traitors to then countiy, or at all

events imprisoned Pietio, however, followed the

example which his grandfathei, Pieio ll GoLtoso,

had set, and behaved veiy leniently towaids them,
simply confining them, Loienzo to the villa of

Cafaggiolo, and Giovanni to the villa of Castello

They repaid him by escaping thence, going to

Charles VIII (who was then at Vigevano), and
assuung him that the Floientines would ally

themselves with him against Naples if only he
would help them tD get lid of Pietio.

By this time Chailes’s army was enteimg the

boideis of Tuscany and laying siege to its fiontier

foiti esses, which were defended by such meicenary
tioops as Pietio had been able to collect; butthe.se

tioops being quite unfit to cope with such an army
failed to arrest the French The fiontiei fortress

of Sarzana,

1 which Chailes aLtacked at the end
1 Not f«u limn Sptizu,
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of October, was soon captured
, and the Fiench

King continued his advance. Pietio had now only

two couises open to him He has been spoken

of with contempt by all wnteis foi his action

m this crisis, but whethei this view is correct

seems open to question, as it would appeal to

have scarcely sufficiently consideied the pioblem
before Pietio On the fall of Saizana the only

two alternatives possible to him weie, either to

be picpared to sustain a siege of Florence by
the Ficnch army, or to endeavour by a paitial

sunendei to induce the Fiench King to pass

peaceably through Tuscany, avoiding the capital

The fiist couise meant, inevitably, in view of the
complete disparity in military power between the
organised auny which Chailcs commanded, and
Florence’s mcicenaiy levies

,

1 the assault and sack

of Florence by foreign tioops 2 Had the Fiench
King been attempting to conquer Tuscany the
matter would have been different, and Florence

1 This cnnilottim tinops employed by Florence and othei Italian
states m the wins of that time weic inferior m power to such a foire
as Charles commanded m two rosppptfl First, anil rhipfly, berause
ananny is not merely a collection of legiments, and because, their-
lore, of tho immense diffemuo m military power between a fume
which possesses all tho organisation and coherence of an army as
i omp.n ml with a collection of tioops (even though equal in tunning
anil flit,upline) wliieh ih without that organisation, And seromlly,
because the rondottun troops ot Italy had not m K04 the degree
of discipline whuh would have madf) them equal, in that paiticular at
all events, to those of an organist'll aimy Thirty yens 1 iter Giovanni
dalle Baurla Nere, tho greatest condottzen leader of Iiih age, inti n-
dubod a groat change m this respect; and Ins troops were highly
disciplined Tho altogether miporioi power which an organised army
possessed over a collection of the kind of troops hitherto emploved m
Italy was demonstrated only seven months later at Fornovo, when
OmrWs army (though then m hy no means the same state of fitness)
attacked and beat rdf a force of the above description whirh was more
than four times stumger nimienuilly and had every advantage of
position (chap xi pp, 40-1141 )*

2 What bins meant was seen a few yours later at Prato (chap,
xi. pp 980»IU11).

v 1
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would have been bound to lesist tD the end and

to fall with honoui But this was not the case,

the Fiench King had no special quail el with the

Floientine state, so that the sack of the city

would have been endured on behalf of another

state which had no claim upon Floience for such

a sacufice, and which, though pnncipally concerned,

had sent no foice to join with her in opposing the

Fiench King
Pietio, theiefoie, chose the second couise,

and in oidei to peisuade Chailes VIII to accept

teims and pass without fuithei aggiession thiough

Tuscany by the coast load which avoided Floience,

went off in peison to the camp of the King of

Fiance to try and achieve this by a peisonal

inteiview He theie saw for the fiist time what
a regular organised anny was like, and, if he had

not done so befoie, must have lealised at once

how futile would be any opposition which Floience

could offer to such a foice, and that it could only

have a result which he was bound at all costs

to prevent The French King agreed to pass

peaceably through Tuscany, but would not con-

sent to avoid the capital, and lequiied, as the

condition on which Floience should be spaied

fiom assault and hei territory fiom devastation,

that Pisa, and the foiti esses of Saizana, Saizanello,

Ripafiatta, and Pietiasanta 1 should be held by him
until the conquest of Naples had been completed,

Most of these places were alieady in Charles’s

possession, while it was only a question of days

before all would be so
;
and he had power to hold

1 All places on Charles's Iuib of mai lIl lie had alieady taken
three uf the four foiti esses
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them for as long as he chose, sd that Pietio in

agreeing to these teims did not make any very

great concession 1

Pietio returned to Florence on the 8th

November m expectation that the citizens would
he thankful, under the circumstances, for what he
had achieved But the seed so assiduously sown
by his cousins at last bore fiuit

, the citizens had
not seen Charles’s aimy, and did not know their

own weakness and the Fiench King’s strength, their

pude was wounded by the idea of the sunender
of fortresses ,

and the combined lesult brought
matters to a climax Pietro was met by a storm
of indignation , the measui e of his unpopularity
was now full, and theie was a general clamour
for his banishment and that of his whole family.

The Signona assembled, and piomptly passed a

deciee banishing the Medici permanently fiom
the state of Floience (9th November 1494).

This banishment was not earned out in the

dispassionate manner of that m Cosnno’s time.

They were driven to fly from the city for their

lives, 8 and the Signona subsequently offered a
leward of 4,000 florins for the head of Pietro, and
2,000 florins for that of his brother Giovanni;
while the mob were peimitted by the Govern-
ment to plunder the Medici Palace, which we are

told “was sacked from roof to cellar.” And so,

1 It xa significant on tins point that the deputation Sent by the
citizens themselves a few days afterwards did not attempt to do
otherwise than agree to the same concession (chap, xi p 335)

2 Pietro fled by the Porta San Gallo , his brother, the young
Cardinal Giovanni, disguised himself as a Dominican monk, conveyed
as many as possible of their most valuable literary possessions to the
monastery of San Marco* and then fled and joined Pietro at Venice.
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notwithstanding all that the Medici had duimg a

hundiedyeais expended fiom then private fortune

to benefit the citizens of Florence, theie weie now
lobbed from them, and scatteied to the foui winds,

all those treasuies of ait gatheied with so much
diligent labour by Cosimo Patei Patnae, Pieio il

Gottoso, and Lorenzo the Magnificent—a gieatei

collection of ait tieasuies than was to be found

in any othei single building in Euiope The
destruction of this invaluable collection is patheti-

cally 1 elated by the scholarly Bernaido Kucellai

m a long lament ovei the pnceless treasures, both

of learning and ait, destioyed on this occasion

In the foimer category weie valuable mauuscnpls
in every language, collected at gieat expense, and
most of them quite unable to be replaced NoL
less deploiable was the loss in the domain of

Art Irrespective of pictuies and statues which
were plundeied, many valuable pieces of ancient

sculptuie, exquisite gems, cameos, vases, and
countless specimens of the woik of the minor aits

were destroyed, sharing in a geneial lum which
reduced a palace which had been the admiration

of eveiy foreign visitoi, and the chief ornament
of the city, to the condition of one sacked by
an enemy’s tioops The contemporary Fiench
histonan, Phihppe de Cominines, after giving a

long list of the valuable things lost in this gieat

act of Vandalism computes that, ovei and above
what was earned off, the money value of what
was destroyed represented “more than 100,000

ciowns 1 All that cneigetic labour and artistic

taste had collected in half a centuiy was dispeised

or destroyed in a day.

1 Equal in out piesent money to about £300,ODD,
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We have a glimpse of one item among these

plundered treasures eight years later, viz , the

four valuable vases which had belonged to Lorenzo,

and which we find in 1502 offered for sale in

Floience Isabella d’Este, Marchioness of Mantua,
writes mj;hat year requesting that Leonaido da

Vinci, who was then in Florence, would inspect

them for her, as she heaid they were for sale,

and would send her a report on them and the price

at which they were valued. Leonardo, having
examined them, was in ecstasies over their beauty

;

he reported that all four had Lorenzo’s name
engraved m Roman letters on the body of the
vase, and as to the prices at which they were to

be obtained, said, ‘'the crystal vase, all of one piece

and veiy fine, is valued at 350 ducats
; the jasper

vase, of vanegated colours and enciusted with
pearls and rubies, on a gold stand, at 240 ducats

,

the agate vase, at 200 ducats
, and the jasper

vase on a silver stand, at 150 ducats.” They
were evidently too costly an ornament for the
Marchioness of Mantua, and she did not buy
them They therefore remained in Florence, and
some fifty years afterwards were sought out and
repurchased by Cosimo I , and are now in the
Gem Room of the Ufiizi Gallery. 1

One of the statues taken from the Medici
Palace was made to serve as a monument of this

casting forth by Floience, in ignominy and nun,
of the family which had so long made that city’s

greatness The Signona took horn amongst the
plundered works of art the bronze statue of

1 Though their gold an! silver stands, and this pearls and rubies
with which they were encrusted, hare disappeared

VOL. I. X
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Judith slaying Holofernes, executed by Donatello

for Cosimo Pater Patriae, which had always stood

in the centre of the cortile of the palace, and set it

up in front of the Palazzo della Signona, engraving

an inscription round its base declaung it set up
“as a warning to all who should think to tyianmse
over Floience

” 1 The insciiption was a fine-sound-

ing one, and helped (as was intended) to justify

the action of those who had cast forth Pietro and
his family, because he had been unable to protect

Floience from a foieign aggression with which they
themselves were just as little able to cope But
it gave no real picture of the case Pietio had
in no sense tyrannised over Floience; he had not
the power to do so, and he never committed
any act which showed that he even had the wish
All that he had done was tD offend hei republican

sentiments by what the citizens called a haughty
demeanour In after years, when a real tyrant

came to rule over them, they were tD find by
most bitter experience how very different a thing
“ tyranny ” was from the matters, chiefly of mere
outward behaviour, which had called forth their

complaints against the son of Lorenzo the Magnifi-
cent When, with their SignDna abohshed, they
groaned under the tyranny of Cosimo I, with the
utmost joy would they have welcomed back the
free and untrammelled existence which they had
enjoyed under the rule of Pietro the Unfortunate

The members of the family who were thus
hurriedly driven forth from Florence were the three

1 The statuej with the inscription placed upon it by the Signoria,
still stands in the Loggia de’ Lanzi, facing thB Palazzo Vccchio., and
is tliB memorial of an impoitmt episode m the history of Florence
In after yeais, when Cosimo I ruled Floiciite with a lod of iron from
that palace, the inscription must haye had ^ strangely sarcastic flavpijr,
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brothers, Pietio (then twenty -thiee), Giovanni
(eighteen), and Giuhano (fifteen), with their first

cousin, Giuho (sixteen )

,

1
also Pietro’s wife, Alfon-

sina, and then two infant childien, Lorenzo and
Clarice They fled first to Bologna, and thence

to Venice, where they obtained a temporary
asylum Pietio’s ignoble second cousins, Lorenzo
and Giovanni, were not included m the decree

of banishment. They gained immunity for them-
selves by abandoning for a time (to their permanent
discredit) the name of Medici, and taking instead

the name of “Popolano,” erasing the family arms
from the outside of their palace

Sixty years had passed since the Medici had
last been cast out with ignominy fiom Florence.

They were now for the second time to suffer the
hardships of exile The sentence passed against

them furnished an example of how evanescent
is popular favour and the memory of public
benefits All the deliverance of his countrymen
from unjust taxation and the tyianny of the
nobles effected by Giovanni di Bicci, all the
“unwearied generosity” of thirty years which
had won for Cosimo the title of “Father of his
country,” all the prosperity of Florence wrought by
Lorenzo, were forgotten as completely as though
they had never been. And the edifice founded by
Giovanni di Bicci, gradually built up by Cosimo,
strengthened by the qualities of Piero, and per-
fected by the ability of Lorenzo, fell m ruins.

The Medici were back again at the point they
had occupied before Giovanni di Bicci began to

1 The illegitimate sou of Loran/o’s brother 6iulia.no, see p 244,
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lay the foundations of the family greatness, but

with the additional obstacle to their ascending the

ladder again, that now, by the combined effect

of Pietro’s failure to follow the line of conduct

laid down by his father, and the disaffection stured

up by his cousins, their popularity was gone, and

the citizens were determined to keep them out

of Florence for the fiituie

This second banishment meant the entire rum
which had been aimed at, but not achieved, in

the first. The change m their circumstances

was most complete, the numerous activities of

public life, which foi four generations had become

the accustomed occupations of this family, their

patronage of Art and Letters, the social pleasures

of an exalted station and great wealth, all were

at an end, and, deprived of all their possessions,

they went forth to lead a nomadic and poveity-

stncken existence for eighteen years.

Pietro spent all the remaming nine years of

his life in fruitless endeavours to get himself

reinstated m Florence by force of arms, not seeing

that this was just the way to defeat his object,

by setting the Florentines still more against him

His father, had he found himself in a like position,

would have left no stone unturned to make the

Florentines recall him voluntarily, but Pietro

lacked his father’s wisdom, and so turned tD

those measures which could by no possibility

obtain for him success He became a pawn on
the political chessboard to be used whenever any
state found itself in opposition to Florence, and
in this way various states in turn lent him troops,

with which he made three successive attempts
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against Florence, which all proved abortive In

these endeavoius the Medici bi others wandered

from state to state in Italy, but after five years

of failure, which rightly or wiongly they attubuted

to Pietio’s proveibial misfortune, his two brothers

and their cousin Giulio separated themselves from

him, declanng that they should never succeed

while combined with him Having already sought

the protection in turn of most of the states of

Italy, and finding themselves becoming regarded

as tioublesome refugees, the tuo, Giovanni, Giu-

liano, and Giulio, determined to abandon Italy

for a time, and in 1499 started on a wander-

ing torn “to traverse the principal countries of

Europe
”

They went fiist into Germany, where on reach-

ing Ulm they weie anested and sent under a

guard to the Emperoi Maximilian, who, liowevei,

released them and treated them well, compli-

menting Giovanni “ on beanng his adverse fortune

with patience, and on Ins prudence in employing

the time which was thus at his disposal m gaining

a knowledge of foreign countries.” Experiencing

various adventures, and being several times detained

in custody, they visited during the years 1499

and 1500 most of the principal cities in Geimany,

Flanders, and France, and desired to have visited

England, but were prevented by adveise weather

fiom crossing the sea Returning through France,

they at length arnved at Marseilles, whence they

pioceeded to Genoa, where they resided with

Giovanni’s sister, Maddalena Cibb From Genoa

after a time they proceeded to Rome, where

Alexander VI., having now cause of offence against
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Florence, laid aside his previous ill-will and treated

them with consideiation

Meanwhile Pietro, finding no moie help obtain-

able elsewhere, had joined himself to the French,

and m 1501 received a vague promise of assist-

ance fiom Louis XII , which, however, came to

nothing. Eventually Pietio, unfortunate to the

last, accompanying the French aimy in their

campaign in southern Italy, was, duung the

confusion of the retieat towaids Gaeta after their

disastious defeat on the Gaiigliano, upset in the

boat in which he was conveying down the river

to Gaeta foui pieces of heavy artillery which he

had saved from capture by the enemy, and was
diowned (Decembei 1503) 1

Botticelli has painted a well-known poitrait

of Pietro (Plate XXVII ), which hangs m the

Uffizi Galleiy, and, as he knew him well, it is

certain to be a good likeness 2 He has dark biown
hair, and the remarkably fine eyes which (through

many generations) were a noted cbaiacteristic of

his family, while his face has a melancholy ex-

1 Pietro^ tody was subsequently lecovBied, and was buried m the
abbey of Monte Casino, where in 1562 Cosimo I elected a handsome
monument to lus memDiy

2 It would seem as though AntDili o PdILijuoId also gives us a
contemporaiy likeness of Pietio., conoboiatmg that by Botticelli
Thera is in the Kaiser Fiiedrick Museum at Beilin a picture by
PollajUDlo of Damd, in which the lalter, represented in the diets of
a young Floientine noble, and with the active athletu figuie which
all accounts lecoid of Pietro, has a face oxtiaordmauly like that of
Botticelli’s Pietio thr Unfortunate Miss Ciuttwell, in her Antomo
Pollapioh, diaws attention to the smnlaiity between the two pictures,
saying —ff The featuies are identical In both paintings we see the
same delicate face with piomment cheek-bones, the same heavy-luldej,
pale giey eyes, the same shock Df blown hair glowing low on the
bioad forehead, the same curved, melancholy mouth ” Pollaiuolo, as
we know fiom a lettei of his, paid a visit to Florence from Rome in
July and had some communication with Pietio
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piession, attributable to his invanable ill-fortune

He wears a scailet cap, and holds in both hands

a medallion of his gi eat -grandfather, Cosimo,

appeahng to the people of Floience, by the

memory of him to whom they had themselves

given the title of “Father of his countiy,” not

to treat his descendants as they weie doing

This poitiait, always known to be by Botticelli,

was formerly thought to repiesent Pico della

Mirandola ,
while another suggestion has in recent

years been made 1 that it repiesents Giovanni, the

son of Cosimo, who died in 14G3 As, however,
Giovanni (see Plate IV

)
died as a man of foity-

two when Botticelli was only nineteen, it is suffi-

ciently obvious that the poitiait (which represents

a man of twenty-four or twenty-five) cannot be
that of Giovanni 2

It undoubtedly represents

Pietro the Unfortunate, and has been correctly

so labelled by the authorities of the Uffizi Galleiy.

The medallion held up in the hands and pre-

sented to the spcctatoi (and forming the most
prominent feature of the picture), is by itself

sufficient to be absolutely convincing on the
point , for that paiticulai appeal to the memory
of Cosimo Pater Patuae would be quite meaning-
less as regaids either Pico della Mirandola or Gio-
vanni , it would, in fact, not be applicable in the
case of any one else than Pietro the Unfoitunate,
The picture was evidently painted a yeai or two
after Pietro’s banishment, either for himself, or
one of the exiled Medici party Botticelli being
the “court paintei ” of Loienzo the Magnificent,
and almost living in the family, had known Pietro

1 Sandi o Jiotticulh, by H P HoriiB, p 27*
2

iS'pf also \ppBuilix IX.
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from the latter’s very childhood, and owing, as

he did, all his caieei, fiist to Piero ll Gottoso, and

afterwaids to Loienzo, undoubtedly sympathised

much with the family in being driven ti urn

Florence, and mourned ovei the destiuction of

all their ait treasuies and the min of this great

house The featme of the medallion 1
is just such

a touch as Botticelli delighted to intioduce m
order to make his picture tell its own stoiy.

Having seen the Medici, in the fifth geneiation

of the family, banished for the second time from

their country, and befoie we enter on those eighteen

years in which Florence lost all the power and

prosperity she had enjoyed for sixty yeais, we may
take a brief glance at what this family had achieved

during the first hundred yeais of then course, and

may also examine how fai the two charges which

have been referred to 2 are justly to be made against

them, so far as this poition of their histoiy is

concerned.

Looking back at the position m the year 1400

there appear to be two giDunds on which (irre-

spective of more peisonal considerations) the

Medici justly deserve fame
,

fiist, their raising

Florence to so exalted a position, and, second,

the results they accomplished m the domain of

Learning and Art.

From a petty state which did not exceed m
1 The gold medallion is veiy peculiaily executed Instead of being

pamteij it is an actual cast

,

taken fiom the medal itsellj and inaeited

into the material of the piotuiB, tlie cast being then gilded all over

by the pauitei
2 Chap u p IS
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power and influence many otheis aiDund it, the

Medici had giadually raised Floience until she

had become piactically the capital city of Italy,

not only exceeding in powei the othei states

(such as Pisa, Lucca, Siena, Mantua, Ferrara

Urbino, and others) which had foimeily been hei

equals, but also, as a city, suipassing in giandeur,

piospenty, and intellectual eminence even Rome,
Venice, Milan, and Naples, and out of Italy

no city at that tune could compete with these.

When on the banishment of the Medici the army
of Chailes VIII enteied Florence we are told,

“They saw a city which immeasuiably surpassed

any at that time in Fiance, and could not contain

their astonishment at the grandeui of its palaces

and public buildings ,

1 and the culture and refine-

ment of its inhabitants, which they admitted to be

far superior to their own ”

But the second point is of far wider importance

The Medici have a just right to fame for the per-

manent benefits which they conferred on mankind
at laige by their fostering caie over Learning and

Art, and their readiness to expend a colossal foitune

upon these things in an age before men had yet fully

learnt to appieciate then value. This liberality was
specially impoitant in rcgaid to Ihe resuscitation of

Learning, since this was a work which could not

have been earned out without an expenditure such

as the Medici alone among families of that period

could afford/ And it was well for mankind that

the Medici, through four generations, were ready to

1 Yet these tiDDps had aheady soon Milan, Pavia, Piacenza, Pisa,

and vanous other cities ot Italy
B Chap ix pp 271-276
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shower their wealth, not upon the ostentatious dis-

play of nches which was common enough around

them, but upon the lesuscitation of Learning and

the advancement of Art Europe to-day reaps

the result of this then chaiacter, and owes them
immeasurable giatitude for all that they did, and

were, m this particular

Turnmg to examine the charge that the Medici

deprived then country of its hbeity and exalted

themselves into tyrants over it, it would appear

that this chaige involves consideiable wiesting

fiom their piopei meaning of both the word
“ libeity ” and the woid “tyrant” The only

“hbeity” which the Medici took away was the

freedom to indulge m an internecine stnfe which
made hfe in Florence one peipetual faction-fight

—

a state of things under which no pievious govern-

ment had been able to protect the lives and
propelty of the citizens With no due degiee

of libeity did the Medici rule interfere, and
hfe m Florence in their time was as free as in

any modern state While as legards the word
“ tyrant ” it is sufficient to observe that a tyranny

cannot exist without a bodyguard of troops to

support and protect the ruler when his acts are

tyrannical or opposed to the will of the people.

Wealth alone cannot create a tyianny
, for even

should it go the length of purchasing the suffrages

of the majority of the citizens, its powei still

remains based upon the votes of the majority,

and the minority (even though they may have
much to say regaiding the means by which these

have been obtained) cannot call such a power a

tyranny without misuse of terms. The Medici rule
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lested solely on popularity, and a rule which rests

on that basis has no power to tyrannise. This

was fully proved when, two years after Lorenzo’s

death, and simply because the popularity which

had formed the sole basis of his power was lost,

Florence with only a word sent his successor and

his whole family into exile

The usual theory put befoie us regarding the

Medici is that it was by craft and dissimulation

that they rose to power in Florence It was not so

Nor amongst a people so abnormally well versed

(
through two hundied years of political intrigue)

in every form of ciaft and dissimulation could that

method ever have succeeded
,
there was no race in

Europe with whom it would have so surely failed

It was by the display of a pre-eminent ability in

the conduct of public affairs, it was by a large-

minded magnanimity constantly evinced in their

dealings with those brought in contact with them,

it was by their defence of the people against the

oppression of the nobles, by their freedom from

arrogance, their clemency in victory over crafty

and ungenerous foes, and a generosity which knew
no bounds in spending their private wealth for the

benefit of their fellow-countrymen
;

it was by these

qualities that the Medici lose to power m Florence

And we have this corroborated by Voltaire, who
says of the Medici that “ no family ever obtained

power by sd just a title”: a statement which one

such as Voltane would certainly never have made
had they obtained it either by force or by craft.

With regard to the second of the two charges,

it is truly a most significant fact when we find that

amidst all the virulent abuse which has been poured

forth by so piany pens during three centuries upon
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these five generations of the Medici no accusation of

murder has evei been made against eithei Giovanni

ii Bicci, Pieio ll Gottoso, Lorenzo the Magnificent,

01 Pietro the Unfoitunate. So that if we except

the single case of the accusation 1 made by Caval-

canti against Cosimo Pater Patriae of complicity

in the death of Baldaccio d’Anghiaii, which is

rejected by all reliable historians, the whole five

geneiations of the Medici whose lives are covered

by these hundied years aie fiee from any charge

of murdei Yet this is duung a period (1400-

1503) specially notable for such crimes, and when
the recoids of almost all othei states 2 show a long

catalogue of thoioughly authenticated minders

committed by then rulers ’

It is said to be the just penalty of greatness to

endure severei cuticism than is applied to others

And ceitainly the Medici may be held to exemplify

the fact The histoiy of that time is full of

cases of families 4 who weie seizing upon thiones,

and wading through blood to gam them, without

any higher object than that of enriching them-
selves Yet the Medici, who took a more patriotic

course, while they certainly evinced (however its

degree may be disputed) a higher aim, have been
criticised and condemned as these othei s have never
been The accusation that they “ made themselves

despots in ordei to extiact from a down-trodden
people wealth to spend upon themselves ” has been

1 Chip, iv pp 93 95
2 Milan, Rome, Naples Venice, Fen aid, Man Liu, Ilimmi, and

many others
8 In the Este family at Feirara, foi instance, such muiders were

incessant during this reiy penod
* J$ 3 ,

'the Tudors m England, and the Sfoiza, Riariu, and many
others in Italy
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made of a family whose liberality, in spending then

private foitune
1 upon matters foi the public

benefit, exceeded all that has been elsewheie

known in histmy It was not the Florentines,

but the citizens of London and Pans, Lyons and

Bruges, Genoa and Venice, who supplied the

income which the Medici spent, to so limited an

extent upon themselves, and to so large an

extent upon Florence. 3 Nor will the assertion

that they “ destroyed the liberties of Florence in

order to exalt themselves mto despots” continue

to be tenable when then mle is compaied with

that set up at this same epoch by Louis XI. in

France or by Hemy VII in England, or when

we note that “the citizens of Floience enjoyed

undei the Medici a fai greater degiee of repre-

sentative government than the people of eithei

France or England ” Had not the Medici estab-

lished the kind of rule they did, the Pazzi, the

Cappom, the Stiozzi, and otheis would have headed

various factions, as the Donati, the Ccrchi, and

the Albizzi had done before them; and none of

that internal peace and piospenty, that national

importance and cultured eminence, would have

resulted which Florence was so thankful to possess

while it lasted, and so proud to look back upon

after it had passed away
Nor does a widei outlook fail to give evidence

on the same point. Thioughout the greater pait

of the fifteenth century the rule of the Medici, by
its suppression of internal strife, the consequent

in ciease of weight m international pohtics, and
1 Amassed in a banking business wine li c ovei <m1 all Europe
2 We have, foi mqtame, seen the Lifoo th JRagion? testifying that

Co&imo’? chantable expenditure amounted to a hum more than double

the entire mrornc of the Flat online &Ute (eliap iv p 107).
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the poweiful assistance given to Learning and

Ait, produced results to Florence which weie the

envy of all surrounding states And the failure

of the latter to advance in a similar way, both

politically and in Ait, has been directly attributed

tD the absence of any family with the capacity

to do for them what the Medici did for Florence

Thus as regards Art it has often been pointed

out that up to the time when the Medici arose,

Siena, for instance, was on a level with Florence,

but fiom that time forwaid could no longer com-

pete with her While as regards politics it has

been lemaiked by Piofessoi Langton Douglas 1

that Siena, hitherto equal in power to Florence,

was left behind by the latter, !! owing to that

faction - fighting which the Medici rule made
impossible in Florence” We see, therefore, that

tD the very fact for which on behalf of Florence

the Medici have been condemned, other states

have attributed all Floience’s greatness.

1 JSicna2 by Langton Douglas

The Merlin aims m the time of Lmbimd, and afleiwardi fsiv halls,
with oil one ef them the French flcui -ie-hjs)



CHAPTER XI

INTERREGNUM

(1494-1612)

On the same day that Pietro and his family fled

from Florence, Chailes VIII entered Pisa, and
thereupon declared that city “free from the

Floientme yoke.” The Signona sent an embassy
(which included Savonaiola) to the King to pro-

test against this action as to Pisa, and to tieat

with him, but the only reply they could extract

was, “ Once in the gieat city all shall be arranged.”

Savonarola had prophesied that a foieign invader

should come to chastise the states of Italy for their

profligate ways
;
the fiist of those states was now

beginning to discDvei what foims such chastise-

ment might take. The Republic, though they had
exiled Pietro owing to his inability to prevent the

French King’s advance, found themselves as little

able to do so as he had been, and eight days after-

wards Charles VIII. entered Floience m the style

of a victorious monaich entering a conquered city,

while the Florentines found themselves required

to accommodate in their midst an army of twenty
thousand men And to have a mediaeval army
of another nationality thus placed was a critical

business , at any moment the smallest contretemps

might pioduce an explosion and the plunder and
335
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sack of the city It may be judged thei efore with

what pleasure the citizens of Floience saw this

army march into theu stieets

As this was the fiist standing aimy ever seen

by Euiope, and as we know something of what

standing aimies have become duung the mtei-

vemng foui hundied yeais, it will be interesting

to have a look at this first one, to stand, as it

were, in the crowd at the Fiediano gate on that

17th November 1494, and watch this aimy as it

passes into Florence

It consisted of 3,000 cavahy, “the flower of

the Fiench chivalry,” 5,000 Gascon infantiy, 5,000

Swiss infantiy, 4,000 Bieton archers, 2,000 cioss-

bowmen, and a stiong tram of artillery, the latter

drawn for the fiist time by hoises, mslead of oxen,

a new thing m that age The general appearance

of these troops has been descubed for us by an old

chromcler, who evidently watched them closely

that day, and gives a vivid descnption of this entry

into Florence He says —
“The King of Fiance entered the city at the

Poita San Frediano, nding under a rich canopy
borne by four knights, two on either side , and on
each side of him rode his marshals. The loyal

body-guard followed, consisting of a hundred of
the handsomest youths of France, and two hundred
knights of France on foot, m splendid diesses.

Then came the Swiss guaid with their brilliant

uniforms of various colours, havmg halberts of

burnished steel, their officers weanng rich plumes
on their helmets. . The centre consisted of the
Gascons, short, light, active men, whose numbers
seemed never ending. After these came the
cavaliy, whose splendid appearance was admired
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by all, and in which theie were to be found the

most noble young men of Fiance They had
engraved armour, mantles of richest brocade,

banners of velvet embiDideied with gold, chains

of gold, and ornaments of gold The cuirassieis

presented a hideous appeaiance, with then hoises

looking hke monsters, fiom then eais and tails

being cut quite shoit Then came the archeis,

extraordinarily tall men from Scotland and othei

northern countnes, and they looked more like wild

beasts than men ” 1

Guicciardini (who was then a boy of twelve),

speaking of the whole procession, says it was “ a

spectacle in itself very grand, but one foi which

the spectators had small liking, by leason of the

dread and terror with which it filled their minds ”

As regards Charles VIII himself,

2 the incapable

youth who wielded this foimidable weapon,

Guicciardini says that he was shoit, ugly, de-

formed, and altogether uneducated, and in all

matters that he took in hand displayed an entue

want of piudence and judgment; while Phdippe

de Comines says that he was “weak, wilful, and

surrounded by foolish counsellors.” Such was the

youth at whose mercy Floience now lay

The army was quartered about the city on the

unwilling inhabitants, and Charles proceeded to

the despoiled and dismantled Medici Palace, where

he took up his abode There next day he

summoned the Signona before him to hear the

humiliating terms which he intended to impose on

the city But the ancient spint of Florence was
as strong as ever, and when these terms were read

1 Stona di erase} by Cei 1 Btam
* Theie is a bust of Uliailes VIII m Lhe Udigella Museum

VOL I. Y
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out to them the members of the Signona utterly

refused to accept them Whereupon the King

flew mto a rage and swore that if the treaty he

had dictated were not forthwith signed they should

have war , that he would sound his trumpets, call

out his troops, and sack the city Upon this one

of the senators, Piero Cappom, gave that answer

which has passed mto a Florentine proverb "If

you sound youi trumpets we will sound dut bells.”

Charles knew what that meant, for he had on the

day before seen a brief example of it in connection

with a false alarm
,
he knew that it meant the

ringing of the great bell, “La Vacca,” which hung

in the tower of the Palazzo della Signona, and

which when it sounded out over Florence 1 would

call out mto the streets the whole male population

of the city, armed and ready to fall on the French

troops, scattered m their vanous quarters, and

before they could offer any collective resistance.

He would find himself m a hornets’ nest Charles

reflected for a moment, and then passing the

mattei off with a bad joke gave m, and Florence

was saved.
2 A less humibatmg treaty was drawn

up and agreed to, though it was not a whit more
satisfactory for Florence than that for agreeing to

which Pietro the Unfortunate had incurred such

a storm of indignation from the same men. Its

chief articles were that Pisa, and the fortresses of

Sarzana, Sarzanello, Ripafratta, and Pietrasanta,

1 ltd sound wa9 compared to the lowing of a cow, and when its deep
voice was heard, men said,

ff La vacca mug-gia” (“the cow is lowing1 ”),

meaning that there was a general summons It could he heard in
every part of Florence

2 Tile above episode, in which his bravery saved Florence at so
critical a juncture, has caused the statue of Piero Cappom to find a
place in tile gallery of honour in the Uffizi colonnade
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should remain in Chailes’s possession until the con-

quest of Naples was complete, and that Florence

should pay him an indemnity of 120,000 ducats

And two days later Charles maiched his army out

again
, and departed for Rome an route to Naples.

On Chailes’s ainval before Rome, Pope
Alexandei VI look lefuge in the castle of St

Angelo, but was induced to come forth, and to

gi re Caesar Borgia as a hostage
, and after spend-

ing a month m Rome Chailes marched on towards

Naples Alfonso II , Kmg of Naples, had no lack

of courage or militaiy ability His biavery at

the battle of Otranto against the Turks had won
him mihtary lenown. Nevertheless, he made no
endeavour to defend his kingdom on this occasion

Fearing the strength of Lhe French army he fled

to Sicily, and Chailes VIII entered Naples on
the 22nd February 1495 as a conqueroi

But while he spent his time there in triumphs
and festivals a foimidable confedeiacy was formed
to crush him, consisting of the Emperor Maximilian,

Ferdinand, Kmg of Airagon, the Pope, Vemce, and
even Ludovico Sfoiza, by whose invitation he had
invaded Italy Meanwhile his aimy, wasted by its

excesses in Naples, was rapidly dwindling by disease

Charles saw no safety but in an immediate march
back to France Leaving part of his army in

possession of Naples, he in the beginning of June
started on his return march, proceeding by Rome
and Siena, and hastening as much as possible But
the allies assembled a force of 40,000 men to bar
his way, awaiting him on the northern side of the
Apennines Owing to losses by disease and the
detachment left at Naples, Charles’s army was
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reduced tD 9,000 men He reached Siena on the

13th June, and Pontremoli on the 29th June;
from there he crossed the Apennines by the pass

of that name, an operation which took him six

days. The battle which ensued was fought on the

6th July, on the banks of the Taro at Fomovo, on
the northern side of the Apennines The French
had the greatest difficulty m transporting their

artillery over the mountains, and most of it arrived

too late to take part in the battle, which, though
very short, was the bloodiest that had taken place

in Italy for two centuries. The Italians were
entuely routed, and lost 3,000 men, including

their second-in-command, Rodolfo Gonzaga, uncle

of the Marquis of Mantua
,
the French only lost,

Commines says, about a hundred men, but the

Italian writers say a thousand Charles showed
much personal courage, and much bad general-

ship , nevertheless, the French army succeeded

m driving their opponents off
1

the field, and con-

tinued their march towards Asti, though their

long hne of baggage, impeded by the difficulties

of the mountains, for the most part fell a prey to

the enemy, so that both sides claimed the victory.

Charles reached Asti on the 15th July, and remained
there untd October, when he returned to France.

The King of Naples soon aftei regained Naples; and
the sole results to Charles VIII of his expedition

were the debts he had incurred to meet its expenses

The supeiior power possessed by the new engine

in war which was wielded by Charles VIII. so

inefficiently was very clearly shown at Fornovo, 1

1 Writers (Symonds included) have univeisally mislepresented this
battle to the disparagement ofthe French

, besides failing altogether to
notice the important military point which gives it special interest
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At that battle the allies had 40,000 men, Charles

only 9,000 The latter fought under every dis-

advantage , they were weakened by disease, “ weary

with long marches, insufficient food, and had
quarters,”

1 and had to fight as they emeiged fiom

the difficulties of a mountain pass, proverbially the

position m which a force finds it haidest to brmg
up its full strength. On the other hand, their

opponents were “fresh and well cared for,”
1 and

awaited the French on the banks of a nver, the

passage of which the lattei had to force Never-

theless, as the result of the attack which the French
dehveied, the Italian force “suffered so severely

that, though they still fai outnumbered the Fiench,

no persuasion could make them lally and renew
the fight” 1 Charles’s army, though less than a

quarter the numerical strength of their foes, badly

commanded, and fighting under every disadvantage,

beat back their enemy, foiced the passage of the

Taro, broke through the cordon drawn between

them and then objective, and continued their

march , thus gaining the honour of the day, even

though most of their baggage was plundered in

their rear by the enemy Fornovo was the first

occasion on which a standing army was tested in

battle, and the results showed very distinctly how
much greater was its power than that of the kind

of troops hitherto employed.

This expedition of Charles VIII into Italy,

although it was so bairen of immediate results, had
great ultimate consequences, and was a turning

point in the history of Europe. Michelet says

that it “ was no less than the revelation of Italy

1 SymcradB,
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to the nations of the north.” It ushered in that

new era already mentioned, m which the noithern

nations were to oust the Italian states from the

foremost place in the politics of Euiope, a process

which was accompanied by a state of almost

constant war in Italy.

Durmg the eighteen years that followed

Florence sternly kept the Medici out of her

territories, and foiled all schemes for their return.

It was made death to be found guilty of attempt-

ing to restore that famdy, and in 1497 old

Bernardo de Nero, who was seventy-two years of

age and had been three times Gonfalomere, being

found guilty of this offence, was beheaded 1

This period (1494-1512), which m a history

relating to the Medici power in Florence it is

convenient to call the “ Interregnum,” and which
covers the pontificates of Popes Alexander VI
and Julius II., was an eventful one in the history

of Italy and of Europe. But Florence, her

destinies no longer swayed by the family which
had known how to make theii country strong and
powerful, took an altogether insignificant part in

these events, more so than any other state in Italy;

whilst the struggle of contending nations was
taking place all round her she was entirely occupied

in ignoble turmoils over domestic politics. She
suffered severely in consequence, having to endure
heavy taxation m older to pay subsidies now to

one and now to another of the combatants, and
only just missed being captured by Csesar Borgia,

1 Though not in the courtyard of the Barg ello, as depicted in George
Eliot’s Romola (see vcl u p, 230, footnote)
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before whom she had most lgnommxously to

humble herself

So far, therefore, as Florence is concerned, the

record of this period consists of little else than

internal discoid and misgovemment Unceasing

turmoils between rival factions, fiesh constitutions

formed every few months, an administration utterly

coirupt, a total decline in pohtical influence abioad,

and anarchy, injustice, and misery at home, are the

prevailing features of this period. And nothing

could better have vindicated the rule which the

Medici had exercised than the state of things

which supervened when it was withdrawn Some
have contrived even heie to found a charge against

that famdy, declaring this due to their having

“enervated the Florentines.” It was, howevei,

simply the reversion to those conditions which
had obtained before the Medici arose, and which
reappeared upon the removal of the only power
which had ever been able to keep Florence free

from such conflicts.

During the fiist four years of the above period

(1494-1498) the chief influence in the State was
exercised by Savonarola Upon the departure of

Charles VIII. one change after another in the form
of government took place accompanied by constant

distuibances, until at length an end to these was
put for a time by Savonarola, who, in accordance

with the ciy of the people foi a constitution on the

lines of that of Venice, foimcd the Grand Council,

compnsing every citizen of twenty-rune years of

age who, or whose fathei, grandfather, or great-

grandfather, had held one of the higher magis-
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tracies , the number of members was limited tc

1,000, with a change of members eveiy six months J

Savonarola also made strenuous effbits to put

down the luxury and piofligacy to which the

Florentines had become addicted, and for a while

he succeeded The extraordinaiy movement 2

which he biought about is without a parallel,

Florence for a time put on a Puritan garb And
the effect manifested itself m many differently

minded men Baccio della Porta became a monk
in the monastery of San Maico, taking the name
Fia Baitolommeo Two of the Della Robbia
family became priests. Loienzo di Credi spent

the rest of his life in the monasteiy of Sta. Maria

Novella. Botticelli became an ardent disciple of

Savonarola, and would paint only pictures inspired

by his seimons Cionaca, the celebrated story-

teller, would talk only of Savonarola Michel-

angelo to the end of his life retained a vivid

remembrance of the powerful voice and impassioned

gestures of the great preacher, and pondered over

his sermons in his old age

Among the many notable scenes which the

Piazza della Signona has witnessed none is more
remarkable than that strange bonfire for the

destruction of worldly alluiements, the “ Vanities,”

which took place m 1497, at the time of the

Carnival, m the midst of a concourse of the entire

city. Harford,m his Life of Michelangelo, says :

—

1 The gi eat hall in the Palazzo rlella Signona (Palazzo Vecchio) wag
constiucted by Savonaioh in oidei to accommodito this t!ons%gho

Maggiw e

1 See Mrs Dliphant’s Makeif of Floienoe, Professor ViHan't Life of
Savonaiola

9 and George Elio t't Eomola
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“A pyiamidal scaffold was erected opposite the
palace of the Signona At its base were to be seen
false han, false beaids, masqueiading diesses, louge
pots, caids and dice, mirrois and peifumery, beads
and tiinkets of vaiious soibs Highei up were
arranged books and drawings, busts, and poitraits

of the most celebiated Florentine beauties , . .

Even Fra Baitolommeo was so carried away by the
enthusiasm as to bring his life-academy studies

Loienzo di Credi, another devoted follower of
Savonarola, did the same The Signona
looked on fiom a balcony

,
guai ds were stationed to

pi event unholy thefts , and as the fire rose theie was
a burst of chants, and the singing of the ‘ Te Deum’
to the sound of trumpets and the clanging of bells

”

But eventually the people got tned of a life

bereft of their favourite “ vanities ”
, and about

the same time Savonai ola’s preaching, which had
hitherto concerned itself with the errors of
Florence, began to thundei against the far greatei

iniquities of Rome, and to urge for a reformation
of the Chuich And it was indeed high time for

such a reformation ; for the state of things at Rome
was arousing universal indignation. Alexander VI.
(Rodengo Boigia), who was Pope from 1492 to
1503, has been styled by Mosheim “the Nero
among Popes,” and the conjunction in him of
shameless gieed, perfidy, cruelty, and licentiousness

brought the Papacy to the lowest moral depth it

had touched since the dark age of the tenth
century His pohtics were governed solely by
one consideration, that of acquiring, by whatever
means, as many of the minor states as possible in
order to form a sovereignly for his son, Csesar
Borgia, called by Ranke “ a virtuoso m crime.”
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Such being the character of the Pope at the

time, an earnest refoimer like Savonarola could

scarcely fail to give voice to what wei e becoming

the sentiments of all Em ope legal ding the Papal

court His seimons began to denounce its

iniquities and to pi ess for a General Council to

reform the Church. Neither Alexandei VI nor

Caesar Boigia had the smallest intention of suffer-

ing the fate which had overtaken Pope John
XXIII eighty yeais befoie, and one such sermon

delivered in Rome would have promptly ended

Savonai ola’s hfe But in Floience he could not

be so easily got at The Pope did his utmost to

silence him, and to get him into his powei, but for

some time unsuccessfully, he being too popular

with the Floientmes

But Florence no longer had the strong govern-

ment and united people which she had possessed

when she hung an Archbishop and defied a Pope
who attempted to stn up strife within her walls.

Her condition now was just the reverse , and m a

city torn by so many factions, and with a govern-

ment become both weak and corrupt, it was easy

to create a party hostile to the stern preacher of

refoim, and ready to perform the Pope’s work.

So that at length in 1498 Alexander VI. was able

to send emissaries to Florence, who soon persuaded

the Signona to act as his agents in a dime which

has brought permanent infamy, both on the Pope
who ordeied it, and on the government which
earned it out Meanwhile Savonarola had written

letters to vaiious soveieigns pressing them to

assemble a General Council
; so that the Pope was

moie anxious than ever to have him put out of life
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with all speed It was unfortunate for Savonarola

that just at this juncture Charles VIII , on whom
he chiefly relied (though it was i eliance on a

broken leed), was on the 5th April 1498 accident-

ally killed at the castle of Amboise by striking his

head against the top of a low dooiway He was
succeeded by his distant cousin, Louis XII

On the 7th April a challenge by the rival

community of the Franciscans to an ordeal by
fire, to which Savonaiola weakly agreed (and for

which elaboiate prepaiations weie made, though
the Signona never intended it to be earned out),

served the purpose of destroying his populanty
with the people, who were furious when at the
last moment the ordeal was vetoed Accordingly
on the 9th Apnl Savonaiola leceived a summons
from the Signoua to sunender himself into

their hands The fuais of San Maico lefused to
allow him to be taken fiom them to what all

knew meant torture and death, and the chuich and
monastery wcie furiously attacked by the troops
of the Signona during a whole day, and bravely
defended In the evening, however, on the troops
foicing their way into the church, Savonarola
refused to allow fuither bloodshed, and, after taking
a sorrowful farewell of the bretlnen, surrendered
himself to the troops. He was laken to the
Palazzo della Signona, imprisoned m the cell called

the Alberghettino, and day after day subjected to
torture, the Pope sending frequent messages to
the Signona to wring something from him which
might serve as a ground for putting him to death

Nevertheless, this was a difficult task; one,

however, to which those who wished to stand well
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with the Pope, turned all their evil ingenuity,

with the result that the so-called tnal became a

mockeiy of justice Seldom has theie been a

blackei page in the proceedings of any government

than that 1 elating to Savonarola’s trial and con-

demnation The criminal court by which in the

ordinary course he should have been tned, the

“Eight,” not being supposed to be sufficiently

hostile to him, had new members appointed to it,

though the period of office of their predecessors

had not expued When, however, it became

apparent that even this would not suffice to attain

the desired lesult, a special court was constituted

composed of seventeen commissioners, all of them
Savonarola’s avowed enemies Even one of these,

Bartolo Zati, when he learnt the nature of the

work expected of him, refused to seive, declaring

that he would take no part in a murder

Savonarola was subjected to successive “trials,”

and during these, for a peiiod of about sixteen

days, was tortured daily, once he was placed on

the rack fouiteen times m a single day Never-

theless, nothing could be proved against him or

wrung from him, which his judges could twist

into an admission of either treason or heiesy 1 So
his enemies had to resoit to forgeiy A miscreant,

named Ser Ceccone, a notaiy who had said to one
of the judges, “If no case exists, one must be
invented,” was employed to take down the victim’s

replies while under torture. And this change in

the arrangements produced the required results.

In refutation of the supposition that on this last

1 The Signona, m a letter to the Pope, who had complained of the
delays stated —ff Even by long* and arduous examination, continued
for many days, and with the aid of toituie, wb could tui ely extoit any-
thing* from him "
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occasion Savonaiola falsified his previous replies,

Mr Hyett says as follows :

—

“On the 19th April a document purporting

to be a report of Savonarola’s replies to the

examiners was signed by him It is probable

that his signature was obtained by a trick, but,

be this as it may, it is certain that the signed

deposition had been falsified, 01 as one of the

judges euphemistically put it,
e for a good purpose

somewhat had been omitted from, and somewhat
added to it ’ On the stiength of this garbled

report many wnteis have said that he bioke down
under tortuie, and even Profess oi Villan gives

a reluctant assent to this view, and offers an
elaborate apology for his hero Hut as evidence
against Savonarola the document is not woith the
paper it was written on It is m pait admittedly
fictitious, and which parts of it are additions, and
which alterations, 01 what has been omitted, it is

impossible to discovei Everything tends to show
that Savonarola, m spite of his physical mfiimities,

displayed on the rack heroic foititude

On the 39th May the Papal commissioners

charged with the final proceedings arrived in

Florence. Nardi states that then instructions

were “to put Savonarola to death were he even
another St John the llaptist ” On 20th May and
the two following days, Savonarola underwent
before them his thud mock trial, being examined
under worse tortuie than ever. The results of

this final examination were never signed or made
public, the trial being thus practically left un-
finished. Nothing had been elicited from him
proving lus guilt of heresy or crime. Nevertheless,

1 fflmwuitj by h\ A Ilyelfc
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on the evening of the 22nd May, after many
days of torture, after every kind of fraud and

injustice had been put in force, and as the result

of a so-called trial not even legally completed,

Savonarola, whose only crime was his denuncia-

tion of the vices of the Borgian Papacy and his

appeals for its refoimation, was condemned to death.

And also the other two fuais of San Maico who
had been tried with him, Fia Domenico and Fra

Silvestro On the following morning, 23rd May
1498, the thiee companions weie brought out of

the Palazzo della Signona on to the nnghiera, and

after being subjected to vanous insults were con-

ducted to the scaffold And on the very spot

where the bonfiie of “the Vanities” had taken

place, the reformer, who had a short time before

been worshiped by Floience, was hanged and
burnt in presence of the whole city

Thus did Florence show before the eyes of

Europe what the rule of the Medici had been to

her Such a crime as the above would have been
as impossible undei the rule of Lorenzo the

Magnificent as under any government of the

present day In this episode we seem to see a

totally diffeient Florence from that of twenty
years before, and instead of a united people,

strong in their sense of justice, defying a Pope
even though he was backed by numerous allies,

we see a divided people and a corrupt and sub-

seivient government, ready at a Pope’s command
to set at naught every principle of justice, and
to employ methods from which every honest
Florentine revolted. The defiance of all law, the

disgraceful frauds, the corruptibility of the judges.
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and the faction-fighting through which alone the

Pope was able to achieve his object, all showed how
greatly Florence had m only four years deteriorated

through the loss of that rule under which she had
during the pievious sixty yeais made herself great

and respected The cume of Savonarola’s judicial

murder is the strongest possible vindication of the

rule which had been established by the Medici

That movement which exercised a _ „ „ ,

,

Bottic alii (a)

permanent influence on so many others,

had its effect also on Botticelli The entire change

m the mental atmospheie of Florence wrought by
Savonarola during the years 1494-1498 caused a no
less radical change in the chaiactei of Botticelli's

pictures So that we have now a third period in

his painting

(in.)

Just as Cronaca could talk only of Savonarola,

so could Botticelli now paint only pictures which
repeated the impassioned sermons of Florence’s

great preacher Hencefoith we have no more
pictures from him of gi aceful Greek goddesses
and classic myths, but picture after picture on
the one subject of the Blessed Virgin and Child.

The same tram of thought runs thiough them
alL No longer does Botticelli paint her in all the

joy of the Magnificat
, it is now the sorrow of

the Mater Dolorosa that is set before us, and
with every variety of illustration And in this

too there is a distinction
;

it is not as the sorrow-

ing Mother beneath the Cioss that she is depicted,

but as the young Motliei with the ever-present
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sword of a foreboding sorrow piercing her heart

with the knowledge of that which was to come,

of which others around her were ignorant, and in

which, therefore, they could afford her no sympathy,

Sometimes it is the Mother alone who feels this

foreboding sdhow, sometimes it permeates both

Mother and Child, but whether m her alone, or

in both, this is always the prevailing thought

Speaking of these pictures, Stemmann says .

—

“A presentiment of coming woe seems to cast

its shadow on the Virgin’s soul . . She embraces
the Chdd with a half-repressed fervour of passionate

love, but all the time the shadow of an underlying

sorrow makes the flame of joy burn dimly.” 1

All this is in accord with Savonarola’s sermons,

and here we see Painting able to bring to our

minds the words of a pieacher dead four hundied

years ago

In doing this Botticelli mtroduces many touch-

ing details by which to bring his point home to

those to whom he speaks As examples the

following may be taken:

—

The Madonna of thepomegranate—This picture

(in its original frame
)

2 hangs m the Tuscan room of

the Uffizi Gallery. The Child Christ holds in His

left hand a bitten pomegranate, 8 and looking with a

sad expression straight at the beholder, holds up

His right hand in blessing Stemmann says .—
“In this picture both Child and Mother are more
than ever conscious of bearing the burden of all

the sorrow of mankind.” He considers this to
1 Botticelli, by Stemmann
2 With golden lilies on a light blue ground This picture is in much

better preseivation than the Madonna of the Magnificat, which has had
many travels and suffeied much therefriim

3 The pomegranate is a symbol of the Church, but the bitten

pomegranate is the emblem of the Fall of Man
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be Botticelli’s best picture. Hanging as it does

opposite the Madonna oj the Magnificat, the two
aie well placed for comparison, the one painted

in Botticelli's earliest years, the othei not less than

thirty years afterwaids, the keynote of the one,

humility, of the other, foreboding sdiiow

The Madonna and Child m the Bi era Gallery,

Milan—In this case the Child is sitting on the

Vngin’s knee, and is playing with a rough wieath

of thorns and three nails, and looking up at her

m wonderment at hei sadness

The Madonna and Child m the National

Gallei y, London—The Virgin embiaces the Child,

who stands on hei lap He looks in hei face, seek-

ing foi the cause of her soirow, while hei face and
attitude expiess a deep tenderness, penetrated as

usual with a piofound sadness This pictiue has

been a good deal damaged in its tiavels, but the

damage has spared the face of the Child Chust,

which is particulaily beautiful

The Madonna of St Barnabas.—Painted for

the convent of St Barnabas, and now in the

Accadcmia delle Belle Arti, Florence This

pictuie has suffered (through damage in removal
and attempted restoiation) as regaids the face of

the Child Chnst, which has been quite spoiled, but

the lest of the painting is beautiful, and it is one

of Botticelli’s most admired works Two angels

stand on either side of the Madonna and Child,

one holding up befoie her a crown of thorns, and
the other, thiee nails, while two more angels hold

back the curtains of the Lhrone The Virgin looks

stiaight out before her with a sweet, sad expression.

mx saints stand before the throne, repicscnting
VOL. I. Z
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different types of mankind' St Michael, manly
strength and beauty, St John the Baptist, asceti-

cism , St Ambrose, the strong, practical bishop

,

St Augustine, theological learning , St Barnabas,

unselfish devotion to the consolation of the miser-

able and oppicssed, and St Catheime, womanly
feeling Stemmann, lemaiking on this pictuie,

says —
“It would seem as if Dante’s wonderful

cliaiactensation of the Vngm stiuck the keynote
of the whole pictuie, viz, his woids, ‘TJmdc ed

alta, piil che ciealuia’ (‘Humble and high beyond
all other cieated being’). Sitting on liei throne

under the velvet canopy, affectionately seived by
angels, veneiated by saints, she yet can feci no
joy She gazes stiaight out befoic hei, with a

sad, fai-away expression in her eyes—‘humble and
high,’ in truth, yet sighing under the weight of

her destiny, and with the sword alieady piercing

her heait
”

In one other point, noticeable in all these

pictuies, Botticelli diffeis markedly fiom the artists

who were to follow m the next geneiation, led by
Michelangelo Botticelli forces our whole attention

on the subject, not on the painter In looking at

them it is not of Botticelli that we think As
Stemmann says:

—

“There never was a painter who so entirely

forgot himself in his subject, and in these pictuies

he has conccntiaLcd lus whole thoughts on the
chaiactei of the Madonna, and there has been
none since lus day who was so unweaiied m
inventing new modes of treatment winch should
both bring the Virgin and Child into human
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closeness to the beholder, and at the same time
arouse his awe and veneiation.”

(IV)

But a time came when, instead of Floience

being swayed by Savonai ola’s seimons, it con-

demned him and put him to death
, and foi

those who reveied him the only feeling left was
horror, both at the crime itself, and at the reign

of anai chy and vice which succeeded it And so

now again we have a complete change in Botticelli’s

pictuies, caused by the change in the circumstances

aiound him, and have the pictuies of his fouith and
last peiiod In this there aie (besides his sketches

lllustiating Dante’s poem) only two pictuies, but
they aie notable ones: viz

(
1
)
Calumny, now m

the Uffizi Gall ci y, Florence, its geneial idea taken

from Lucian’s account of a picture on that subject

by the Gieek painter, Apelles; 1 and
(
11

) The
Nativity, now in the National Gallery, London
The drawings lllustiating Dante’s Divine Comedy
weie executed at vanous times between 1492 and
1497, but weie left unfinished, Botticelli, the

aident partisan of Savonarola, being thenceforth

entirely englossed with the tragedy of the lattei’s

end

The celebrated pictuie of Calumny is thus
desenbed .

—

“The scene is laid in a stately judgment
hall m the classic style, on the decoration of
which every lesourcc of ait has been expended.

1 Botticelli's somewhat dilfeiPiiL treatment of tli? subject can bp
seen by enmpaung his pictuie uiLh the enslaving leptpsputing tlip
Calumny of Apelles taken hom Luc mi's disruption, to ba seen m
tlie collection of engiavings m the L'lTUi Galleiy, No SO
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Between its lofty aiches there is a distant view
of a calm sea, life-sized marble figuies stand m
the niches of the pillars of the hall (like the

figures outside Or San Michele), and every vacant

space is adorned with richly-gilded sculpture It

is a magnificent Renaissance building, which fancy

imagines a place in which wisdom and justice alone

would exist, a place of refuge in which poets and
thinkers may piepare new intellectual achieve-

ments as they walk m this stately portico by the

sea Instead of this we witness a fearful deed of

violence In bitter contiast with the splendid

maible all round, in ironical mockeiy of the

solemn statues of justice and vntue on the walls,

a noisy throng is diagging the innocent victim of

calumny before the tribunal of the Unjust Judge,

who sits with ciown and sceptre on a lichly-

decoiated thione Two female figuies, Ignoiance

and Suspicion, whisper m the long ass's ears of

the Unjust Judge, while in fiont of him Envy
declaims with impel ious force With his right

hand Envy leads on Calumny, who holds a burn-

ing torch befoie her as a tieacheious symbol of

hei pretended love of truth She dashes impetu-

ously forward, with her left hand grasping merci-

lessly the hair of her victim, who lies on the giound
stripped naked, with his folded hands raised to

heaven m asseition of his innocence Calumny’s
appealance is plausible and crafty, her clothing

is costly, andhei two attendants, Fiaud and Decep-
tion, are busy twining fiesh roses in her golden

hair Behind these (as what follows from injustice

and cruelty) comes the toimentor, Remorse, a

hideous hag clothed from head to foot in ragged
mourning attire, who, clasping her trembling hands
befoie her, turns hei face round over her shoulder

to look at the figuie behind her of naked Truth
(a slim female figure lecalhng Botticelli’s Venus),
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who gazes upwaids and lifts hei light hand to

heaven in adjuration against the scene of injustice,

ciuelty, and wiong 1,1

Now what does all this mean 2 At first sight

this picture repels us by its strange scene of

grotesque violence ,
but it has its meaning in the

histoiy of the time For in this picture Botticelli

writes for those who may come after, the stoiy

of how Savonarola was done to death In the

stately Renaissance hall, the lefuge for poets and

philosDpheis, with its solemn statues of Wisdom
and Justice, and its profuse decoiation by Ait,

Botticelli represents Florence as for sixty years

it had been In the Unjust Judge, with his ass’s

ears, seated on a thione with ciown and sceptre

which he is not fit to bear, and in the scene of

violence enacted in front of him, the painter

repiesents the government of Florence as it had

become, still occupying the localities where such

different sentiments had once pi evailed In the

figuies of Ignorance and Suspicion, Envy and

Calumny, Fraud and Deception, he repiesents

the motives and the methods winch had pievailed

to put tD death their victim, Savonarola. While
the figuies of Remoise and Truth embody Botti-

celli’s prophecy of what shall afteiwards follow.*

1 Botticelli, by* Stemmann.
2 Within the last live years there has been placed on the spot where

Savonarola was burnt (replacing the former small plain slab) a larger
oiib, beaung the following inscription fr

CJui, dove con 1 suoi f onfiatelli

Fra Domenico Buonvium e Fra Silvestro Marufh ll XXIII Maggio del
MCCCCIXVIII per imqua sentenzafn imp1cent [) ei arso Fra Gnolamo
Savonarula, dope quattro secoli fu colic cata questa memona ” (Hei e,

where with his biethien, Fia Domenico Buonvicmi and Fra Silvestro
Maiuffi, on the 23rd May 1400, by an iniquitous sentence Fro Gnolamo
Savonarola was hanged and burnt, after four centuries has been placed
this mcmonal

)
And theio it is customaiy with the Florentines on

the 23rd May to lay honquots of Aowbis to Savonai ola's memory
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This picture was painted by Botticelli for his

friend, Antonio Segni, m the yeai 1498 01 1499,

and it is stated that it was not allowed to

be seen by the public eye until aftei Botticelli’s

death
,

if so, this would help to confiim the

above tlieoiy as to its meaning It is, of

couise, deeply intei estmg both on account of the

gieat pieachci himself, and also as the poweiful

recoid given by one then living as to the way in

which Savonaiola’s life was taken, and how false

weie the lies which then, and for many years

afteiwards, weie sedulously piomulgated regard-

ing the self-accusations declaied to have been

made by him under tortuie

And then we have another stiange pictuie.

The Nativity, painted at the end of the yeai

1590, Botticelli’s last pictuie (now m the National

Gallery, London)
,

and this again refeis to

Savonaiola, and to the state of things in Floience

aftei his death In an insciiption written over it

in Gieek Botticelli explains its meaning thus.

—

“This picture I, Alessandro, painted at the

end of the yeai 1500, in the tioubles of Italy, m
the half-time after the time, dunng the fulfilment

of the Eleventh of St John, in the second woe
of the Apocalypse, in the loosing of the devil for

thiee yeais and a half Afteiwaids he shall be
chained, accoiding to the Twelfth of St John,
and we shall see him trodden down as in this

picture
”

In the cenlie is the usuar group of the

Nativity, while light and left kneel the Magi
and the Shepherds with angels pointing out to

them the mnacle. On the pent house roof and
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m the sky angels sing the Gloiia in Excelsis,

and dance hand in hand swinging olive boughs

and ciowns in then joy In the foiegiound devils

ciawl away to hide m the locks, while lej Dicing

aneels fall on the necks of Savonarola and hisc
two companions, “the witnesses slain for the woid
of their testimony ” The picture not only shows

how deeply looted was the memoiy of Savonaiola

in Botticelli’s mind, but also it and its inscription

testify to what was the condition of crime and

vice which lan not in Floience in these yeais,

when Cambi tells us that “ citizens who sought

lediess in the law couits weie frequently stabbed

in the stieet the next night, judges pi enounced
iniquitous sentences, and theie was no leverence

for holy things or feai of shame.”

Aftei this date Botticelli became too i nfirm
to paint, he died in 1510, at the age of sixty-four,

and was buried in his falhei’s vault m his parish

church of Ogrussanti 1

Although Perugino belongs to Perugia

he painted for so many years m Florence,
pBruginD

wheie all his best work was done, that he is

always classed with the Tuscan school When
he died in 1524 he was almost the last

2 of that

gieat school which had given to Painting its

re-buth and had led the way m that art for over

two hundred yeais , Ruskin considers Perugino the

culminating point of the Tuscan school of painting

Having spent Llnee yeais in Floience as the
1 BotfciLolli was bulled with extieme sericiy (pi ninthly because ho

was a no led paitiaan of Savonaiola), anil lny Lomb still leinamq without
any tombstone

J Lorenzo ill Giedi and Andioa del Saito weiothe only two first-

class paint bis of tlie Tuscan m bool who survived lum * Andrea delSaitQ
by seven years, and Loieuzo ill Ciedi by thirteen years,
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pupil of Verrocchio (1479 - 1482), and having

executed various works there in the yeais 1486-

1491, Perugino in 1492 set up his studio in that

city Ruskin says :
—“ It is fiom this time that we

date the gieat series of pictuies in which he seems

to cany to then deepest depths the expression

of devotion, of self-sacrifice, and of holy grief”

Perugino painted legularly in Floience fiom 1492

to 1498, and again dunng the gieatei pait of the

years 1501 to 1510, after which date he did little

notable woik So that all his best woik was done
dunng this period of the Inteiregnum. As all

know, he was Raphael’s master
, and he suivived

his great pupil by four years,

Peiugmo has four chief chaiacteristics First,

free open space, legardmg which Mi Bernhaidt

Berenson says -—“Space composition . is not

an arrangement to be judged as extending only

lateially, or up and down, on a flat surface, but
as extending inward m depth as well It is com-
position in thiee dimensions, and not m two, in

the cube and not meiely on the surface ” In this

“space composition” Perugino excelled all either

before or after him
, by regular gradations his

distances lecede far into the background, giving a

feeling of vast and limitless space

Second, aloofness in his figures Dr Williamson
says’—“They stand apart from one another, con-

nected by a thread of thought with each oilier,

and with the central feature of the picture, but
each of them in eveiy other way self-contained

”

Third, his beautiful landscapes, “with distant

hills bathed in a blue mist revealing long stretches

of fertile land on either side, with single trees
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silhouetted against the sky, and all bathed m pale

golden sunlight
”

Fourth, a seveie absence of stiong action 01

excited emotion. “ Convulsive action was as much
an offence to him as was its absence m his WDiks

an offence to Michelangelo
”

The joint effect of these foui characteristics is

to pioduce pictuies bieathing a WDiideiful peace

Hegardmg The Entombment, now in the Pitti

Gallery, Dr Williamson says 1
:

—

“In this picture space composition is seen in

its full vigour How vast is the space in which
the episode is placed, and how wondeiful the sense

of immeasuiable distance produced How quiet

is the atmosphere of the scene, how leveient and
tender a mood it ci cates The pictuie is one of

the best Peiugino evei painted Each figuie

is distinct, self- cent] ed, and enfolded in its own
gnef It is a pictuie full of sentiment, yet
sober and thoughtful

”

And regai ding liis Baptism of Chi tst, now at

Rouen, the same writer says .

—

“Around the two central figures arc kneeling
angels and attendant figures, eight only in numbei,
caiefully giaduated in size according to position,

aloof, serious, and still. Away and away beyond is

the rolling landscape with its exquisite hills, and
dainty detached tiees standing out clear against the
^ky On and on the eye travels seeking to reach
the limits of this limitless vision, and mipiessed more
md more by the skill that painted in so tiny a
lompass so vast a scene.”

Of Perugino’s masterpiece, his ftesco of The
Ci ueificcion, painted in the chapter-house of tile

1 Pitugino, l)y 1* 0 Williamson,
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convent of Sta. Maiia Maddalena de’ Pazzi in

Floience, it has been veiy generally felt that it

is the most peifect lepiesenlation of the Ciuci-

fixion ever achieved by any painter
,
while the

whole pictuie bieathes an mdescubable spmt of

peace

Interregnum After Savonai ola’s death Floience
MgaiBii became mote than evei a prey to

anarchy. Thiee diffeient factions, the Ottimati,

the Bigi, and the Fiateschi contended unceas-

lngly, and fietpienl changes m the constitution

only pioduced mci eased stufe At length after

tluee yeais of tuimoil the citizens weie duven
to a measuie which stultified all their action in

abolishing the lule of the Medici They resolved

that the only lemedy foi the evils of the city was
the appointment of a Gonfalomeie for life, as a

soit of peimanent Dictator Theie wcie vanous
candidates, but, as might have been expected
under the conditions which prevailed, instead of

a strong man being elected the majonty of the
votes weie given to a weak one whom no paity
had any leason to fear. Pieio Soderini, a well-

meaning and generally lespected man with no
strength or ability, was elected

,
and he remained

permanently Gonfalomere during the lest of the
peiiod of the Intcn egnum , though owing to

his weakness and incapacity this hi ought little

amelioration of the evils under which Florence
groaned The legal tubunals were utteily corrupt,

dime of eveiy kind was life
, men of ability kept

aloof from public affairs
, the Great Council refused
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to vote money necessaiy to meet the financial

engagements of the State
, disputes and riots were

incessant ,
and all waters give deploiable accounts

of the condition of the city Cambi says —
“ Justice no longer existed among the citizens

through fear of each othei ”
,

and Guicciardini

remarks —“It is difficult to imagine a city so

thoioughly shattered and lll-iegulated as ouis was

at this time ” This condition of things m Floience

naturally caused her to sink into a position of

insignificance among the states of Italy , her foreign

affairs were unceasingly mismanaged, being m the

hands of men who weie without any talents foi

such a task.

Yet it was a time when a cap-

able direction of foreign affans was
above all necessary After Chailes 6TBn1ls

VIII ’s expedition Pope Alexander
im lo0B

VI. brought about a league between Rome,
Venice, Milan, the Empeior Maximilian, and
Henry VII. of England, against France, a league

which threatened the very existence of the

Fiench monarchy, and of those states, such as

Feriara, Florence, and Bologna, which clung to

the Fiench alliance. Louis XII
, on succeeding

to the French throne in 1498, set himself to

break up this league; and the campaigns which
during the next fourteen years he earned on in

succession against Milan, Naples, Venice, and the
Pope, kept Italy in a state of permanent warfare

and thiew all states there into confusion.

In 1499 Louis XII. sent against Milan an
army which drove out II Moro, who fled to
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Innsbruck, to the protection of the Emperor
Maximi lian The latter in this year manied his

eldest son, the Archduke Philip, to Joanna, the

eldest daughter of Feidmand and Isabella of

Spam, a marriage which had important conse-

quences in the next generation In the same
year Florence put to death the only man she

possessed who had the talents of a geneial,

Paolo Vitelh The Republic had sent him with

a force to letake Pisa (which Charles VIII
had never restored), but the attempt failed, and

Vitelli was accused of treacheiy, recalled, and

executed, though it is stated by Guicciardini that

he was innocent

In 1500 II Moro regained Milan, but was soon

afterwards captured by the French, and earned

off to France, where he was impiisoned m the

castle of Loches for the remaining eight years of

his hfe, Louis XII taking possession of Milan.

In the same year the combmed forces of Spam and
France conquered Naples

, but this was followed

by a dispute over its possession which brought on
a three years’ war between them. Nor did central

Italy fare any better than the north and south

In the endeavour to establish a sovereignty of

central Italy, Caesar Borgia was seizing state after

state, thus gaming in succession Imola, Forli,

Urbino, Faenzr, Pesaro, Rimini, and Piombino,
and making himself the terror of Romagna.

In 1501 Caesar Borgia, having gained Faenza
by causing its ruler, the young Astorre Manfredi,

to be mmdered, advanced into the Val d’Arno
and threatened Floience The Signona ignomini-

ously bought him off by agreeing to appoint him
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Captain General of Floience’s forces at a fixed

salaiy of 36,000 floiins a yeai In the same yeai

Alexander VI., in order to detach Fenara fiom

the French King, succeeded in bringing about a

marriage between his daughter, Lucrezia Boigia,

and Alfonso, the eldest son of the Duke of

Fenara
In 1502 Caesar Boigia, who as the result of

vanous crimes had now become “Duke of

Valentino, Duke of UrbinD, Duke of Romagna,
Pimce of Andna, and Lord of Piombino,” mfoimed
Florence that her government did not please him,

and that she had better amend it The Signona,

relymg on Louis XII ’s approaching return to

Italy, ordered its envoys to temponse
, and other

events called off Caesar Borgia for a time from
attacking Floience He, howevei, informed her

government significantly that the French King
would not be always m Italy

In 1503 Louis XII advanced again into Italy

to piosecute his war with Spain for the possession

of Naples, but the campaign turned out adversely

for the French This would undoubtedly have
brought Caesar Borgia again upon Florence, but

just at this junctuie Pope Alexander VI suddenly

died, Caesar Borgia bemg at the same time taken

dangerously ill.

1 Csesai Borgia after some time
recoveied, but only to find all his power broken
through the death of the Pope. The various states

which he had usuiped at once reverted to their

original rulers, and Caesar Borgia was eventually

arrested by the commander of the Spanish forces

i Alexander VI \q death., believed at the time to be due tD poison, is

now considoiod to have been due to natural eauses
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m southern Italy, GonsalvD, and sent as a pnsoner

to Spam, wlieie four yeais later he was killed while

fighting for the King of Naval re

In December 1503 the Flench army in southern

Italy sustained a ciuslung defeat at a battle which

took place on the uvei Garigliano, it managed to

letreat m great disoiiei to Gaeta, but was theie

foiced to capitulate, and to agree to return to

Fiance 1 This biought the tlnee yeais’ wai m
southern Italy between Fiance and Spain to an

end, and Naples and Sicily were annexed by
Ferdinand of Spam to the Spanish Ciown and
placed in chaige of a Viceroy It was m tile

above battle that PietiD the Unfoitunate lost his

life
,
wheieby his next biother. Cardinal Giovanni,

became head of the Medici family

Pope Alexandei VI, was succeeded by Pius

III ,
but he died one month later, and was suc-

ceeded by Julius II (Giuhano della Rovcie), the

celebrated fighting Pope, the destroyer of the old

St Petei’s, the founder of the new St Peter’s, and

the friend, and antagonist, of Michelangelo. A
stiong chaiactei, with many good points, he was

fonder of wai than of anything else, and was

perpetually in the field, commanding his forces m
person Italy had now become the battlefield on

which Fiance, Spam, and Geimany fought per-

petually for supiemacy, and this stiong fiery old

man a seized with avidity the opportunity this state

of things gave him to indulge his picdileclion

for war.

1 Part of the aimy was gpnt hack to Fiance by sea, and pait by Jan 3
3 His porliait byltapliapl hangs m the Uffiri Gall oiy, and is thoi oug-Jily

chaiactei istit ThaiB is, a ieplu,a of it al&o in the Pitli Gallery, and
aiiQthei in the National Galleiy, London
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Fiom 1503 to 1507 Julius II. was chiefly

occupied in subduing m succession the vanous

stales of Romagna, and foiming them into “the

States of the Chuich,” which he now founded,

and which thencefoiwaid lemained peimancntly

the tempoial dominion of the Papacy In 1508

he turned lus aims against Venice, and foimed

the “League of Cambiay,” a league enteied into

by Louis XII ,
the Empeior Maximilian, Ferdinand

of Spam, and himself, to nush the powei of Venice,

and foi the paitition of hci inland dominions

Meanwhile the foituncs of the Medici TheMedioi

Family weie beginning to emerge fiom 18031511

the gloom in which foi ten yeais they had been

olunged On Julius II becoming Pope m 1503,

md Giovanni (a man whose good-natuied and

leaceable disposition had always been contrasted

vith that of his elder biothci) becoming in the

.ame year the head of the family, many who
lad befoie looked on the Medici with disfavour

lecame xeady to help them, including Pope Julius

limself. Nor was the same effect unfelt even

n Floience It was Pietro and his wife who were

o specially obnoxious to the Florentines, not the

ffedici family as a whole And as time went on

nd the effects of the misiule in Floience became

nore and more intoleiable, the number of Lhe

itizens who secretly desired the return of this

imily, now that it was lcpiesented by two such

haracters as Giovanni and his bi other Giuliano,

rew constantly greater, though none dared to

cknowledge this desire owing to the law which

lade it death to urge the letum of the Medici.
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Giovanni’s behavioui and manner of life in

Home was such as to encouiage these sentiments.

He showed no disposition to mteifere in the

affairs of the Florentines, though undei the incap-

able rule of Pietro Soderim they continued in

their chiomc state of discord and anaichy He
lived plainly, having in fact but little means foi

ostentation, and often finding it haid to keep out

of debt , never desponding, always cheeiful,

animated, and agreeable in his manneis to all, and

taking gieat mterest in all matteis connected with

Ait and Liteiatuie, though he had little money
himself to spend upon such things 1 By this couise

of conduct, and by the qualities of his chaiacter

(which made fiiends wheie Pietio only made
enemies), Giovanni gradually letneved the down-

fall of his family, ci eating a feeling in their favoui

both outside and inside Florence which led a

few yeais later to then being le-installed in power

there

The whole family, including Pietio’s widow
Alfonsma with hei two childien, Loienzo and

Clance, were now living at Home And in the

year 1508 Alfonsma managed to arrange at Rome
a mainage between Clarice, now fifteen, and

Filippo Strozzi, the head of the most wealthy

and nnpoitant Floientine family next to the

Medici For thus daring to many “the daughter

1 It wag at tins tuns that Giovanni fanned the great friendship of his

life, that with Galeotto della RovsiOj nephew of Juliuq II Giovanni
waq devotedly fond of liinij and when aftei a yeai 01 two Galeotto died,

was for long inconsolable
,
and in aftei yeais fis Pope lio nevei heard

the name of Galeotto mentioned without showing his affectionate

temeinluianco
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of a declared rebel and outlaw” Filippo Strozzi

was summoned befoie the Signoria of Florence,

heavily fined, and banished for three years, but

the sentence was a half-hearted one, as we find

him back in Florence m little moie than a yeai

afterwards

In 1509, as the result of the

League of Cambray, there took place

the decisive battle of Agnadello,

at which Venice received from the

Contemporary
historical

events

IB 09 XBX1

allies a crushing blow, fiom which she nevei

recoveied Her powei had been steadily declining

since 1453, and was by this defeat completely

broken, and as a consequence she lost Verona,

Padua, Bergamo, Brescia, Cremona, and Piacenza,

and became no longer of impoitance in European

pohtics In the same year Florence, after a long

siege, recovered Pisa, which had been lost to her

for fifteen yeais In this year Henry VII. of

England died, and was succeeded by his son

Henry VIII., then eighteen The latter in the

same year married Kathaiine of Arragon, daughter

of Ferdinand and Isabella, and younger sister of

Joanna of Spain

In 1510 Julius II. changed sides, and allied

himself with Spain and Venice against the

French, endeavouring to expel the latter fiom

Italy. This biought him into collision with

Ferrara and Florence He fiist led a successful

attack against Mirandola, and then advanced

agamst Feriara, but was defeated. Meanwhile

Louis XII retorted by pioposmg a Council to

depose the Pope, and demanded from his ally,

vpt. I, 2 A
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Florence, that she should allow it to assemble a

Pisa Floience was placed in a dilemma, if shi

consented she dieaded the Pope’s enmity, if shi

refused she would offend Louis XII
,
and lost

the piotection of the Fiench alliance Sodenni’;

government was quite incapable of deahng witt

such a pioblem, and by vacillation and endeavour;

to trim between the two opponents contnved tc

offend both Florence agreed to the assembly

of the Council at Pisa, but lefused to peimrl a

French foice to enter Pisa to protect the Council,

and did not send Louis XII the tioops she had

pioimsed Julius II now detcimmed to put an

end to the inefficient government m Floience,

and to reinstate the Medici, and only waited until

he should first have driven the Fiench out of

Italy, as by means of the Spanish alhance he

hoped soon to do In the meantime he appointed

Giovanni his representative with the force of Papal

and Spanish tioops which was then besieging

Bologna

irt This penod of the Inteiregnum, when
M94-1512 war and its misenes raged over Italy,

and confusion and anarchy were lampant ui

Floience, is nevertheless the time when Art reached

its culminating point It was as though men,
seeking an antidote to the violence and turmoil

around them, turned to the pictuies of the great

masters of the time which breathed an atmos-
pheie of peace and rest not to be found elsewhere

The zenith of the Art of the Renaissance falls

between these years, 1494 and 1512, duung which
period The Last Supper, by Leonardo da Vinci,
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the frescoes on the roof of the Sixtine chapel by
Michelangelo, and the frescoes of the Camera
della Segnatura by Raphael, weie painted, works
in which Art reached its highest development

Theie now succeeds a great army of painters,

all of the first rank, and all practically contem-
poraneous, m whose hands Art, so long associated

almost entirely with Florence, soared forth ovei

all Italy. To mention only the names of the
chief of those who all flourished at this epoch
is to call up before the mind’s eye a mass of Art
creations such as no other period has pioduced.
The following were all painting at this period,

besides many others of less note .—
Botticelli (Florence) Francia (Bologna)
Leonardo da Vinci (Florence) PinturiccliiD (Perugia).

Filippino Lippi (Florence) Luini (Milan).

Lorenzo di Credi (Florence) Raphael (Urbino).
Fra Bartolommeo (Florence) Carpaccio (Venice).

Michelangelo (Florence) Giorgione (Venice).

Andrea del Sarto (Florence) Titian (Venice).

Perugmo (Perugia) Palma Vecchio (Venice).

In the year 1505 there were all working in
Florence at one time Perugino, Leonaido da Vinci,
Michelangelo, Raphael, Fra Bartolommeo, and
Lorenzo di Credi. One may safely say that never
on any other occasion were six such painters col-
lected together at one time and place. Leonardo
da Vmci and Michelangelo 1 were at work on their
cartoons for the great hall of the Palazzo della
Signona

; Perugino was engaged on his Assumption
1 Michelangelo's statue of David had been finished the previous

year Perugino and Loi eiizo di Ciedi were called upon to advise as to
wliere it should he placed ^
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in the chuich of the Annunziata, and Raphae
was painting his Madonna del Gran Duca (Pitti)

his Madonna del Gardellmo (Uffizi), and his fiesct

of The Last Supper, in the monasteiy of Sar

Onofrio, which bears his signatuie and the date

1505 1 Botticelli was at this time sixty -one

Peiugino fifty-nine, Leonaido da Vinci fifty-thiee

Michelangelo tlinty, and Raphael twenty-two

Leonaido da Vinci was sent by Loicnzo the

Magnificent to II Moio, as the best among the

Floientme painleis whom he could lecommend to

him, in 1487 He lemamed with II Moro foi

twelve years, dunng which time he founded the

Milanese school of painting He letuined to

Florence from 1503 to 1506, aftei which his

pnncipal home was Milan until 1516, when, at

the earnest invitation of Francis I , who was
anxious to inauguiate the pationage of Ait m
Fiance, he lemoved to that countiy, and died

theie in 1519, at the age of sixty-seven

Raphael enteied the school of Peiugino at

Peiugia m the yeai 1500 at the age of seventeen.

He came thence to Florence in 1504, being then

twenty-one, and painted theie for four years He
was summoned by Pope Julius II. to Rome in

1508, and woiked there under that Pope and
his successoi, Leo X, for the lemammg twelve

yeais of his hfe, dying at Rome in 1520 at the

age of thiity-seven.

Michelangelo, whose eailiest impulses towards

Ait had been fostered and directed by Lorenzo
the Magnificent (whom throughout his life he

1 It is disputed wheLhei Raphael painted tlie whole of the fresco, or
only the poition signed by him
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nevei foigot), went to Rome foi the fiist time

in 1496 He woiked there till 1500, when he

letumed to Floience, and remained there until

1506, when he was summoned by the Pope to

Rome to design an immense tomb, laiger and

giander than that of any other Pope, which

Juhus II desired to have constiucted for him-

self, and in 1508 he was given the difficult task

of painting the fiescoes on the loof of the Sixtme

chapel

But to Michelangelo, giand as was his genius,

has been tiaced the downfall of Ait which about

two decades later commenced, and which was
fully developed long befoie his death in 1564

Ruskm, carefully tracing out the cause of this

downfall, says 1 that so long as aitists employed
their aitistic powers to depict their subject, Ait
continued to advance, but as soon as they leversed

the process and employed their subject to display

their aitistic poweis, Ait’s downfall began
,
and

that this disastrous change was made by Michel-

angelo, who practised the latter method thioughout

his hfe, whose unrivalled powers led all to follow

him, and who, by adopting a principle ahen to

the tiue spirit of Ait, was the authoi of its

downfall

It would seem that theic was in Michelangelo

a false idealism which was leady to distort to any
extent the character of his subject in order to

pioduce a lesult which would glonfy his powers
of execution This fiist showed itself in his

Bacchus (executed at Rome in 1496, and now in

the Bargello Museum), which statue Shelley, while

1 Modern Painters
, vol. in.
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fully appreciating the gieat poweis of execution

that it displayed, declaied to be “a most levolt-

mg mistake of the whole spmt of Bacchus ” It

showed itself still more m his David (1503),

which, astonishing as it is m execution, is false

to the true spmt of Ait, m that in older to dis-

play the powers of the sculptor it falsifies the

charactei of the subject, which might just as well

be that of a young Samson or Hercules The
same thing is no less apparent m his Moses and

in his statue of Lorenzo, Duke of Urbmo. In

each case the subject is treated as of no lmpoit-

ance, and distoited out of all lesemblance to its

chaiacter, m older to foim a vehicle for the display

of certain powers in the sculptor Theie is not

one of Michelangelo’s statues in looking at which

we aie not foiced by the aitist to think, not of

the man depicted, but of Michelangelo It is

no wondei, therefore, in view of Michelangelo’s

long life and the leadeiship which his surpassing

genius and the death of all the contempoianes

of his earlier yeais gave to him, that Ruskin,

after prolonged study of the subject, should have

tiaced to him that downfall in Ait which, not

long after Raphael’s death, set in And if any
one should desire to see how great that downfall

was, he has but to walk in Florence fiom Or
San Michele, which Donatello’s statue of St

George adorns, to the Piazza San Lorenzo, where
Baccio Bandinelli’s hideous statue of Giovanni

dellc JSande Nerc (executed in 1540) is an eye-

sore to the whole locality, or into the Piazza

della Signona, where the same artist’s no less

hideous statue of Hercules slaying Cacus (executed
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m 1534) disfiguies the front of the Palazzo

Vecchio
1

Before quitting the subject of Ait’s zenith

and downfall, the part which Pope Julius II.

played m connection with the foimcr must not

be omitted For in the intervals of war Julius II

,

following the Floientine school of thought m
philosophy and religion, foimulated a scheme

which is set forth in the two final achievements

attained by the ait of painting, Michelangelo’s

frescoes on the loof of the Sixtine chapel, and

Raphael’s fiescoes on the walls of the Cameia
della Segnatuia, both works being in the Vatican

and both executed for Julius II. These woiks,

by two masteis who diifei so gieatly, have yet

undeilymg them a fundamental idea common to

both, which, in view of the place and the circum-

stances, can only have been furnished by the Pope
himself The Floientine school of thought, under

the leadership of Cosimo, Lorenzo, Ficino, and Pico

della Mirandola, had endeavoured to amalgamate
Platonism and Chnstiamty. Julius II., surrounded

by men trained m that school, went a step further,

and in the pamtings which he caused to be executed

by Michelangelo and Raphael m the Vatican pro-

pounded that both the Jewish dispensation and the

Greek philosophy were " ante-chambers through

which the human race was shepherded to Christ ” 2

We see this idea first introduced in the frescoes

on the roof of the Sixtme chapel, wherein Michel-

1 The block of marble fiom winch this staluo was rarvecl on its way
to Bandmellis wuikshop fell into the Arno When the statue was act
up the Florentine wits of the drly rlerlaied that the maible had tried to
di own itself to avoid Lho disgrace which was in stole for it

3 The Cambridge Model n History, vol n chap 1
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angelo deuiDiistiates it by showing the human lace

led to Chust through a long line of Pagan Sibyls

and Jewish piophets 1 And we see the same idea

elaboiated with a still gieatei wealth Df thought

in Raphael’s fiescoes lound the Pope’s puncipal

official loom, the Cameia della Segnaluia, the fiist

woik executed by Raphael on leaching Rome m
1508, frescoes of which Lhe geneial scheme must

have been supplied by the Pope, though the

wondeiful way m which it is woiked out is

Raphael’s own gieat achievement

In the foui woild-renowned pictures which

covei the foui walls of this loom Raphael (on the

text given him by the Pope) pleaches Ins gieat

seimon, and m pictuies in which the celebiated

scientists, philosopheis, and poets of pie-Chnstian

times appear together with those of the Chnstian

epoch, teaches the lesson that the human soul is

to aspire lowaids God in each of its facilities, in

the exercise of reason and scientific lescarch [The

School of Athens), m the exeicise of the artistic

and aesthetic faculty [Parnassus)
;
in the exeicise of

the faculty of oidei and good government [Secular

and Ecclesiastical Laws), and lastly in the exeicise

of the more definitely religious faculty [Theology,

the science about God). In these pictures, there-

fore, two lessons aie combined, fiist, that the pie-

Chnstian philosopheis and scientists showed in

then degiee aspnations towaids God, and helped

1 The learned wntei of chap i vol 11 of The (Iambi trig? Modem
ITntoiy, the late Di kraus^ is liimly of opinion tint the fundamental
idea unileilyiiitf tins ffcnoi il scheme is Id he aUiilmteil to none other
than Pope Julius II himself Al LI10 same time it was, of eomse, not
entirely anginal, the same idea having been piDpomulod in diffeient

foims by Clement, Ongcn, John Scotus, Dante, and St Thomas
Aquuus and specially dwelt upon by Pico della Mnautbla,
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to piepare the human lace for Chustiamty
,
and

second, that in man’s aspuations towaids God his

highest intellectual faculties aie not to be excluded,

but that all his faculties aie to be included, and

conseciated to God
The thoughts thus expiessed show the stand-

point which had at length been reached aftei nearly

eighty yeais’ discussion of these subjects by the

think pis of Florence We are lcminded of Pico

della Mnandola’s speech long befoie, “Philosophy

seeks truth, theology finds it, leligion possesses it.”

Hdw much of the “sennon” belongs to Julius II

,

and how much to the gicat aitist Raphael, we can

never know But we could have no grander example

of the way in which Ait is a language and has deep

thoughts to speak to all who will listen to its woids .

1

But there was one event at this time in the

woild of Ait, msepaiably connected with Pope

Juhus II , which by no means redounded to his

gloiy or that of any of those concerned in it

Uiged on by Bramante and Michelangelo, he

committed the enoimous Vandalism of pulling

down the old St Petei’s (rich with a thousand

yeais’ lustoiical associations), because it would not

hold the huge and tasteless tomb which he had

oidered,

2 and electing instead the present St Petci’s

Regarding this act and the motives which caused

it, Ranke lemaiks as follows 8
:

—

1 Chap v p 147
2 He intended that it should orcupy the ap^e nf the new St Pptei’s,

when it would ha\ o dominated the whole mteinn of the t luu lIi Afloi

all., howovci, the tomh nevpr pub mLo St Petei’s at all* whih it bung
like a millstone lound Midiplangeld\ ucrlc loi about frn Ly yeais Only
one sulo of it was bvbi completed* and this pnitimi (containing the cele-

hiatei statue of Mow\) wag deposited in the cliuicli of San Pictio ill

Vine oli, where it still 1 cumins
8 Ranke’s Ilutoiy of the Popps
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“Was it not piofoundly significant that a Pope
should himself resolve to demolish the ancient

basilica of St Petei's, the great metiopolitan

Chuich, every pait of which was hallowed, eveiy

portion crowded with monuments that had received

the veneration of ages, and determine to eicct a

temple, planned aftei those of antiquity, on its

site 2 Both the factions then dividing the jealous

world of Art urged Julius II to this enteipuse

Michelangelo desned a fitting receptacle foi the

enoimous monument of the Pope which he pi oposed

to complete on a vast scale, and with that lofty

grandeur which he has exhibited in his Moses
Yet moie piessmg was Bramante, whose ambition
it was to execute that bold project of laising high

in the air, on colossal pillais, an exact copy of

the Pantheon in all the majesty of its propoitions.

Many caidinals remonstrated, and it would even
appear that there was a general opposition to the

plan, so much of personal affection attaches itself

to every old chuich, how much moie then to this,

the chief sanctuary of Christendom As Panvuuus
wrote ‘He had men of almost all classes against

him, and especially the cardinals , not because
they did not wish to have a new basilica erected

with all possible magnificence, but because they
grieved that the old one should be pulled down,
leveled as it was by the whole world, ennobled
by the sepulchies of so many saints, and illustrious

for so many gieat things that had been done m
it ’ But Julius was not accustomed to regaid
contradictions, without further consideration he
caused one half of the old church to be demolished,

and himself laid the foundation stone of the new
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The year 1512 opened with a new iniarragnum

series of militaiy operations Fiance, 1612

Fenaia, and Floience on one side were against

the Pope, Spain, and Venice on the othei The
French army was commanded by the brave and

capable young general, Gaston de Foix, cousin

of Louis XII , and only twenty-four years of age

The Spanish foices weie commanded by Rannondo

da Caidona, Viceroy of Naples, and the Papal

tioops were placed by Juhus II under Caidmal

Giovanni de’ Medici
,
and as to rise in favoui with

Julius II one had to be above all things a soldier,

Giovanni could not lefuse, though he evidently had

no talents in that direction Aftei several brilliant

successes had been gained by the Flench under the

able leadership of Gaston de Foix, a pitched battle

was fought on the 6th April 1512 at Ravenna, in

which the Papal and Spanish army was totally

defeated by the Fiench, who, however, sustained

a serious loss, for at the moment of victory their

brave young commandei, Gaston de Foix, was

killed
1 This battle was one of the bloodiest on

record, and while the commander on the French

side was killed, Cardinal Giovanni, the Pope’s

lepiesentative, was taken prisoner by the French,

and sent, a captive, to Milan

Pope Julius II was not cowed by this reverse

,

he rapidly collected a fresh army, the loss of

Gaston de Foix seemed to paialyse the French,

the tide of victoiy turned, and within three months
the French army was driven across the Alps
Then Julius II turned his aims against Florence,

and the troops of the “Holy League” which he
1 A monument to hib memory stands on tlie site of the battle
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had foimed were sent against hei, Julius II being

deteimmed to put an end to the existing state

of things in that city, and to visit Sodeum in

paiticular with his wrath for having allowed the

assembly of the Council at Pisa Cardona’s aimy
of Spanish tioops was therefoie ordeied to advance

into Tuscany, and Cardinal Giovanni having

escaped from Milan, he, his broth ei, and his

cousin, were sent with it, the Pope informing

Floience that the teims he requued from hei

weie that she should dismiss the Gonfalonieie

Sodermi, pay a fine of 100,000 flonns, and allow

the Medici to letum to Floience These teims

Sodeiim’s government declined to accept, and sent

an inefficient foice, chiefly composed of Machia-

velli’s newly-oiganised militia, to oppose Caidona’s

aimy at Piato, about ten miles fiom Floience

Cardona reached Piato on the 28th August,

and summoned it to suncnder, which being refused

the attack was at once commenced, and after a

feeble lesislance the town was taken by assault

on the 29th August Hie tenible sack of Piato,

which has become proverbial among such events

on account of the atrocities committed by the

inhuman Spanish tioops, ensued. Mr Hyetfc

says *

—

“The hoirois of the sack which followed aie

without a paiallel m lustoiy. For twenty-one
days no attempt seems to have been made by
Caidona to control his savage, greedy, and licentious

soldiery Every building was pillaged. The
defenceless inhabitants weie chased iiom stieet

to stieet, and slaughtered as soon as oveitaken.

Neithci youth, age, iidi* sex, neither the sanctity

of place nor office, were respected. . , . Mothers
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threw then daughteis into wells and jumped m
aftei them, men cut then own thioats, and gills

flung themselves fiom balcomes on to the pavmg-
stDnes below to escape from violence and dis-

honour It is said that 5,600 Platans penshed ” 1

A mediaeval aimy was on such occasions

absolutely uncontiollable, and it is a mistake to

speak of Caidona as though he wielded a powei

ovei his tioops of a kind similai to that possessed

by a modem commander, and failed to exeicise it

Discipline as we undeistand it scaicely existed in

such aimies at any time, and m the sack of a city

not a vestige of it lemained Fiom the moment
that a town was taken by assault there was no

longei an army, but only a hoide of savage ruffians

with arms in their hands, mad with passion, and

leady in a moment to turn then weapons against

those who for the time weie but nominal com-

mandeis, should these lattci attempt to inteifeie

with their proceedings The leal ciuelty was per-

petiated by the weak and incapable governing

body headed by Sodenm in sending a totally

insufficient foice to Piato, not strong enough to

meet Cai dona’s army with any chance of success,

but just sufficient to make the lesult upon Piato

which actually occuned a ceitainty, and this m
the case of a town which had no voice m the

matter of oflieiing resistance to that army
The Medici brothers were not present during

the whole of these temble doings at Piato

,

Giuliano was only there duung the first two days,

Giovanni for ten days longer During this time

they exerted themselves to do what they could
1 Florence

9
by p A Ilyett,
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to protect the women and children, among other

things getting a guaid placed ovei the gieat church

in which a large number of them had taken lefuge

And Jovius states that “if the Caidinal de’ Medici

and his biothei Giuliano had not, at the nsk of

their lives, opposed themselves to the fuiy of the

conqueiois, these enormities would have been

earned to a still greatei excess
”

While these honors were taking place at

Piato, Floience was occupied in carrying out a

lapid revolution Immediately on the news being

received that Piato had been taken and that these

atiocities weic being peipetiated theie, a number
of the citizens, justly attnbuting all that had
occuned to Sodenni’s mismanagement, forced their

way into his loom, made him resign Ins office,

and sent him under an escort to Siena, whence
he fled to Castelnuovo, where, that town being

under the Tuiks, he felt safe from Julius II.,

whose personal animosity against him for the

matter of the Council he well knew. The leniam-

mg membeis of the Government hastily signified

to Caidona their willingness to allow the Medici

to return, and agreed to pay the fine which the

Pope demanded
,
and on the 1st September 1512

the Medici once more entered Floience, after an
exile of eighteen years

Moreover, it was soon evident that the people

weie glad to get them back again, that it had only

been the power of a dominant faction which had
kept them out so long, and that the result of the

misrule suffered under the government of the latter

had sunk deep into the minds of the people. For
had it been otherwise the i e-estabhshment of the
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family in Floience would not have been accom-

panied by the results which ensued That they

weie gieeted on their arrival with the old shouts

of “ Palle f Palle may not of itself show much
Moie significant, however, is the fact that the

Spanish tioops who had escoited them into the

city were able within a month to be entnely dis-

pensed with. And this notwithstanding that all

laws passed since 1494 were lepealed, that the

Consigho Maggioie established by Savonarola was

abolished, and that the Government was lemodelled

on exactly the same lines as in the times of Lorenzo

the Magnificent, although a law expiessly for-

bidding this had been passed in 1495 1 There

was no demonstration whatever against these

changes, and Professor Villan tells us that “ aftei

the Spamaids had left the new Government

lequned no support fiom foreign tioops.” 2 Also

the writings and conduct of Francesco Valon,

Neill, and Machiavelli fully conoborate llie state-

ment made by the lattei that “even those who
disapproved of the present constitutional changes,

soon leconciled themselves to the return of the

old order of things ” From the above it is

clear that although the Medici letuined in

accordance with terms imposed upon the city by

Juhus II
,
yet the people were well content to

have it so They weie in fact sick to death of

the misgoveinment they had expenenced for so

many years, and leady to welcome a rule which

had evei been associated with order, and secunty

to hfe and pioperty.

1 Giovanni Ridolfi w is appointed Gonfalonieie
8 piofBS9t)i ViUan’s Life and Ttnm of Machiavelh
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And the conduct of the Medici biotheis,

Giovanni and Giuliano, was woithy of the occasion.

They followed the traditions of then house, and

the example that had been set by Cosimo Pater

Patriae and Piero il Gottoso Their family had

been made to suffer much, they themselves had

had to endure for long yeais the haish conditions

attaching to the life of outcasts and wandeieis,

they returned to a family home which had been

swept bare, all the invaluable collections of then

ancestois which it had contained when they left

it having been wantonly destioyed, or earned off.

Nevertheless their father Lorenzo’s speech of forty-

six years before was not foigotten by his sons, and
they showed that they knew liow to conquei, by
showing that they knew how to foigive. The
vindictive policy which among the Florentines

invaiiably accompanied the letum to power of a

banished faction was by the Medici entnely re-

jected Theie were no executions, piohibitions,

confiscations, or banishments, except m the case

of Piero Sodeum, who had been banished by the

Floientmes themselves before the Medici returned.

And even he was afterwards befriended by
Giovanni.

1

In this manner did the M edici once more set

up then rule in Florence , and all tilings seemed
to augur well for its satisfactory continuance,

especially as it was decided that that rule should
be placed m the hands of Giuhano, both Giovanni
and Giuho being anxious to depart to Rome, where
the election of a new Pope was imminent.

3 Sotlenm wai afterwaich, when Giovanni became Popc^ given by
Jnm a home m Home, .ind buttleil Lhcre peimtinmitly

"



CHAPTER XII

GIULIANO (DUC DE NEMOURS) AND
LORENZO (DUKE OF URBINO)

The Medici when they leturned again after so

many years to Florence weie lepiesented by the

two biotheis, Giovanni and Giuliano, and their

fiist cousin, Giulio They had been youths of

eighteen, fifteen, and sixteen when diivcn out from
their home, they relumed as men of thuty-six,

thuty-three, and thirty-four Duiing the mtei-

mediate years they had had many varied experi-

ences, had seen much of life, had had many hard

things to endure, and ample opportunities of

lealising how diffeiently the woili treats those

who are m a position to grant favours and those

who have tD seek them On one of the trio the

effect of these experiences had been good, on the

other two the reverse

And the relative chaiacters of these three

young men ale impoitant in regard to subsequent

events The senior member of the trio, Giovanni,

was an easy-going, pleasure-loving man, with a full

measure of the ability customaiy m his family, but

ever ready to avoid trouble
,
while the experiences

through which he had passed had left him with

few scruples as to the manner in which he attained

his objects. With lus brother Giuliano it was
vrvr r. 38^
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otherwise, he had a thoiouglily good disposition,

and one which would not allow him to adopt

unworthy methods But it is with the thud

member of the tuo that we ale in this matter

chiefly concerned. Giulio was full of energy, and

endowed with extreme ability, second only to that

of his uncle, Lorenzo the Magnificent, though the

objects to which he throughout life devoted his

powers weie on so much lower a level as to make
this less generally apparent From their very boy-

hood he had attached himself closely to his cousin

Giovanni, becoming his constant companion and
advisei, and an agent ever ready to take all trouble

off his shouldeis , an arrangement which exactly

suited Giovanni’s ease-loving character.

These conditions were fraught with important

consequences For during the long yeais of exile

Giuho’s fertile brain had designed a course of acti on

in regaid to Florence, should they ever succeed

in regaining powei there, which would make an

entue change in the traditional policy of the family.

No more should there be any of that resting of

the Medici power upon mere popularity, which

had proved, Giuho considered, such a broken reed;

but it should rest, if he could direct events, upon
foice pure and simple But the foice should be

that of the steel hand in a velvet glove, and the

despotism thus planned be made as little irksome

as possible by the outward form of a republic being

still maintained, at all events for a time. For
Giulio’s far-ieaching schemes went further than

this, and looked forward to a time when even the

form of a republic might be abolished, a despotic

monarchy of Tuscany set up, and a ciown at length
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be placed upon a Medici head, All this could, he
considered, be biought about (or at all events set

in tiam) if Giovanni would continue to be guided

by him, and if only it could be managed that

Giovanni should become Pope.

To this member of the trio such feelings as

generosity, magnanimity, care for the people,

leadiness to give unselfish labour for the good
of one’s country, clemency towaids enemies, and
othei similar motives of action, which had been
so long mheient in all the men and women of

this family that they had giown to be assumed as

matters of course, weie completely non-existent.

Beneath a handsome exteiior and a giaceful

manner he hid a cold-heaited disposition, a natui e

able to enteitam only ignoble aims, and a chaiactei

burdened with no scruples whatever

But Giuho well knew that the younger of the

Medici bi others, Giuliano, would absolutely oppose

any such projects, and m the present relative

position of the two brothers would be able to do
so successfully Therefore Giulio’s plans must be

kept for the present to himself. Let Giovanni,

however, become Pope, and it should then be seen

how differently Florence would be lulcd
, while it

would be easy to provide for Giuliano elsewhere,

and to place Florentine affairs m the hands of

some more amenable agent

Such were the plans laid during the years of

exile by this base-born scion of the Medici, who,
possessmg all their ability but not a particle of

their other qualities, and scheming to direct the

family towards aims, and laise it by methods,

which were the only ones he appreciated, became
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its evil genius. And now the fiist step necessary

tD his schemes had been gained, and they were once

more installed in power in Florence, and Giulio

turned all his attention to the second step, that

of gettmg Giovanni made Pope The dim crown

in the distance which Giulio had set before him as

the family aim had advanced one step nearer than it

was when they were homeless exiles without power

or influence, but he little realised thiough how
many vicissitudes the family were at length to

gam that aim after he had passed away.

GIULIANO (Due dr Nemours)

Bom 1478 Ruled 1512-1513 Died 151G

GiuhanD,

1 the third son of Lorenzo the Magni-

ficent, was thirty-thiee years of age when his family

leturned to the home from which they had been

driven out when he was a boy of fifteen Dunng
the earlier part of their period of exile he had

taken refuge with the Duke and Duchess of

Uibmo, Guidobaldo Montefeltro and his talented

wife, Elisabetta Gonzaga (the second greatest lady

of the Renaissance 2
), both of whom were very fond

of him. And dunng the years of exile he had

shown himself possessed of both general capacity

and military ability. On his family being reinstalled

Giuhano was placed in charge of the rule of

Florence, ruling, that is to say, in the Same

manner as Loienzo the Magnificent had done,

the ostensible Government being as heretofore
1 Plate XXVIII (Pronhspiere )

2 Her sistei-m-lawj Isabella d’Esto, was the first.
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the Signona And as soon as the new Govern-

ment had been established Giovanni (accompanied

as always by Giuko, his Fidus Achates) depaited

to Rome
This return aftei eighteen yeais’ banishment

(or rathei the election Df Giovanni to be Pope,

which was almost simultaneous with it) marks the

second turning-point m the history of the Medici

Up to this point, great as had been tlieir use, the

position which they had attained was not higher

than that of various othei luleis of Italian states

,

now, however, then histoiy cnteis on a new phase,

one in which they weie to be among the most
important people in Europe, inteimanying with

clowned heads, and taking a prominent part m
gieat events of Euiopean histoiy

Giovanni’s decision to place the rule of Florence

in Giuliano’s hands, lather than in those of Pietio’s

son Loienzo (who was then twenty, and had

returned with his two uncles), was a wise one

Foi Loienzo’s character was similai to that of his

father Pietro and his mother Alfonsma, while

to inaugurate again the kind of rule maintained

by Lorenzo the Magnificent it was eminently

necessaiy that the power should be in the hands

of one who had a conciliatory disposition, and was

in sympathy with the feelings of the Floicntine

people

Giuliano was in every way calculated to fulfil

these lequirements. Born just after the conspiracy

of the Pazzi, his father, Lorenzo the Magnificent,

had given to him the name of the much-loved
brother whose murder was so great a grief; and

in disposition Giuliano was extraordinarily like
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the uncle whose name he bore All waters agiee

as to his admirable chaiacter He had a generous

and sympathetic nature and conciliatory manners,

was opposed to bloodshed and violence, was highly

accomplished, and a great lover of Literatuie and

Art At the courts of UibuiD and Mantua, and

wherever else he had wandered during the yeais

of exile, the young GiulianD de’ Medici had been

a favounte at all social gathenngs , and Castiglione

gives us, in his II Cortigiano, an attractive picture

Df him, describing him as the chivalrous champion

of women Another wnter says .
—

“

He was a

thoughtful and religious man, of a peaceful and

generous nature, revolting from the crimes in those

days necessaiy to the success of worldly ambition.”

He has been justly called “ one of the most attract-

ive personalities the Itahan Renaissance can claim

to have pioduced ” He showed himself at once,

even m his outward actions, desirous of meeting

Florentine views, he shaved off his beard 1 in

accordance with the fashion among the Floientmes

(who legarded a beard as the badge of the

foreigner), he wore the Florentine lucco, and, avoid-

ing all ostentation, bore himself simply as an
oidmary citizen.

But Giuliano’s rule of Florence was of short

duiation In February 1513 Julius II. died, and,

as his successor, Giovanni de’ Medici was elected

Pope, and took the name of Leo X Immedi-
ately upon this Giulio’s schemes began to woik.

Giuliano’s lenient rule must be replaced by one

more adapted to the new Pope’s views regarding

1 His portiait (Plata XXVIII) was evidently painted at a later

date jj 395)
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Florence, so he was made ‘‘ Gonfalonieie of the

Papal ibices, ” an office which necessitated his resi-

dence in Rome, and the lule of Florence was made
over to his less sciupulous nephew Lorenzo, who
was ordered to conduct Floientine affans m accord-

ance with instructions given to him by the Pope.
Just before this change was made the plot

occuned which blighted the political caieei of

Machiavelli He had been Secretary to Sodermi’s

Government, but had signified his willingness to

seive undei the new icgimc Two young men,
Boscoh and Cappom, filed with ideas acquued by
leading the ancient Roman autliois, had concocted

an ill-digested plot foi the muider d!“ Giuliano

and his nephew Lorenzo. They had appaiently

no confedeiates, but one of them diopped in the

street a paper which disclosed their plot and con-

tained a number of names (piesumably of men
whom they thougliL likely to sympathise with
them), amongst which Macluavelli’s was one ; and
the finder took the paper to the Signona The
latter caused Boscoh and Cappom to be executed

;

but of the lest, while a few weie banished, the
greater pail were set at liberty, it being fell

that the plot had no real sympathised, but was
simply a dicam of two haie-biained young men.
Machiavelli was one of those held to be entirely

innocent, but the suspicion which had rested on
him for a few days ruined his career, as he could

get no further official employment
,
he retired to

his country villa, and took to Literatui e.
1

1 NiccdIu Miichiftvelli (1 409-1 527) is ^eiiptiilly i omplpLely misuudei*
stood by popular wuteis Prof ew&or Villau m hit, Life of Muohiavelh 1ms
uomted out that The Pnnce was written with a vuiy noble object* and
has effectually mfuted llie base asseition that it was wnttcii to mrrv
iavuiu with the Meilnit

,p
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Giuliano on being relieved of the lule of

Florence retired to Rome, a change which was

not unacceptable to him “He preferred the

charms of pnvate life, literature, and the society

of learned men to ambition,” And such society,

having been duven from Florence by the anarchy

of the previous eighteen years, had now gravitated

to Rome, which under Juhus II , and still moi e

under Leo X , was becoming what Florence had

once been, the centre of Art and Learning in Italy.

Contemporary
historical

events

1613 1616

In 1513 Louis XII. again advanced

into Italy and attacked Milan, but

was lepulsed by the armies of Ferdi-

nand and Maximilian, sustaining a

decisive defeat at the battle of Novara

In 1515 Louis XII died (on the 1st January),

and was succeeded by his distant cousin, Francis I

Biuiiano Giuliano, loving a quiet and unosten-
lBiBins tatious style of life, was averse from the

honours which his brother, Leo X , in the desue

to aggrandise his family, now thrust upon him. He
was made lord of Parma, Piacenza, and Modena,
but he thwarted the design which Leo X, formed
to make him Duke of Urbino by dispossessing

its Duke, Francesco della Rovere, who in 1508

had succeeded his uncle, Guidobaldo Montefeltro

When this was proposed Giuliano absolutely

refused, “because it would be an injustice to the

rightful Duke ”
; and Leo X. had to defer his

design to gain Urbino for his family until after

Giuliano was dead,
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Eaily in 1515 Giuliano was senL by the Pope
as his repi es entative to congialulate the new King

of Fiance, Fialias I
, on his accession Francis

developed a greal liking for him, and while at the

Fiench couit Giuliano was mairied to the charm-

ing Phdibeite of Savoy, then seventeen years

old, the “Amma Eletta” of Aiiosto, the young
aunt of Fiancis I., sislci of his mothei, Louise
of Savoy The Fiench King at the same time
cieated him Due de Nemouis, by which title lie

is always known, to distinguish him from his uncle
Giuliano, Lhe bio tlier of Loienzo the Magnificent

Soon after his return to Rome fiom France
Giuliano accompanied Leo X as commandei of the
Papal foices to the conl'ci ence between the Pope
and the King of Fiance which was held at Bologna
in Decembei 1515, on which occasion Lhcieweic
gieat festivities m Floience, both on the way to

Bologna and duiing their stay at Florence on then
letuin But in Februaiy 151 G Giuliano, being

much out of health, lemovcd to the Badia of

Ficsolc ,
and tlieie, on the 17th March, lie died at

the age of thirty-seven, sincerely lamented by the
Floi entincs, to whom he had greatly endeared him-
self Thus the two Chilianos were, each in tlicir

respective generations, the best beloved of their

family. To the very last Giuliano endeavouied
to prevent Ins brother’s design upon Urbmo, and
Albcri tells us that when Leo X came to see

Giuliano at Ficsolc m Ins last illness, the latter

begged him almost with his dying breaLh not to
attack the Duke of Urbmo. Pluliberte of Savoy
did not survive him many years; she only lived

to the age of twenLy-six, dying in 15a

k
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Giuliano was bulled with gieat ceiemony in

San Loienzo, in the New Sacnsty then just

begun by Michelangelo under the ordeis of Leo

X , being the fiist member of the family to be

mteirei theie And m after years over his tomb

was erected one of the tWD gieat masterpieces

of Michelangelo 1 GiuhanD left no child by

Philibeite, but left an illegitimate son, Ippohto,

born at Uibmo m 1509.

The fine poitrait of Giuhano by Raphael

(Frontispiece) is paiticulaily inteiesting because

it has only recently come to light aftei being lost

for thiee hundied and fifty yeais The portrait of

him in the Uffizi Gallery by Alessandio Allon

(1535-1607) had always been said to be a copy

of one known to have been painted by Raphael

and mentioned by Vasan as having been seen by

him, but since Vasari’s time all trace of this

portrait had disappeared In 1901, howevei, a

pictuie which had been bought by the Grand

Duchess Mane of Russia some years before was

brought to Pans by Prince Sciarra-Colonna for

examination by the late M. Eugene Muntz,

Director of the IScole des Eeaux Arts, who after

a careful inspection pronounced it to be un-

doubtedly the lost portiait by Raphael of Giuhano

(Due de Nemours) And this opinion has since

been confirmed by that of Dr Wilhelm Bode,

Director of the Royal Gallery of Berlin, and

other experts. The picture differs fiom that by

Alessandro Allon m having m the backgiound a

view, looking from the Vatican, of the castle of

St Angelo, and showing the corridor leading from
1 &W pp 3U£) and 479,
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the Vatican to the castle It was evidently painted

m Rdme in 151G, either just befoie, Dr more
probably just after Giuliano’s return from his

embassy to France He weais the style of cap

in vogue there, the French style of diess, and a

beaid, as customary in that country Over a

scailet vest, and a black doublet, he wears a cloak

of gieyish - gieen biocade boideied with fur, the

left sleeve having on it a narrow stiap with a
gold ornament 1 The document in his hand, and
the folded papei stuck into his cap, lefer to his

diplomatic mission to Fiancis I a

LORENZO (Dukf ot Uiidino)

Roi n 1 492 (Ruh>d 151 il-lGl ) ) Died 1619

Lorenzo ,

8 the only son of Pietro the Unfortunate,
was two ycais old when the family were exiled,

eleven years old when his father died, and sixteen

when his sister Clarice was married in Rome to
Filippo StiDzzi In consequence of his father’s

wandering life and early death he was brought
up by his mother Alfonsma, and had imbibed
fiom her all those ideas of pride and airogance
which weic most repugnant to the Florentines.

When he was twenty-one the rule of Florence
was placed m Ins hands as the representative of
lus uncle, Leo X., the senior member of the
family. lie was ordeicd to rule m accordance
with detailed instructions which weie drawn up
for his guidance by the Pope, and which specially

1 A wnmuH detail h tliut the top of the fust hngm of thB left hand
seems to Live been cut oil The same detail uoruia hi Allon’t picture

8 This valuable picture is now the piopeily of Heir (Ktiu
IluldscliuiHlcv, Ueilm, having been bough I for the sum of £17,71)1),

* I’latu XXIX.
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warned him agamst offending the feelings of the

Floientines hy ostentation in his mode of life,

01 hy any display of that anogant demeanour

to which he was inclined Leo X and his

adviser GiuIid were bent upon ruling Floience

with a strong hand, but at the same time they

had no desne to disturb the excellent relations

between them and the people which had been

established dh then return to power And lor

the fust two or thiee years Loienzo obeyed

these wise instiuctions
,

though he had little

capacity, he lefiained fiom giving offence, and
when m 1515 Leo X visited Floience, the

enthusiastic reception which the people gave him
showed that the Medici rule was still popuhu

In Mai eh 1516 Giuliano’s death lcmoved the

obstacle to Leo X ’s design of seizing upon the

Dukedom of Uibino and giving lL to one of the

membeis of his own family The Papal foices

weie at once sent against Uibino, Lorenzo being

put in command, the reigning Duke, Francesco

della Roveie, was driven out , and on the 30th

May the Papal aimy entered Urbino Whereupon
Leo X declaied Loienzo Duke of Urbino (by

which name he is always known) , but he lemained

so m little moie than name, and on Leo X ’s death

five yeais later the lightful Duke recoveicd Ins

state.

This new acquisition by the repiesentative

of the Medici family charged with the mle of

Florence was of doubtful advantage to that state

Lorenzo had not the wit to be a Duke in Urbino
and a simple citizen in Florence He now dis-

regarded the instructions he had received, and his
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insolent beaiing, his maintenance of a semi-ducal

ceremonial, and his dissolute conduct, soon made
him hated m Florence. Moieover, Lorenzo’s new
dignity involved Florence in a costly war; foi

Fiancesco della Rovere made stienuous endeavouis

to legam his mhentance, and Loienzo, before Ins

authority over Uibino was secuied, had to undei-

take a campaign lastmg many months

1

All this

embittered the Florentines
, conspiracies to take

his life weie frequent, followed by executions

which emaged the people still more against him ,

and matters weie lapidly tending towaids anotliei

revolution.

In 1518 Leo X and his adviser Giulio (who
had now become a cardinal) succeeded in arianging

with Fiancis I that Lorenzo should be mained to

the King’s distant relative, the beautiful Madeleine

de la Tour d’Auvergne The contemporary his-

tonan Fleurange remarks that she was “ tiop belle

que lc mane,” leferring to Loicnzo’s dissolute life

Lorenzo went to Fiance m gieat splendom, both

to lepiescnt the Pope at the baptism of Francis’s

eldest son, as well as for his own marriage to

the Kmg’s lelative. He was accompanied by his

biothei-m-law, Filippo Strozzi, and other principal

FJoientmes, "all dressed m crimson velvet and
with a numerous retinue.” * The couit of Fiancis I

was at this tunc the most brilliant m Em ope, it

was now assembled at Amboise, and there, first

the baptism of the heir to the throne took place,

followed tluee days later by the mamage of

1 Dm mg tins rdmpaign lie waq clangorous]y wounded m the head at
the attarU rm the caatlo of MonJolfo

3 Cambi
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Loienzo de’ Medici and Madeleine de la Tour
d’Auvergne Fleurange, who was present, says

that the festivities on the occasion of this marnage
weie on a moie splendid scale than had ever before

been witnessed m Christendom, and gives a long

description of them The young Kmg Francis I

delighted m the most gorgeous pageants,

1

and no
place was more suited to the display of sixteenth

centuiy magnificence than the splendid old feudal

castle of Amboise The festivities lasted a month,
aftei which Lorenzo and his bude returned to

Florence, where the Medici Palace must have

seemed to Madeleine a somewhat sombre abode

after the brilliance of Fiancis I ’s couit After

this marriage Lorenzo added tD his othei mis-

demeanours in Florentine eyes by adopting the

French custom of wearing a beard, a dire offence

m Florence
;
and the portrait we have of him

was evidently painted at this time

Madeleine only lived for one year after her

maniage She died in the Medici Palace, on the

2Dth Apnl 1519, a fortnight after giving birth to

a daughtei (Catherine) And six days later, on

the 4th May, Lorenzo, worn out by a dissolute

life, also died, at the age of twenty-seven, his death

being to the advantage, not only of Florence, but

also of the Medici family, to whose name he had

brought nothing but discredit.

Lorenzo was buned, as his uncle Giuhano had

been, in the New Sacristy of San Lorenzo ,

8 and

1 It was only two years aftei thiB that he arianged the sumptuous
pageant which received the name Df ft The Field of the Cloth of Gold/

1

at which he entertained Henry VIII
a There is no record as to whErB Madeleine de la Tour d’Auvergne

was huned
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Michelangelo received oideis fi om Leo X to

design. his monument This m after yeais he

earned out m the manner which has made this

monument peihaps the most geneially admired of

all Michelangelo’s woiks
,
and these two tombs in

the New Sacristy ovei Giuliano (Due de Nemours)
and Loienzo (Duke of Urbmo) are probably the

best known tombs of any m Europe 1 Over each

sarcophagus sits a statue of the man whose remains

it contains , but these statues make no attempt to

lesemble the man depicted To Giuliano,

2 who
had a fine character, is given a statue representing

quite the leveise, while to Lorenzo, the most
worthless of the Medici, is given a statue 8 so grand
that poet aftei poet has been mspued to write fine

lines about it, attributing to the man the qualities

lepresented by the statue.
4 When this result was

foieseen, and it was pointed out tD Michelangelo

that the figuies boie no faintest lesemblance to

the men rcpiesented, he contemptuously asked
who would know it in the ages to follow.

The plans of Giulio de’ Medici had been much
disananged by the lesults of Lorenzo’s failure to

1 In juiLiLuLir on account of the four allegorical figures ie( lining
on the two sanopliagi [spe hliap xvn p 479)

? Riuliano is lepicscnted wealing his uniform as Gonfalonier? of
the Papal forces

3 That which has been called Jl Penmoso It was foi many
’VCAis debated which of the two tombs wag Giulmno's and which
Lmbii/d's, and wnteis befoie 1875 have taken opposite views

,
hut m

that year the question wag set atiest by the opening of tlio sarcophagus
over whirli this figuie sits, the lesult of whibh showed it Lo ho
Lorenzo’

9

(m?e chap win p 513)
4 Thus Rogers writes —

"That is Duke Loienzo
, mark him well ;

IIis mien most noble, most majo^tiral
”

Wlule an othei writer considers Loien/o*s statue to denote a chaiaetpr
showing "self-dovoled absorption m noble designs

”
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follow the mstiuetions laid down for him. On the

latter’s death, therefoie, "Leo X sent Giulio with all

speed to Florence to undo the harm to the family

inteiests which Lorenzo had caused He must
have tiavellcd with gieat despatch, for he aruved in

time to superintend the anangemenls foi Loienzo’s

funeial, which was earned out with much magnifi-

cence Giulio then turned his attention to the

matteis on account of which he had been sent to

Florence, and hcic for the Hist tune gave public

evidence of his great ability
, foi he was completely

successful m his arduous task The embittered

feelings which the misgovei nment of Loienzo had
called foith caused the political atmosphere to be

one of seething discontent The Ft nteschi, led by
Jacopo Salviati, dcclaicd the existing method of

government to be too oligarchical, the Olt/mati,

led by Piero Ridolfi, condemned it as being too

republican, while outside these two pailies wcie

many tuibulent spurts who meicly aimed at

anaichy Giulio skilfully avoided identifying him-

self with either of the opposing parties, and yet

contrived to please both of them, wlule at the same
time keeping the real power in his own hands

And during the five months that he remained

m Floience he lightened taxation, hi ought the

finances into order, reformed the admimsliation

ofjustice, and lestored to the elective bodies rights

of which Lorenzo had deprived them Nardi tells

us that both his measures and lus demeanour gave

general satisfaction This five months’ woik on

GiuIid’s part was m its way a masterpiece in the

art of government.

But Cardinal Giulio had other diflieultics than
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these to suimount Theie weie veiy intricate

family politics also through which a way must be

found if his chenshed scheme was evei to bear

fiuit By Loienzo’s having died leaving only

a daughtei who was a baby a week old, the

position of the family as ruleis of Florence had

become very precanous, since Cosimo’s bianch

threatened to become extinct 1 Loienzo had been

the only son of Pietio the LTnfoitunate, and of

his two uncles, Giuliano was dead, and Giovanni

was Pope
,
while Giuliano’s son, Ippohto (then ten

years old), as well as Giulio himself, were both

illegitimate So that this httle baby Cathenne

was the last legitimate representative of the

elder branch The succession to the headship of

tlie family (and with it to the rule of Florence)

would, theiefore, on Leo X ’s death, by rights

go to the younger branch, either in the peison

of Pier Francesco ,

1 great -giandson of Cosimo’s

brother, Loienzo, or in that of the latter’s other

great-grandson, Giovanni delle Bande Nere, who
was now twenty-one years old, and alieady making

a name for himself as a military commander Not
only, however, had the younger branch shown no

aptitude for State affairs, but also that branch

deserved no consideration from any of Cosimo’s

branch, seeing that they had been the chief cause

of the exile of the family, had discarded the family

name during the years of the interregnum, and

had acted a mean and ignoble pait all through

So that Leo X. and Giulio were determined to

keep the rule of Florence out of their hands and

in those of Cosimo’s branch, if this should be in

1 See Geuealoguul Table (Appendix I

)

2 CVOL If
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any way practicable

,
nor weie either of them

likely to be at all scrupulous as to the methods

by which this object might be effected

But all this— by what schemes undei such

circumstances the power was to be kept in Cosimo’s

branch, what was to be done with this baby girl

who had become the most impoitant person in

the futuie of the family, and how all was to be

combined with that ultimate aim of which he

never lost sight—furnished for Cardinal Giulio a

pioblem the consideration of which occupied many
more houis of those five months at Floience than

even the difficulties of public affans Immediately

after the splendid fiineial in San Loi enzo he took

up his abode in the Medici Palace, now tenanted

by so small an owner And we can well imagine

the fai-leaching di earns and complex piojects foi

a distant futme which filled the active biain of

Giulio de
!

Medici as his deep, thoughtful eyes for

the fiist time looked down in her cradle on this

last fiail scion of Cosimo’s blanch, a fragile bail;

to bear so weighty a Height



CHAPTER XIII

GIOVANNI (LEO X)
Bom 1478 (Pope 1513-1621 ) lhei 1521

Leo X was by no means so important a character

as it has been universally the fashion to depict him
The splendoui which suirounded him has caught

the popular imagination, and has prevented its

being seen how little he meiited the exalted view

of him which has obtained geneial acceptance

When, however, he is biought to stand side by

side with the other members of his family this

inevitably comes out. The combined effect of his

desire to take life easily and his unfailing common-
sense (which kept him from involving himself

in matteis likely to lead to embanassment and

disaster) pi evented him from becoming, as did

his cousin Clement VII ,
the pivot lound which

the gieat events which took place m his time

i evolved. As a result, m a history of the Medici

family (wheie each individual occupies the place

demanded by his own character and deeds) the

narrative of Leo’s life becomes of far less importance

than that of his much less pleasing cousin Clement,

who not only played a more impoitant part in

the affairs of Europe, but also puisued a course

which had infinitely greater effect on the subse-

quent fortunes of the family

403
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Giovanni, the second son of Loienzo the Magni-

ficent, was only thirty-seven when, on the 11th

March 1513, he was elected Pope 1 During the

previous twenty years, from the time when at

sixteen he had left his home m Florence to take

his seat for the fiist tune in the Sacred College,

his life had been a chequeied one Returning to

Florence after only a few months m Rome, he

had duung the two years that followed seen the

rapidly increasing unpopulanty of his family undei

his biother Pietio’s unsympathetic rule, had been

driven foith with him into exile, had spent five

years in endeavouis at various courts to obtain

assistance for his biother in militaiy enterprises

against Floience which invariably failed, and then,

depaitmg from Italy foi a time, had wandeied

through noithem Europe, seemg many cities and

the life of many lands Retuinmg at length to

Rome, he had gradually won foi himself and his

family a position of favour with the Pope, had been

sent by him on important missions, had been placed

practically in command of a mihtaiy force, had taken

pait in a severely - fought battle and been taken

prisoner, had seen the temble sack of Prato and

done somethmg to mitigate its hoirors, and, finally,

had le-entered his native city m triumph, and re-

established his family in powei theie All this had

given him a wide experience of men and affairs,

but it had not altered his ease-loving disposition

Leo X gave his name to his age, and his nine

years’
2 reign as Pope has been extolled to the

skies by the literary men of three centuries. His
1 Elected Pope on the 11th Maichj he was ordained a pnest on tha

15th Maichj and a bishop on the 19 th March
i Fiom 11th Marrh 1613 to 1st December 1621
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chaiacter has m pait been already noted Apait
from his love of Liteiature and Ait, an unusually

strong common-sense and a genial good-nature

weie his chief characteristics Erasmus, who knew
him well, praises his kindness and humanity, his

magnanimity and learning, the charm of his

manner, and his love of peace and the fine arts

,

and compaiing his pontificate with that which

had preceded it, says that “ an age of non was

suddenly transfoimed into one of gold.” And even

Saipi states :

—

“Leo, noble by buth and culture, brought
many aptitudes to the Papacy, especially a remaik-
able knowledge of classical liteiatuie, humanity,
kindness, the greatest libeiahty, and an avowed
intention of supporting artists and learned men,
who foi many yeais had enjoyed no such favoui

m the Holy See.”

While Di Kiaus 1 says .

—

“ Paiamount in Leu’s chaiactei were his gentle-

ness and cheerfulness, his indulgence both foi him-

self and otheis, his love of peace and hatred of

war . But on his personal charactei the gieat

blot must lest that he passed his life in intellectual

self-indulgence, and took his pleasuie m hunting
and amusement while the Teutonic north was burst-

ing the bonds of leverence and authority which
bound Europe to Rome ”

On becoming Pope, Leo at once actively

began all that encouiagement of Liteiature and

Art for which his pontificate is famous, inviting

learned men from all paits of Italy to Rome,
making plans for founding a great university

1 Th& Cambridge Modern Ilutoi t/^voI jj chap 1
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theie for the study of the Gieek and Latm
authois, corresponding with Aldus ManuUus and

others about inaugurating a punting press at

Rome, commencing rcseaich woik to obtain lost

manuscupts of the classical age,

1 planning schemes

for impoitant works to he executed by Raphael

and other aitists, and setting himself m eveiy

way to advance the cause of Learning and Ait
He also set about assuring the futuie of his

family He created as cardinals his two ftist

cousins, Grnlio de’ Medici 2 and Luigi Rossi, also

his nephews (each a son of one of his thiee mamed
sisteis), Innocenzio Cibo, Giovanni Salviati, and
Niccolo Ridolfi With five caidinals in the family

theie would be a good piobability that one of

them would succeed him as Pope His schemes

for seeming to the family the Duchy of Uibino

have already been noted

In January 1515
,
Fiancis I , on succeeding to

the Fiench thione, began to make piepaiations

for an expedition to lecover Milan Leo X en-

deavouied to oppose this by means of an alliance

between himself, Feidinand of Spain, and the

Emperor Maximilian 8 But Francis gained the

victory of Maiignano and took Milan,

4 and Leo
was foiced to come to terms with him, which

1 It was lie who thus obtained the copy of the first five hooka of
Livy., now in the Medici Library in San Lorenzo., Florence

4 Leo's creating Griulio a cardinal was entirely illegal; the latter

beingbaned by the canons of the Church on account Dfthe illegitimacy

of his birth The hisLonan of Leo’s life says —ct The Pope got over
the difficulty by simply declaring him legitimate

”

3 It was in the hope of inducing Henry VIII also to join this alliance
that Leo X ciaated Wolsey a cardinal

4 Maximilian Sforza (the eldest son of II Moro) was driven out,

and Milan was placed under the government of Odct de Foix, Marechal
de Lautiec
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were settled at a personal conference between

them, held at Bologna m December 1515 1 On
his way to this conference Leo stayed thiee days

in Floience, wheie a splendid reception was
piepared for him Landucci, who was present,

states that the giandeur of this reception was
beyond descuption, and that “no other city in

the woild would, or could, have done the like
”

The city was decorated m all directions with

tnumphal arches, imitations of buildings of the

classic age, statues, and allegorical devices In

the Piazza della Signona an octagonal temple was
erected by Sangallo , over the unfinished facade

of the Duomo the design for it made by Loienzo

the Magnificent himself was executed in wood
by Sansovino and painted by Andrea del Sarto,

a colossal Hercules for the Loggia de’ Lanzi was
sculptured by Baccio Bandmelli

,
various triumphal

arches weie elected by Montelupo, Rosso, and
Granacci—one between the Badia and the Baigello,

and another near the monastery of San Marco,

being specially fine—and the city gave itself up
to welcoming with numerous festivities the first

Florentine who had ever sat on the Papal

thione.

On his return journey from Bologna, Leo
stayed at Florence for more than a month,

lemaimng there till the 17th February 1516,

and during this visit he made arrangements for

completing the family church of San Lorenzo
He oidered Michelangelo to prepare a design for

1 In Raphael's fresco in the Vd-tnan of The Coronation o

f

Chmh>mtiqne3 ronunemorating- this event, poitraits of Leo X (a*>

Leo III ), of Fiancia I (as Charlemagne), and of Ghuliano'a little

son Ippolrlo (as a page) arc all given,
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the facade, and sent him to Cairaia to obtain

the necessaiy maible, and for this purpose no

less than thirty -four shiploads of maible were

subsequently despatched to Florence, though the

facade lemains to this day untouched Leo also

dnected the construction by Michelangelo of the

New Sacristy in San Lorenzo, which the Pope
intended should form a mausoleum to contain

six tombs, those of his father, Lorenzo, and uncle,

Giuliano, as well as tombs for the other foui

members of the famdy who were then living,

viz, himself, his brother Giuliano, his cousin

Giulio, and his nephew Loienzo. But only two
of these six tombs were ever completed

In 1516 Leo X., immediately upon his bi other

Giuliano’s death, seized Uibino, as previously

mentioned, m order to foim a sovereignty for his

nephew Loienzo. The dissatisfaction caused by
this procedure led, in the spnng of 1517, to a

remarkable episode A senous conspiracy, headed
by the young Cardinal of Siena, Alfonso Petiucci,

was formed amongst the caidinals to poison the

Pope This being discoveied, Petrucci, who had
absented himself horn Rome, was invited thither

under a safe-conduct, as well as a solemn piomise
given by Leo to the Spanish ambassadoi that

Petrucci’s life would be spaied, both of winch
piomises were disregarded as soon as the latter

reached Rome, where he was thrown into prison

and condemned to death Further examination
proved that a laige number of caidinals were
imphcated in the plot

, and Petrucci, with his

two chief assistants, a surgeon and a secretary,

were ciuelly tortured and put to death , the lives
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of the other cardinals concerned were spared, but

they were subjected to various deprivations These

punishments aroused so great disaffection among
nearly all the remaining cardinals that the Pope
had to be surrounded by guards even when cele-

brating Mass in St Peter’s To meet this alaiming

state of affairs, and finally put an end to this

extraordinary episode, Leo X. took the bold and

unprecedented step of creating m one day thirty-

one new cardinals.

At this period just before the Reformation,

the plurality of offices held by the higher clergy

was scandalous , Roscoe states —“ It is actually

and substantially true that the same person was
frequently at the same time an archbishop in

Geimany, a bishop in France or England, an abbot

01 a prior in Poland or Spain, and a cardinal in

Rome ” The cieation of so many additional

cardinals, with the benefices given to them, of

course increased this evil; and this large number
of important Church offices held by permanent
absentees, tending as it did to much corruption and
maladministration in the dioceses thus deprived of

their proper rulers, helped to increase the dissatis-

faction with the Church which was steadily grow-
ing in northern Euiope

In 1518 Leo X arranged with Francis I the

mainage already mentioned between his nephew
Loienzo and the King’s relative Madeleine de la

Tour d’Auvergne, this being the second matrimonial

alliance with the royal family of France made
by the Medici family. 1 When in the following

1 Tha marriage of Giuliano with Philiberts d£ Savoy having boon
the first.
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year Lorenzo died Leo sent his cousin Giulio to

administer Florentine affairs for a time
,
the latter

lemained at Florence from May to Octobei 1519,

and on his return to Rome Caidmal Passenm was
left in charge of Medicean interests in Florence on

behalf of the Pope, and continued in charge for

the next two years

In 1521, Peiugia being gieatly misgoverned

by its rnler, Gianpaolo Baglioni, described as “ a

monstei of iniquity,” Leo X deteimined to put an
end to the Baglioni rule there and to incorpoiate

Peiugia with the States of the Church He seems

to have considered that against such a criminal any
treacheiy was admissible Baghom was invited

to Rome under the pretext of consulting with

him about political affaus, and given the Pope’s

safe - conduct
, but on arrival was thrown into

prison, subjected to tortuie, and beheaded m the

castle of St Angelo, the Pope taking possession

of Peiugia 1 About the same time a smulaily

treacheious endeavour was made to enlaige still

furthei the States of the Chuich by seizing

Feirara, but the agents who had been bribed to

open the gates on the appioach of the Papal

forces 2 revealed the plot to the Duke of Ferrara,

and the attempt failed Even Roscoe, with all

his admiiation for Leo X., remarks that these

1 This actionj abominable as it was, was not exceptional in that age
Mi Manon Crawford, in his Sketches fi om Venetian History

j

speaking
generally of such cases, remarks that in that age a safe conduct seemed &o
invariably the prelude to a political assassination that the extraordinaiy
thing is that men should have continued to put any faith in such
pi onuses

2 A portion of these were commanded hy the young Giovanni delle
Banda Nere, Leo's distant lelative belonging to the younger branch of
the family (chap xxm

)
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operations “ disclose some of the daikest shades

of his character
” 1

And they are to be attributed,2
if not wholly, at

all events to a very large extent, to that action

which was the fundamental mistake of Leo X ’s

life F Dr m order to satisfy his easy-gomg tempei a-

ment, and indulge in those pursuits Df Literatuie

and Art, convivial pleasuies, and luxurious enjoy-

ment, for which alone he cared, Leo surrendered

the whole conduct of the political affairs of the

Papacy mto the hands of his energetic and ciafty

cousin Giulio ,
with the consequences which were

to be expected horn the latter’s unscrupulous

character Leo X must of course bear the full

responsibility for the acts which he peimitted to

be done in his name , but while this is so, the

political acts of his pontificate are to be ascribed

rather to Giulio than to Giovanni, and in looking

at the latter’s life and character this requires to be

borne in mind. To him political and ecclesiastical

affairs were a wearisome burden to be got rid of

as much as possible, while as time went on he

left them more and moie in the hands that were

so willing to undertake them, leaving him free

to attend to those matters which to him weie so

much more congenial, It was indeed hard on such

a nature that it should be his lot to have to deal

with a movement like the Reformation, and be

expected to divert his attention from the latest

reproduction of some classical work brought out

1 RoScoej’s Life of Ley X
2 The personal character given to Leo by Erasmus, Sarpi, and so

many other writers (including* such an authority as Di Kraus), could,

scarcely have been given if this was not the case
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by Aldo’s punting press to give heed to the trouble-

some complaints of a Luthei

It is almost as much a relief to us as it must
have been to Leo himself to turn from his political

hfe to his action in 1 egai d to those matters which
were his chief intei est Here we find another man
altogether , and here there is neither apathy,

boredom, sunender of his leadership to others, nor

tieacheious or undeihand dealing In that world
of Literature and Ait which his soul loved, and m
his sympathy foi all the cultuie of his time, he is

worthy of that atmosphei e of splendour which has

gatheied round his name. His great-giandfather

Cosuno and his father Lorenzo had contrived both
to conduct difficult political affans and also to

achieve mighty lesults m the domain of Literature

and Ait Leo X. had none of the eneigy of his

ancestois, while his abilities were cast in a smaller

mould, so that he found one half of the matter as

much as he could attend to
, but in that half his

achievements, though not to be compaied to those

of his father and gieat-grandfatlier, were consider-

able Moieover, he had greatei resources to diaw
upon Art had advanced to its zenith

,
great

stores of the classical hteiature had by this time
been brought to light

,
printing had come to assist

in their reproduction, instead of the slow and
laboiious process of hand copying, while great as

had been the wealth which his ancestois had
possessed to assist their efforts m this cause, Leo
had the still gi eater resources of the Papacy.

To detail all that he did m the pationage of

Literature and Art would fill a volume The same
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effect was produced at Home as had taken place

eighty years before at Florence, when his great-

giandfather Cosimo became the leading man in

that city Scholars and artists flocked to Rome,

where such a patron was to be found. Leo

founded the university of Rome, to which he

summoned a crowd of celebrated men, and which

had eighty-eight professois as teachers of various

branches of learning, and he did not rest until

he had, with the assistance of Maicus Masurus

and Aldus Manutius, estabhshed a press at Rome
for printing the works of the Greek authors

,

1

which, as they issued, were corrected by the

celebrated Giovanni Lascans himself, who had in

his eailier years been employed in the reseaiches

of Lorenzo the Magnificent, and whom Leo now
summoned to Rome to help him in this work.

Ariosto speaks in glowing teims of the gifted

company of poets and learned men whom Leo
gathered round him. His own classical attainments

weie considerable, and he was justly acknowledged

as a judge on all such matters “ He had a passion

for all books and manuscripts, both in the dead

and living languages, and these he devoured with

avidity, remembering and quoting their contents

out of an excellent memory ” 2 Towards Art his

pationage was unbounded, and great as was his

renown, it has been held by many that his

piotection of, and affection for, Raphael (who

died the year before him) “is, and always will

be, Leo’s best and noblest title to fame.”

The above pursuits were combined with all

1 There was already a printing press at Rome for works in the Latin
clmiacter, hut none hitherto for the Greek character

8 The Medici Popej, by H, M Vaughan.
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the amusements of an existence frankly given up

to enjoying life as much as possible, and nevei

showmg from first to last any indication that a

future life was to be expected This latter is a

strange trait under the circumstances, and one

which had veiy important results Lorenzo the

Magnificent, foi all his love of the Pagan classical

liteiature, and whatever he may or may not

have been in conduct, never displayed this tiait,

but m the son whom he had helped to become
head of the Church, it is a maiked featuie,

and vaiious eminent wiiters have supported the

opinion of Mosheim in designating Leo X as

an Atheist Not that he was by any means want-

ing as regards the outwaid performance of his

i eligious duties
,

for as to these he was most
scrupulous But both Euiope in that age and
Mahomedan countries m oui own can show plenty

of examples that the sciupulous peifoimance of

such duties is compatible with entire unbelief

So far as one can judge (on sd essentially

pnvate a matter) from a man’s outward conduct
and expressed opinions, Leo was a simple epicurean

Pagan He was not a coarse voluptuary, but lus

speech on becoming Pope frankly displayed his

mind —“ Since God has given us the Papacy, let

us enjoy it” And he did Hunting and hawk-
ing paities in the Campagna, pleasant gather-

ings at his villa of La Magliana, convivial supper
paities at Rome, the delights of liteiature, poetry,

music, and theatrical lepiesentations, a "revelry

of culture” as Giogorovius has called it—these

thmgs occupied the greatei poition of his time.

Unlike most scholars, oi any previous Pope, Leo
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was greatly devoted to spoit, as understood in

those dqys, and often spent a month or moie at

a time absent from the Papal city either fishing

or pheasant shootmg round the lake of Bolsena,

or staying at his favourite hunting-lodge of La
Magliana, five miles from Rome, in the fever-laden

valley of the Tiber, taking part in giand battues

of stags, wild boar, and every sort of game, and

scandalising the Papal master of ceremonies by
appearmg in hunting costume and, worst of all, in

long riding-boots.
1 When m Rome his life was a

less healthy one. The Venetian ambassador at his

court has described the ponderous and unwholesome

banquets, lasting for hours, and m their lavish profu-

sion and variety of incongruous dishes reminding us

of the feasts of the Roman emperors of antiquity.

And Isabella d’Este, Marchioness of Mantua, who
was the Pope’s guest during the winter of 1514,

has graphically detailed how she and her maids-

of-honour weie plunged into a perpetual round

of “banquets, balls, processions, hunting-parties,

popular festivals, and diamatic performances” 2

Occupied in this constant succession of festivi-

ties, field sports, and literary and artistic delights,

Leo led an easy, jovial existence, troubling him-

self as little as might be with political affairs,

and leaving the heavier buidens of the Papacy

—

whose course was at that epoch becoming from
day to day more thickly strewn with locks and
shoals—to be borne by his eousin Giulio

1 Hb pointed out that this was particularly objectionable., in that
it prevented the people from kisgmg the Pope’s toe But Leu does not
seem to have considered the argument one carrying much weight

a For a graphic account of the mode of life at the court of Leo X
;

see Mr Herbert Vaughan's The Media Popes,
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In 1515 the Empeior Maximilian's
Co

?i»tonrai

r7
grandson Charles, then fifteen, was

eyents invested with the government of
ibis im

Zanders, his father, Philip, having

died in 1506 His genealogy is important, and

was as follows .

—

Maximilian-
of Austria

Maiy of Buigundy,
only child of

Charles the Bold,

Duke of Bui-
guniy.

Feidmand,
King* of

An igon

Isabella,

Queen
of Cas-

tile

r
Philips AichdukEi= Joanna,

of Austria, and
heir of FlandBis
through his

moth ei

Queen
ofSpam
and
Naples

Katharine,
m to

Henry
VIII of

England

Chari ea V,
m Isabella,

daughter of

the King of

Portugal

Ferdinand, Eleonora,
King of m (1) The King
Bohemia ofPoitugal, m

(2) Fiancis I of

France

Mary,
in Lewis
King of

Hungary

In 151 C Ferdinand of Spam died, and Charles

was mvested with the government of Spam and

Naples in place of his mother Joanna, who was
set aside, being mad In the same year the eight

years’ war, begun by the League of Cambiay, was

brought to an end by the treaty of Noyon between

Francis and Chailes, which left France in posses-

sion of Lombaidy, and Spam m possession of

Naples and Sicily.

In 1519 the Emperor Maximilian died, and
Charles succeeded to the crown of Austria and

Flanders. There ensued five months’ rivalry

between Francis I of France, Henry VIII of

England, and Charles of Austria, as to which
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of them should be elected Empeior. Finally

Chailes was elected

Thus Charles V inheiited Austria from his

giandfathei Maximilian, Flandeis from his giand-

motlier Maiy of Burgundy, Spam and Naples

horn his giandfather Ferdinand and his giand-

mother Isabella, and the impenal title (with such

dominions as still remained to it) by the election

of the German Diet. The lesult of his election

as Emperoi was a contest between the three rivals

which lasted for twenty - eight yeais, in which
Fiancis and Charles were always opponents, and
Hemy sided sometimes with one and sometimes
with the other

In 1520 Charles V. visited Hemy VIII m
England in May, and m June Fiancis I and
Hemy VIII. held the meeting known as “The
Field of the Cloth of Gold,” to cement then

friendship

In 1521 Fiancis declared war against Charles,

invading simultaneously Luxembourg from one
side of France and Navarre from the other

Henry, lei by Wolsey, sided with Charles

The atmospheie of cultured Paganism
which Leo X ci eated around him in the

80

Vatican was unique. And it has been too well

described by Ranke to be given m any othei

words He says .

—

“At that time men sought to emulate the
ancients in their own language Leo X was
an especial pation of this pursuit He read the
well-wntten introduction to the history of Jovius
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aloud in the circle of his intimates, declaring that

since the woiks of Livy nothing so good .had been
produced. A patron of the Latin impi DVisators,

we may readily conceive the charm he would find

in the talents of Vida, who could set forth a

subject like a game of chess, in the full tones

of well- cad enced Latin hexameters A mathe-
matician, celebrated for expounding his science

in elegant Latin, was invited from Portugal. In
this manner he (Leo) would have had theology
and Church history written . It was in his

presence that the first tragedy was performed,
and also the first comedy produced in the Italian

language, and this notwithstanding the objection-

able chaiacter of a play that imitated Plautus.

Ariosto was among the acquaintances of his youth.

Machiavelh composed moie than one of his works
expressly for him His halls, galleries, and chapels

were filled by Raphael with the rich ideal of

human beauty. He was a passionate lover of

music, and its sounds weie daily heard floating

through the palace, Leo himself humming the

airs performed . . . Easily does hfe veil its own
incongruities Such a state of thmgs was directly

opposed to Christian sentiment and conviction.

The schools of philosophy disputed as to whethei
the soul were really immortal or whether it were
absolutely mortal, Nor are we to believe that

these opinions were confined to a few Erasmus
declares himself astonished at the blasphemies that

met his ears Attempts were made to prove to

him—a foreigner— by passages from Plmy, that

the souls of men are absolutely identical with
those of beasts

” 1

Such was the atmosphere m which Leo X.
passed his life as Pope , and if this mode of life

1 Ranke's History of the Popes.
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was less objectionable than that winch had dis-

tinguished some of his immediate piedecessois it

was not less at vanance with the urgent needs of

the cu cumstances of the time

Foi a stoim was beginning to gather north of

the Alps destined in no long time to envelop all

Euiope, and to give the Papacy othei things to

think of than light hteiatuie and the tnumphs of

Ait The Papacy had fallen to one who neithei

outiaged the woild by dime and immorality, hke
Sixtus IV and Alexandei VI

, noi haiassed man-
kind by peipetual wai, hke Julius II

, but the

causes which had long been tending towards a

levolt fiom the Papacy weie still steadily at woilc,

and, as the lesults of the invention of punting
mci eased, were evei gathering greatei stiength

Printing pi esses did not only lepioduce the Greek
and Latin woiks of Pagan poets , and the ancient

manuscupts uneaithed by aident research included

the writings of Irenaeus and Tertulhan, Cypnan
and Basil, no less than those of Cicero and Pliny,

Tacitus and Livy. The work of Cosnno and
Lorenzo was now abouL to produce results which
they had nevei anticipated The "New Learn-
ing” was no longer confined to Florence, or to

Italy, it had spread far and wide, canymg with
it to Germany, to Flanders, to Switzeiland, to

France, and to England the knowledge of the

fraudulent basis on which the Papal claim to

supremacy in the Chuich rested, the knowledge
of a Christian age in which there had been no
Papacy and all bishops had been of equal rank
and authority, and the knowledge of a pre-existing
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scheme of Chustian doctime not oveilaid by the

errors and conuptioiis winch had subsequently

giown up in the Chuich at Koine And as this

knowledge spread, widei and stiongei grew the

detemanation to end the existing state of things

in the Chuich, to cast off the usurped supiemacy

of Home, and to letum to a purei foim of

Chustianity

Not that the Koman Chuich is to be justly

charged with all that hei opponents asseited The
power developed by the Papacy had m its time

done gieat things for leligion Duung a laige

pait of the eaihei Middle Ages the Papacy was
the sole authority in Euiope which stood for

justice and righteousness , and had it not possessed

the power it giadually developed it would have

been unable to withstand effectively, as it did,

the almost universal unnghteousness m high

places But that time was long past, and for at

least two centuries the Papacy had only made use

of its power foi puiposes of woildly aggrandise-

ment, with results that caused the condemnation

which it incuired to be fully deserved,

The giadual spread of this newly - acquired

knowledge, following on the failure of all efforts

to obtain lefoim by means of a Geneial Council,
1

had by degrees made men ready, as soon as oppor-

tunity should occur, to fly to arms to obtain that

leform which it was evident was to be gained m
no other way This effect had been steadily

1 We gat a curious light tinown on the way the Papacy was hasten-
ing ta its doom when we find Julius II m 15] D excommunicating
“every town in which a Geneial Council shall assemble ”, and. also

when we find it said during Leo X ’s life that cc the bare mention of

such a Council is equivalent to a declaration o! wax ”
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glowing during the pontificates of Sixtus IV.,

Innocent VIII , Alexander VI ,
Julius II , and

Leo X * but so little did these Popes lealise the

conditions of the case, that they seemed, by the

kind of life they led, bent upon bringing about

that appeal to arms They weie bishops of the

leading see of Western Christendom, yet any-

thing moie opposed to the ideal life of a bishop,

whether measmed by the standard of the earliest

centunes of the Chuich’s life, or by that of our

own age, than weie then lives it would be haid

to conceive And so the natural result followed

in a conflagiation which brought ciuel wars and

innumeiable sufferings upon mankind, and toie

the civilised woild asunder for one hunched and

fifty years ,
but in the end cleansed Chustendom

And here we come upon one of those stiange

revelations, impossible for any one at the time to

have seen, but which History (throwing its light

back upon events long past) every now and then

shows to those who come afteiwaids. From the

time of Cosimo we see four successive genera-

tions of the Medici, the very last family to wish

to bring about such a movement as the Reforma-

tion, and the very family out of which were to

come the two Popes who were the leading

opponents of that movement, eageily engaged m
pursuing a com sc which made them, little as they

dreamt it, the chief agents in producing that great

revolt from the Papacy.

For it was not Luther, but the “ New Learn-

ing” which produced the Reformation A veiy

little consi delation will show that no single

individual, much less one placed in so obscure a
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position as Luther, could have produced a con-

vulsion which shook all Europe fiom end. to end.

What Luther did was to set light to mateiials

which weie ready to take fire And this “New
Learning ” was created, nouiished, fostei ed, and

endowed chiefly by the Medici It is stiange

indeed to note what eneigy they devoted, and

what wealth they expended, thiough a peiiod of

eighty years, on that which was to bung upon the

Papacy such due results And to do so during

the very time that the Papal thione was occupied

by the two members of this family who in turn

sat upon it.

Of the five Popes who have been named,

Leo X was the one against whom mankind had

by far the fewest accusations to bung, it was,

however, his fate to take the action which finally

precipitated the cnsis The legacy which Julius II.

had left him of building a new St Petei’s caused

such a heavy drain on the resouices of the Papacy 1

that it became necessaiy to find some unusual

means for raismg funds. Accoidmgly, in 15X7

Leo published a bull declanng that the Pope
has the power of granting Indulgences affecting

the state of souls after death , and that this

doctrine was an essential aiticle of belief. And
this was followed by the scandalous measure of

the sale of these Indulgences, thus starting a

traffic in holy things which roused northern

Europe to a pitch of indignation such as even the

crimes of Alexandei VI had failed to call forth

Obviously one who doubted whether souls were

1 St Petal's is fiiiiil to have cost from brut Lo last £10,000,000
sterling1
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immortal would find no difficulty m declaiing his

power to grant such Indulgences, or in selling

them to’any one who would give money for them

,

and it is very piobable that Leo felt astonished at

the uproar which his action aioused

Upon the issue of this bull by the Pope Luther

published, and nailed up on the door of the principal

church at Wittenbeig, his celebiated “Theses”

against both the sale of Indulgences and all the

additions which had been made to the theoiy

and practice of Indulgences duung the thnteenth,

fourteenth, and fifteenth centimes, with all that

they involved The system of Indulgences, with

the doctrmes on which it was based, was no

new invention of Leo X , it had existed for at

least thiee hundied yeais, and Leo only re-declared

it. But the “New Learning” had caused the

temper of men’s minds to change , and the new
depaituie of the sale of such Indulgences camejust

when men weie least disposed to enduie it.

The conflagration quickly spiead Geimany

was soon m a blaze, and Flanders and Switzerland

showed signs of following suit. Luther pioceeded

to rouse all men against the iniquities of the

Papacy, and to urge the assembly of a General

Council to puige the Chuich
,
and at length in

June 1520 he published his celebiated Appeal to

the Christian Nobility of the German Nation. Four

thousand copies weie distubuted with the greatest

rapidity, the punters working while Luthei wrote

,

and it immediately pioduccd a strong impression

throughout Germany At the same time, fiom the

other side, Leo published in all countiies his bull of

1520, condemning the doctrines of Luther, calling
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upon all princes and peoples to seize him and his

adherents, and excommunicating all who might
harbour them This bull Luther (piotecte'd by the

Elector of Saxony) publicly and solemnly burnt at

Wittenberg And so began a conflict which was

to last for generations, splitting countnes, nations,

and even families asunder, and having fai -reaching

effects which are still extending

In the following year Leo, anxious to duve

the French out of Italy, deserted Francis and

engaged to join Chailes in an attempt to regain

Milan The Impel lal and Papal foices were

commanded by the Maiijuis of Pescara, and in

November 1521 Milan was captured The news

reached Leo at his villa of La Magliana on the

22nd Novembei, and filled him with the gicatest

joy But the same evening he caught a chill on

returning hot and tiled fiom the cha.se, fever set

in, he returned to the Vatican, giew lapidly woise,

and died on the 1st December There was, as

usual, a suspicion that his death was due to poison,1

and Castighone, who was with him at Maghana,

at fust believed this ,
but theposi-mortem examina-

tion which was held failed to confirm the suspicion.

And m view of the excessively malarious chaiacter

of the locality of Maghana nothing eould be more
probable than that malarial fever contracted at the

place where he so often resided should eventually

be the cause of his death

Leo X. was forty-five when he died. He
was buried at fust in the Vatican The result of

Julius II
5

s action m legard to St Peter’s was that
1 Vanous LDntempoiaiy autlioiitics have given cierlit to the lumnui

that he was poisoned at the m&t nice of Fiaiuis F, buL tlieie is mi
evidenco whalpm to suppoiL Hus,
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neithei he himself noi any of the next three Popes
after him could he buned theie , and for seveial

years no’tomb was elected to Leo X But aftei the

death of Clement VII (1534) it was decided that

these two Medici Popes should be interred in the

church of Santa Mana sopia Minerva
,
whereupon

Cardinal Ippohto de’ Medici lemoved Leo X ’s

lemains from the Vatican to that Chuich, and
commenced the erection of the tombs of the two
Medici Popes, Leo X and Clement VII , which
aie to be seen there After Ippolito’s untimely

death in 1535, these tombs weie completed by
Leo X ’s sistei, Luciezia Salviati.

It would have been hard if the Medici, the

gieatest of all palions of Art, and belonging to

Art’s own special home, Floience, should not have
been able to show us a unique succession of

porliaits of themselves, executed by the leading

painters of then day And in Leo X.’s case, none
other could of course be employed to pamt his

portrait than his own great protege and favouute,

Raphael And so Raphael has given us one of

the most celebiated portraits in existence, that of

Leo X with his two first cousins, Giulio de’ Medici

and Luigi Rossi, which hangs m the Pitti Gallery.
1

And it tells us much of Raphael’s own chaiactcr

to note thaL even Lhough he is entirely dependent

upon this great palion, yeL he will not flatter him,

and we feel that we have the man to the life

placed before us Easy-going, jovial, indolent,

luxury-loving, shrewd, and worldly wise, all this

he was ,
and just so does Raphael depict him

» Plate XXX.
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His tendency to fat was not altogether his fault

,

he had it throughout life, and endeavoured to

combat it by outdoor pursuits, and it was* on the

advice of his physicians that he carried these on

even after he became Pope, notwithstanding the

shock that it gave to the ideas held by the Papal

officials as to what was becommg in a Pope His

love of learning is indicated m the picture by the

book which he has just been studying, his love

of all foims of art, both by the illuminations of

the book, and by the highly chased silver bell

,

and his indifferent eyesight (which was proveibial)

by the spectacles and the magnifying glass, which

latter Jovius says he used on all occasions Of

the two cardinals shown with him, Giulio is the

one standing at the right hand of the Pope,

who seems to be hstening to his advice—their

respective attitudes through life Giulio’s clever

and intelligent, yet cold, haid face is probably a

much better likeness of him than that afterwards

painted by Andrea del Sarto (Plate XXXI,).
Luigi Rossi was the Pope’s secretary. The
picture is not only notable for its portraiture, but

also as a wonderful study of the combination of

colours, the whole (except the Pope’s white robe)

being in various shades of cumson and red.

Exaltation to the Papacy is probably the

seveiest trial to character which this world holds

And it was one which Leo was not able to bear.

A steady deterioration m lus chaiacter from the

time that he became Pope is the most marked

featuie in him Many-sided like all his family,

he was a remaikable mixture of good and bad

points ,
but in the end the latter predominated.
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CHAPTER XIV

THE TWENTY MONTHS’ PONTIFICATE OF
ADRIAN VI

1522-1623

Adrian VI. did not belong to the Medici family,

but as his shoit pontificate of twenty months spans

the penod between the two Medici Popes, and

is impoitant with refeience to their history, it is

desirable to detail briefly the events of his reign

On the death of Leo X an unusual amount
of discord took place at the conclave assembled to

elect a new Pope. Giulio de’ Medici, having been

the late Pope’s adviser m eveiything, counted on

succeeding him, and employed all the arts of which

he was a master to get himself elected. Rut out

of the thirty-nine cardinals assembled as many as

eighteen wanted the office themselves, and Giulio

was only able by all his efforts to get together a

party of fourteen Wolsey was also a candidate,

and had for a long time been swaying the politics

of England in favour of Charles V. in the latter’s

struggle with Francis I., so as to obtain in

return the Emperoi’s influence on his behalf at

this election With the Emperoi’s candidate in

possession of seven votes, with Giulio de’ Medici

in possession of fourteen, and with the remaining

eighteen cardinals each stnvmg to gain votes for
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himself, the conclave became a scene of the most
disgiaceful paity stiuggles, and the disepid was
so great that it seemed as though no conclusion

would ever be leached At last Giulio’s paity,

merely as an expedient for weaiying out their

opponents, voted one morning at the daily scrutiny

foi the most unlikely man they could thmk of,

Caidinal Adnan Dedel of Utrecht, Archbishop
of Toitosa, who had been the Empeior’s tutor, at

that time governing Spam as Chailes V ’s lepre-

sentative To then amazement and disgust a

majority of the other caicbnals, seeing that they
could not succeed themselves, and in ordei to

defeat Giulio’s paity, at once voted the same
And to the astonishment of all Euiope one who
had nevei been dreamt of by any one foi such an
office, and had made no candidature foi it, became
Pope Thus did “the sad and senous Adnan,”
an earnestly leligious Fleming, succeed to the
throne so recently occupied by the cultuied

epicuiean, Leo If all Euiope had been seaiched,

a more staitling contrast to the latter could
not have been found The new Tope at once
gave evidence of his tempciament by declining to

follow the custom which had so long prevailed of
changing his name, preferring to adhere to the
practice of the earlier centunes m this respect.

Giulio de’ Medici, having thus failed, departed
to Floience and took over the cliaige of Floren-
tine affairs. The absence of any opposition to
his doing so shows that no doubt was felt as
to the tacit light of a Medici to cDntiol the
Government of Floience. And this undoubtedly
rested on solid ground, and was due to the
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instinctive feeling that Floientine affairs only

went smoothly when a Medici was at the helm
Passeiim’s inefficient adinnustiation had gradually

created considciable discontent, financial affans

weie in disoider, and much discoid prevailed But
Giuho de’ Medici, wanting m so many other

lespects, had just one good quality, inheriting in

full measure that special gift, conspicuous in this

family in geneiation after generation, of a genius

foi pacifying the angiy passions of Floientine

political life By his conciliatory manner, careful

attention to public affairs, and knowledge of the

feehngs of the Floientmes, he soon put an end

to the prevailing discoid, and undei his guidance

Floientine affairs weie satisfactorily admimstei ed.

‘'It was the umveisal opinion that never since

the city had been undei the lule of the Medici
had it been governed with gicatei appeaiance

of civil liberty, 01 moie skilful concealment of

despotism
” 1

Naidi’s lemaik shows that Giulio was still care-

fully puisumg his scheme, and biding his time

until those of the family who were then children

should be giown up, and he himself m a position

to adopt a more rigorous attitude towaids Floience

than that of meiely “ controlling” her Government.

Meanwhile Adrian VI was showing himself

a Pope such as Rome had not seen for many
centuries. He was not only vutuous and frugal,

humble and pious, a hater of pomp, and simple

and straightforward m chaiacter, but he also

1 Nardi
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viewed with indignation the conuption which

abounded in the Chuich, and set himself vigoi ously

to the task of refoim There was a prompt end

to all the pleasant ways which Rome loved, and
a ivolte-face which was in some of its aspects almost

comic. Bishops to whom life at a distance fiom

Rome was like banishment to a baibarous countiy

were sent off to then neglected bishoprics , the

sycophantic throng of poets, philosophers, aitists,

and musicians who had sunounded Leo were swept

out of the Vatican, the supper-parties, hunting-

paities, and convivial gatheungs came to an abrupt

end The Pope insisted on living in the simplest

fashion, with a veiy small establishment, and spent

a gieat pait of his time m piayei and study

Rome was consumed with an unutteiable disgust

Moieovei, whereas it had been a main object

with every preceding Pope to aggiandisc his

family and increase the Papal dominions, Adnan
VI refused to do anything of the kind He
lestored Urbmo to its rightful Duke, Pranccsco
della Roveie, and gave back to the Duke of

Fenara the territories which Leo X had taken
from him Such acts increased lus unpopularity,

Adnan, however, was unmoved by the indignant

wrath of the corrupt community by which he
was surrounded He set before himself thiee

main objects— the leform of the Church, the
restoration of peace m Geimany, and the defence
of Chnstendom against the Tuiks That he lived

too short a time to eflect any of these objects

does not detract from the honour due to him for

having earnestly and by wise methods striven to
attain them.
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In 1521 the Diet of the Empire was

assembled by Chailes Y. at Worms to
D

°hiBtonoai

ry

consider how to check the growth of e7BILta

, , °
i , 1521-1628

the new opinions in leligion which

were causing so much conflict in Geimany, with

the result that Luthei was placed undei the ban

of the Empne
In 1522 Cliarles V again visited England

Henry VIII, uiged on by Wolsey (who still

hoped foi the Empeioi’s assistance at the next

Papal election, which all felt could not be far

distant), now deseited the side of Fiancis, which

he had lately been favourmg, and took that of

Chailes Meanwhile Solyman, the Tuikish Sultan,

after invading Hungaiy and taking Belgrade,

turned his victorious aims against Rhodes, which,

held by the Knights of St John, had been the

bulwark of Christendom against the Turks since

the fall of Constantinople Adnan VI appealed

earnestly to Charles, Francis, and Henry to lay

aside their quarrels and unite to save Rhodes
from the Turks ,

but they weie too occupied

with their mutual jealousies, and the story of

Constantinople was repeated After a stubborn

lesistance of six months Rhodes had to capitulate.

Charles gave Malta to the Knights of St John,

and they retired there In this year 1522 the

conquest of Mexico added yet furthei to Charles’s

Spanish dominions

In 1528 Francis I. carried the war into

Lombardy, and despatched a laige force thither

under Bonmvet. At the same time, swayed by
his vicious mother, Louise of Savoy, he by
various insults drove into rebellion the best
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general that he had, Charles, Duke of Bouibon,

Constable of Fiance, who, lelentlessly pgisecuted

by Louise because he would not many her, and

depnved of his position in the Fiench army, at

last in desperation deserted his countiy, and

offeied his services to Charles V

In his endeavouis to lefoim the
Adiiaa i Adiian VI showed both wisdom
and vigoui Not only did he insist on a leform

of their ways by the bishops who had so long

biought disciedit upon their office, but he also

set himself with all his power to heal the discord

in Geimany by searching out the cause of the

disease and the lemedy required

For a hundred and twenty years Europe had

ci led out for a reform of the Chuich “in head

and members.” Three gieat Councils had been

assembled, and all the powei of the laity through-

out Europe put forth to effect this reform, but

all had been foiled by the “head,” which refused

to admit that it needed reformation Adrian VI.

for the fust time stiuck a different note He
ordered iEgidius of Viterbo, the learned Principal

of the Augustiman Order, and the most pious

man of intellect at Lhat time in Pome, to furnish

him with his opimon as to the disease and its

remedy; m response to which ADgidius drew up
the great document in which he showed the
disease to be due to "the misuse of Papal power,”
and that the remedy was “a limitation of the
absolutism of the Head of the Church.” Adrian
VI. agreed with the views expressed, and the
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result was the celebrated set of instructions issued

by him ,in 1522 to the Nuncio Chieregato, m
which the Pope declared that the disease had
spread from the head to the membeis, fiom the

Pope to the bishops and caidinals He wrote,

“We have all sinned, there is not one that doeth
good,” and announced his deteimination to carry

out a radical refoim Had Adiian VI. lived

longer, widespread lesults must have ensued from
such an edict emanating from such a source
But it was not to be, and when the grave
closed ovei Adrian VI

, the last non - Italian

Pope, it closed also over all chance of a reform
of the head and membeis conducted by the
“head” himself.

Not, however, that Adiian VI took the
Protestant side by any means He was both
learned enough and wise enough to see the
error of both sides , and he met the fate of all

who are able to do this, and aie honest enough
to let both know it. To the Diet Df the Empire,
then assembled to discuss the subject, he addressed
a most powerful protest against the doctunes of
Luther, while m the same document acknowledg-
ing candidly, and m the most positive teims, the
coiruptions of which Luther and his followers
accused the Church of Pome, and showing that
he was determined to eradicate them. Adiian VI,
piesented the almost unique instance m that age
of a man of the humblest buth who had risen
m the Church solely through the gr eat lespect
enteitained for his profound theological learning

;

1

1 It was this which had originated hiq advancement in I113 own
countiy, and wkuh latei 011 Landed him to be selected as tutoi to
the future Oliailca V
vm T
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and this justly-deseived leputation, joined to his

candid acknowledgment of the conuptions of the

Chuich, with the stungent measures he was taking

to extirpate them, made his protest against the

new doctunes, and his demonstration of the ignor-

ance on which they were to a large extent based,

far moie forcible than that which any other Pope
of that time could have made. Whereas otheis

mamtained such doctrinal pomts by appeals to

this or that piecedent, Adrian did so out of his

own knowledge as a theologian. Thus the gentle

and humble Adrian condemned Luthei’s opinions

much moie shaiply than Leo X had ever done

,

while he also passed severe censuies upon the

pimces of Germany for allowing them to spread

owing to their own ignorance and then attachmg

gi eater importance to political contests than to

religion

Truly many centuries had passed away smce
any head of the Roman Chuich had spoken in this

fashion, or been animated by sentiments like these

But m that coirupt age a Pope of this type was
obnoxious to all paities He was obnoxious to

the followers of Luthei for disagreeing with their

doctrines , tD the princes of Germany, who, as

he nghtly said, only paid heed to the matter so

far as they could make use of it for a pohtical

purpose, to the cardinals, who bitteily resented

refoims which robbed them of all for which they

caied, and, above all, he was intensely obnoxious

to the Roman people, who loved a Pope who
spent money fieely and was tioubled with no
mconvement morality Both of the two latter

paities looked upon Adnan VI, and his ways
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with a horrified disgust too deep for words; the
change from the one extreme to the other, from
the easy - going, lavishly generous Leo, to the

austere reformer Adrian, was too bitter a con-

trast A Pope who admitted that the Church
needed a reform, and was bent on carrying it

out, was altogether insupportable Of course his

end was certain , Rome wanted no Popes of this

sort, and would not endure them
, that he existed

even so long as twenty months is extraordinary.

1

At the end of that time he was poisoned
, and

lest there should be any doubt of the fact, or

of their great relief thereat, the Roman people

on the night after his death adorned his chief

physician’s house with garlands, and with the

inscription written over them, “To the deliverer

of his country.”

Thus ended Adrian VI , who, had his lot been
cast m other times, would have accomplished much
for the Church. He died on the 14th September
1523, and was buried in the Church of Santa
Mana dell’ Anima And the epitaph wntten for

his tomb by his faithful friend and companion,
Cardinal Enckenvoert, was certainly suitable

,
—

“Proh dolor
1 quantum refert in quae tempora

vel optimi cujusque virtus incidat
” 2

1 He was only actually m Rome a year, as he did not reach theie
from Spain till the 29th August 1522

B ff Alas what grief 1 Of how great importances it is in what times
the excellence of each exalted man falls

v



CHAPTER XV
GIULIO (CLEMENT VII)

Born 1478 (Pope 1623-1534) Died 1634

(1) THE FIRST FOUR YEARS OF HIS PONTIFICATE

Clement VII. has generally been looked upon as

a more or less feeble mtuguei, humbly carrying

out during the pontificate of his cousin Leo X
plans originated by the latter, and mvolved in

disasters in his own pontificate owing to want of

ability How fai fiom the tiuth is the first poition

of this view of him has alieady been shown
, while

as regards the second poition it will be seen in

the sequel that the disasters in question, far

from being due to any want of abihty, were
deliberately incuried for the sake of a single

definite object which governed all his actions

Giulio de’ Medici
,

1 son of the Giuliano killed

m the Pazzi Conspnacy, was tall and good-look-

ing, spare in figure, of agreeable manners, and,

except his uncle Lorenzo the Magnificent, was the

cleverest of all this able family Ranke, speaking

of him after he became Pope, says :

—

1 Plates XXXI and XXXIII The portrait by Andrea del Sarto
(PlateXXXJ ) shows him as Hb Was at the beginning of his eleven years

1

pontificate, that by Bronzino (Plate XXXIII
) towards the end ot it All

accounts call him as a young man handsome

436
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“ He spoke with equal knowledge of his subject

whether that were philosophy and theology, or

mechanics and hydiaulic architecture. In all

affairs he displayed an extraordinary acuteness

,

the most perplexing questions were unravelled,

the most difficult ciicumstances penetrated to

the very bottom, by his extieme sagacity No
man could debate a point with more address, and
he manifested a circumspect ability in practice

which none could surpass.”

At the same time he was, as we have seen,

of a cold-hearted and crafty disposition, and

absolutely unscrupulous, with none of those

qualities of kmd-heartedness, magnanimity, and

cheerful bonhomie,
which in the case of his cousin

Leo X helped to balance gieat faults

In this member of the family we see the

Medici reaching their highest impoitance in the

politics of Europe, and their history becoming for

a time to a laige extent that of Europe. But
more than this ; we see in him one who turned

this family from those aims which his ancestors

had followed, who set it upon a path where even

success could confer no glory, and who, leading

it to strive after an ignoble aim, brought upon
the name of Medici obloquy and condemnation

where before it had won honour and esteem

This course of action, already steadily pursued

by Giuho ever since the family were reinstated m
Florence, was now to have a greater development.

Upon the death of Adrian VI. the same
disgraceful scenes which had characterised the

previous conclave were repeated; and this fame
they lasted much longer. Foi seven weeks the
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bribing and mtnguing continued, Giulio’s two
chief antagonists being Wolsey and Alessandro

Famese 1 At length, on the 19th Novembei,

Giulio triumphed and was elected Pope, assum-

ing the name of Clement VII He was then

foily-five years old.

On becoming Pope the fiist point which

Giulio, now Clement VII , had to settle was
how to retain the lule of Floience m the elder

branch of the family,2 seemg that he himself

could no longer leside theie, that Lorenzo’s

only child was a girl of foui yeais old, and that

Giuhano’s 8 son, lppohto, was too young at present

to be entiusted with authority Under these

circumstances, Clement decided foi the piesent

again to delegate the conti ol of Florentine

affairs to Cardinal Passermi as his repiesentative

Accordingly, Passermi was in May 1524 sent to

Florence, and for the next three years Floientine

affairs were admimstered by him under orders

from Rome, though the Signona continued to be

ostensibly the ruling body

With Cardinal Passeiim Clement also sent

Giuliano’s son lppohto, now a handsome, intelli-

gent, and attractive youth of fifteen, who was
looked upon by all as destined to succeed to the

authority exeicised by his father twelve years

before with such satisfaction to the Florentines.

1 The greater part of the votes were divided between Giulia de1

Medici and Wolseyj while the Caidinal Famese uifoied 2Q0,DD0 ducats
to either side m his own hehalf

2 Sbb chap xn p 401
8 ThB Giuliano killed in the Pazzi conspiracy (Clement’s fathei),

and the G-mliano, brothel of Leo X (Ippolito’s fafchBr)j must here
be distinguished
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He took up his abode with Caidinal Passenni

at the Medici Palace, assumed the title of “II
to

Magmfico,” and was elected a member of the

Government A few months latei there was also

sent to Passerini’s chaige, fiom Naples, where
he had been brought up, another boy, Alessandro,

then about thuteen, who now foi the first time
appeals in connection with Floience, and whose
woolly hair and negio-hke appeaiance had aheady
caused linn to be called “ The Mooi ” 1 This boy’s

origin was a secret Bom duung the tune that

the family weie in exile he was in reality the

son of Clement himself,

2 but the latter had
hidden the fact, and kept the boy out of sight as

long as he could. Subsequently, after Giuhano,

Loienzo, and Leo X weie all dead, Clement
biought this boy foiward as an illegitimate son

of Lorenzo The fact that Clement had not

begun to make this claim, and to pass Alessandro

off as Loienzo’s heir, at the time when he first

became Pope is conoboiated by what took place

on that occasion Foi when Clement on becommg
Pope consulted the envoys of Florence as to

what he should do with regaid to that state,

1 Hi& moth oi was a mulatto slave., and he had the dark skin,

thick lips, and cuily hau of a negro ” (Gino Capponi )
2 There is now no doubt of this, though none cared at thB time

to contradict the Pope’s asseition that he was the son Df Loienzo
(Luke of Uibino), and as such he has geneially been mentioned m
histoi y, historians contenting themselves with saymg that ho was
reputed to ha so, but was moie piobably Clement’s own son Not only
was the fact geneially known in thB family, but also Clement’s suh-
^eipient conduct in sd peisi&tcntly, in spite of many obstacles, pushing
forward this detested, incapable and vilidus youth in place of the
capable and umveisally liked lppolito, would alone suffice to prove it

Moreover, the historian Amirmafco states that afterwards, when
Clement and Alessandio were both dead, Cdsiiho I told him positively

that Alessandro was Clement’s son Loien/ino said that he was not
of the Medibi blood at all (see chap xvm p 498, footnote)
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three of them advised him 1 to give the supreme

power to a gonfalomeie appomted from year to

year “ until Xppolito was old enough to rule
”

It is significant that it was Ippohto who was

mentioned, and not Alessandio, as must have

been the case had the latter been declaied at

this time to be the heir of Loienzo. It was

not until thiee or four yeais latei that Clement

devised the scheme of passing over Ippohto m
favour of Alessandro, and giving as a leason that

he was Lorenzo’s son

The eleven years’ pontificate of Clement VII
(1523-1534) was a tioubled time in Euiope The
triangular duel which Chailes V., Fiancis I , and

Henry VIII earned on lasted for twenty-six

years, never ceasing untd Fiancis and Hemy both

died in the same year (1547) ,
and dunng the first

half of this long stiuggle it was Clement VII
who kept this contest alive The latter dunng
the whole of his reign as Pope was employed

in prosecuting vast schemes of “diplomacy,” all

with the object of playing off Francis against

Charles to pi event then combining against

himself, and of effecting his own designs while

pietendmg to favoui each of theirs in turn

Thus, wheieas Adnan VI had stnven to create

peace between them, Clement’s whole aim was
to inflame their animosities to the utmost In
this he succeeded only too well, and by their

unceasing wars large portions of Euiope were
laid waste, lavaged by luthless and undisciplined

armies, whose track was like that of a pestilence
1 Sommcrno della tftmut d'Itah a, hy Fiancesco Vetton Vsltori

was hmisalf one of the envoys on this occasion, and one of those who
gave this advice
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It is cunous to note the sanguine expectations

which weie foimed when Clement VII succeeded
to the Papal thione, and how stiangely they were
falsified It was anticipated that his pontificate

would show all that had been best m that of

Leo X , while avoiding its defects Belonging
to a family sd renowned foi then patronage of

liteiaiy and artistic culture, and being himself

fond of ait, science, music, and the conversation

of learned men, it was confidently asseited that

there would be a lestoration of that culture which
had been put to flight by his predecessor, while
from his sober temperament it was presumable
that there would be none of that extravagance
and luxury which had maiked the leign of

Leo X Lastly, of his great admimstiative
ability theie was no doubt

,
he had luled Rome

well in Leo’s day; while at Floience he had on
two separate occasions put an end to dissensions,

re-organised the finances, and given general satis-

faction m the midst of discordant elements Theie
appeared therefore every ground for the confident

expectation entertained that his pontificate would
be an unusually satisfactory one

Yet the result was extiaoidinarily the reverse.

The difficulties sun Dun ding him on becoming
Pope and the qualities he possessed for meeting
them, are thus described by Trollope —

“The time was a difficult one for any Pope.
But a straight couise along an open load would
have been less congenial to the talents and
temperament of Giulio de’ Medici than one where
intiigue, craft, and wily policy were necessary,
and the situation was one exactly suited to Ins
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talents and disposition Calm, modeiate, umm-
passioned, active, vigilant, astute, with nothing

genial, laige, 01 noble about him, but decoious,

cDnect, and enunently respectable, while at bottom
thoroughly unscrupulous, it might have been
thought that Clement was just the man for the

occasion, and that he if any man was bound to

rise a winner fiom the slippay game of the

politics of the time Yet the result was such

that his pontificate has been called the most
disastrous of any pontiff who ever sat on the

Papal thi one
” 1

Clement was not long in showing what would

be the general character of his policy Soon after

he became Pope the Empeior, anxious to bring

about that refoim of the Chuich which Adiian VI.

had not been given time to effect, began to sug-

gest the assembly of a Geneial Council Clement

professed entue agreement, but by plausible stipu-

lations contrived to create difficulty after difficulty

in the Emperor’s path, hoping meanwhde that

the pressure of war would soon give the latter

other matters to attend to This result soon

followed, and durmg the next foui years Clement’s

endeavours to keep the two gieat rivals at feud

were so successful that widespread war swept

backwaids and forwards in turn over Buigundy,

northern France, southern Fiance, Savoy, northern

Italy, and southern Italy

Clement at first took the side agamst Francis,

who was beset with difficulties Three armies had

entered Fiance, a Spanish force advancing into

Languedoc, a German one entering France on the

1 History of the Commonwealth of Floo ence}
by Adolphus Trollope
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noith-east, and an English one occupying Picaidy

On the other hand, a large Fiench aimy, undei

Eonmvet, had, as already noted, invaded Lombaidy

Charles’s armies in northern and southern France

were repulsed by the Fiench, but in Lombaidy,

where the Impeiial aimy was commanded by

Lannoy, Viceioy of Naples, with whom were

Pescara 1 and Bourbon, the Fiench suffeied serious

reverses. All through these wais the Spanish

generals weie superior to the French ; Francis had

no good general, and suffered perpetually from

the inetiievable loss he had caused himself by

having driven from his service Charles, Duke of

Bourbon
In 1524 the French army m Lombardy was

at length forced by Lannoy to commence a

disastrous retreat towards France, and in this

letreat was seveiely defeated at the passage of

the Sesia, wheie the Chevahei Bayard, the knight

“ sans peur et sans reproche,” who commanded
the rearguard of Bonmvet’s army, was mortally

wounded, and died on the field The Imperial

army, driving the Fiench before it, advanced into

southern France, and laid siege to Marseilles

Fiancis (as though the ordinary miseries of war

were not enough) met this invasion by laying waste

the whole of Provence, the gaiden of southern

France, in order that the invading army might

be unable to subsist ;
the entire population of

the district was made to move elsewhere, villages

weie razed to the ground, cattle driven off, crops

destroyed, and the suffeimgs of the people were

almost as great as though they had been the

1 The husband of Vittoria Colonna
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captives of a hostile foice By this measuie the

Impenal army, aftei heavy losses fiom disease and

staivation, was foiced to quit Fiance, and retired

again mto Italy Clement, wIid hitheito had

encouiaged Chailes, now began to mtngue with

Francis, and in Decembei 1524 concluded a secret

ti eaty with him
Meanwhile Francis, elated by his success m

Piovence, piepaied, agamst the advice of his

mmisteis and geneials, and even Df his mother,

Louise of Savoy, to invade Lombaidy with a

laige aimy under his own command All the

flower of the Fiench nobility flocked to join this

expedition. Fiancis appointed his mother Regent
of Fiance in his absence, and marched for Italy

with the most pDweiful aimy which had till then

been seen in wai

At fiist Francis was successful He took

Milan, and then proceeded to attack Pavia,

defended by the experienced Spanish geneial

Antonio de Leyva Duiing three months Pavia

sustained a most ngoious siege, eveiythmg known
to the engmeeis of that age being employed to

reduce it Francis added stiong reinforcements

to his army, bringing up a large body of Swiss

troops and also receiving troops sent to jom him

by Clement, commanded by Giovanni defle Bande
Nere,1 now the foiemost commandei of his tump

among the Italians Meanwhile Lannoy, Pescara,

and Bouibon weie collecting tioops sufficient to

oppose the powerful army of Francis, and at length

advanced to the relief of Pavia A great battle

was fought outside the walls on the 24th February
1 Bee vol n chap xxul
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1525, in which the Fiench sustained the most

fatal defeat known in those times The battle

of Pavia is the gieatest militaiy event of the

sixteenth centuiy Francis I (who very neaily

lost his life owing to his refusal to sunender to the

Duke of Bourbon) was taken pnsoner , nearly the

whole of the French nobility were either killed

Dr captured ,

1 ten thousand men of the French

aimy weie killed and the rest surrendered, and

in a fortnight after the battle not a Frenchman

remained m Italy except those who were pnsoneis

in Lannoy’s hands It was a crushing defeat for

Fiance, whose whole military stiength had been

collected in this aimy commanded in peison by

the King Lannoy at once sent news of his

victory to Chailes V , who was m Spam, and

shortly afteiwaids escorted Fiancis I thither as

a prisoner Clement VII , aghast at the mistake

he had made, deseited Francis, and hastened to

make a tieaty with the Emperor; but it was a

hollow affair, and Clement’s punishment was only

postponed untd the Empeior had leisuie for it

For one of Clement’s pieces of deception at

this time Florence has reason to be glad. After

the battle of Pavia Clement m his terror was

anxious to piopitiate Federigo Gonzaga, Marquis 2

of Mantua, one of the Empeior’s chief adherents in

Italy Gonzaga expressed a desire to possess the

portrait of Leo X
,
painted by Raphael, which was

m the Medici Palace at Florence (Plate XXX.)
Clement promised he should have it, and wrote

1 One exception was the Dud (TAIehijde (the husband of Fian cis’s

sister, Maiguente), who disgiaLefully fled liom the held, and whose
flight was pariiy the cause of the defeat He died two months later

** He was created a DukB by Charles V in 1530,
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from Rome, ordermg that the picture should be
sent to the Marquis of Mantua as soon as a copy of

it, which he at the same time directed to be made
by Andrea del Saito, was completed Andiea del

Sarto made so good a copy that no one could tell

the diffeience, and this copy was sent to Mantua
purporting to be the onginal Even Glulio

Romano, Raphael’s own pupil, did not detect

the deception until it was pointed out to him
years afteiwaids by Vasan It is impossible to

believe that this fraud was earned out without
the secret oideis of Clement VII The result,

however, is that the onginal remained in the

possession of the Medici, and hangs with that

portion of their pictures which now foims the Pitti

Gallery m Floience 1

In 1526 Fiancis I , after thirteen months’
captivity in Spain, obtained his libeity on condi-

tion that he would restoie Burgundy, would agree

not to attack Milan again, and would reinstate

Charles, Duke of Bouibon, m the estates of which
the latter had been robbed by Louise of Savoy
Some wnters have maintained that the teims were
too severe, but, on the contiaiy, in view of the

crushing victory which Charles had won at Pavia,

they must be held to be exceedingly moderate,
no indemnity was extoited nor any attempt made
tD cripple the power of France for the future

Francis I gave his two sons, Francis and Henry,
then l espectively ten and nine years old, as hostages

for this agreement But as soon as he reached

Fiance he repudiated the whole of it, and was
absolved theiefrom by Clement, who had resolved

1 The copy by Andrea del Sarto is now at Naples,
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again to change sides, since Chailes was becoming

too stiong

Cleihent now formed an alliance which he called

the “ Holy League,” consistmg of France, England,

and the Pope, with Venice and Florence, to oppose

Charles, to leheye Francesco Sfoiza, besieged in

Milan by the Imperial army, and to set Fiancis’s

sons at hbeity Clement expected that Francis

would be the life and soul of this league But
Fiancis, owmg to his defeat and imprisonment, had
gone through such a time of distiess that his spmt
was for a time cowed, he desired tianquillity, and

for the first time failed to be roused by the Pope’s

incitements, he delayed doing anything, except

to allow certain tioops to be engaged for him by
Clement in Italy, among them the corps com-
manded by the latter’s lelative, Giovanni delle

Bande Neie, for whom Clement was, as usual,

anxious to find some fighting to do 1 The foices

assembled by Venice and the Pope were placed

under command of the Duke of CJrbino and

advanced agamst the Imperial army m Lombardy
But the Duke of Urbino (no great friend of

Clement) by losing several opportunities gave

Bourbon time to bring up reinforcements to the

Imperial army Bourbon immediately took com-

mand of the latter and very soon captured Milan,

and drove the alhed forces to retire on Lodi. It

was m these opeiations that Giovanni delle Bande
Nere was killed near Mantua

While these events were taking place m Fiance

and Italy, Germany was in a state of turmoil

through the conflict on the subject of religion,

l tfeevol u chap \xm
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which had now developed into actual war To
allay these conditions, which weakened Germany
at a time when it was especially necessary that

she should he strong, Charles assembled the Diet

of the Empire at Speier to consider the rehgious

differences, and tins meeting of the Diet gianted

gieat toleiation to Luthei’s opinions, sd much so

that the resolutions passed on this occasion tame
to foim a soit of Magna Charta to the Piotestant

cause. They had a political object The Tuiks

weie now pouring into Hungaiy, and the Emperor
was urgent to oppose them, but could not do so

as long as half his terntories were torn by these

dissensions He hoped by the settlement at Speier

to get the Protestant pnnces of Geimany to march
with him against the Turks It was, however,

already too late, and in August the Tuiks gained

a gieat victory over Hungaiy at the battle of

Mohacs, in which Lewis II , King of Hungary,
was killed

Though not evident at the time, we can see

now that Clement VII by his course of action

became himself the chief assistant to the cause

of Protestantism Every time that he mduced
Erancis to attack Charles he made it more difficult

for the latter to deal with the rising tide of revolt

against the Church taking place in Germany,
which needed all Charles’s attention, and which
he would probably have assuaged, or at all events

greatly mitigated, had he not been forced to

devote most of his attention to the defence of

those parts of his Empire attacked by Francis,

attacks m most cases instigated 01 encouraged by
Clement.
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, Meanwhile letnbution was being piepaied foi

the latter The Empeior thought it tune to give

him a lesson, and punish him for his various

tortuous dealings. In September 1526, therefore,

the Emperor drew up a manifesto systematically

settmg foith the treacheious manner in which the

Pope had acted throughout the pievious three

years 1 He then mstructed his agent, Moncada,

to stir up the powerful family of the Colonna,

who attacked and plundered the Vatican, drove

Clement to take refuge in the castle of St Angelo,

and there made him, as a condition of his release,

agiee to renounce the Holy League, to withdiaw

his troops from Lombaidy, and to give hostages

for his good faith.

But Clement was not to be held fiim even by
the giving of hostages 2 As soon as he was again

free he repudiated his engagements, collected a

force, attacked the temtory of the Colonna, razed

to the ground fouiteen of their castles and villages,

and executed a general massacre of men, women,

4ind children belonging to them; thus filling up

the cup of his misdeeds

Then the Emperor (always deliberate, and

nevei relinquishing any puipose which he had

once foimed) prepared a terrible vengeance. He
sent, during November and December, additional

troops from Spam to Lannoy, his commander in

southern Italy, and from Geimany to Bourbon, his

commander in northern Italy (Pescara having just

died), and ordered Bourbon on their anival to

I The historian Guicciaidmi, wilting some fifteen years afterwards,

called Clement’s conduct during the years 1524-1525 an “ eterrLa

mfarma,”
II One of these hostages was Filippo Stio/zi, who neauy lost his life

xn ronsecpience ot the Pope’s action (chap xvi p 45B),

VOL. I. 2 F
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march upon the Papal States The Impenal aimy

m Italy was composed of all the gieatest luffians

from eveiy lace m Euiope, Spanish and Geimans

predominating They had been for some time

deliberately kept by Chailes V without pay, and

the state of want to which they weie reduced

made these ti oops almost unmanageable except by
Bouibon, who from his many qualities as a geueial

had a wondeiful power ovei them Nevertheless,

his position was rendered most difficult Noithein

Italy, lavaged by these incessant wais, was almost

a deseit, and could no longei suppoit his tioops

To increase his difficulties theie now came to join

his aimy, alieady in aneais of pay, this addition of

sixteen thousand Lutheian troops from Geimany,

who had not only been promised then pay on

leaching Lombaidy and were bent upon plunder,

but also came with a fixed determination to execute

vengeance upon the Pope, to whose faithlessness

they attnbuted all the woes of Chustendom
; to

his charge were laid the long continuance of war
throughout Europe, the defeats sustained from the

Tuiks, even then own piesent state of privation,

and they openly announced their intention of

marching to Rome and hanging the Pope Their

commander, Frundsberg, ostentatiously earned with

him a silken lope for this especial purpose

In Januaiy 1527 Bourbon made over the

government of Milan to Antonio de Leyva, and
set his army m motion southwards On reaching

Bologna, wheie he halted for a short time dunng
February, a mutmy of his troops, who weie now
in the greatest destitution, was only pacified by
his promising to march upon Rome. Clement,
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threatened by Bourbon from the north and Lannoy
fiom the south, and tenified tD find the same
stoim coming upon himself which he had biought

upon so many otheis, sent uigent appeals to

Fiancis to deliver him But Francis had not yet

recoveied from the blow to his spurt caused by
lus own defeat and captivity, while he himself

had ceitain scoies to pay off upon Clement, and

he made no effoit to pi event matteis from taking

their course Bouib on’s unruly hoide continued,

theiefore, to move slowly foiwards, while Clement
clamouied for aid in every dnection, and even

offeied 100,000 ducats if this would appease the

Lutlieian troops But the latter weie obdurate

Clement made overtures to Lannoy, who came,

brmging the above sum of money to Bouibon

,

but more than twice that amount was due lor

the an ears of pay alone, and Lannoy daied not

appioach the camp, as the Lutheran troops, bent

upon peisonal vengeance on the Pope, would not

hear of any tiuce, and thieatened to kill even

Lannoy himself, if he interfered with them , while

Frundsberg, their own immediate commandei,

was just at this time stiuck down by apoplexy

(Apul 1527) They were determined to hang the

Pope and sack Home, would obey no other geneial

than Bourbon, and would not obey even him unless

he led them towards Home
So while Clement, now m the gieatest terror,

offeied eveiy possible and impossible concession to

any who would come to his assistance, the resist-

less tonent rolled steadily on through the valleys

of Homagna and Umbria, Bouibon subsisting his

liungiy and ferocious tioops on the country passed
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thiough, whose inhabitants had sore leason to curse

Clement for bringing this temble visitation upon
them On the evening of the 5th May the army
encamped outside Rome, and the troops at last

feasted then eyes on its palaces, and piomised

themselves, as the lewaid of all their hai dships, the

plunder of the Papal city Next morning Eouibon
(“the ferocious Bouibon,” as his enemies called

him, fastening upon himself the chief chaiactenstic

of the miseiable matenal given him to command),

whom his many misfoitunes had made tired of life,

drew up his aimy foi the attack He led the

assault himself, ascended the first laddei placed

against the walls, and fell mortally wounded as

his victorious troops gained the city, his last act

being to have himself covered with a cloak that

Ins soldieis might not be discouiaged by seeing

Ins condition (Gth May 1527) 1

Then followed the temble sack of Rome As
the Imperial aimy buist mto the city Clement

took refuge in the castle of St Angelo, while his

troops were being pursued by enemies who gave no
quartei, and who were doubly eniaged by the death

of their adoied commander
,
and Clement was now

able to see some of the lesults of his ciafty policy

and double - dealing The Pandemonium which

followed is indesciibable The Lutheran troops

took pleasure m destioying and defiling all that the

Cathohc world had revei ed Robertson says :

—

“It is impossible to descube, or even imagine,

the misery and horroi of the scene that followed

1 TIip story of Fiaiue’s jjipat sdIiIipi, UhuleHj Duka of Bumbniij
is one of Hie m limhny IIis uolilms bunt'd lnm at Gaeli,
ivIipip thpy bum Led a nohip monument to Ins niemoiy and that (if

lixs wile* Susanne ile Boiubon
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Whatever a city taken by storm can diead fiom
militaiy lage umestiamed by discipline, whatever
excesses the feiocity of the Geimans, the avarice of

the Flemings, 01 the hcentiousness of the Spaniards
could commit, these wi etched inhabitants of

Rome were obhged to suffer. Churches, palaces,

and houses were plundeied without distinction.

No age 01 character was exempt fiom in]uiy.

Caidinals, nobles, pnests, matrons, virgins, weie
all the piey of the soldieis, and at the mercy of

men deaf to the voice of humanity Nor did these

outrages cease, as is usual m towns earned by
assault, when the fiist fury of the stoim was over

,

the Impeiial aimy, unable to be controlled by any
gcneial now Bouibon was dead, kept possession
of the city foi many months, and during all that
time the brutalities of the soldiers continued.

Their booty in ready money alone amounted to

1,000,000 ducats , what they raised by lansoms
and exactions fai exceeded that sum Rome,
though taken various times by the northern
nations in the fifth and sixth centimes, was never
treated with so much cruelty by the baibaious
and heathen Huns, Vandals 01 Goths, as now by
this ternble foe

” 1

While these scenes weie being enacted Clement,

the author of all this, was a close prisoner in the

castle of St Angelo, besieged by those troops who,
as he well knew, had often sworn to hang him,

and were now uncontiolled by the only general

who had had any power over them On Bourbon’s

death the command devolved upon Philibert,

Prince of Orange , but the troops made no pre-

tence of obeying him, and it was with difficulty

that he could even persuade some of them to

1 Ohark^ V

,

by W llnlieitsmi
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desist fiom plunder and invest the castle of

St Angelo. The Duke of Uibmo advanced with

an army consisting of Venetians, Florentfnes, and

Swiss m the pay of Francis I
, sti ong enough to

have oveipoweied the aimy of the Prince of Orange

But the Duke of Uibino 1 had an old score to

pay oft' against Clement, since the tune when the

latter had helped to 10b him of his duchy. So

to tantalise him by raising false hopes in his

mmd, he meiely biought his army near enough foi

Clement to see it, and then maiched away, leaving

him sunounded by the furious enemies who thusted

for his blood The Empeior couiteously expiesscd

sonow at the Pope’s misfoituiie, but the Imperial

aimy lemamed wheie it was Nor in fact could

any power have lemoved it, foi the troops found

Rome exceedingly pleasant quaiters, and had not

the slightest intention of obeying any order to

quit the city so long as anything lemamed to cat

or to plunder. Clement continued besieged by

them m the castle of St Angelo for seven months

,

and lus action when, reduced to great stmts, he

bade Cellini (who was with him there) melt down
his tiara, was symbolical of the position to which

he had bi ought himself At length he contrived

to escape disguised as a pedlar, and fled m miser-

able plight and with only one attendant Lo Orvie to,

where he amved in a most forlorn state, destitule

of everything, a disastrous conclusion to foiu

yeais of tortuous scheming (8th December 1527).

The Imperial army lemamed firmly planted m
Rome, and seemed likely to take loot there for

1 The portraits of Fiuncegro rle11a Unvote,, Pukr* of Uibmo, and
of his wifQj Elcnnma Gfui/a^a (the daug-liiet ol Isabella d’Este)., are
to be seen m the Uflui Galleiy
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good, Lannoy succeeded the Pimce of Change

in command, but died of the plague , all the

splendoul of the Rome of Leo X was destroyed

,

and when, after nine months’ occupation, the army,

utterly demoialised by its long debauch, was duven

out of the city by the plague, they left it a ruined

and desolated waste

Meanwhile, as soon as the news aruved of

Tope Clement’s disastei, and of his being besieged

in the castle of St Angelo, Floience, seeing now
an oppoitumty of thiowmg off the yoke which

he had long been craftily but steadily tightening

uponhei, revolted fiom his authonty, and foi the

third time banished the Medici family (19th May
1 527)

1 At the same time Vemcc, taking advantage

of the opportunity, seized Ravenna and other places

in the States of the Church ,
and the Dukes of

Fenara and Uibino resumed possession of those

teiiitones of which the Papacy had deprived them

At this junctuie also Henry VIII. of England

began to pi ess Clement to giant him a divoice

fiom his Queen, Katharine of Ariagon, the aunt

of Chailcs V But Clement was truly not just

then in a position to offend Chailes fuithei, or to

give attention to such matters.

1 See chap m
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CLARICE DE’ MEDICI (CLARICE STROZZI)

Botn 14.93 (Mat t led 1508 ) Died 1528

Clarice, the second of the two childien of Pietio

the Unfortunate, and sister of Loienzo (Duke of

Urbino), was far more capable than eithei her

fathei, mother, 01 brother Her uncle, Leo X

,

used to say that it would have been well for the

family if Clance had been the man, and hei

biothei, Loienzo, the woman She had a high

spmt and stiong intelligence, and frequently saved

hei husband fiom disaster by her courage and

ability Her veiy interesting poitrait,

1 taken when
she was about seventeen, shows a fine, strong,

intellectual face, fully in keeping with the character

she afteiwaids displayed

Clarice’s life exemplified the vicissitudes of the

Medici fortunes ,
foi during her comparatively short

life the family were twice in the highest piospeiity

and twice m the deepest adversity Born m the

Medici Palace when her family was at the height

of the splendoui to which it had been brought by

her giandfather, Loienzo the Magnificent, she was,

when a yeai old, earned away from Floience when
1 Plate XXXII Tins poi Liait m highly interesting being the only

ne of Clance in existence It was evidently painted a yeai or two
after lior marriage It is hei b repi oiIucbI Idi the hisL times by the kind
permission of Fnrne Mio/vi, in whose family it h.vs bison an heirloom

for four i outlines
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hei paients were exiled, and the whole of her girl-

hood was passed in the nomadic existence entailed

on her fifmily by that exile Her father died when
she was ten years old

,
and when she was fifteen

her mothei, Alfonsina, gave her in marriage to

Filippo Strozzi, head of the Strozzi family, and a

man of much influence both at Florence and at the

Papal court Although her husband was fined

and banished for this marriage with her he was

suffered to return to Florence about a year later,

bringing his young bude with him Then when
Clarice was nineteen came the return of the

Medici to Florence, and her uncle, Giuhano,

became ruler of the State, and in the following

year that rule passed to her brother, Lorenzo

Clarice was the fiist mistress of the handsome

Strozzi palace in the Via Tornabuoni, which, begun

twenty years before, was - first occupied when in

1510 she and her husband were allowed to return

to Florence, though it was not finally completed

until 1536

In 1513 her uncle Giovanni became Pope,

and being a favourite with him, Clarice was often

m Rome during the years of his pontificate. In

1519, when she was twenty - six, her brother

Lorenzo died, and her distant relative, Cardinal

Giulio de’ Medici, whom she cordially detested,

came to administer Florentine affairs. And when

in 1523 he became Pope, Claiice had opportunities

of seeing the gradual working of his policy as

regards Florence, and the change of feeling

towards her family which it produced

We hear of her again in Rome in 1524, where

for some time she resided, taking charge of hei
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brothel Lorenzo's only child, CaLlienne, then five

years old But in 1525, affaus in Rome aftei

the battle of Pavia becoming unsettled; Claiice

returned to Florence, wheie she had the mollifica-

tion of seemg that palace which was associated

in her mmd with all the gloiy of her family

occupied by the two illegitimate scions of the

family, Ippohto and Alessandio, and then guardian,

Caidinal Passenm, Pope Clement’s repiesentativc.

In the following year Claiice by her boldness

and resouice saved her husband’s life, not the

only occasion of the kind during her life When
in September 1526 the Colonna foiced Clement

to give hostages as a guaiantee of his good

faith, the latter gave as a hostage his friend,

Filippo Strozzi, who was then in Rome ,
and

when Clement bioke his agieement and com-

mitted Ins atiocious attack on the Colonna,1

Stiozzi’s life was in the gieatest danger Clancc,

who had lemamed in Floience much out of health,

as soon as she heard this news got into hei

litter, tiavelled with all speed to Rome (where

she declared that Filippo had been "basely and

foully sent like an mnocenl lamb to the slaughter ”),

and by hei eneigetic action on amval there

eventually obtained her husband’s hbeity

Eaily in 1527 the stoim which he had pio-

volced buist upon Clement, he was besieged m
the castle of St Angelo, Floience rose in revolt

against the thraldom which had been giadually

imposed upon hei ever since he had become the

luling spmt of the family, and for the thud
time m their history the Medici were banished.

1 See chap xv p 449
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On tins occasion Clarice gave full evidence

of her stiength of ehaiactei and lofty spuit

Filippo,
1
hei husband, unable to decide which

side to take, remained shut close in his palace,

full of doubt and unceitamty No such feelings

oppiessed his high-spirited wife Glance, justly

hating Clement VII , was not at all displeased

at seeing him bi ought to disgrace and disaster,

the moie pnde she took in her anceslois the moie
wiath she felt at the couise being puisued by
the existing head of the family ,

and she eagerly

seized the oppoitumty of dealing a blow at

his plans which might be a decisive one She

fiisl advised her mesolute husband to stick to

the side of the Republic, advice which he

eventually took Then sallying foith to the

Medici Palace, the home of her anceslois, now
tenanted by those whom she considered only

“half-Medici,” unwoiLhy to be the beareis of that

once honouied name, she pioceeded to eject them
in the following fashion The scene m the Medici

Palace on that 19th May 1527, and Clarice’s part

theiein, is thus vividly described by Tiollope :

—

“In the Medici Palace, after the news had
come of the temble sack of Rome, and that

Pope Clement had fled and was closely besieged

m the castle of St Angelo, and while in the

Palazzo della Signona the gieat Council, hastily

assembled, and still only half dcteimined to take

the decisive step, discussed a revolution, sat the

Cardinal Passenm with his three young chaiges 1

awaiting the decision of the Council, dismayed

and mesolute, while the whole length of the

1 Ippolitn, «i£prl seventeen, Aleqsandro, aged fifteen, and the little

“DuLlics&inaj” Cdllienno; aged eight.
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Via Laiga outside piesented to one looking on it

from the Medic ean palace a thieatemng, billowy

sea of heads To them thus sitting trembling

and peiplexed, enteied the haughty and intrepid

Clarice, bent on bunging them to a veiy speedy
1 esolution Clarice hated her lelative Clement, and
burnt with indignation at seemg the illegitimate

Ippolito and Alessandio made inheritois of her
family’s honours and pie-emmence . Entering
the room with haughty step and flashing eye,

full of indignation, and raising her voice so loud
that it was even heaid by those in the stieet

outside, she bitterly taunted the trembling Caidinal

at having brought his own and his master’s affairs

to such a pass, contiasting how diffeiently things

were managed ‘by my ancestois, who weie true

Medici, and who with benevolence and gentle-

ness gamed the loyalty of the Floientines, and
so found them constant m adveisity.

1 But you
(turning to Ippolito and Alessandio) who by
your conduct have betiayed the secret of yoiu
birth, and convinced the woild that you aie

not of the blood of the Medici, and not you
alone but Clement also, unworthy and wiongfully
Pope,

2 and now most rightfully pnsonei in St
Angelo, why are you surprised that all are this

day against you? Now theiefore deparl from
a house to winch you have no claim, and from
a city which has no affection for you For m
this evil hour the family honour depends on
me*”

And this foiceful lady wound up her harangue
by sarcastically mfoiming them that the Medici
Palace was not built in ordei to be “a stable for

1 Refeuing to the time when Pope Sixliu IV harl demanded the
sin render to him Df Loienzo, and wlit'ii the FlrnenLines had leiu^ed
to give him up

* Refenmg to the illegality of his cieAUon as raidinal, (p 40G),
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mules” And piompUy depait they did 1 As
an old phromcler, commenting on this episode,

naively lemaiks “The Lady Clance had gieat

power of tongue
”

But apart fiom all question of her power
of longue, theie is no doubt that Clance was
abundantly light She saw plainly Clement’s

scheme, and how he was step by step carrying

it out , she saw how, as a result, the whole temper
of the people of Florence was changing towaids
her family, she knew what a tool her brother

Lorenzo had been made m his hands , except for

a gul of eight years old, she was heiself the

last legitimate representative of a line of ancestois

who had been actuated by far different aims
,

2

and she was emaged at seemg a pohey so

destructive to the honour of her house being
pursued by one who, illegitimate himself, was
schemmg to make a second illegitimate scion

of the family continue the same policy And
the speech which Leo X. had uttered concerning

her was, had he known it, a piophetic one For
had she been in hei bi other’s place, Clement
would have found in her a foimidable antagonist

,

she would have found means to make the couise

upon which he had embarked, and which after

her death pioduced the destruction of the

Republic, an impossible one; and the family

honour would not have been diagged in the

dust by an action which has been the puncipal
1 Excepting UatliGi liiESj kept as a pnyonei by the Republic

(vd! h chap xix )
2 lloscoe justly rnnaikq — ff Itwas not by Llio continuance of, but

by the depaituie horn, tlu> system ot government winch the enliei
IVIlmIui hurl established, that the FlomiLuie Republic sank uudei the
ilegiacling yoke ol flpspntic powei

11
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cause of all the condemnation bestowed upon
their name

By hei conduct on this occasion — conduct

apparently impelled by a deteiminalion to main-

tain the honorn of her family by showing the

Floientines that the “true Medici” had neither

pait nor lot with Clement and his scheme foi

the enslavement of Floience—Glance foiced the

hesitating Signona ovei the lubicon
,

foi by this

expulsion of Ippohto and Alessandio, with the

Pope’s lepiesentative, the die was cast, and it

meant wai to the knife with Clement 1 And
Clarice’s bold endeavoui to defend that honour
of hei family which she had tiuly said depended
only on her, was in its own sphere not unwoilhy
to be set beside Pieio Capponi’s action in that

same loom thuty-thiee years befoie, when he
boldly spoke foi the hbeity of Floience against

Chailes VIII
Clarice's chaiacter is a fine one In every act

of her life she showed heiself a worthy descendant
of those Medici who had gone before, and of
whom she was so pioud, and in this, the last

lecorded episode of liei life, she showed it most
She died in the following yeai, on the 6rd May
1S28, at the age of thirty-five, while the Republic
was still in full power, and while her husband was
keeping away from Florence, and endeavourmg
to lemam friends both with the Republic and the
Pope. She died at then lovely villa of Lc Selvc,

on the heights overlooking the valley of the Arno,
neai Signa, and is buued in the Strozzi chapel

1 Glance’s husband was much dimmed at Iibi action
,
he apologised

for it to tho Signona, and, by way of keeping hi ends with both
sides, accompanied Ippolitu to Pisa,
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in Sta Mana Novella, Floience She had ten

childien, ^seven sons and thiee daughteis In his

life of his brother Filippo, her biothei-m-law,

Loienzo Stiozzi, says that at her death her

husband “ cordially lamented hei, and afflicted

himself much ”
,
and Filippo Stiozzi m his will

provided foi a monument to be elected to hei

memoiy, “ seemg that Clarice, my wife, deseives

by hei vntues to be honDUied by me.” And
ceitamly Filippo Stiozzi had eveiy leason to

honour one who was a most tiue, faithful, and

able helpmeet to him, who thioughout her life

identified heiself completely with his interests and

plans, and took by fai the largei share of the

burden, and who not only woithily upheld the

name of Medici, but also bi ought ciedit upon

that of SLiozzl

The aims of Mpdibi and Sti Q7zi united



CHAPTER XVII

GIULIO (CLEMENT VII)

Eoi a 1478 (Pope 1623-1534 ) Died 1534

(2) THE LAST SEVEN YEARS OF HIS PONTIFICATE

That Florence should levolt from him, and for

a thud time banish his family, is said to have

been moie intolerable to Clement VII 1 than even

the sack of Rome and all his other misfortunes

It was a severe blow to his long-chenshed scheme.

To his former plans there was now added the

desire for vengeance Meanwhile Florence was

jubilant ,
she had reasserted her independence, and

had good giounds for hoping to maintain it

Stronger as a state than Rome, the only thmg
she had to fear was the Pope’s gaming allies

, and

in the condition to which Clement had brought

Ins affairs this seemed highly impiobable The
Emperor’s animosity had been thoroughly roused,

and he and the Pope seemed now too hopelessly

estianged to be ever likely to reunite Francis I.

was Florence’s ally, and besides this, had, m
his contest with Charles, othei work for his

troops than to employ them on Clement’s behalf

in the latter’s private quarrel with Florence.

1 Plate XXXIII In this poitiait (’lament wedis a heaid , tins at

the latter end of his pontificate he adopted to denoLe his suirow at the
many indignities he had to sulidi

464
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Henry VIII was also Floience’s ally, and in-

censed against Clement for his evasive lephes in

the matter of his divorce Genoa, Venice, and
Ferraia wcie all allied with Floience, while the
smaller states were neaily all at enmity with
Clement for one cause or another. Lastly, he
himself was a fugitive, plundeied of eveiythmg,
and in a destitute condition.

But the Florentines, notwithstanding their

long knowledge of him who has been called “the
master of craft,” had not fathomed the capabilities

of that fertile biain for finding a way even through
such a tangled web as this Clement’s main diffi-

culty was that while he could not hope to legam
power over Florence without the help of one

or other of the two great antagonists, if he
obtained the assistance of one the other would
at once take the opposite side, and so neutralise

matters. How to avoid this, therefore, became a

problem to the solution of which he turned all

his mental powers.

First, however, he had to make his peace with

Charles, and “ get the Emperor’s Spanish, Flemish,

and German bull-dogs, which had been so ruth-

lessly let loose upon him, made to let go from

his throat.” As the price of this release Charles

imposed upon him the most humiliating terms,

including the surrender of a large part of the

Papal territories and the payment of a heavy

fine; to all of which Clement had to submit.

In December 1527, soon after Clement reached

Orvieto, Francis again declared war against Charles.

Henry sided with Francis, hoping thereby to secure

the latter’s influence with the Pope in the matter
VOL. I. 2 G
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of his divoice For Clement, now completely m
the power of Chailes, was secietly mtnguing with

Fiancis, and urging on this war, m the hope that

it would liberate him from this state of bondage

With France and England the othei allies against

Chailes weie Venice, Genoa, Florence, and Ferraia.

Florence made a fatal mistake in the side she

took in this war Before it began the Empeioi

offered if she would side with him against Fiancis

to secure her against the Pope
,

and Niceulh

Capponi, who was Gonfaloniere, exerted all his

influence to induce his countiymen to accept this

offei, foreseeing that the Pope would eventually

contnve to patch up matters with the Empeior,

and that whenevei this oceuned Fiancis would

prove a broken leed But the Floientmes in-

sisted on clinging to the Fiench alliance, and

thiee yeais latei had bitter leason to lepent their

mistake .

1

As befoie, Italy was the piincipal battlefield.

A Fiench aimy under De Lautrec advanced

against Charles’s dominions m noithern Italy, a

second army, assisted by the Genoese fleet, attacked

his kingdom of Naples
,
and for the next year

and a half war raged thioughout Italy In

Octobei 1528 Clement, who had moved in June
from Orvieto to Viterbo, was at last able to return

to Home He was hoiror-stucken on seeing its

condition, finding it mined, half burnt, and the

population diminished by one -half Meanwhile,

matters were going against the French They
lost the valuable alliance of G enoa

,
a few months

afteiwaids the whole Fiench anny in southern

1 See p
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Italy had to capitulate , and lastly, their army
m noilhein Italy suffered a severe defeat from

Antonio de Leyva. 1 Exhausted by so many
reverses, Francis was inclined to make peace , and

to this end discussions regarding a treaty between

the two antagonists went on foi months at

Cambrai, between Louise of Savoy on the part

of Francis, and Maigaret of Austria on the part

of Chailes.

The above position of affaus caused Clement
to considei that the time was upe for carrying

out a great scheme, the details of which he had
been elaboiatmg for many months Seldom,

suiely, has such vast machinery been set m
motion to attain such a petty object. Europe
was now to see the politics of Fiance. England,

Spain, Geimany, and Italy all manipulated in

ordei that Clement might compass his aim of

regaining power ovei Florence and exalting a

scion of his family to be despot over it Accord-

ingly, in June 1529, while the endless discussions

between Louise and Margaret were still con-

tinuing at Cambiai, Clement proceeded to Spain,

where Chailes then was, and laid before him
certain pioposals for their combined action. The
result of this was a secret compact concluded

between Charles and himself at Barcelona towards

the end of June, which soon had important results

to all the countries then at war, though the

arrangements made between Charles and Clement

in this dubious plot were not allowed to transpire

for some little time, but became apparent by
degrees in the terms of the Treaty of Cambrai,

1 Da Lauliec liail died of the plagua in August 1528.
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and m Chailcs’s pioceedings in Italy a few months
latei

This compact was followed, in August 1529,

by the conclusion of the Tieaty of Cambiai 1

between Francis and Chailes, in which Francis

agieed tD abandon his allies England, Venice,

Ferraia, and Floience, to pay a ransom foi his

sons, to withdraw his troops fiom all Chailes’s

teriitories, and to renounce all mteifeience in

futuie with affaus in Italy The last item was
the pnncipal one, and was that which Clement
had employed all his art to secure Simul-
taneously with this tieaty between Fiancis and
Charles, Clement gave ITenry some encourage-
ment in the matter of his divorce, and the latter,

anxious to obtain this, oficied no lcmonstiance
against the abandonment of the other allies by
Francis, and himself followed the same course

This left of the original allies against Charles only
Venice, Feirara, and Florence, deserted by the lest

The above treaty, combined with the thialdom
in which he held the Pope, made Charles complete
master of Italy He now pioceeded for the first

time to that country (wheie his armies had been
fighting foi nearly eight years almost uninter-
ruptedly) to settle its affaus, and to carry out the
remaining provisions of the secret compact which
had been made between himself and Clement.
Reaching Genoa at the end of August he pio-
ceeded to Milan, where he lemstated Fiancesco
Sfoiza 2

as Duke, and dictated terms of peace
1 'flie Tioaly of Cambrai was the fii at greet settlement nf the aff

m

9
of Em ope Being concluded by M.ngaiet of Austua and Louise of
Savoyj it is often called the "Ladies’ League ”

a The second son of II More
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o Venice and Fenaia. In accordance with the

sciet compact at Baicelona, Chailes treated

Venice and Fenaia leniently, and only requned

rom them the restitution to the Pope of the

euitoues they had seized fiom him in 1527

This left Floience alone, beieft of all her allies,

ienoa, Fiance, England, Venice, and Fenaia
lad one by one been sepaiatcd horn her Noi

vas Florence given any oppoilumty of making
ler peace with the Empeioi in the same way as

Venice and Fenaia had done, for this would

lave prevented that destiuction of her republic

vhich was the object of all these manoeuvres on

Element’s pait. Moieovei, anothei item m the

Baicelona compact now tianspned Foi, as the

nice of his submission dii all otliei points,

Element had stipulated that the Impenal army
>hould be lent to him to enable him to ciush

Kloience, to which Charles had agiecd on

Clement’s pointing out that the eventual lesult

would be to the Empeioi’s own advantage, since

nstead of a turbulent lepublic thcie would be

,ubstituted a luler who would be a vassal of the

Emperor Thus had Clement in a couise of two

years’ ultimate diplomacy, giadually got the

bundle of sticks separated, and also obtained

the assistance against Floience of Charles’s army

[for which Clement agreed to pay), while Fiancis,

undei the terms of the Treaty of Cambrai, was

debaned fiom inleifenug The sum total was

a tiiumph of that kmd of diplomacy in which

Clement delighted, and in which lie excelled

Aecordmgly, m the end of Septembei 1529,

the Impel ul aimy wa'- ordeied to march upon
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Floience , and in December (while the siege of

Floience was piocecdmg) Clement and Chailes

met again, this time at Bologna, to peifect these

anangements, to add ceitain other clauses to the

compact between them, and foi Charles to be

ciowned by Clement with the Imperial ciown 1

This coronation took place on the 24th February

1530, and in Apnl, Clement returned to Rome,

having, m the fuither clauses to their compact

added at Bologna, set on foot airangements con-

cerning a pnvate and domestic scheme which he

was elabmating as legal ds his own family He
had by this time deteimined to supplant Ippolito

by Alessandio, and to give the lule of Florence,

whenevei that state should be subdued, to the

lattei , but he kept this carefully concealed from

all except the Emperor until the time should

come, and until he should find means to dispose

of Ippohto in some mannei which should pievent

him from inteifeiing with this plan 2

The teims of the secret compact to which

Clement had mduced Chailes to agree at

Baicelona, and which was thus finally completed

between them at Bologna, weie such as fully

showed Clement’s unsciupulous chaiacter, while

in them we see that scheme at last taking shape

upon which he had foi so many years been bent

as legards Florence, and which two yeais beloie

had seemed as though it would have to be

abandoned The pimcipal items were
.

(I
) that

on Floience bemg isolated from hci allies by the

1 The i’opc’b entiy into H0I04111 for thiy umfeieruo with the
Erappioi way mule in tfieat state, but it was 1 pm nl('d that Lheia

win; jump of the usual atLlainalums fiom the people
J Chap xvm
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anangements settled upon as legalded Fiance,

England, Venice, and Feiiaia, the lmpenal aimy
should be

1

lent to Clement with which to attack

and subdue her, (II) that the independence

of Florence should he abolished, (HI) that

Alessandio (called by Clement, the son of

Lorenzo, Duke of Uibino) should be invested by
the Empeioi with the rule of Florence, holding

that state as the Empeior’s vassal
,

1 and (IV)

that Maigaiet, a daughtei of Lhe Emperoi, then

nine yeais old, should be mamed to Alessandio

as soon as she should be old enough But the

thud and fouith aitides weie not allowed to

tianspue until mole than a yeai latei, Clement

having private leasons for keepmg them seciet

for the piesent. It may be imagined with what
uidignation the Floientines heaid of this resolu-

tion to extinguish then beloved Republic, and

with what deteiminalion they prepaied to fight

to the death agamst it. Regarding this whole

matter Ranke’s comment is as follows :

—

“With astonishment did men behold him
(Clement), after so many indignities, again connect

himself wilh the Emperor He so completely

changed his policy that the very army by which
the lionois of the sack of Rome had been perpe-

trated befoie his eyes, and himself held so long

a captive, he now called to Ins assistance, and
launched upon his native city

”

1 Even heie Clement found, scope for his favouute artifices Charles

V only agreed to the Medxu bein^ restored to their former position,

that pusition being', however, made heieditaiy, and the Empeior’s
Diploma accoidingly only made Alessandio heieditary head of the

llepubhr Clement did not pieaa lor moie than this at the time, hut
ho found mpans latei on to convex t tins into a foimal abolition of tho

ltepubhi, and lhe conmsion of Alessandro into DuIcb of Floience [we

p m
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ThesiBgeof Nevertheless Floience did not lose

^"usffltn
heait, though opposed to the united

Aug iB8o power of Pope and Emperor Her
field army was placed under Fiancesco

Ferrucci, othei troops being enrolled to form the

gamson of the city. All round the walls of the

city a space one mile wide was ruthlessly cleared

so as to afford no covei to the enemy, eveiy

tiee, including even those of vmeyaids and fruit

gardens, being cut down, and eveiy building,

including even churches, bemg demolished, and

notwithstanding the fact that some of these suburbs

were almost like towns. The Venetian ambassador

Cailo Capello, writing to lus government, com-

ments on the widespiead min thus caused, the

many beautiful villas that had been burnt by their

owneis, and the “ gieatness of mind ” displayed by

the geneial willingness to suffei all these losses for

the sake of libeity One exception only was

made, viz., the monasteiy of San Salvi,
1 on account

of Andrea del Saito’s fiesco of The Last Suppei,

“which ait-loving Floience had not the heart to

destioy.”

On the 14th October 1529 the Imperial aimy,

commanded by the Prince of Oiange, appeared

befoie Floience and occupied all the high ground

on the southern side, at a dis Lance of about a mile

from the walls, from neai Rusciano, on the east,

lound to Monte Okveto, on the west,2 while another

equally laige force occupied the country on the

northern side of the city Before the investment

was complete Florence sent an embassy to Clement
1 A populous subuih, all of which had to he dcsbioyoil, extoiidcil.

hom the Poita alia Cioce Bercdiu almost up to ting mDii.istPiy^ a

distance of neatly half a mile,
^ Plat© XXXIV,
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m Rome to appeal to lus mercy, 1 but they met
only with a cold lefusal Yet the troops whom
he had gatheied round Florence were the feiocious

ruffians of many nationalities whom Bouibon had
commanded

,
and Clement had hired them “with

30,000 florins and the piomise of the plunder of

Florence”
, while we aic told that even before this

army left Lombaidy the soldier’s usual oath had
become, “ By the glonous sack of Florence ” There

was therefoie no doubt as to what was the fate in

stoie for Floience if this enemy got within her walls

Florence’s struggle m defence of her independ-

ence was woithy of her former history She

defended heiself for ten months against all that

the Imperial army could do, and at one time it

looked as though she would win. Michelangelo

laid aside his chisel and became his countiy’s

principal engineer,2 in particular designing all the

defences round San Miniate, the principal point of

attack. Francesco Carducci was the Gonfalomere,

and although he had not the ability of his pre-

decessor, Niccol6 Capponi, 8 he was a worthy and
1 Gallic on becoming Pape took the name of Clement, to signify

liis merciful disposition
”

2 Michelangelo (not for the first tuna m lus life) fled in a panic of
fear a few days before the Impeiml aimy leached Florence He was
outlawed and his property confiscated, but was urged to return

, which
he did about the end of November,

8 Nicenlo Capponi, who was Gonfalonier 0 fiom May 1527 until
within a few months of thB city being besieged, was worthy of the
best days of Florence’s lust 01 y, and by far the ablest man that she
possessed* He was the eldest son of Pieio Capponi, Charles VIII *s

opponent When the storm began to gather which, had his advice
been followed, would have been prevented (p 460), the citizens deprived
him of his office, charged him with treason, and threatened tD take
Ins life

, but he still continued to eeive his country Hb formed one
ot the embassy sent to Rome to plead with the Pope at the beginning
ot the siege, and died on the journey bick to Floience, broken down
at lna country’s misfortunes, Symonds says that the final blow which
caused hiR death was the nows, bi ought to him by Michelangelo, that
Malatestft B'lghom was a traitoi.
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patnotic head of the Government But the chief

heio of the defence is Floience’s noble general,

Francesco Fenucci, who well deseived t*he niche

in Floience’s temple of fame which he has gamed
Keeping the field, and holding the neighbounng

town of Empoli, he managed steaddy to poui m
thence supplies into Floience, again and again

defeating the Imperial detachments with his

numeiically mfenor foices, and hampeung the

Pimce of Orange by the knowledge that tlieie

was an aimy in the field on his flank
,
and so well

did he maintain his countiy’s cause that it became
at length evident that the Impenal army would
nevei take Floience so long as Fenucci lemamed
unconquered

It would have been well foi Florence if her

forces within the city had been commanded by a

man of like chaiacter, but here she had made the

fatal mistake of employing a foreignei, Malatesta

Baglioni, one of that blood-stained family who had
previously ruled Perugia

;
and this caused her

defeat He was a tiaitor from the very fust, and
had sold the cause he was engaged to defend.

Gino Cappom states that before the siege began
Baglioni leceived from the Pope a wiitten

document promising him the loidslnp of Perugia,

coiifiimmg any teims which he might make with
the Prince of Orange, and conveying absolutionfor
all crimes which he might commit during the siege of

Florence 1 Neveitheless, though the garrison was
so badly commanded, the Impenal army failed to

gam any success, in the soities and skumishes
which took place almost daily, and weie fought

1 Giuo Ciipponij m a*u
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with gieat feiocity, the Floi entines neaily always

pievailed, and in Dccembei a well-ananged sortie

of thiee thousand men undei Stefano Colonna 1

was so successful that the besieging army would
piobably have been touted had it not been for the

tieacliery of Baglioni, who sounded the 1 etieat when
Colonna’s foiee weie caiiying all befoie them

Month aftei month the stiuggle continued, and

by degiees one after anothei of Florences subject

towns weie captuied, Volteira, Pistoia, Piato,

Lastia, San Mimato al Tedesco, and otlieis being

successively taken by the Iinpeiial aimy But
these losses did not daunt Fenucci, who haiassed

the enemy continually, and even recaptured

Volteiia and San Mimato al Tedesco

At length, in July 1530, the Punce of Change,

seeing that if he was evei to take Floience it

was impeiative first to defeat Ferrucci, desned to

attack him with the greater pait of his army,

leaving only a weak force lound the city
, but he

feaied lest in his absence the gamson should sally

out and defeat the foice thus left behind Baglioni,

however, enabled him to effect his object, and to

attack Fenucci with an overwhelming foice, by
engaging not to make any such sortie dunng the

Pnnce’s absence. Thus assuied, the latter maiched

away with a foice more than double the stiength

of that commanded by Fenucci, and attacked

him The battle between them decided the fate

of Florence It was fought at Gavinana, in the

mountains above Pistoia, on the 3rd August 1530.

After a seveiely contested battle the Imperial

1
It was I'dllpd an imammuta, bei.iuse (JolpuuaS Ipue all wine

white shuts otui Uipii uuumi.
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airny won, chiefly because then biave opponents

weie nearly all destioyed The two commandeis,

the Punce of Change and Fiancesco Fenucci,1

were both killed Thereupon Floience sunendeied,

on condition (agieed to on Clement’s pait 2)that

the ancient constitution should be pieseived and

the city luled by the Signona, but subject to the

Empeior as the supieme power m Italy, Florence

agreeing to pay an indemnity of 80,000 floiuis,

while the Pope agieed to tieat his countiymen

“with affection and clemency, as he had always

done
” 3

Nevertheless as soon as the city was m posses-

sion of the Pope these teims weie entuely ignoied.

Fiancesco Carducci, the biave head of the Govern-

ment duiing the siege, Niccolb de’ Lapi, Fia
Benedetto da Fojano (a monk who dunng the

siege had encouiaged the citizens by his seimons),

and many others, Yuarte states to the number of a

thousand, were put tD death

,

4 while many of the

leadmg citizens were impiisoned. The abolition

of the Republic and installation of Alessandio as

Duke, Clement thought, even m the beaten condi-

tion of the Floientines, would be more safely cariied

1 FiancBSCD Fenucci’s house is still to be seen in the Vu Santo
SpmtD A tablet on it lecoiding1 Ins death at the bittle of Gravmaiu
says; tf With him fell Floientme libeity ,J

IIis devoted stiuggle m
defence of his tounLry has e lined his statue a place in the Ufh/i
colonnade

a Although the submission of Floience had been nominally to the
Emperoi it was pi actually to the Pope It was tliB Pope, and not the
Empeioi who leconstiueted the luoimtuia Guvemment Feiraute
Gonzaga acted for the Empeioi, and JhiLCio Valou foi the PupB
(Hyett

)
J Vaicln
4
It is sLated by Vaicln that Fia Hpupdrlto wis sent to Rome, and

theiB by the Tope's own oideis eiuplly staiveil to dpilh m the castle u t

bt Angelo
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ub by successive steps 1 So for a time he caused

the government to be earned on by his lepiesenta-

tive, Batcio Valon, the Signona being allowed to

continue, but all power bemg vested in Valon, who
lived in the Palazzo della Signona sunounded by
a strong body of the Impenal troops Aftei this

anangement had lasted ten months Clement
took the second step by sending Alessandio

fiom Rome to take Valon’s place
, he amved on

the 5Lh July 1531, and took up his abode in the

Medici Palace

Bub bcfoic the final step of declanng the

Republic abolished and proclaiming Alessandio

sole mastei of Floicnce could be ventiued upon,

a fortress was necessaiy to contam bhe tiDops to

suppoit this despotism Accoi dmgly for the present

Alessandro was only called “head of the Re-
public,” while arrangements were made foi rapidly

building a stiong foibiess (the piesent “ Foitezza da

Basso”) at the cenlie of the norbhern wall of the

city
2 Clcmenb VII ’s ancestors are often accused of

“ despobism” ,
but they had no need of a fortiess,

now, howcvci, that a despotism is in reality about

to be set up, a fortress to support it is felt to be a

Mine qua non , so much so that the pioclamation of

that despotic rule is even delayed until the foitress

is leady As soon as the latter was sufficiently

completed to be occupied by the troops lent by the

Fjinpcior to suppoit Alessandio’s authority, the

third and final step was taken , and on the 1st May
1 Clpimmt hail ilsn tW puvitr* icmon lint bo mahr tlio announce-

nient as to Alpvundin 1

* inline position lieioic ho had disposed of
Ip pollto would hr* inconvenient (p 4%)

' Most oi the uioiipy ioi ifcg c imstim Lion twis lent hy Filippo Stio/bsi

It wjs piodicLcd at the time that ho would live to me it (vol 11.

p. S21DJ
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1532 Alessandio summoned the members of the

Signona to the Medici Palace, and read out to

them the Empeioi’s oidei that the Signmia was
abolished, the Repubhc ended, and be himself to be

sole ruler of Floience At the same time a sunilai

proclamation was made horn the ? inghiei a in fiont

of the Palazzo della Signona, the name of which
was hencefoith changed to Palazzo Vecchio. Ales-

sandio also caused the gieat bell, “La Vacca,”

which hung m the tower of the Palazzo Vecchio,

and had summoned so many geneiations of Floren-

tines to pioclaim then will, to be thrown down
and broken to pieces 1 “ The bell of the Council,”

says Davanzati in his contempoiaiy diaiy, “was
taken from us in order that we should no moie
hear the sweet sound of libeity

”

Thus had Clement at last effected the com-
pletion of that pioject which he had assiduously

puisued duimg twenty years The further develop-

ment of conveitmg the ducal coionet into a crown
was still unattamed, but only one step moie
remained to reach it The city, held m subjection

by fDieign troops, gioaned in silence, but lage

burnt undei the suiface at the mannci in which
its conquest had been effected, at the deliberate

breach of the conditions undei which it had
surrendered,

2 and at the odious tyranny to which
it now found itself subjected

Michelangelo, when the city surrendered, fled

for his life, and remained for some time in hiding

1 Vncki says it wesighrd 22,000 lln
2 The name which has evai since been given to the villa ,ii which

thctcims of the capitulation wn e mgnod is MgiuJiLdiil, the Villa deffr
Bugie (the villa of lie?) It stands a sliDifc distance beyond the Tone
del Gallo It was an unfoifcunate name foi the hunsB to have at which
Guicciardini aftciwaids wiote his celcbiatcd histoiy of Italy,
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But his talents were too valuable to be lost, and
Clement wanted him foi the completion of the

family monuments m the New Sacusty, planned
m the time of Leo X So he was pardoned, and
given aiders to proceed with the woik It may
be imagined with whet feehngs he returned to

the execution of such a task in the midst of the

daily humiliations of Alessandro’s rule. What
memones of a bygone veiy different state of

things m the happy days of his youth under
Lorenzo the Magnificent, and what despan at the

piesent degradation of Florence, oppiessed his soul

as he laboured at these monuments may be seen

m his woik, and theie is no ground foi the un-
certainty which some have expressed as to what
ideas Michelangelo meant to convey in these

statues of Day and Night, Evening and Daxm,
when they aie studied in conjunction with the

contcmpoiary history and his own words 1 The
great sculptor woiked at the task given him full

of the bitteiest feelings at the turn of his country,

at the “wrong,” which had been done to her, and
at the “ due disgrace ” of such a rule as that of

Alessandio, and the statues lefer to the “day”
which once had been, and the dark “ night ” which
had now settled down upon Florence, one legaidmg
which he despaned of any “dawn.” Michelangelo
left these monuments unfinished, not on account

of any aitistic reason (as some have fancied), but
because, on Clement’s death in 1534, before they

1 Mi i hrlanguid, 1 cieinnff to ilia statue of Night, mote —
se Ah, gl id am I to sleep m stoiiPj while wrong
And iliro disgiace iage nniBproved neai

,

A luppy chance to neithei see noi heai
,

Oh then wake mo not 1 IIu^li 1 whispei low r
”
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wei e completed, he precipitately fled fiom Floience,

being in fear of the tyrant Alessandio’s hate when

once the Pope was dead.

Germany—By the year 1530 Chailes
CB
taaZn°ai

ry V had triumphed in eveiy diiection

Bventa Spain was reduced to subjection, on
153J15S3

jrlance bad been inflicted the greatest

defeat of the centuiy ,
all tcmpoial power had

been taken fiom the Pope, throughout Italy

Chailes’s supiemacy was complete; while Ins

brothei Feidmand had gained the crowns of both

Hungaiy and Bohemia. But m Germany the

contest about religion thicatened to pioduce

serious civil war. In 1530 Charles assembled the

Diet of the Empne at Augsburg Lo endeavour

to find means of healing the bleach, and at

this assembly Melanchtlion put foiwaid a ciccd 1

which became a i allying point for the Lutheian

paity, now for the fust time called “ PioLestanl
”

Eveiy effort was made to find terms of agree-

ment between the rival paities in this assembly,

and at one time Charles hoped this had been

effected, but the Piotestants would yield nothing

from their side, and afLcr much discussion they

were out-voted, and the Diet passed a decree

severely condemning then opinions. As a con-

sequence the Protestant princes of Gcnnany
(secietly assisted by both Fiancis and Henry
in ordei to embairass the Empcroi) formed foi

their mutual defence the League of Smalkaldcn
But the Turkish invasion of Hungaiy had now
assumed formidable propoitions, and to meet it

1 It camo to lie callml Lhe CoufcsHion ol Augwhuig1

.
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Charles, after great efforts, managed at the Diet
of Ratisbon. m July 1532 to ariange a tiuce on
the religious question, whereupon the Protestant

princes agreed to march with him against the

Turks Accoidmgly, in August 1532, Charles

led a large aimy against Solyman, the Turkish

Sultan, who, oveiawei by this great display of

force, letieated piecipitately without usking a

battle, and evacuated Hungary and Croatia.

Having thus rescued Hungaiy, the Emperor
letuined thence, and passed through Italy on

his way to Spain 1 He had no intention of going

to Rome, and ordered Clement to meet him at

Bologna, legardless of the lough and difficult

journey in which this would involve the Pope,

who daied not go by the main road which passed

through Florence 2 They met at Bologna m
December 1532, when a second confeience between

them took place At this meeting Clement was
made to feel moie than ever the galhng yoke of

his bondage to Charles, the latter knew that

during his absence in Hungary Clement had been

again making overtures to Francis, and intended

to put a stop to all such procedure on his

part As a counterpoise, however, Clement had

1 In this same year (1532) the conquest of Peru aided still fiiithei

to Charles’s dominions
2 Clement nevei once ventured to enter Floiance after the siBge of

153Q and his lepudiation o1 the teims on which the city sunendered;
often proceeding hy the most difficult i out us m ordei to ayoil that cityn this occasion the intense haidshipg which the Pope and the small
hand of cardinals whom he took with him suffeied in this journey to

Bologna by the iDUgh load which passed through Perugia are vividly

described by Dr Edmund Bonnei (aftei waids Bishop of London); who
says that the journey was wonrli dus pamful to thB Pope,” and speaks
of the vaiious unfortmiable accidents/’ of the { ‘

evil lodging/’ and of

the Pope having often to gD on loot for sevcial miles by reason of the
foulness and danger of the way “

vol. i. 2 a
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prepaied a scheme foi the Emperor’s discomfiture
,

1

while the compact which he had secretly foimed

with Fiancis (and which included specific pioposals

for an attack on Milan) did not prevent Clement’s

forming at this meeting an agreement with

Charles to oppose Francis should the latter again

endeavour to take Milan

England—Foi nearly six years Clement had

by various artifices been keeping Henry VIII at

bay over the question of the divoice which he

desired from his queen, Kathanne of Arragon,

the sistei of Chailes’s mother, Joanna Clement
in his position with legal d to Chailes desued

to retain the valuable aid of Henry as long as

possible, at the same time, if foiced to choose

between the two, it was Charles whom he least

daied to offend And as the latter’s power over

him giew eveiy year stronger, it became more
and more certain that Clement would soon be
foiced to make that choice, and to bieak with
Henry, however much he desned to avoid it

At last, in 1532, Henry would wait no longer.
2

He first tried to force Clement to his will by
making the English Parhament pass an Act
abolishing the payment of First fruits to the

Pope, power bemg left in the King's hand to

suspend the Act until it should be seen whether
the Pope would meet his wishes As this failed

to produce the desired effect, Heniy then
1 Pag as 484-486
2 The grounds on which Hemy claimed that his marriage to

Kathaiine had bean illegal, and the arguments foi and against it;

do not concern this histoiy, and aie tD be found m histonss of England
Though spoken of as a divoico it was; tachmcally speaking; not a
divarce, hut a decree of nullity, which Ilemy desued from the Pope,
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endeavoured to force Clement to a decision

between himself and Charles by forming an

alliance with Francis against the Empeior.

Charles’s retoit was the meeting to which he

summoned Clement at Bologna m December

1532, at which he showed the Pope, with gteat

plainness, that he must not dale to offend him,

and must throw over Henry and refuse to agiee

to the divorce. But the more Charles made
Clement feel his bondage to him, the more dis-

inclined was the latter to lose any friendship

which might sooner or later prove a help to

him to get free from this yoke , therefore m
seciet he still did not despair of contnving by
some means to avoid an absolute rupture with

Hemy On the 25th January 1533 Henry was

secretly married to Anne Boleyn In February

Clement, ignorant of this marnage, granted, at

Henry’s request, a bull making Thomas Cranmer

Archbishop of Canterbury. In May the question

of whether or not Henry’s mamage to Kathaiine

of Arragon had been illegal was tried in the

Archbishop’s Court. And on the 23rd May,
both houses of Convocation, several foreign

universities, and many of the leading canonists

of the day, having given the opinion that that

marnage was void from the first, the Aichbishop,

actmg with other bishops, annulled it, and three

days later confirmed that with Anne Boleyn.

But even this did not cause Clement as yet to

break with Henry, Francis was Henry’s close

ally, and Clement hoped to obtain Francis’s

influence with Henry to persuade him against

a breach with the Pope. Th ei efore though
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Clement expostulated and thieatened, the final

thunderbolt of an excommunication was held in

abeyance for moie than a yeai, Clemfent hoping

by persuasion to induce Henry to take back his

wife when his fickle natuie had had time to

glow tired of Anne Boleyn

element vn Although Clement had succeeded in
1538 his scheme as legards Florence, he

did not find his own position impioved The
Emperor still held him bound m fetters, fetteis

which weie stionger than ever since Fiancis had

been shut out from mteifeiing m the affairs of

Italy And while thus cut off fiom gaming

assistance from Francis, Clement felt that he

was now being foiced by Chailes to bleak with

Henry also ,
when he would become mme than

ever the Empeior’s bond-slave

Clement theiefore now executed his great

and final coup During the lattei end of 1532

he managed secretly to anange a compact with

Francis which would bind the lattei to him by
an actual matumonial alliance. This was nothing

less than that the heiress of the Medici family,

Catherine,1 now fourteen, should be mamed to

Francis’s second son, Heruy, Duke of Orleans,

now about sixteen The bait by which Clement

won over Fiancis to this proposal was not only

the enormous dowei which Catherine would bring

with her, but also an agieement on Clement’s

part to assist the Fiench King to letake Milan.

In the documents of the lima she is conaUnLly called the Pope's

niece , whBiaas she way of cquibb only his veiy distant cousin, he being

the hist cousin of hoi grandfather, Pietro
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Having secietly settled this with Fiancis, Clement
proceeded m December 1532 to the meeting with

Charles at* Bologna , and there, in the course

of their discussions, Clement mentioned to the

Emperor the idea of such a mariiage, pretending

to ask his advice about it, and carefully conceal-

ing the fact that he had had any communica-
tions, on that or any other subject, with Francis

Chailes, knowing that Francis was again planning

to get hold of Milan, and being particularly

anxious to pievent a fiiendship between him and
Clement which might assist that endeavour, and
never believing for a moment that Francis would
agiee to such a mesalliance, advised Clement to

make the proposal, thinking that it would bnng
upon him a rebuff from Francis, which would
produce ill-feeling between them Whereupon to

Charles’s astonishment and disgust, the thing

was promptly carried out. The Empeior having

departed to Spain, Clement pushed on all the

anangements as fast as possible, and in October

1533 the marriage was performed by Clement
himself, Francis also being present. As a part

of the terms of this marriage it was secretly

agreed that on Fiancis gaming possession of

Milan with the Pope’s assistance, that Duchy
should be given to Henry, Catherine's husband,

Clement hoping to gratify his ambition by seeing

one of his family in power at Florence and the

other at Milan And Clement leturned to Rome
in December, feeling much secret satisfaction,

not only at having achieved so advantageous a

marriage for his family, but also at having out-

witted Charles, who had held him so long in
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chams, and who was left with no powei of taking

offence at this marnage, since he had been led

by Clement into actually himself Urging the

latter to propose it

contrary But Clement had not a long time in

historical which to enjoy feelings of satisfaction

England,

Before five months were over there

1531 pressed upon him fiom another direc-

tion matteis which made the last half-year of his

life more disastious than all that had preceded

For the cloud in the west now grew to greater

dimensions than those of a meie peisonal quarrel

with a king
,

and in the last six months of

Clement’s life events supeivened in England which,

m their momentous importance to the Papacy,

threw all else into the backgiound For heie was

no case, as in Germany, of a certain number of

individuals, however pDweiful, revolting from the

Pope, but an entire national Chuich was cast-

ing off his supremacy, and a whole nation by its

legislature enacting laws prohibiting obedience to

his authority , while a king, instead of restiaining

these actions, was instigating them. And this

nation also was that which had luLheito furnished

the largest supplies for the support of the Papacy.

If one or two more countries should act in the

same mannei, theie would scarcely lemain any

Papacy to fight for

In March 1534, both the Chuich and Parlia-

ment of England separately repudiated the

supremacy of the Pope, the Convocation of the

Church of England repudiating that supremacy
as opposed to the principles of the Catholic
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Church and an innovation which had not existed

for the fiist six centuries of the Church’s life,

1

and declaring that the Pope “hath no gi eater

jurisdiction in this kingdom of England than

any other foreign hishop,” and the Parliament of

England passing an Act which made appeals to

the Pope high treason Thus the repudiation by
the Church of England of the Papal supremacy

took place before the actual rupture between

Henry and the Pope 2 This latter followed four

months later, when, in July 1534, the Pope pro-

nounced a sentence of excommunication against

Henry, unless he would take back Katharine of

Arragon and put away Anne Boleyn
,
Clement

thus still leaving a loophole, in the hope that a

rupture between himself and Henry might even

yet, at the eleventh hour, be avoided Henry,

however, refused to do this, wheieupon the

breach became complete B Thus had Henry’s

personal quarrel with the Pope led to greater

consequences than even a king’s excommunica-

tion, and had enabled the Church of England

to cast off that Papal supremacy which had

been wrongfully imposed upon her for five

centuries.

1 During subsequent years the same test was applied to points of

ioctuuej and one by one all doctnnes that would not bear the test of

the iirst six centunes weie gradually wiped off
i Not m consequence of it, as nearly always stated
a Clement VII cannot be credited with any reason based on religious

gi ounds for refusing to annul Henry’s man iage to Katharine of Arragon

His action was through out due to his fBar of offending Charles V }
a fear

which the latter had increased by his thieats when they met at Bologna

in December 1532
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clement vii The sentence of excommunication
sept 1631 against Henry VIII was the last

public act of Clement VII ’s hfe He died less

than two months afterwaids, on the 25th Septem-

ber 1534 at the age of fifty-six
1 His life ended

m the midst of the gloom caused by the darkest

of all the stoims that had come upon the Papacy,

and he died with his name execrated in every

country, and umegietted by a single human being

It might have been thought that whatever the

northern races might feel, at least in the capital

city of that Papacy on behalf of which he had
contended so stienuously some reverence might
have been felt for him But it was not so In
a letter to the Duke of Norfolk three weeks after

the Pope’s death, a Roman Catholic correspondent,

Gregory da Casale, writes thus :

—

“ The joy in Rome was gieat. The most bitter

hatred was felt foi the dead Pope by every human
being, a hatred which, unappeased even by his

death, showed itself by repeated nightly attacks
upon his tomb. Once it was absolutely destroyed,
and the coipse was found transfixed with a sword.
And had it not been foi lespect to the Cardinal
de’ Medici (Ippolito) the body would have been
dragged through the city by a hook At length
an armed guard had to be set over the tomb, since
it was every night bioken and defiled with all

soits of filth.”

Thus ended Clement VII By setting before
himself ignoble aims, and pursuing them with
complete unscrupulousness, he did the greatest

1 StringBly enough on the death of Dlrment VII thoio appear tc
have bBBn none of the usual lumouis that death was due to poison
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to endure for the sake of this one object, while

he states that Clement’s diead of a Geneial Council

amounted to nothing shoit of abject teiror.

In his fiist report Suriano points out at gieat

length the many occasions on which this exaggerated

terror had impelled Clement to the most strange

course of conduct, stating that “this oveiwhelming
dread of the Geneial Council, and this alone, in-

duced the Pope to smother his resentment against

the Empeior for the many moitifications received

from him, and specially for the never -to- be-

foigotten outiage of the sack of Rome All was,

if not forgiven, enduied in silence, so long as theie

was any hope that by keeping Charles in good
humour the Council might be staved off And
it was only when the Empeior definitively insisted

on its assembly that Clement began again to lean

towards Francis, in the hope that the latter would
impede it” Suriano states that Clement “would
not even suffer the word to be mentioned in his

presence,” and gives in detail the many cogent

reasons he had foi dieading it
1

In his second report the Venetian ambassador
gives a mastelly sketch of Clement’s whole policy,

and again points out that thiough all his manifold
schemes there had been this one motive only.

“For this,” says Suriano, “took place the con-
ference with the Empeior at Bologna, and the
league between His Holiness, His Majesty the
Empeior, and Youi Seiene Highnesses, for this

1 An incident cited by Ranke speaks volumes on tins poult, and
shows how, not only Clement, but all mtei ested in the vast Papal
system, dreaded the very name of a General Council The writer
whom he quotes tells his couespondent, an Aichbighop, c( that the
mere lumoui of the pr 3bability of a Geneial Council hud jo depi ertated
thp value of all offices m Rome that no money was to be gotfoi them

”
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the cruel and shameful siege and conquest of

Floience, for this the marriage between the

Empeior’s daughter, Maigaiet, and the infamous
Alessandio , for this again the marnage between
the ‘Duchessina

’ 1 and the son of the King of

France . Again, for the same reason, when
the anest in Hungaiy of the Cardinal Ippolito

de’ Medici occasioned the Pope, on account of

the indignity, such poignant gnef that he wept
ovei it, yet was it all passed over unnoticed Nor
could any cncumstance avad to arouse Clement
or cause him to quairel with the Empeior, since

His Holiness considered that the fnendship of

the Empcioi secuied him fiom the Council so

much dreaded by him ”

“Foi this same cause,” puisues the ambassador,
“ although His Holiness had but httle love foi

the Empeioi, who luled him and lei him whithei-

soever he would, yet he was obliged against his

will by necessity to consent to whatever the

Empeior chose, without manifesting any resist-

ance, and all this fiom fear of the Council

Theiefore, considenng this his painful position,

and the slavery, as it may be called, m which
the Emperoi held him, and still more the danger
of the Council, he began to show himself more
accessible to the most Clinstian king (Francis I ).

And hence the mamage of the Duchessina was
planned His Holmess’s idea was that by this

alliance of lus niece 2 with the son of the King
of Fiance he should lay the foundation of two
pillais of support for his family and his own
affairs, especially in the so-much-dieaded matter

1 L\itlir*uue was always called the “ Duehi^sina” in Romp, in

consequence of her father having lueon for a time Duke of Urbuio

,

and Clement's use of the tBrm when speaking of her shows that

although he had pretendsd to acquiesce whBn Adnan VI gave hack

that Duchy to its ughtful Duke, he had not really done so
a See p 484 (footnote)
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of the Council
,
in the hope that by these means

some settlement of the leligious questions might
be attained, and at least the dieaded Council be
avoided ” And Sunano sums up by saying, “ Youi
Lordships then may be assured that Clement used
all possible means to avoid a Council, and the
fear of it toimented the mind of His Holiness to

such a degiee that by reason of it he even lost

the fiiendship of the Empeioi, and of otheis, and
finally his own hfe

”

To which may be added the break with
England, for Clement would nevei have allowed

the breach with Hemy to occui had it not been
for the threat of the assembly of a General Council,

which Chailes V intimated to him in the plainest

terms should be the result of his agieeing to the
divorce of his aunt

The avenging But theie is something deeper to be
of cajLDBea seen heie , though, strangely enough,

it has passed without notice If we look back
through the long roll of the centuries we shall

see that all this means in one word

—

Retribu-
tion . And so we see Canossa at last avenged,
and aftei four centuries and a half, instead of
the scene enacted theie which burnt itself mto
the memory of Euiope,we see the iDles leveised,
and behold a successoi of the Emperoi Henry
IV making a successoi of Pope Gregory VII
his abject slave, who trembled before bim

J and
placed the Papal authonty at his entire disposal,
to be used only in accordance with his behests.



CHAPTER XVIII

IPPOLITO, ALESSANDRO, AND MARGARET
(163D-1537)

In following Clement VII ’s history to his death

we have had to neglect for a tune the younger
members of the family, who during the last few
years of his hfe were beginning to play their parts

in the drama of the Medici story.

These present to us a group of foui, two young
men and two girls, three of them belonging to the

family, while the fourth entered it by marriage.

These occupy a considerable portion of the stage

during the years 1530 to 1537 , the two young
men destined to meet with early deaths, the two
gnls destined to have long lives and to dll important

places in history 1 They are—Ippohto, the son of

Cxiukano (Due de Nemours); Alessandio, whose
dubious parentage has been already noticed;

Catherine, the only child of Lorenzo (Duke of

Urbmo) , and Margaret, a daughter of the Emperor
Charles V., who at fifteen became the wife of

Alessandro Ippolito, as the eldest of the group,

must be considered first; while Catheiine, being

so important a personage, must be dealt with

separately
1 Ippolito and Alessandro both died at thB age of twenty -six,

Catherine lived to the age of seventy* and Maigar et to the age of

sixty-five

493
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Ippolito,
1 the son of the justly esteemed

ippohto
Q.lu]lano (Due de Nemours), appeals to

us both on account of his own atti active peisonality

and the sadness of his history Boin in 1509,2 and

only seven years old when his father died, he was

as a child taken chaige of by his uncle, Pope

Leo X , who was very fond of him, and watched

caiefully over his education, delighting in the

ability which from an eaily age he displayed.

But Leo died when Ippohto was only twelve

yeais old

We have seen how when he was fifteen he

was sent from Rome by Pope Clement VII to

reside in Florence, made a member of the Govern-

ment, and looked upon by all as intended, when
old enough, to succeed to the mle of Florence

which had been held by his father Dunng the

next three yeais he, with Alessandio and the

child Catheime, remained at Floience under

Cardinal Passeiim’s chaige, livmg in the Medici

Palace, until, when Ippohto was eighteen, the

third banishment of the family took place Ippolito

thereupon became for a time a wanderer, but

when Pope Clement got back to Rome at the

end of 1528, Ippolito also returned there.

Ippohto was by this time twenty years of

age, handsome, courteous, good-natured, highly

cultivated, possessed of much ability, and a

umveisal favourite Varchi says of him that he
was “gifted with every accomplishment, affable

and pleasant in his manner, and most liberal to

all who excelled in war or letters or m any of

1 Plate XXXV
3 His mothci was q. lady of Uihmnj Pacifica Bramlano.
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the liberal arts ” While another quality which

the contempoiary wiiters constantly speak of as

possessed, by him is that of “ royal-mmdedness ”

Towaids the end of the yeai 1529 Clement VII
began to form a plan of supplanting Ippolito,

as the futuie rulei of Floience, by Alessandro

This was the moi e unpardonable m that Ippolito

was eminently qualified for that position, while

Alessandio, being uneducated, vicious, and um-
veisally detested, was as conspicuously unfit for

it Clement began privately to cairy out this

scheme when making the seciet treaty with Charles

V at Bologna in December 1529, the thud and
fouith items of which tieaty provided for this

arrangement 1 These intentions were, however,

kept concealed from all concerned except the

Emperoi until Floience should fiist be subdued
and IppolitD disposed of elsewheie

In the spung Df 1531, after the siege of

Florence had ended, but while the Pope’s inten-

tions had not yet been allowed to transpire,

Ippolito, Alessandro, and Catherine were all once

more together in Rome, Ippolito being then

twenty-two and Catherine twelve , and the idea

of these two becoming united in marnage began
by some to be enfceitained But their common
guaidian, Pope Clement, had other plans for both

of them, he intended to use Catheime as the

bait by which to secuie the alliance with the

King of France which he desired as a defence

against the thialdom of the Empeior
, while

he had reasons of his own for mtending that

Alessandio, and not Ippolito, should be Duke
1 See Lrliiip xvn p 471
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of Florence So, while dunng the eaily part of

1581 affairs in Florence weie left to be earned

on by the provisional government under Valon,

Clement completed his arrangements for making

it equally impossible foi Ippolito to become Duke
of Floience and to marry Catherine.

Ippohto’s natural bent was towaids the pro-

fession of a soldier and he disliked everything

connected with the ecclesiastical life, and the

ways and modes of thought of the ecclesiastics

among whom the greater pait of his boyhood

and youth had been passed Clement, however,

who managed these young scions of the family

like pawns on a chess-boaid, and had numberless

ways of forcing them to conform to his will, now
proceeded to carry out his object as regards

Ippolito by eonfernng on him the dignity of a

caidinal Ippolito violently refused to accept the

proposed honour, but eventually was forced to

submit (though he never woidd wear the cardinal's

dress when he could help it), and, to get him out

of the way, was despatched on a political mission

to Hungary This done, Clement sent Alessandro
to Floience, where m July he was declared head
of the Republic ; and ten months later, while
Ippohto was still absent in Hungary, the Republic
was abolished and Alcssandio declared Duke of
Florence (May 1532).

Installed as absolute ruler of Florence
Alessandro .

at the age of twenty, Alessandro 1

showed all the inherent evil of his nature. There
1 Plato xxxvr
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is only one example m Florence of the plain ducal
coronet ;

1
it is to be seen surmounting Alessandro’s

name over the door leading into the Ogmssanti
cloisters in the Via Borgo Ogmssanti And sore

reason had Florence to look with hatred on that

sign of her subjugation There followed the five

most shameful yeais of her history. The exalta-

tion of this foul and evil youth to a position of

power absolutely uncontrolled showed mankind
an example of what human nature is capable of

under such conditions. His sycophantic admner
Ceccheregh, in his jlttione et Sp.ntenze, credits him
with wit and wisdom, a fine sense of justice,

and judgments which would have done honour to

a Solomon. But if this was the case it was
combined with other qualities which obliterated

all such considerations. An historian of his own
time calls him a “ creature who would have dis-

graced even the deadliest epochs of Roman
villainy”; whde another describes him as “one
whose excesses were as controllable by human
reason as those of a beast of the forest” None
dared offend him, or refuse him anything, lest he

should murder those dearest to them Trollope

says :

—

“The portraits of this wretched youth which
hang on the walls of the Florentine gallery show
the lowness of the type to which his organisation

belonged The small, contracted features, the low
forehead, and mean expression, are altogether unlike

any of the Medici race, in whom, whatever else

they might be, there was always manifestation of

1 As distinguishai from the crown warn by the Brand Dukes

von. i. 2 i
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intellectual powei 1 His life was one con-

tinued orgy The mimsteis to his lawless will

were ruffians chosen fiom among the_ vilest of

mankmd , and these men were made, not
only the mimsteis to, but the companions of,

his pleasuies
,

and the companions also of the

young, the wealthy, and the beautiful among the

anstociacy of Floience
”

What wonder that disgust and indignation at

being subjected to such a mle was the prevailmg

temper of Floience, 01 that after thiee years an

appeal should have been made to the Emp si or

to remove so infamous a vassal The wondei
lather is that any city should have endured such

a monstei so long, and should not have deprived

him of life within the fiist year instead of the

sixth. The experience was a moie bitter one to

Florence than it would have been to other cities.

Others had had tyrannies to endure , Florence

had nevei known the lule of a tyrant ! The
expeuence killed her very soul for a time. 8

In the spring of 1533, when Alessandro
Margaret

j^d been for about a year Duke of

Florence, the fourth member of the group,

Margaret, then a girl of twelve, fair and pretty,

and engaged to Alessandro in accordance with

1 Loienzmo in his defBnce (see p 509) denied that any Medici blood
flowed in Alessandro’s veins

,
he stated that though Clement VII

believed the lattei to be Ins son, it was noL so
** Except liai short one year’s expeuence undei Waltei de Brienne

tWD hundred years helore
1 It was while this orgy of cnme was going on m the world outside

that, in the quiet monastery of San Marco, Sogliano, a pupil of Lorenzo
di Credi, was painting m the relectoiy his well-known fresco, which
bears on it the date 1536
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Clement’s compact with the Emperor, passed

through Florence on her way to Naples Bom
m Flandejs m 1521, she had been biought up

by hei two aunts, Margaret of Austria and

Maria of Hungaiy, and was now sent by her

father the Emperor’s oiders to reside at Naples

until the time should come for her marriage to

Alessandio Catherine, two years oldei, who was

then in Florence preparatory to her departure for

Marseilles for her own mamage, lode out to meet

her at the Medici villa of Cafaggiolo, in the valley

of the Mugello, on the load from Faenza And
thence, on the 16th April 1533, these two girls, so

different in appearance, and destined to have such

very different histories, together rode to Florence

Margaret remained for a few days to be shown

by Catherine the principal sights of the city, and

then continued her journey

For the next three years Maigaret remained

at Naples, and as Alessandro’s enormities yeaily

giew moie notorious there began tD be doubts,

especially after the death of Pope Clement,

whether her marriage would take place

“So iniquitous did such a marriage seem, even

in that age, that the fuon usciti did not beheve

in the projected mamage, because they did not

believe that the princess could be given to a man
so infamous

’’ 1

However, Chailes V. evidently thought otherwise,

and even Pope Clement’s death did not cause him

to alter his intention to cany out the mamage
which had been settled upon between them.

1 Napier
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Although the way he had been treated
Ippuhto ,

°
. , T 1 J.

caused a gi eat change in Ippolito, a

permanent sadness coming over a disposition

which had befoie been full of bnghtness, we do

not hear of his showing any resentment. He
developed a great liking for the Hungarians and

for Hungary, and while in that country was fond

of wearing the Hungaiian diess , though on one

occasion while there he was made prisoner under

a mistake, a matter over which Pope Clement

suffered much humiliation On his return from

Hungary Ippohto took up his abode at Bologna,

and shortly afteiwards complied with the Pope’s

lequest that he should accompany him to Mar-
seilles to be present at Catherine’s marriage Al
Bologna Ippohto hved in gieat style, and an

incident connected with his life theie gives an

example of his chaiacter Clement VII , thinking

the number of letainers maintained by Ippohto

excessive, remonstiated with him • whereupon

Ippohto replied’ “No, I do not maintain them
because I have need of their services, but because

they have need of mine ” Ippolito had all the

family taste for learning ; he wiote various poems,

and translated the second book of the ^Eneid

mto Italian blank verse, a work which has been

highly piaised and often reprinted.

In 1534, Pope Clement being ill, Ippolito

returned to Rome, and was with the Pope when
he died in Septembei - on which occasion we hear

of his protecting the latter’s body from insult,

while it was he who thereupon commenced the

construction of the tombs m St Maria sopra

Minerva to the two Medici Popes, Leo X. and
Clement VII.
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Perhaps we shall not be wrong in considering

that Ippohto showed the nobility of his character

in nothing more strongly than in never exhibiting

any malice towards Pope Clement for the way in

which the latter had cheated him and ruined his

life Yet he evidently felt it deeply, for Varchi

tells us

—

"When he understood that Pope Clement had
decided that Alessandro was to be made the heir

to the riches and greatness of the house of Medici,
and not himself, a great change took place in him
He was seized with immense anger and gnef, as it

seemed to him that being older, a nearer relation

to the Pope, and better endowed by nature, so rich

an inheritance and so brilliant a marriage 1 should
rather be his ,

eitliei not knowing, or lefusmg to

believe, the secret rumours that Alessandro was
the son of Clement”

It is peculiar to notice how it is assumed as a

mattei of course that nearness of relationship to

the Pope, and not right of primogeniture (as a

grandson of Lorenzo the Magnificent), is that

which should constitute Ippolito’s stronger claim.

On Clement VII ’s death Alessandro

Famese was, on the 11th October 1534,

elected Pope in a conclave which only

lasted one hour. He took the name of

Paul III., and within three days after his election

he ordered a committee to assemble to draw up a

scheme for the reformation of the Church, and to

consider the time, place, and mode for the assembly

of a General Council. In politics also the new
1 Varchi herB refers to the mainag-c of Alessandro to the Emperor’s

daughter, which it was now known had bean arranged and that it would
take place ore long; though it rhrl not actually do so Until after

Ippolit ci’s death
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Pope adopted a totally diffei ent course from that

of his predecessor, endeavouring to assuage the

animosity between Charles and Francis,1, and main-

taining a position of neutrality between them The

above course of action on the part of the Pope

changed the entire pohtical situation , while it

enabled the Emperor to turn his attention to the

affairs of Germany, and to resisting the formidable

encroachments of the Turks

In May 1535 Charles V sailed with a gieat

fleet from Barcelona to attack the Barbary pirates,

who under their commander Chaireddin Barbarossa

had established themselves in Algiers and Tunis,

and ravaged the coasts of Spam and Italy The
pirates weie defeated, and Charles took their

capital, Tunis, and m August returned m triumph

to Sicdy.

In June 1535, Pope Clement being
ippohto

(jea(j )
an,! Alessandro having in the three

years he had been in power so outraged the Floren-

tines that he had driven a large number of them

into voluntary exile, these fuomsciti determined

to send an embassy to the Emperor Charles V,
to appeal to him against the atrocities of his vassal,

and tD petition for his removal. The fuorusciti a

had always been a recognised party m Florentine

politics, as whichever party was in power caused

a number of the opposite paity to quit Florence,

either voluntarily foi their own safety, oi by being

1 As a means of bunging about peace between them, the Pope urged.

Charles to consent to give Milan to Francis’s second son, Henry , but

Charles lefused
Cf in view of the precarious health of the Dauphin/

since, if the latter died, this would result in Milan becoming
permanently a possession of the French mown.

2 Signifying
rf

thoflB who have gome out/
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exiled But under Alessandro’s evil tyranny they

had come to muster unusually strong.

They “selected Ippolit d as their ambassador to

lay their petition before the Emperor, the latter

being then at Turns, on his expedition against

the Barbary pirates. Ippolito, who was then

at Rome, started upon this journey and got

as far as Itn, neai Gaeta, between Rome and

Naples; but, while waitmg theie for a vessel in

which to embark for Tunis, he was poisoned
,
and

the proof was overwhelming that it was done

by Alessandio The agent employed was one

Giovanni Andiea of Borgo San Sepolcro
, and

besides the universal opinion, and the testimony

of other historians, Vaichi gives proof which is

practically conclusive that he was employed to

commit the crime by Alessandro

Thus died at the age of twenty - six the

accomplished and deservedly popular Ippolito, put

out of life (like sd many others) by the detestable

youth whom Clement VII. had placed m power

in Florence. The assassin, Giovanni Andrea, did

not long survive ; after effecting his escape from

Ippohto’s servants, who in their rage would have

tom him in pieces, he fled to Florence, and lived

for some months in Alessandro’s palace, protected

by the latter. Thence after a time he went to

his own town of Borgo San Sepolcro
,
but there

the people, in an outburst of popular indignation

at his crime in killing one so universally admired

as Ippolito, seized him and stoned him to death.

As we look at Titian’s portiait 1 of this hand-

some and accomplished giandson of Lorenzo the

Magnificent we see his whole character and history

1 Plate XXXV. It waa probably painted m Bologna about 1633,
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laid bare before us Though a cardinal, he will

not be painted in that hated diess, but weais his

favouiite Hungarian costume, and the sword which

he would have liked to bear as a soldier His

chivalrous spmt, high temper, quick intelligence,

and that quality of “royal mindedness” which

those around saw m him, are well bi ought out by

the painter The pictuie was painted after that

“gieat change in him” of which Varchi speaks,

and his face may well have that look Df permanent

sadness since, too wholly m the power of his crafty

relative the Pope to lesist after the thing was

done, he had by vaiious subterfuges had his whole

life spoilt

Titian was at this time at the height of his

fame, the greatest poitiait painter in Euiope, and

much in request at all the most splendid courts

He had passed from the pationage of the Duke
of Mantua to that of the Emperor Charles V

,

whose admnation for him was exemplified in his

speech (on picking up Titian’s brush from the

ground), declanng that “a Titian might well be

served by C$sar ” In older to give a high relief

to the head Titian was fond of using, as m this

instance, a black background in his portraits

Ruskin, speaking of them, says:—“Both for what
they present, and the manner of then presenta-

tion, Titian’s portiaits are among the aitistic

marvels of the WDild
”

In January 1536 war again broke out

historical between Chailes and Fiancis, while
B

ib3 b

B brought anothei powerful

adveisaiy mto their conflict by con-

cluding an alliance with the Turkish Sultan,
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Solyman The French overran the whole of ',

Savoy, and took Turin Charles, then resting at

Naples after his Noith African expedition, remained
there from Decembei 1535 to March 1536 He
then tiavelled northwards to oppose the French,
and m passing through Rome made arrangements
with Paul III foi the assembly of a Council of

the Church as soon as a state of peace should be
obtained, though it was nine years before the
Council 1 was able to assemble Having arrived

in northern Italy, Charles repulsed the French,
and then invaded Provence, but in September was
forced to letne again to Italy, Savoy remaining the
prize of France, and the teriitDnes of its Duke
becoming reduced to the single town of Nice

Whether or not Alessandro’s enor-
AlBflBandro

mities had become so pronounced before

Pope Clement’s death m 1534, they evidently

had fully done so by June 1535, when Ippohto’s

mission took place It therefore immeasurably

lowers our esteem of the Emperor Charles V.

(who must have been fully aware, both of the

abominable state of things which had caused

Ippolito to be sent, and of the circumstances of

his death) to find that in April 1536, on his way
northwards fiom Rome, he stayed m Florence at

the Medici Palace with Alessandro. And on the

19th June in the same year Alessandro was married

in San Lorenzo to the Emperor’s daughter Margaret,

then fifteen, the last iniquitous step in the compact

made by Clement VII. with Charles V at Bologna

in 1530.
1 Known as the Domicil of Trent.
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But all was of no avail. Six months later,

on the mght of the 5th January 1537, came the

end of Alessandio’s vicious life at the age of

twenty-six, and in the way m which it was

hound to come sooner or latei He was assassin-

ated by his young relative and boon companion

Lorenzino,1 of the younger branch of the Medici

family, then aged twenty-two, assisted by a hned

assassin, S coi onconcolo, in a room m Lorenzino’s

house adjoining the Medici Palace
,
to which house

Alessandro had gone late at night imagining that

he would meet theie a lady of whom he was

enamouied, and who was none other than Loren-

zino’s own sister Laudomia, the young widow of

Alemanno Salviati, who, we aie told, “ was as

virtuous as she was beautiful,” and who had pre-

viously rejected the Duke’s odious attentions with

scorn

2

Lorenzino, howevei, was meiely deluding

him, and, instead of his sister, brought in the

assassin Scoronconcolo, and together they put an

end to the detestable being who had foi five yeais

outiaged Floi ence. a

Lorenzino was a stiange youth He was the

eldest of the four childien of Pier Fiancesco (the

youngei)4 and Mana Sodeum, and had decided

ability and chaiacter, while it is specially recorded

1 So called, on account Df his small, slight hgme His pioper namB
was Loienzo

2 It was foimerly as =3cited that tlie lady whom Alessandio expected

to meet at Loieuzmo’s house was U.itenna da’ Giiioii, Laienzino^s aunt

,

but M Ganticij in his iccenl life of Lorenzino, conti adicfcs this, and

shows that it was Laudomia
J LoiBnzino afLeiwaids wioto the full details of the muider,

and thesB may bB lead in full in thB accounts of this affair given by

Vaichi and othei wiitais Vai chi’s account was received by him from

Loienzino’s own lips
4 See Genealogical Table (Appendix I )
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of him that he had much culture and literary

talent But he is said to have acted at times

as though seized with tempoiary madness On
one occasion, when in Rome, he, although a great

admuei of antiquities, m a sudden fieak knocked

off the heads of several fine statues of the Empeior
Hadrian

,
at which act Pope Clement was furious,

threatened to hang him, and banished him from

Rome. He was seventeen when Alessandro was
made Duke of Florence, and from that time he
became the latter’s constant associate, and com-
panion in all his vicious courses His devoted

mother, the widowed Maria Sodermi, did hei

utmost to lead hei eldest son into better ways,

and to get him to bleak off his connection with

Alessandio, but unsuccessfully , a failuie accounted

for by Lorenzino in his defence by his statement

that his conduct had had a delibeiate object [see

below). His sistei Laudomia was a celebrated

beauty of the time, her portrait, painted by

Bronzino, is to be seen in the Accademia delle

Belle Arti, Florence 1

Leaving Alessandro’s body where it lay,

Lorenzino forthwith took horse and fled from

Florence, riding hard thiough the night for

Bologna.
2 Next morning the Duke's servants,

finding him absent, suspected foul play Search

was secretly made for him, and at evening they

discovered his body lying in the room in Loren-

zino’s house His death was kept seciet, and the
1 Plato XXXVII Her poi trait shows an example of the peculmi

fashion thenm vogue of shaving the front part Df the hair in order to

invo a high foi ahead and the appearance oi intellectuality than desired

by all ladies* Hie portiait of Eleonora di Toledo (Plate LVIII
)
givas

another example of the same
a He had previously obtained an order for poet horses,
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body hurriedly conveyed by night into the little

church of San Giovannmo, close to the Medici

Palace, there it was prepared for burial, and on

the following night was carried by a few servants

with great secrecy to the church of San Lorenzo,

and without any religious seivice was hurriedly

placed in the sarcophagus containing the remains of

Lorenzo (Duke of Urbmo), neither wife, relative,

nor friend of any sort being present at this dis-

honoured interment

After halting a few hours in Bologna Lorenzino

fled on to Venice, where was then hving Filippo

Strozzi, who was at this time the leading man
among the fuorusciti When on reaching Venice

Lorenzino burst into Stiozzi’s room and related

what he had done, Strozzi embraced him, call-

ing him the deliveier of his country, and “the

Florentine Brutus ” Strozzi’s delight was so great

that he declared that his two sons should marry
Lorenzmo’s two sisters

,
which was in a short time

carried out, Piero Strozzi marrying Laudomia, and
Boberto Stiozzi marrying Maddalena.

Lorenzmo’s act has been the subject of much
controveisy , by some he has been considered the

liberator of his country from an intolerable state

of things for which there was no other remedy,

since appeals to the Emperor had proved useless

,

by others he has been called a traitor and a

regicide
1

Possibly it would be necessary for us to

1 This latfcei view was in aftoi years much in vogue, being consider-
ably assistei by the fact that it was thB one which I'osimo I (and his
descendants, the Giand Dukes ot Tuscany) desned should be held,
Lorenzino being descended from the eldest son of Pier Fiancesco the
Blder, whilB Cosimo was only descended from the latter’s second aon
(see vol n p 251) Pioteasor Del Lungo cdllb the fanner ff

the
unfoitunate Loienzmo”
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have to live under such a tyranny as Alessandro’s

before we could form a just opinion on the point.

Be that jis it may, praises were lavished upon
Lorenzmo from every side, and both the Florentines

in exile throughout Italy and those within the

city compared him to all the heroes of patriotism

m history. There are only three possible motives

for his act, personal ambition, the liberation of

his country, and the protection of his family from
insult. None have considered that he was moved
by the first of these motives ,

he was, it is true,

the rightful heir to the position in which Clement
VII. had placed Alessandro, but he never seemed
to care for such a position, and was entirely

without any family influence to enable him to

profit by Alessandro’s death, almost his only male

relative being an unknown and equally powerless

youth of seventeen.

1 In the detailed defence of

his act which he drew up® he stated that his

whole course of action had been a deliberate plan

in order to free his country from a monstrous

tyranny which had become insupportable; and

this account of the matter is believed by historians

to be the true one, even though it involves the

possession by Lorenzino of an amount of deter-

mination beyond his years. But while the above

motive on public grounds was that put forward

by Lorenzino, he had a no less powerful private

one, even though he, naturally enough, did not

wish to state it ;
for in the circumstances under

which Florence was at that time, this youth

of twenty-two had certainly no other way by

1 CoamWj the Bon of Giovanni delle Bande Nere.
a Apologia dl Lorenzo di Pier Franceeco id Medici

,
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which he could protect the honour of his

sister

1

As a maik of ignominy Cosimo I , on succeed-

ing to the rule of Floience, 8 caused Lorenzmo’s

house to be entuely destroyed It has in recent

tunes often been declaied that Cosimo, on pulling

down the house, opened in the place where it

had stood a naiiow stieet or alley connecting the

Via Larga (now Via Cavoui) with the Via Gmon,
and called it the Strada del T'raditore But this

is disproved by the veiy lare woik, in the State

Archives, the Rice? che alle case di Firenze, Anno
1561, a recoid, very carefully compiled, of every

house in Floience at that date, earned out block

by block, fiom cornel to coinei of the foui stieets

enclosing each block This shows with gieafc exact-

ness, fiist, that theie was no stieet oi alley near

the Medici Palace lunning fiom the Via Laiga

to the Via Gmon, and, second, that in 15G1 the

house of Loienzino had been, not meiely spoilt,

but entuely destioyed This lecoid (in legaid to

the Quartiere San Giovanni), starting fiom the

comer at the intersection of the Via de’ Gon
with the Via Laiga, mentions fust “ the house of

Lorenzo the Magnificent ” (the Medici Palace)

,

and then says that the next house is a ruin,

“that which foimerly belonged to Lorenzino de’

Medici, already entirely destroyed (? ovinaio) ”

;

while it mentions no street or alley lunning fiom

the Via Laiga to the Via Gmon This pioves

1 The view whidi haq t.ilcpn pWsun? in stigmatising him an
u Lm anzaccm,” and holding him up Id general exeuuition, is jiuL one
which is endowed by that of the FlomitmiiH of hiq own lime It is the
g-iowth of a later age , and hadj a& hat, been shown, a dofinite motive*

2 Vul n chap xxiv
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that there was then, at all events, no Strada del

Traditore , while it also disposes of another theoiy

which has been held, viz, that Loienzino’s house

was that which is now No 5 Via Cavour The
foimer site of Lorenzino’s house is, m fact, covered

by the noithem portion of the Medici Palace

which was added by the Riccardi family when
they bought the palace in 1659, pait of which addi-

tion has an empty space left on the first floor,1 in

accordance with one of the conditions of the sale,

which m giving peimission to the Riccaidi family

to build their pioposed extension of the palace on

this site laid down the condition that such a space

should be left above the giound floor at this spot,

as a memorial of the muidei of Alessandro, which

had taken place in a room similaily situated

Until the yeai 1875, though it was always

known that Alessandro’s body had been mteiied

in the tomb of Lorenzo (Duke of Urbmo), it was a

debated question which of the two tombs m the

New Sacristy was that of Lorenzo and which that

of his uncle Giuliano In that year, however,

the Italian Government authorised an investiga-

tion to settle the point, and the sarcophagus over

which sits the figure called II Pensieroso was

opened, m the presence of a representative of the

Government and various literary men interested.

“ It proved to contain,” says the account,

“two corpses, which turned to dust as soon as

the air was admitted, but not before the figure

of Alessandro had been peifectly recognised, both

by its mulatto type and by the marks of the

1 This space left on the first flooi at the northern end of the
building is visible at the extreme light of the picture, I’Ute V.
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wounds, especially those m the face, which he
had received fi.om Lorenzino and the hired assassin

Scoronconcolo
”

Another account denies the turning int'o dust, and

says that there were signs of embalmment, that

the two bodies were lying head to foot, and that

Lorenzo’s was clothed m the usual black garment,

but Alessandio’s in an embroidered shirt Mr
Charles Heath Wilson, who was present, remarked

that one of the cheek-bones of the latter body

bore tiaces of a stab, and that this conoboiated

Varchi’s account of the murder

When the tragedy of Alessandro’s
argare

mur(jer occurred, Margaret, not know-
ing what might be the consequences to herself

of the removal of a husband so justly detested

by every sduI m Florence, fled at once to the

Fortezza, which was held by the troops of her

father, the Emperor Thence she departed first

to Prato, and then to Pisa, and after a short tune,

by the Emperor’s ordeis, removed to Spain There,

eight years later, she was at the age of twenty-four

forced to marry a boy of thirteen, Ottavio Farnese,

grandson of Pope Paul III., and became m alter

life a very capable and celebrated woman, who as

Margaret of Parma 1 was in 15.59 made ltegent

of the Netherlands by her half-brother, Philip II.,

and ruled that country well under the most difficult

circumstances for eight years. In 1507 she insisted

on resigning that rule, because she would not be
a party to the inhuman measures which Philip

1 Plate XXXVIII The portrait was taken when slie waft Regent of
the Netherlands, at about the age of thirty-eight.
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had sent the Duke of Alva to the Netherlands to

carry out, hei last act being to write to Phdip
begging him to temper justice with mercy. Amidst
general expulsions of regret, she letired from the

Nethei lands to her home in Parma, where she

died m 1586

Maigaiet was the last mistress of the family

palace m the Via Larga Contessina de’ Bardi,

Lucrezia Toinabuom, Glance Orsini, Alfonsina

Orsmi, Madeleine de la Tour d’Auvergne, and

Margaiet hciself, had each m turn luled as its

mistress. And when the last of them fled fiom

it in tenor, this palace, wheie so many momentous

events in the history of Florence had taken place,

ceased to be occupied by the head of the family ,

1

giving place to a palace, grander indeed in size,

but unable to compete with its predecessor in the

magnitude of the associations which the lattei

gathers round it.

On Alessandro’s death Clement VII.’s scheme

for keeping the rule of Florence in the eldei branch

came abruptly to an end, since all of that branch

except Catherine were dead ,
and the succession

passed to the younger branch, as it should properly

have done on the death of Leo X. All the false-

ness, injustice, baseness, and treachery employed

in order to seat Alessandro on a throne to which

he had no right had produced nothing whatever

so far as keeping the younger branch out of power

in Florence was concerned. Entirely defeating its

own aim, Clement’s action had only rendered it

more easy for them, both to gain that power, and

to make it a despotism.

> Except for a short lima by Cosimo I. ; «e vol. u, p 245.

VOL. I.
2 K
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But before we proceed to take up the histoiy

of this younger branch, we have still to follow

that of the third member of this group of four

young people, that daughter of Lorenzo (Duke
of Urbino), and great-granddaughter of Loienzo

the Magnificent, with whom Cosimo’s branch

ended, and who had the longest and most
impoitant histoiy of any of the family

\ i

OF VOL. 1
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APPE DIX II

GENEALOGICAL TREE i COLLATERAL BRANCHES

[Taken from the Royal Compil % of aldiy of Italy3 Vol VIII
)

1 Gonfiilomeie m 1299
J Gonfaloniers in 1314
J Envoy of the Republic to Venice m 1333
4 Put to death by the Duka of Athens in 1343
B Gnnfulomere in 1349, and knighted for gallantry in tha war

with Milan in 13il
h tronfaluniBre m 1354

7 Leadei of the piotnm against the nobles in the not of 137B
a Pacifier of tha rebellion against Maso degli Albizzi in 1303.
c Banished with hia cousin Oosinio in 1433
in One of Cosima’a confidential advisers Died in 1465
11 It was a remote descondant of this Giovenco who, in 1743,

proved to he the »Barest of km of Anna Maria Lndovioa {chap

xxxi

)



APPENDIX III

VALUE OF THE GOLD FLORIN, THE DUCAT, THE
SCUDO, AND THE SILVER FLORIN

Tiie gold florin weighed 72 grains of gold, and lepiesented 12 francs
Allowing for the depreciation in the precious metals, this in our
piescnt money would bB eipial to about £5

The ducat of Venice (called also the zecehm) represented 8 fiaucs 3

egual in oftr pie&Qiit money to about £3-4 0

The sctirlo repiesBnted 7 fiuncs , eoual m our present money tD
about £2 16 0

The silver floiin lepiesented 4 francs, eoual m oui pi esent money
to abouL £1 12 0.

APPENDIX IV

DATES Of HEADSHIP OF THE FAMILY, AND PERIODS

OF RULE OVER FLORENCE OR TUSCANY.

NAME. DATE REMARKS

Giovanni di Bilci 1400—1428
tJosimo Pater Patriae 142B—1404 Rule of Florence,

1434—1404
Piero iL Grottoso 1404—1409 Rule of Florence.
LoiiHiZD the Magnificent 1460- 1402 Do
Pietio the Unfoi tunate * 1492—1494 Do
intenegnum 1404—1512
Giuliuno (Due ileNemoun) 1512—1513 Rule of Florence
Lumuo (Duke oi Uibino)
(imho (us lepresentnig the

1513—1619 Do

family)

Thud banishment of the
1519—1527 Rule of Fluience

Medici 1527—1530
AIinhuuiUq » - 1531—1637 Duke of Florence

[Duke of Florence,

Domino L . • 1537—1674
1537—1509

' Grand Duke of Tuscany,
1569—1574

Fiam is I 1674—1587 Giand Duke of Tuscany.

Fm flmand L « 1587—1000 Do
('oHinio IL . 1 000—1020 Do
FcudniaudlL 1820—1070 Do
C’oHimo 111 1070-1723 Do.
Giovanni Gastone .

Death of Anna Maria
1723—1737 Last Meilici Giand Duke

Ludovico. 1743

... -

Last of the Medici.
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APPENDIX VI

QUESTION WHETHER THE ADORATION OF TI1E MAGI,

BY BOTTICELLI, NOW IN TIIE UFFJ2I GALLERY,
AND CONTAINING A REPRESENTATION OF THREE
GENERATIONS OF TIIE MEDICI FAMILY, Wi^
PAINTED, OR NDT, FOR PIERO IL G OTTOS

O

This pictuie is one of the family gimtp pictunb common at

the time, when it was invariably the custom to ( house some
religious subject as the means by which to poiUay I lie

members of the family concerned

The first mention that we have of the picluie is tlmL by
Vasan, who, wilting about 1550, slates that it Him Mood
“between the doois” of the church of Sta Mana Novella,

%e between the two entiance doois m the west wall of the
church It is to be obseiverl that Vasan makes no mdhtiun
of any pelson named Lami m the mallei

Mr H P Horne, in his lecent woik on DotlicelH,

maintains that this picture (always held to have been painted
foi Pieio ll Gottoso) was painted, about the yeai 1477,
for a certain “Giovanni Lami 11

Ills gioumls for tins

opinion are that the Sepolwano
, a list of ilie tombs, allais,

and pictures m Sta Mana Novella, purpoitmg to be a
conecL copy made m 1729 firim an earliei list made m
1617, speaks of a pictuie which is probably 3 tins one, as

being “over the altar anciently elected by Giovanni Ltuui,
a citizen of Florence

11 Mr Home mentions that the picLurt*

was subsequently atquned by Fabio Mondragone, and was
eventually bought “by one of the Giand Dulu^s m iho
seventeenth centuiy,” and placed m lire villa of Poggio
Impeiiale, from whence it came to the TJIfi/i (Jallciy He
states that he has failed to discover who Giovanni Lami

1 Though not rtsiUiiily so, Botticelli having pun Led others cm the
same subject.
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was, and that “none of his name appear to have attained

the honours of the Republic/1

These facts are, of course, not new , they will he found
detailed in *The Dominican Church of Sta Maria Novella,

by the Rev J Wood Blown 1 What is new is the deduction

from them that because the picture was in 1617 over the

altar mentioned, therefore it was painted for Giovanni Lami,
and not foi any member of the Medici family.

Now the first thing to be noticed is that there is a very

long gap in time between 1467 (when, as explained in the

text,3 this pictuie was apparently painted) and 1617, the

date when the Sepolciamo stales that the pictuie was over

the altar eicLtci by Giovanni Lami, a gap d£ a hundred
and fifty yeais And that dining this period (the most

^TlTsturbed epoch in Floientine history) the pictuie may have
changed hands seveial times, m the same manner as it did

subsequently

But more than this Dining the earlier part of the

above period, an event occuned which prevents the erection

of any theory upon the fact that at a subsequent date this

picture was over a particular altar Foi in the year 1494
the Medici were duven out of Florence, and all the works
of ait belonging to them were confiscated, and were freely

bought and sold duiing the yeais that followed So that

it was perfectly possible, at any time during the hundred
and "twenty-three years between 1494 and 1617, for this

unknown Giovanni Lami to have bought the picture and set

it up over the altar he had erected ,
or for his descendants

to have done so, £di the document quoted does not even say

that he himself placed it there, but merely that m 1617 it

was over the altar that he had erected

Finally, the principal feature of the picture is, as is well

known, and as Mr Home also admits, a group of portraits

(or repi escalations) of thiee generations of the Medici

family- The theory, theicfore, that it was painted for a

m tain Giovanni Land requhes that there should be, at

any rate, some connection (however remote) between this

person and the Medici. Yet there is not the faintest trace

that he was connected with them m any way whatever

There is no evidence of their ever having had a man of

that name among their adherents Noi was he even a

leading member of one of the various Florentine Guilds,

1 Published in 3902'

* (Jimp- vi. 176, and pp, 177-17°t
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nor a sufficiently notable man in Floi ence for any i ecord of

him to have been preserved A contention that such a peison

would have had painted foi him an important pictuie of

this kind, containing, not portraits of his own 'family, but
of the Medici family, would in any case require the support

of strong evidence Yet instead of this, theie is, as has

been shown, no evidence of any kind While the bare fact

that, a hundied and fifty years afteiwaids, a picture which
it was perfectly possible fox him di his descendants to have
pui chased was over an altar erected by him pi oves nothing
at all

When to the above considerations is added the fact, not
only that the traditional opinion handed down among the

Florentines has always been that this picture was painted for

Piero ll Gottoso to be placed by him in the chmch of 5L7F***

Mana Novella as a votive offering in connection with an
important episode in his life, but also that the painting
contains, as I have shown,1 lemarkable internal evidence m
corroboiation of that statement, the pioof appeals to bo
conclusive that this, and not the theory in question, is the
tme history of Lhis picture

2 Uhd-p vi pp 17G-17Q
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QUESTION AS TO WHETHER THE BIRTH OF VENUS
AND THE PRIMAVERA (OR SPRING), BY BOTTI-
CELLI, WERE PAINTED, OR NOT, EDll LORENZO
THE MAGNIFICENT

These two celebrated pictuies Mi II P Home, m his recent

work on Botticelli, maintains weie painted fin Lorenzo di Piei

Prances co (1463-1507) of the youngei branch, and not foi

Loienzo the Magnificent (1449-1492), as hitheito held

It has always been known that these two pictures weie
in the villa of Gastello in the time of Cosimo I (1537-1574),

and were part of his property Vasari, writing about 1550,

in speaking of Botticelli's pictures and the way they had
became dispeised, says —-“Among which, at the present

tune, there are at Castello, a seat of the Duke Cosimo of

Florence, two allegorical pictures
, the one of the Birth of

Venus, , . . and the other, also a Venus, whom the Graces

adorn with flowers, signifying the Spring ” The villa of

Castello (unlike the other Medici villas) had never been

owned by the elder branch, hut had always belonged to the

younger branch

Of the two pictures Mr Horne considers that the Sping
was painted in 1478 (which agrees with the historical tradi-

tion), but thinks that the Birth of Venus was probably

painted some seven years later,1 All, however, which is

material to the point under discussion is that it is admitted

that both the pictures were painted during the lifetime of

Lorenzo the Magnificent, ana within a few years after the

tournament of 1475. 2

1 Without denying this, it may be noted that various high authorities

ui technical criticism consider the Birth of Venus to have been painted

at about the same date as the Spring,

* See chap, vm, p. 228 (footnote)
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In suppoit of the theory that they were painted for

Loienzo di Pier Francesco, Mr Horne says as follows —
“The earliest notice of these two pictures is that of the

“‘Anonimo Gaddiano,’ writing in 1542-1548, v&o quotes

“some earliei wnter who states

—

cAt Gastello, m the house;
“ fi of Signor Giovanni de Medici (Giovanni delle Bande
“‘Nere1

), he (Botticelli) painted several pictuies which are
“ £ among the most beautiful woiks that he made 1 The only

“other onginal notice is that of Va*aii, who in the first

“edition of the Lives says ‘ Among which, at the present
“ c time (the extiaLt already quoted) . signifying the

“‘Spang 1

These two notices, when taken together, show
“that the Swing and the Until of Venus were alieady.at

“Costello wrulst it was m possession of Giovanni delle

“Bande Neie, between the years 1503 and 1525, long before*-

“ Lhat branch of the house of Medici suueedcd to the duchy
“and possessions of the elder blanch”

But these two notices do not show this in the vciy least

,

for all that is said by the fiist notice is that m the house
of Signoi Giovanni de

J

Medici 2 Botticelli painted “several

pictures which are among the most beautiful works that ho
made” It is plain that theie is nothing in this statement

which supplies any evidence whatcvei regarding the two
pictures m question, since the wntei does not specify any
paiticulai pictures, so that we are thrown hack simply on
the second notice, that of Vasari, which shows only lhat*the
two pictuies were at Gastello about the year 1550 More-
over, even supposing it weie shown that these pictuies weie
theie in 1503-1526, we aie still as far as evei fiom any
evidence that they were painted for Lorenzo di Pier
Fiances co*

Mr Horne argues that these two pictures must have been
painted for Lorenzo di Pier Fiancesco because the anonymous
water quoted states that certain beautiful pictuies weie
painted by Botticelli for the villa of Costello

, because the
“Signor Giovanni de

J

Medici” mentioned must, he considers,

be Giovanni delle Bande Neie (indicating a date between
15D3 and 1526) , because the two pictures were undoubtedly
theie in 1550 , and because they are not mentioned in the
inventory of the propci ty of Lorenzo the Magnifirail, taken
after his death in 1492 Adding that “Lorenzo di Pier

1 The winds in bracket* aie Mi Iforne'*, not those of the anonymous
writei

9 Regarding who is referred ! by thin ntme, sr»e (?) below
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Francesco bought the villa of Gastello in 1477”, 1 that,

“On the death of Lorenzo di Pier Francesco in 1503 (mc)

the villa of Castello fell to the shale of his nephew, Giovanni
delle Bands Nere”, and that, “To these premises there is

but one conclusion, that the Spring and the Birth of Venus

were onginally painted at the instance of Lorenzo di Pier

Francesco de
1
Medici for the decoration of the villa of

Castello.”

(l)°Now, first, we have seen that the anonymous writer

upon whose statement this theory is based says nothing
which supplies any evidence about these pictures at all

j$) At the date when Mr Home considers that the

Spring was painted (1478), Lorenzo di Pier Francesco was
** boy ofjjftem , his brother, Giovanni di Pier Francesco,

being only eleven 2

(3) The villa of Castello, though it may perhaps originally

have been owned by the two bi others conjointly, was not
(at all events, in the period 1496-1507) the property of

Lorenzo di Pier Francesco, but of his brother, Giovanni di

Pier Francesco This is fully shown by the celebrated law-

suit
3 which occuried when Lorenzo, after his brother’s death

in 1498, attempted to seize upon the villa, and was compelled

by the verdict to make it over to its rightful owner, his

brothers son, then a child, afterwards known as Giovanni
dellS Bands Nere And we see the fact that the villa

belonged, not to Lorenzo di Pier Francesco, but to Giovanni
di Pier Francesco, corroborated by the words of the

anonymous writer himself, who m naming the villa calls

it
<E Castello, the house of Signor Giovanni de Medici” 4

(4) Irrespective, however, of the point as to which of

the two brothers owned this villa, were there even any

evidence that these two pictures were at Castello at the

date mentioned m the theory (1503), or at any other date

during the entire period 1494-1550, this would in no way
show that they were not painted for Lorenzo the Magnificent,

for their being there would be fully accounted for by the

1 Vasari, who (placed as he was in regard to Cosimo I,) would

scarcely go wiong on such a point as that, says that the villa was built

by Lorenzo's Jathei, Pier Francesco In 1477 Lorenzo was only a boy

of fourteen
2 Moreover, the picture may have been painted a yaar earlier

B VoL n chap xxn pp. 210-211
4

tiee (7) below.
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fact that in 1494 the whole of the aitistic possessions which

had belonged to Loienzo the Magnificent were dispersed,1

and were tor sale in Florence to any one who would buy

them It is only evidence that these pictures weie at

Castello in the penod 1478-1492 that would show that

they weie not painted for Loienzo the Magnificent

(5) Loienzo di Pier Francesco did not die in 1503
;
nor

did the villa of Castello at his death in 1507 fall to the

share of his nephew, Giovanni delle Bande Nere, for, as

pieviously noted, it already belonged to the latte?, being

mhented from his father, Giovanni di Pier Francesco

Moie over, any property which Loienzo di Pier Fiancesco

had to leave went at his death to his own son, Piei Fiancgsco

the younger, and passed at the latter’s death to his son,

Loienzino. Similarly the pioperty of Giovanni di Pier

Fiancesco went at his death to his son, Giovanni delle

Bande Nere, and passed at the latter’s death to his soil,

Cosimo, afterwaids Cosimo I The very fact, therefoie, that

a picture were found belonging at any date to Giovanni

delle Bande Nere, or to his son Cosimo, would of itself show

that it had not belonged to Lorenzo di Pier Fiancesco.

(6) Since the statement of the anonymous writer quoted

by Mr Home supplies, as shown, no evidence in legaid to

these two pictures, there remains solely the point that they

die not mentioned in the mventoiy of the property of

Loienzo the Magnificent. But the bale fact that*two

pictures are not found noted in the inventory of the vast

amount of various kinds of property, furniture, works of

ait, etc
,

possessed by Lorenzo the Magnificent (which

inventory, moreover, may very possibly not have been

completed by the time that the Medici pioperty was, two
years after his death, dispersed), is not by itself sufficient

evidence upon which to base an entire theory of this kind.

Vaiious causes might be imagined to account for no entiy

being found of two pictures in a list, moie than foiu

hundied years old, of such a voluminous and heterogeneous

mass of property, especially as in the time of Loienzo the

Magnificent these pictures were not held of any paiticulai

impoitance compared with many other valuable curios and
works of other kinds of art which he possessed- There are

other, no less important, pictures possessed by Lorenzo which

aie also not found mentioned m this inventory. • For
instance, the late M. Eugene Muntz states that the first

1 Chap x pp 319-321.
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mention of the celebrated picture of Pallas and the Centaur
is not until 1515 (E. Muntz, Les Collections des Mediae,

P 86)
(7) Mr, Horne has been completely misled by assuming

that where the writer quoted by the “Anammo Gaddianu "

speaks Df “ Signor Giovanni de
1

Medici/’ this means Giovanni
delle Bande Nere This has led him to suppose that these

two pictures were at Castello in the period 1503-1526, and
to deduce therefrom the theory that they had been painted

foi Lorenz d di Pier Francesco The anonymous writer, how-
ever, is not referring to Giovanni delle Bande Nere at all

,

but to his father
,

Giovanni di Pier Francesco
,
whom he

correctly styles
ct Signor Giovanni de* Medici,” he being the

onl^r Giovanni in the family from 1478 to 1498, except the

little son 1 of Lorenzo the Magnificent. Even, however, had
the anonymous writer meant Giovanni delle Bande Nere, it

would not assist the theory under discussion, for the reasons

mentioned in (1), (2), (4), and (5)
2

From what I have shown it is evident

—

(l) That at the date when the Spring a was, as Mr Horne
says, undoubtedly painted, the two brothers, Lorenzo di Piei

Ftancesco and Giovanni di Pier Francesco, were fai too

young for it to have been painted for either of them
(n) That there is no evidence that these two pictures

were ever at Castello before the time of Cosimo I And
that even were there any evidence of their being there at

any time between 1494 and 1550, this would not show
that they were not painted for Lorenzo the Magnificent.

1 Horn in 1475
B The statement made by the anonymous writei, while supplying

no evidence in regard to the two pi ltines, Spi mg and the Birth of

Vmus, is very interesting in another way
,
for it shows that at some

time or other Botticelli painted for Giovanni di Pier Francesco certain
C( beautiful pictures ” in ill b villa of Castello We know that Botticelli

painted frescoes in several other villas round Florence, notably in the

Tornabuom villa, and the expression, “he painted in the house of/'

laises the question whether the pictures referred to by the anonymous
wi iter were not frescoes, since it is unlikely that he would use that

expression in speaking of pictures painted in Botticelli’s studio and
placed in thB villa of Castello Although that villa was partially

destroyed in the time of the siogB of 1630, still it is just possible that

scaich made there, similai to that made by Signor Lemmi in the

Tornabuom villa, might yield similar fruits (500 chap ix p 287,

footnote).
a Even if not also the Birth of Vmu$
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(ill) That had they ever belonged to Giovanni delle

Bande Nei e this would of itself suffice to show that they

had not belonged to Loienzo di Piei Fianresco

(iv) That the only wntci earlier than Vasaii who mentions

anything at all about piciuies being painted at Gastello states

that such weie painted, not foi Loienzo di Pici Fiancesco,

but foi Giovanni di Tier Francesco

It is not safe with Botticelli to expect potto aits m all

cases, and Id aigue that because a figure does i*ol bear

the face of a particular person this piDVes that it is noL

intended Id lepiesent that peison Botticelli makes a

maiked diffeience between an isolated portiait of a syigle

individual and gioup pictuies containing representations

of several individuals or the vaiiDUS members Df a family

In such pictures he, as often as not, considers it quite

sufficient to indicate the peison refened to by some accessoiy,

cither in the dress or elsewhere 1
If, foi instance, he desued

to execute a picture foi the givei of a tournament, compli-

menting the latter’s bi other or son as the victoi in the

combat, Botticelli would think it sufficient to pamt a
pictuie of “Mars,” and show by accessories m the pictuie

that he alluded to that person's brothel or son And
similarly in the case of the lady who had been the chief

beauty on the occasion He might, in delineating hei a?

“Venus,” give her portrait to his figure of Venus, but lia

would think it equally satisfactory (and perhaps even a
more delicate compliment) to denote who was meant by
means of accessories m the picture A well-known example
is the picture of Pallas and the Centaui

,
in which Botticelli

has so definitely indicated Loienzo the Magnificent in the

figure of Pallas by placing Loienzo’s pi 1vale nest all over

the dress, that even to this day eveiy one knows that the

figuie lepiesents Loienzo Such indications, with othcis

now unknown to us, weie amply sufficient foi the Florentines

of Botticdlfs day, giving them full knowledge of what
peisDns weie represented And this knowledge, handed
down to then descendants, gives weight to the opinion of
the Floientines of the piesent day as to what persons aie

represented in then national putuics

Therefore, to leject the figure of “Mercury” in the

picture of Sptmg as not representing Gmliano de’ Medici,

1 Othei pamteis of Lhe time often do tlie same, notably, iur

Instance, Bqudzzo GozzoIl
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or of “ Venus ” in the same picture as not repiesentmg
Simonetta de

J

Vespucci, because the faces do not appear
to be portraits of those persons, is to base an aigument
on piemisee which Botticelli’s practice will not support

This, when joined to the enor of supposing that where
“ Signor Giovanni de’ Medici “ is spoken of it means Giovanni
delle Bande Nere, added to that of supposing that the latter

inherited the villa of Gastello from Lorenzo di Pier Fiancesco,

has had the effect of originating a theoiy legal ding the

two pictures in question which is contiadicted by the very

fuithorily cftioted in suppoit of it

Noi must the testimony which the two pictuies them-
selvgs furnish be left entiiely out of account While the

Spung contains, as has been shown, 1 considerable allusion
' throughout to Loienzo the Magnificent and his achievements,

the connection with lum of the other picture, the Bwth of

Venus
,
is even moie directly evidenced For this picture is,

admittedly, entirely inspired by Politian’s poem 2 wiitten on
the tournament of 1475 , so much so, that the picture is

(as has often been pointed out, notably by Mi Fry) a simple

representalion pictonally of the poet’s woids 3 Now that

poem was written, not for the little-known and insignificant

Loienzo di Pier Francesco (who also at the time this

tournament took place was a boy Df twelve yeais old), but m
honour of Lorenzo the Magnificent

,
the giver of the tourna-

ment" This fact would alone practically suffice to prove

that the picture was painted for no othei than Lorenzo
the Magnificent A picture icpiesentmg pictonally a poem
written in honour of the head of the State on a special

occasion could scarcely have been painted for any one else

but the man in whose honour the poem was written

The theoiy that Lhcse two pictuies were painted for

Lorenzo di Pier FiantescD not only involves his having
commissioned Botticelli to paint the chie^ of the two
pictures when he (Lorenzo) was a boy of fourteen or fifteen,

and demands that the same Loienzo when dying should

instead of leaving his property to his own son, have left

it to a nephew with whom he and his son were at enmity3

and engaged up to the time of that death in a bitterly

contested lawsuit, but it also runs counter to the whole
of the* knowledge of the Florentines about their country

1 Chap vui pp 220-22£* 2 The Ghodra
8 Chap vui p 226,

VOL L
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and countiymen It also involves (in view of the special

character of these two pictures) that the corapaiatively

insignificant Loienzo di Pier Fiancesco,1 who nevei through-
out his life displayed any talent or distinguished himself m
any way (except as having been pioved in a celebrated

lawsuit to have embezzled his nephew's piopeity), should
have possessed an influence and impDitance in the Floience

of his day analogous to that possessed by Loienzo the

Magnificent It has been noted in the text that Loienzo di

Pier Francesco is the only male member of both blanches ol

the Medici family of whom no portiait appears ever to ha\?
been painted

,
a fact which could scarcely have been the case

had he been even to a limited extent a patiDn of Art
Lastly, the very straitened circumstances indicated by

thelettei of Maria Salviati,

2

written in 1530 Dn behalf *uf

herself and her son Cosimo, make it extiemely unlikely that

Cosimo at that time possessed two pictures of the Value

of those in question

There is, in fact, no evidence whatever that these two

pictures weie the pioperty of any of the youngei biaucli

of the Medici family, either m the time of Loienzo di

Pier Francesco and his biothei, or in that of the next

generation in the peison of Giovanni delle Bande Neie,

or in the third geneiation until some years affcei Cg&imo
became Duke of Floience It is most probable that they

had, since 1494, been in various hands, and that Cosimo
bought them when he became enuched by his maniage
with Eleonora di Toledo, and when he was, as we know,
repurchasing the objects of ait which had belonged to the

elder branch wheievei he could find them 8

Irrespective, however, of these considciations, it has been
shown that these two pictuics (foi whomsoever painted)

could not have been painted foi Lorenzo di Pier Francesco

,

while, on the othei hand, ample grounds have been given 4 for

the belief that the opinion always held by the Florentines

that they weie painted for Loienzo the Magnificent is the

correct one

1 Vol n pp 173-175
J Vol ii p 232-233
8 Vol n p 250
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LORENZO iHE MAGNIFICENT TD HIS SON GIOVANNI
IN ROME .

1

>

ct
. The first thing, therefore, that I would impress upon

you is that you ought to he grateful to God, remembering
always that it is not through your merits, or your wisdom,
that you have gained this dignity, but through His favour,

and to show your thankfulness by a holy, exemplary, and
chaste life, and that you are so much the more bound tD

do this by having already in your youth shown conduct

which gives promise of such fruits. It would he very

disgraceful, and contrary both to your duty and my expecta-

tions of you, if in a time when others are seeking to acquire

a more reasonable and better mode of life, you should forget

the good precepts in which you have been brought up It is

necessary, theiefore, that you should strive to lighten the

burden of the rank you bear by a regular life, and by per-

severing in those studies suitable to your profession During
the past year it gave me much comfort to notice that, without

being urged by any one, you had often of your own accord

gone to Confession and received the Holy Communion I do

not believe that there is a better way of keeping m the grace

of God than by accustoming yourself to such ways, and per-

severing m them This seems to me the best and most
useful advice that in the first place I can give you

t6 I know well that m going to reside in Rome, which is

the sink of all iniquity
,

2 you will find it all the more hard
to follow the advice I have given you above Because, not
only does example have gieat influence over us, but also

there will not he wanting those who will endeavour to corrupt

and incite you to vice. Also, because, as you are able to

understand, your promotion to the cardmalate at your early

1 See chap. ix p 291. * Sentma d% tutti % mah
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age arouses much envy, and those who have not been abh
to pi event your receiving that honour will strive subtly tc

diminish it, by bringing youi life into ill-repute, and leading

you to slide into the same ditch into which they have them-
selves fallen, confident of success in their attempt owing to

your youth You ought all the moie fiimly to oppose these

difficulties, since one sees at this time less vntue amongst the

members of the Sacred College Though I remember Id have
seen in that College many who weie learned and good men,
of holy lives Thei efore, it is better to follow these examples

,

by doing which you will be all the more known and esteemed

m propoitiDn as the conditions of the otheis distinguish you
ft Dm them It is at the same time necessaiy that you slrould

avoid, like Scylla ox Chaiybdis, a name for hypocnsy, as much
4

as that of infamy , and that you should practise modeiation,

striving m fact to avoid all which offends in this way, and m
convention not affecting eithei austerity 01 undue seriousness

These are things which m time you will undel stand, and will

pelform better, m my opinion, than I am able to explain them
to you

“You are well awaiehow impoitant is the example which
as a Caidinal you ought to show, and that the wuild would
be a bettei one if all the Caidmals weie what Lhey ought to

be, because in that case theie would always be a good Pope ,

upon which depends, as it wcic, the tranquillity qjt all

Christendom Stave, therefoie, youiself to be such ihat if

all the rest were to do the same we should be able to

anticipate this umveisal boon
“You are the youngest Caidmal, not only m the Sac led

College, but that there has evei been Inthen to TJieicforc, it

is necessaiy that when you take pail in any assembly of them
you should be the most unassuming, and the most humble,
not causing others to wait for you eiLher m the Chapel, or
the Consistoiy, or on deputations You will soon get 1 o
kimw which of them aie the more, and which the less, moral

,

with the latter avoid conversing with intimacy, not meicly
on account of the matter itself, but also on that of public
opinion, but on geneial topiLs converse wrlh all In your
entei tainments I should urge that they should be under,
rathei than beyond, the pievaihng custom, and I should
prefei a fine house and a well-oidcied household to one
extiavagant and ostentatious Try to live with legnlariLy,
reducing your expenses gmdunlly within those limits which
at the first may not be possible. Silk and jewels arc seldom
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suitable to those in your station Better some refinement in

the collection of antique things and beautiful books, and a
house learned and well regulated rather than grand Invite

others to yohr house more often than you accept invitations

to theirs , not, however, too often Eat plain food, and take

plenty of exeicise , foi (for want of it) those of yom cloth

quickly fall into many infirmities for which there is no cure

The position of a Cardinal is both secure and lofty
, whence

it aiises that those who gain it become negligent, thinking

that they Jiave sufficiently attained their object, and can
maintain it with little trouble , and this often does serious

harm to the life and character , so that it is necessary that

you* should beai this carefully in mind Confide in others

h iqo little lathei than too much One rule above all I urge
you to observe with all your diligence, and that is to rise

early m the morning For this not only will help greatly

your health, but also it enables one to arrange anil expedite

all the business of the day, and in the station which you
now occupy, having to say youi offices, to study, to give

audience, etc, you will find this piactice most useful One
other thing also is highly necessary for one in your position

(especially m the beginning of your career), namely, to think
over the previous evening all that you have to do on the

following day, in order that nothing may come upon you
unprepared

“With regard tD your speaking in the Consistory, I

consider that it will be most becoming for you at present,

and the most suitable course at your age, to refer whatever is

proposed to you to His Holiness, giving as your reason your
youth and small experience It may reasonably be expected
that you will he petitioned to intercede with His Holiness
for many special objects Try, however, in these early days

to do so as seldom as you can, and not to worry him con-

stantly in this way, for the Pope's disposition is to pay the

moie need to those who only rarely solicit him in this manner
This you should observe, m ordei not to give him just cause

for offence with you , and so to go before him with pleasant

things, or, when it falls out, to make such an intercession

with humility and modesty, will be pleasing to him*

Farewell,
1’ 1

1 Translator! from the ongmal letter as given in Rdsbog’s Life of
Lorenzo the Magnificent, pp 4b7-470.
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note on Botticelli's portrait of pletro tiiE

UNFORTUNATE, MAINTAINED BY A RECENT
THEORY TO BE A PORTRAIT DF GIOVANNI, SON
OF COSIMD 1

That this pictuie of a man of about five-and-twenty should

be supposed to lepie^ent Giovanni, the son of Cosimo Patei

Patriae, is almost moie illogical than the theory foimerly held

that it repiesented Pico della Mnandola

(1) We have, first, the fact that Botticelli did not begin
painting on his own account until he was twenty (14G4),

at which date Giovanni was aheady dead, having died the

year before, not as a man of twenty-five, but at the age

of foity-two ,

(2) Even supposing that many years afteiwaids Botticelli

had been commissioned (by some one unknown) to paint a
portrait of Giovanni fiom memory, he would certainly have
painted him as he i emembe? ed him,

i e,, as a man of forty-two,
and not as he was when Botticelli was only two years old.

(3) Again, no shadow of a leason has been adduced by
those who have put forward the theory in question, as to
why Giovanni should hold up in both hands and present
to the spectatDi a medallion of Cosimo Pater Patriae, and
in a manner which causes the action to be the prominent
feature of the picture 2 The meie fact that he was Cosimo’s
son does not m any way account foi such an action, and
when put forward as the sole reason which can be adduced,
that argument only draws attention to the failure of the
theoiy on the veiy point on which it is required 'to be
specially stiong

r

1 Sandro Botticelli, by H P, Horae, p 27
9 So much so that the picture has often received the name of

« The Medallist
”
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(4) Supposing this picture to be a portiait of Giovanni

(

at the age of twenty-five, then that means in the year 144G
Now the title of “Pater Patriae ” was not given to Cosimo
until eighteen years later than that, and not until after

Giovanni was dead So that these words round the
medallion would represent a complete anachronism if the
portrait were that of Giovanni, and an anachronism which a
pamtei like Botticelli would certainly never have perpetrated

(5) Lastly, in the year 1446 when Giovanni was twenty-
five Cdsuoio was in the full prime of his health and vigour,

having been? governing Florence for about twelve years, and
having another eighteen years of life before him What
posable leason could there be for Giovanni at that period
m their respective lives to hold up m this peculiarly marked
‘manner a medallion of his father depicting him as an old
man, and with the words “ Cosimo Pater Patriae 1

inscribed

round it P To merely mention the point is sufficient to
show the erroneous character of the theory

The various errors in regard to this picture appear all to
have originated from the supposition that the portrait of
Pietro the Unfortunate painted by Bronzino for Cosimo I,
about the year 1555, is a correct likeness of him It is

singular that whereas Botticelli knew Pietio well, while
Broi^ino never saw him, and was painting a picture supposed
to repiesent him at least fifty years after Pietro's death, the
latter painter, instead of the former, should have been taken
as the authority for what Pietro was like, and that Botticelli’s

E
icture should have been held not to be a portrait of Pietro

ecause it does not agree with that by Bronzino ; with the

result that it has been thought necessary to find some one
else of whom Botticelli’s picture might be declared to be
a portrait*

It has entirely escaped notice that there was a special

reason why we should expect Bronzino’s portrait to give a
* different representation of Pietro Bronzino was the court

S
aint er of Cosimo I

,
upon whom all his advancement

epenled Cosimo I was the grandson of Giovanni di Pier

Francesco, the younger of the two brothers (Lorenzo and
Giovanni), who not only nourished the most bitter enmity

against Pietro,1 but also felt that their entire justification

1 Chap x. pp 311 and 316*
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for their conduct lay in lepmenting him as in eveiy way
foolish and incapable It would be almost impossible that,*

Cosimo I, the giandson of the youngei and moie active

f the two chief enemies of Pietio, should look upon the

latter in any othei light than did his giandfatlicr To
Cosimo I it came with all the foice, both of family

tiadition and of expediency, to hold that Pietio, ejected

from Ploience by Cosnne's grandfather, was justly ti eated

by the lattei on account of Ins defects of chaiacter

Natm ally, theicfore, Bionzino, when inquired to paint for

Cosimo 1 1 a poi trait of the long dead-and-g^one Pietrq,

had no inducement to depict him in any othei manner
than a most unflatteimg one, and so diew a picture of

a biainless and incapable youth, about as diffcient fiom
Botticelli's picture of him as anything could be

Botticelli, m pamtmg Tns poitiait of Pietio, did not
lcquiie (like Bionzino) to place Pictio’s name upon it

To eveiy Floionline of that age the featuic of the medallion

(quite meaningless as legal ds any one else, but full of

meaning as legal ds Pietro) told with 1111211mg ceil amtv

whom the pictuie lepicsented ,

2

Happily, in this instance technical cutmsin is not at

variance with hist011cal fact, the late M Eugene Muniz,
Dnector of the Ecole des Beaux Aits, Pans, than whom
there is no higher authoiity, having given it as his opinion
that this pictme belongs to Lhr latei period of Botticelli's

ait, and is the poitiait of Pietio, the eldest son of Loienzo
the Magnificent

1 Vol 11 chap x\iv p 2 fJD
2 A11 addibiontil piooi lu»s in tin* fyi'l that Liu* poitiait of IVlio

at the ago of seventeen, painted m mwi>iLuro 111 the copy of ITiwuar
pi esented to Pietro at Ins marriage m 148tf*(V)iap ix p JJI>7), distinctly
shows the same face as thit in Botin elh's pm trait, wiLh only the
natural difference between a youth of keventeen aud a man uf twenty-






